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Chapter 1  
 

The vowel [Û] in Korean 
 
 

Unlike other vowels in Korean, the vowel [Û] is unique in that it is subject to Û/zero 
alternation in suffixation, and to insertion in loanwords.  Within rule-based 
frameworks, these two processes are characterised as Û-deletion rule and as Û-
insertion, respectively (e.g. S.-C. Ahn 1985, 1998; Kim-Renaud 1982, among 
others).  Consequently, Underspecificaton Theory (Archangeli 1984) treats the 
vowel [Û] as completely unspecified in lexical representations (e.g. H.-S. Sohn 1986).  
What these previous analyses have not dealt with, however, is the distribution of [Û] 
in mono-morphemic words, partly because morpheme-internal [Û] is static, in the 
sense that it is not subject to deletion or insertion.  But, there is positive evidence 
that this vowel must be also treated differently from other vowels, because the 
occurrence of [Û] is highly constrained morpheme-internally, in suffixation and in 
loanwords, as we will see throughout the thesis 

In this chapter, I present a general background to the vowel [Û] in Korean.  In 1.1, 
the segmental inventory of Korean is introduced.  In 1.2, I briefly review how 
previous analyses have dealt with the processes regarding [Û] in suffixation.  In 1.3 
and 1.4, I examine the distribution of [Û] in mono-morphemic words and in 
suffixation where the occurrence of the vowel [Û] is not random: the context in which 
[Û] occurs is strictly regular.  In 1.5, I consider the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in 
loanwords.  Finally, in 1.6, I put forward the proposal that the Û-deletion and the Û-
insertion rules can be unified if we assume that [Û] is construed as the phonetic 
interpretation of an empty nucleus.   
 
 
1.1. The segmental inventory of Korean 
 
I assume that Korean has 8 vowels and 19 consonants underlyingly. 
 
(1) (a) Vowels   
 /i/, /e/, /E/, /Û/, /a/, /u/, /o/, /�/  
 (b) Consonants    
 (i) Lenis obstruent: /p/, /t/, /k/, /s/, /c/1, /h/  
 (ii) Aspirated obstruent: /pH/, /tH/, /kH/, /cH/  
 (iii) Tensed obstruent: /p’/, /t’/, /k’/, /s’/, /c’/  
                                                           
1 The symbols /c, c’, cH/ represent palato-alveolar affricates.  According to the IPA, they are symbolised 
by /tS, tS’, tSH/ respectively.  However, in this thesis, the symbols /c, c’, cH/ are used for notational 
convenience. 
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 (iv) Nasal: /m/, /n/, / �  
 (v) Liquid: [r] or [l]  
 
Regarding the phonetic quality of the eight vowels, /i/, /e/ and /E/ are front; /Û/ and /a/ 
are mid; /u/, /o/ and /�/ are back.  Note that the phonetic value of /�/ is an unrounded 
back vowel which is transcribed as [¨] in the IPA. 2   Obstruents are classified 
according to three manner types, referred to as lenis, aspirated and tensed, as in (1).  
However, there is a gap for the coronal fricatives /s/ and /s’/: an aspirated /sH/ is not 
present.  /s/ has special properties.  Phonetically it is aspirated (Kagaya 1974), but 
phonologically it behaves like other lenis obstruents (Kim-Renaud 1974, Iverson 
1983, among others.  For a detailed discussion on this matter, see Chapter 3).  
Regarding the liquids, [r] and [l] are complementarily distributed: [r] occurs 
intervocalically and [l] elsewhere.  A number of phonologists have proposed that the 
underlying segment of liquids in Korean is /l/.  However, Y. Heo (1995) and S.J. 
Rhee & Heo (1998) argue that /r/ is the underlying segment.  The debate concerning 
underlying segments will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
 
 
1.2. Previous treatments of the vowel [Û] in suffixation 
 
Û/zero alternation in suffixation has been a highly controversial topic.  The debate 
has focused on the issue as to whether or not the vowel [Û] is a part of the suffixes in 
question.  Those who claim that [Û] belongs to a set of suffixes with Û/zero 
alternations, argue that it is deleted in appropriate contexts (e.g. S.-C. Ahn, 1985, 
1991, Kim-Renaud, 1982, B.-G. Lee 1976, and H.-S. Sohn, 1986 among others).  
Those who propose that [Û] is unspecified in the underlying representation argue that 
it is inserted in particular contexts (e.g. H.-P. Choi 1937, C.-W. Kim 1968, S.-H. 
Kim 1992, and Y.-S. Kim 1985 among others).  These contexts are shown below. 
 
(2) Stem Connective Effective  
(a) /ka/ [kamj�] [kani] ‘to go’ 
 /nar/3 [nalmj�] [nani]4 ‘to fly’ 
(b) /�p/ [�pÛmj�] [�pÛni] ‘to carry on the back’ 
 /tat/ [tatÛmj�] [tatÛni] ‘to close’ 
 /m�k/ [m�kÛmj�] [m�kÛni] ‘to eat’ 
 /s’is/ [s’isÛmj�] [s’isÛni] ‘to wash’ 
 /nopH/ [nopHÛmj�] [nopHÛni] ‘to be high’ 
 /katH/ [katHÛmj�] [katHÛni] ‘to be the same’ 

                                                           
2 In the relevant literature on Korean phonology, the back unrounded vowel is conventionally represented 
by the schwa symbol /�/, which I follow in this thesis.  Bearing this in mind, the vowel /�/ in Korean 
behaves differently from that of English, Dutch, French etc., in which this vowel occurs in metrically 
weak position. 
3  The underlying representations in (2) are based on the ‘standard’ syllabification, i.e. stem-final 
consonants are syllabified as ‘coda’.   
4 Note that the stem-final liquid is deleted.  For an analysis of the phenomenon, see Chapter 4. 
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 /an/ [anÛmj�] [anÛni] ‘to hug’ 
 /kam/ [kamÛmj�] [kamÛni] ‘to wind’ 
 
 In (2a), we observe that [Û] does not occur when the stem-final segment is either 
a vowel or a liquid; otherwise, it does occur, as in (2b).  For the proponents of Û-
deletion, the underlying representations of the connective and the effective suffix are 
/Ûmj�/ and /Ûni/, respectively.  They propose rules in which the vowel [Û] is deleted 
between a vowel and a nasal, or a liquid.  According to the proponents of Û-insertion, 
the underlying representations of these suffixes are /mj�/ and /ni/, respectively.  
They utilise a rule in which the vowel [Û] is inserted between a consonant other than 
a liquid and a nasal. 
 Each approach has different empirical consequences.  For vowel-final stems, as 
in (2a), the deletion analysis treats the phenomenon as a vowel-hiatus effect; the 
suffix-initial [ Û] is deleted when it follows another vowel.  In liquid-final stems, the 
suffix-initial [Û] is deleted before a labial nasal.  In this case, the implicit motivation 
for the deletion of [Û] would be to form a well-formed ‘coda’-onset sequence: [lm].  
In other contexts, the suffix-initial [Û] is retained.  On the other hand, the insertion 
approach assumes that the insertion of [Û] is attributed to euphonic purposes, in the 
sense that the epenthetic [Û] between a consonant and a sonorant may contribute to 
ease of pronunciation, by avoiding two contiguous consonants (H.-P. Choi 1937: 
167).  The implication is that the epenthetic vowel functions as a boundary marker 
between a stem and a suffix (S.-H. Kim 1992: 95).  
 I will now point out some empirical problems for both approaches.  First, one 
major problem with the deletion approach is that it is difficult to handle the 
asymmetrical distribution of nasal-nasal (henceforth NN) sequences morpheme-
internally and in suffixation.  Morpheme-internal NN sequences have no [Û] 
separating them.   
 
(3) 
 

            N1 
N2 

Labial Coronal Velar 

 
Labial 

/simmani/ 
‘ginseng digger’ 

/k�nman/  
‘even though’ 

/pa ma i/ 
‘club’   

 
Coronal 

/kumnil/ 
‘to do a stretch’ 

/k�nn�/  
‘to cross’ 

/ma nani/ 
‘wretch’ 

 
Velar 

----- 
 

----- 
 

----- 
 

 
 In (3), we observe that morpheme-internal NN sequences contain (partial) nasal 
geminates, e.g. coronal-coronal, labial-labial, coronal-labial, labial-coronal, velar-
labial and velar-coronal NN sequences, except velar-velar, labial-velar and coronal-
velar.5  Unlike the process in suffixation (cf. (2b)), [Û] does not occur between two 
nasals morpheme-internally.  But, if [Û]-deletion following a liquid creates a well-
                                                           
5 The distributional restriction is imposed on the velar nasal, i.e. this segment cannot occur in an onset 
position. 
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formed ‘coda’-onset cluster, then the deletion approach is unable to account for why 
the vowel [Û] is not deleted before a nasal in the connective and the effective 
suffixation, as in (3).  Namely, morpheme-internal NN sequences are completely 
acceptable.   
 The insertion approach also has a major empirical problem.  There are 
exceptions in interrogative /ni/ and indicative /ne/ suffixation.  Unlike the other 
nasal-initial suffixes in (2), they are exceptional in that Û-insertion does not occur, 
e.g. [anni] and [anne] ‘to hug’, [kamni] and [kamne] ‘to wind’.  To treat them as 
exceptions to Û-insertion, however, would be counter-intuitive, because these are 
productive verbal inflectional processes.  Another problem is that the Û-insertion 
analysis nonetheless requires the Û-deletion rule to account for the deletion of the 
stem-final [Û] in the stative forms (the stative suffix is /a/ or /�/6).  Some examples of 
verbs ending in [Û] are /s’Û/ ‘to write’, /k’ Û/ ‘to extinguish’, /t’Û/ ‘to float’; the stative 
form of each verb is [s’�:], [k’ �:] and [t’�:], respectively.  Therefore, two conflicting 
processes are listed in the grammar within the Û-insertion approach. 
 To summarise, both the insertion and the deletion approaches to Û/zero 
alternation lead to empirical problems.  The deletion analysis cannot handle the 
asymmetrical behaviour of [Û] with respect to morpheme-internal NN sequences and 
those in suffixation.  The Û-insertion analysis has both conceptual and empirical 
problems in that it still requires the Û-deletion rule to account for stative suffixation, 
where the stem-final [Û] is deleted.  Furthermore, it treats highly productive 
interrogative and indicative suffixation as exceptional.  
 
 
1.3. The distribution of [Û] in native mono-morphemic 
words7 
 
In this section, I consider the distribution of [Û] in native mono-morphemic words in 
order to show that its occurrence is not random.  Consider morpheme-initial and       
-final [Û]. 
 
1.3.1. Morpheme-final [Û] 
 
In Korean, mono-morphemic words may end in either a consonant or a vowel.  
Apart from verb stems which cannot occur in isolation,8 the occurrence of [Û] is quite 
rare in morpheme-final position.9  It indicates that [Û] shows a different behaviour 
                                                           
6 The shape of the stative suffix is determined by the stem-final vowel.  If it is either /a/ or /o/, the suffix 
is /a/; otherwise, it is /�/: e.g. /mak/ ‘to block’, [maka]; /nok/ ‘to melt’, [noka]; /m�k/ ‘to eat’, /m�k�/; 
/cuk/ ‘to die’, [cuk�] and so on. 
7 This section owes much to Y. Heo (1995). 
8 It is interesting to note that mono-syllabic verb stems ending in the vowel [Û] begin with either a tensed 
or an aspirated consonant, e.g. [s’Û] ‘to write’, [k’ Û] ‘to extinguish’, [tHÛ] ‘to sprout’ and so on.  On the 
realisation of the vowel [Û] in these stems in suffixation, see Y. Heo (1995). 
9 According to Y. Heo (1995: 25), there are only three examples, all of which are pronouns, e.g. [kÛ] ‘he’, 
[j�nÛ] ‘other (person)’ and [�nÛ] ‘which’. 
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from other vowels in that the latter occur freely in this position.  The first 
generalisation regarding morpheme-final position, then, is as follows. 
 
(4) The vowel [Û] may not occur finally: *(C)Û# 
 
1.3.2. The vowel [Û] in the initial nuclear position 
 

The vowel [Û] may occur morpheme-initially, as in (5a), or as the initial nucleus, 
as in (5b). 
 
(5) (a) Morpheme-initial   
  [Ût’ Ûm] ‘top’ [ ÛsÛk] ‘dim’ 
  [ÛmcHu @ ‘guileful’ [ Û WDO@ ‘shady side’ 
  [Û �ri] ‘stiff muscle’ [ÛsÛmpHure] ‘misty’ 
 (b) Initial nucleus   
  [kÛrEto] ‘even if’ [k’ ÛtHÛr�ki] ‘slip’ 
  [tÛlc’uk] ‘blueberry’ [tHÛcip] ‘hitch’ 
  [sÛrasoni] ‘lynx’ [s’Ûreki] ‘rubbish’ 
  [nÛkÛl] ‘sickening’ [nÛtHari] ‘agaric ’ 
  [Ûk’E] ‘to crunch’ [Ût’ Ûm] ‘top’ 
  [cÛlk�p] ‘to be delightful’ [hÛmÛt] ‘to be pleased’ 
 

The following generalisation is made. 
 
(6) The vowel [Û] may occur as the first nucleus: #(C)Û. 
 
1.3.3. Morpheme-internal [Û] 
 
Although [Û] does not occur morpheme-finally, it may nevertheless occur before a 
morpheme-final consonant, as shown in (7). 
 
(7) [sasÛm] ‘deer’ [�rÛn] ‘adult’ 
 [c’acÛ @ ‘irritation’ [onÛl] ‘today’ 
 [mEtÛp] ‘knot’ [katÛk] ‘full’ 
 [tikÛt] ‘name of Korean Alphabet’ 
 

(7) illustrates that [Û] occurs before a single final consonant.  Interestingly, note 
that [Û] may not occur before a single consonant followed by another vowel, 
although other vowels may occur freely.  Consider the following examples. 
 
(8) [akas’i] ‘young lady’ [k’ur�mi] ‘parcel’ 
 [anik’op] ‘to be disgusted’ [arit’ap] ‘to be lovely’ 
 [tarEk’i] ‘sty’ [sir Eki] ‘dried leaves’ 
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In (8), notice that the underlined vowels may alternate with another vowel, but 
not with the vowel [Û]: (due to lack of minimal pairs, consider only the underlined 
sequences) [akas’i] vs. [akis’i] ‘young lady’,10 [k’ur�mi] vs. [kwit’urami] ‘cricket’; 
[tarEk’i ] vs. [k�rik’i ] ‘to be restrained’; [sirEki] vs. [toriki] ‘Dutch treat’.  In other 
words, forms like *[akÛs’i], *[k’ur Ûmi], *[anÛk’op] etc., are not possible words in 
Korean.  The implication is that the vowel [Û] may not occur before a consonant 
followed by another vowel.  This is not consistent with (5), because [Û] may occur in 
the initial nucleus when it is followed by a consonant and another vowel.  However, 
note that there is a significant difference between the data: [Û] occurs in the initial 
nucleus in (5) and in the non-initial nucleus in (8).  At this stage, we can make the 
preliminary generalisation that [Û] has a different distribution in the initial and the 
non-initial nuclear positions, i.e. the vowel [Û] in the initial nucleus position cannot 
be absent (see Chapter 3).   
 However, [Û] does occur before two consonants followed by a vowel as shown in 
(9).   
 
(9) (a) Nasal-obstruent   
 [k�sÛmcHÛre] ‘sleepy’ [sikÛmcHi] ‘spinach’ 
 [sikHÛndu @ ‘to be impudent’ [utÛmdZi] ‘treetop’ 
 (b) Liquid-nasal and liquid-obstruent  
 [tasÛlki] ‘gastropod’ [k�tÛlm�k] ‘to be arrogant’ 
 [mindÛlle] ‘dandylion’ [kotÛlkE] ‘horsebell’ 
 

It appears that the two consonants in (9) after [Û] can constitute ‘coda’-onset 
clusters within ‘standard’ syllabification (S.-C. Ahn 1985, H.-S. Sohn 1986).  Also, 
as in (8), if the underlined vowels are not taken into consideration, the two 
neighbouring consonants would have formed ‘coda’-onset clusters.  That is, [aks’i], 
[k’ulmi], [ank’op], [alt’ap], [talk’i] and [silki] are possible words in Korean.11  This 
indicates that [Û] may not occur between two consonants in ‘coda’-onset clusters.  It 
implies that the occurrence of [Û] is sensitive to the distribution of surrounding 
consonants.  Before we investigate the occurrence of [Û] with respect to the 
distribution of surrounding consonants any further, the observations made thus far 
can be summarised as follows. 
 
(10) (a) [Û] may not occur morpheme-finally. 
 (b) [Û] in the first nuclear position may occur before a single consonant 

followed by another vowel, but not in other positions. 
 (c) Morpheme-internal [Û] may occur before two consonants followed by 

another vowel. 
 

                                                           
10 These two forms are synonyms. 
11 Note that [l] rather than [r] occurs in ‘coda’ position.  This is due to the allophonic relation between the 
two consonants, as discussed in 1.1. 
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Given the generalisations in (10), it is fair to say that [Û] has a rather limited 
distribution compared to other vowels in Korean.   
 
1.3.4. The vowel [Û] and its surrounding consonants 
 
The generalisation in (10b) requires further refinement with respect to the 
occurrence of morpheme-internal [Û], because this vowel occurs before a consonant 
followed by another vowel, as shown in (11). 
 
(11) (a) Between a nasal or a lenis obstruent, and a liquid  
  [cinÛr�mi] ‘fin’ [h �tÛre] ‘trash’ 
  [pusÛr�m] ‘ulcer’   
 (b) Between a lenis obstruent and a nasal  
  [nakÛne] ‘stranger’ [kocÛn�k] ‘silent’ 
  [sÛlkÛm�ni] ‘sectretely’   
 (c) Between two lenis obstruents   
  [pantÛsi] ‘certainly’ [potÛki] ‘dwarf tree’ 
 (d) Between a tensed or an aspirated obstruent, and a lenis obstruent 
  [kEk’ Ûsi] ‘tidily’ [t �lkHÛt�k] ‘click’ 
 

In contrast to (8) and (9), if the underlined [Û] were absent, its surrounding 
consonants would not form ‘coda’-onset clusters: e.g. *[cinr�mi], *[h�tre] and 
*[pusr�m].  These forms are not possible in Korean.  Thus, the occurrence of [Û] is 
sensitive to the distribution of its surrounding consonants depending on whether or 
not they may serve as ‘coda’-onset clusters.  The revised generalisation regarding 
(10b) is as follows. 
 
(12) [Û] may not occur between ‘coda’-onset clusters morpheme-internally. 
 
The condition in (12) regulates the absence of [Û] in (9) and its presence in (11).   
 In summary, the following table shows the combinatorial possibilities of two 
consonants with respect to the intervening vowel [Û] (Y. Heo 1995: 32). 
 
(13) The occurrence of morpheme-internal [Û] between two consonants (C1 and C2) 
 

          C2 
C1 

Liquid Nasal Lenis 
obstruent 

Tensed or 
aspirated 

Liquid Ø Ø Ø Ø 
Nasal Û Ø Ø Ø 
Lenis obstruent Û Û Û Ø 
Tensed or aspirated Û Û Û Û 
                (Ø: absence; Û: presence) 
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 Two examples do not conform to (13).  The vowel [Û] invariably occurs after a 
lenis fricative /s/, even though a tensed obstruent follows [Û].  According to 
‘standard’ syllabification, these two types of consonants would have formed ‘coda’-
onset clusters without the intervening [Û].  Two examples of words of this type are 
shown in (14). 
 
(14) [usÛk’wang] ‘funny’ [mesÛk’�p] ‘to feel sick’ 
 

The presence of [Û] between a lenis fricative /s/ and a tensed obstruent in native 
Korean is limited to only two words, which may be treated as exceptions.  However, 
as we will see later in section 1.5, the vowel [Û] in the same context occurs 
frequently in loanword adaptation.  In particular, complex ‘coda’ clusters involving 
/s/ from English such as wasp, test and disk are phonetically realised as [wasÛpHÛ], 
[tHesÛtHÛ] and [tisÛkHÛ], respectively.  Note that [Û] intervenes between a lenis fricative 
and an aspirated stop, which shows approximately the same distribution as the data 
in (14).  Thus, the presence of [Û] in this context requires attention in native Korean.  
Therefore, we must seek a proper account of the occurrence of [Û] related to the 
special nature of fricatives. 

Thus far, we have described the presence and the absence of the vowel [Û] in 
mono-morphemic words.  In the next section, I will consider verbal suffixation 
where Û/zero alternations occur. 
 
 
1.4. The vowel [Û] in verbal suffixation 
 
As mentioned earlier, verbal stems in Korean cannot occur in isolation.  They 
require at least one suffix.  In general, we can distinguish two types of verbal 
suffixes depending on whether or not Û/zero alternations take place.  In this section, 
the discussion focuses on the set of suffixes involved in Û/zero alternations.  The 
remaining set of suffixes is dealt with in Chapter 4.  Consider the following verbal 
suffixes with Û/zero alternation, as shown in (15), e.g. the intentive suffix alternates 
[r�] with [Ûr�], the connective [mj�] with [Ûmj�], and the honorific [si] with [Ûsi]. 
 
(15) (a) Obstruent-final stem    
 stem intentive  connective honorific  
 /kapH/ [kapHÛr�] [kapHÛmj�] [kapHÛsi] ‘to pay back’ 
 /pEtH/ [pEtHÛr�] [pEtHÛmj�] [pEtHÛsi] ‘to spit out’ 
 /c’ocH/ [c’ocHÛr�] [c’ocHÛmj�] [c’ocHÛsi] ‘to chase’ 
 /tak’/ [tak’Ûr�] [tak’Ûmj�] [tak’Ûsi] ‘to clean’ 
 /mak/ [makÛr�] [makÛmj�] [makÛsi] ‘to block’ 
 /tat/ [tatÛr�] [tatÛmj�] [tatÛsi] ‘to close’ 
 /p�s/ [p�sÛr�] [p�sÛmj�] [p�sÛsi] ‘to take off’ 
 /c’ic/ [c’ic Ûr�] [c’ic Ûmj�] [c’ic Ûsi] ‘to tear’ 
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 (b) Nasal-final stem    
 /kam/ [kamÛr�] [kamÛmj�] [kamÛsi] ‘to wind’ 
 /an/ [anÛr�] [anÛmj�] [anÛsi] ‘to hug’ 
 (c) Liquid-final stem12    
 /k�r/ [k�ll�] [k�lmj�] [k�si] ‘to hang’ 
 (d) Vowel-final stem    
 /ka/ [kar�] [kamj�] [kasi] ‘to go’ 
 

In (15), we observe that [Û] occurs if the stems end in either an obstruent or a 
nasal.  It does not occur if the stems end in either a vowel or a liquid.  As seen above 
in (13), the occurrence of [Û] in suffixation contexts is roughly similar to in mono-
morphemic contexts.   
 However, there are cases where Û-realisation is inconsistent with (13).  As 
discussed in section 1.2, the nasal-final stems behave in a rather different way.  
Morpheme-internally, we do not encounter [Û] between two nasals.  The relevant 
data are repeated from (3) in (16).  However, in suffixation contexts, [Û] occurs 
between two nasals, as in (15b).   
 
(16) [simmani] ‘ginseng digger’ [kumnil] ‘to do a stretch’ 
 [k�nman] ‘even though’ [k�nn�] ‘to cross’ 
 [pa ma i] ‘club’ [ma nani] ‘wretch’ 

 
So far, we have investigated the occurrence of [Û] in both mono-morphemic and 

suffixation contexts.  What we have observed is that [Û] does not behave arbitrarily.  
Its distribution is controlled by the presence or the absence of following vowels and 
the quality of the surrounding consonants.  One exception would seem to involve the 
morpheme-initial position, where the occurrence of [Û] does not seem to be affected 
by the presence of a following vowel.  In addition, the distribution of [Û] in mono-
morphemic words is identical to that in verbal suffixation but slightly different, with 
respect to nasal-final stems.  In the next section, I discuss the occurrence of [Û] in 
loanword adaptation from English. 
 
 
1.5. The vowel [Û] in loanwords 
 
When a foreign word is adopted in another language, its phonetic shape usually 
undergoes phonological changes in conformity with the segmental and the syllabic 
system of the host language.  The segmental system deals with the transformation of 
segments of the source language which are lacking in the segmental inventory of the 
host language.  The syllabic system deals with the (re-)adjustment of segments or 
the repair strategy which may violate language-specific syllabic conditions (Paradis 
1988, Paradis & Lacharité 1997 and Yip 1993 among others).  Typical instances of 
                                                           
12 In liquid-final stems, alternative phonetic forms are possible in child speech: [k�rÛr�] in the intentive; 
[k�rÛmj�] in the connective; [k�rÛsi] in the honorific.   
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syllabic readjustments involve deletion of consonants and insertion of vowels.  In 
this section, I briefly investigate these two aspects of loanword adaptation, focusing 
on the occurrence of [Û]. 

Apart from Sino-Korean words, most loanwords in Korean come from English.  
In terms of ‘standard’ syllabification, English has a rather more complex syllable 
structure than Korean.  English has branching onsets and codas, while Korean does 
not (S.-C. Ahn 1991).  Thus, when English words with complex consonant clusters 
are adopted in Korean, it is reasonable to assume that various repair strategies are 
required to readjust segmental sequences into the syllable structure of Korean.  One 
prominent strategy is to insert [Û] to break up consonant sequences in order to 
preserve maximal segmental identity in comparison to the source language.  Thus, 
we expect multiple Û-insertion in various positions in English loanwords.  However, 
as we will see below, like in native Korean, the occurrence of [Û] is highly regulated 
in that it is not inserted in every consonant cluster.  We do not see any insertion in 
certain types of consonant clusters.  In this section, I describe the contexts in which 
[Û] does and does not occur in English loanword adaptation, and compare them with 
those of native Korean.   

 
1.5.1 The consonant transformation 

 
Before we investigate the occurrence of [Û] in loanwords, I sketch how English 
consonants are adopted into the consonant system of the borrowing language.  First, 
consider the following consonants in non-final, pre-vowel position.  English 
voiceless stops are realised as aspirated stops, and voiced ones are converted into 
lenis stops in Korean. 
 
(17) English Korean English  Korean 
 pie [pHai] bye [pai] 
 tie [tHai] day [tei] 
 key [kHi] gay [kei] 

 
With respect to other obstruents, inter-dental fricatives /T/ and /D/ are realised as 

[s] and [t], respectively.  The coronal fricatives /s/ and /z/ are realised as [s] and [c].  
The labial fricatives /f/ and /v/ are realised as [pH] and [p].  The palato-alveolar 
fricative /S/ and /Z/ are realised as [sj] and [c].  The affricates, /tS/ and /dZ/ are as [cH] 
and [c].  Thus, [c] in Korean corresponds to /z/, /Z/ and /dZ/ of English.  The relevant 
examples are shown in (18). 
 
(18) thinner  [sin�]  This13 [tis] 
 sofa [sopHa] zoom [cum] 
 fashion [pHEsj�n] veto [pitHo] 
 show [sjo] version [p�c�n] 
 chain [cHein] gin [cin] 
                                                           
13 This is a brand of cigarette in Korea. 
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The three nasals of English are realised in Korean without modification, as 
shown below. 
 
(19) main [mein] neon [neon] 
 ping-pong [pHi SHo @   
 
The English liquids /l/ and /r/ are adopted in rather complex ways in Korean.  First, 
initial /l/ and /r/ in English are realised as [l] in Korean.  Thus, there is no segmental 
distinction between these two consonants in initial position in Korean due to the 
allophonic relation between [l] and [r], as mentioned in section 1.1.  In internal 
position, however, they are realised as [ll] and [r], respectively.  Consider the 
following examples. 
 
(20) lemon [lemon] radio [latio] 
 cola [kHolla] vanilla [panilla] 
 aurora [orora]   

 
Regarding the initial position, as in lemon and radio, there is a distributional 

constraint on liquids in native Korean: liquids cannot occur in initial position.14  If 
this constraint were active in loanword adaptation, then serious confusion would 
arise between liquid-initial and vowel-initial words; both types of words would 
begin with a vowel.  The constraint on liquids is suspended in loanword adaptation, 
probably to minimise lexical confusion. 

With respect to the internal position, internal /l/ in English is represented as [ll] 
in Korean, while /r/ is realised as [r].  It seems that the English orthography, 
irrespective of the number of l’s being spelled, does not affect the realisation of 
internal /l/ as [ll] in English loanword adaptation, as in cola and vanilla.15  One 
important observation is that a vowel always follows [ll].  This observation is 
supported by the word film where [Û] occurs between /l/ and /m/, i.e. [pHill Ûm].  
Unlike /l/ and /r/ in initial position, the segmental identity of English internal /l/ 
and/r/ is more or less preserved. 

To summarise, the following schema illustrates how English consonants are 
converted into Korean in initial and internal position. 
 

                                                           
14 In fact, the pronunciation of my surname is [li], but the actual pronunciation is [i] due to the fact that 
surnames in Korean occur initially rather than finally as in western names, i.e. [l] is dropped in initial 
position.  Interestingly, note that North Korean does not have this constraint.  Therefore, the same 
surname is realised as [li] without l-dropping. 
15 As we see later in Chapter 3, the sequence [ll] is possible morpheme-internally in native Korean: [k�lle] 
‘dustclothes’, [p�lle] ‘insect’, [tallE] ‘to soothe’, [nallj�p] ‘quick’ etc.  However, note that a single [l] 
occurs only in final position.   
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(21) English Korean 
 /p/, /t/, /k/  [pH], [tH], [kH] 
 /b/, /g/ [p], [k] 
 /d/ 

/D/ 
[t] 

 /f/, /v/ [pH], [p] 
 /m/, /n/, / � [m], [n], [ @ 
 /S/, /tS/ [sj], [cH] 
 /s/ 

/T/ 
[s] 

 /z/ 
/Z/ 
/dZ/ 

[c] 

 initial /l/ 
          /r/ 

[l] 

 internal /l/ [ll] 
 internal /r/  [r] 
 

In the next section, I deal with final consonants as well as complex consonant 
clusters where we observe multiple Û-insertion. 
 
1.5.2. The distribution of [Û] in loanwords 
 
In terms of ‘standard’ syllabification, Korean does not allow complex onsets and 
codas.  Accordingly, when a language which has complex consonant clusters, like a 
word is borrowed from English, [Û] is inserted in various positions in order to 
conform to Korean syllable structure.  Thus, the prime sites of the occurrence of [Û] 
are branching onsets and codas where [Û] appears between two consonants in the 
former case, and after two consonants in the latter.  Some relevant examples of each 
case are shown in (22) and (24), respectively.   
 
(22) (a) Branching onset: Cr cluster  
  printer [pHÛrintH�] brazier [pÛreic�] 
  training [tHÛreini @ drama [tÛrama] 
  crew [kHÛru] gravy [kÛrEpi] 
  fry-pan [pHÛraipHEn]   
 (b) Branching onset: Cl cluster  
  plan [pHÛllEn] blender [pÛllent�] 
  clay [kHÛllei] glycerine [kÛlliserin] 
  fly [pHÛllai]   
 

In (22a), we observe that all underlined Cr clusters, i.e. /pr/, /tr/, /kr/, /fr/, /br/, /dr/, 
/gr/ are resolved by the vowel [Û], as in (22a).  With respect to the Cl clusters in 
(22b), the vowel [Û] occurs between an obstruent and /l/; /l/ is also realised as [ll] in 
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Korean, as discussed in (20).  The occurrence of [Û] in this position is intended to 
maximally preserve the segmental identity of the source language.  Note that the 
context in which [Û] occurs in (22a) coincides with the native Korean words in (11a) 
in section 1.3.3, where [Û] occurs between an obstruent and a liquid: [h�tÛre] ‘trash’; 
[sinapÛro] ‘gradually’; [sikÛr�ci] ‘to vanish’.  The examples in (22) also illustrate that 
[Û] appears in the first syllable as for native Korean in (5) in section 1.3.1, e.g. 
[kÛrEto] ‘even if’; [s’Ûreki] ‘rubbish’; [sÛrasoni] ‘lynx’.  This strongly indicates that 
even in loanwords the behaviour of [Û] is not random at all.  In addition, consider 
loanwords in which [Û] occurs between two aspirated stops.  The source of these 
examples is usually related to natural science terminology or to German.  As noted 
in (13) above, these cases are absent among native words. 
 
(23) [aks’eropHÛtHol] axerophthol [kecelsjapHÛtHÛ] Gesellschaft 
 [kikantopHÛtHerisÛ] Gigantopteris [napHÛtHallen] naphthalene 

 
 Consider complex ‘coda’ clusters in final position. 
 
(24) pulp [pH�lpHÛ] belt [peltHÛ] 
 bulk [p�lkHÛ]   
 camp [kHEmpHÛ] tent [tHentHÛ] 
 bank [pE NHÛ]   
 
In (24), we observe that [Û] does not appear between two consonants, but it does 
occur finally.  Recall that in native Korean this vowel does not occur in final 
position.  The occurrence of [Û] in final position seems obligatory when consonant 
clusters precede it, i.e. *[pH�lÛp] or *[pH�lÛpHÛ].  As discussed in section 1.3.3, [Û] 
does not occur between ‘coda’-onset clusters.  As we see in (25) below, the presence 
of final [Û] in loanwords is also affected by the quality of the preceding consonant, 
i.e. it does not occur after certain types of segments.   

In order to see how the quality of consonants determines the presence of [Û] in 
final position, consider the following English loanwords that end in a single 
consonant. 
 
(25) (a) Nasal-final words   
  dam [tEm] pen [pHen] 
  king [kHi @   
 (b) Liquid-final words   
  HIL [hil] car [kHa] 
 (c) Stop-final words   
  soup [sup] or [supHÛ] cut [kH�t] or [k�tHÛ] 
  cake [kHeik] or [kHeikHÛ]   
  cube [kHjupÛ] bed [petÛ] 
  tag [tHakÛ]   
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 (d) Fricative or affricate-final words   
  (bay) leaf [lipHÛ] live [laipÛ] 
  bus [p�sÛ] jazz [cEcÛ] 
 
 The vowel [Û] does not appear after nasal- or liquid-final words, as in (25a) and 
(25b).  The r-final English words are of interest.  Note that the segment /r/ is not 
realised on the surface, as in the word car in Korean.  The same phenomenon is 
observed in internal position where /r/ occupies ‘coda’ position followed by an onset, 
e.g. carpet [kHapHet] or [kHapHetHÛ], target [tHaket] or [tHaketHÛ], and so on.  This 
implies that Korean adopts a non-rhotic (or British) accent in English loanword 
adaptation.16  In other words, the treatment of coda-/r/ of English loanwords is the 
same as that of the British accent: coda-/r/ is deleted before a consonant or in final 
position.  This is surprising in the sense that the influence of the American accent 
prevails in Korea.  For instance, English education is based upon American English 
and Korean adopts the American accent with respect to vowel-quality, e.g. dot-
(com) [tat(kH�m)] and hip hop [hip hap].  Non-rhoticity in English loanwords would 
be due to the nature of /r/ in Korean, i.e. /r/ does not occur in ‘coda’ position.  I will 
discuss the matter regarding to the segment /r/ in more detail in Chapter 3 and 5. 

Regarding the stop-final words in (25c), at first glance, the generalisation seem 
to be that [Û] occurs irrespective of whether final stops are voiceless or voiced in the 
source language.  In fact, the presence of [Û] in final position may be a significant 
indicator to distinguish native from loan words in Korean.  It is reasonable to 
assume that Koreans perceive some degree of foreignness with [Û] in final position, 
since there are almost no words ending in this vowel.  With respect to the voiceless 
stop-final words, however, we observe that there are alternations between an 
aspirated and a lenis stop: aspirated stops occur with the following [Û], lenis ones 
without it.  What these alternations suggest is that the occurrence of [Û] is sensitive to 
the quality of a preceding consonant.  Parallel cases arise in English words ending in 
complex codas where /s/ is involved.   

 
(26) wasp [wasÛpHÛ] *[waspHÛ] test [tHesÛtHÛ] *[t HestHÛ] 
 desk [tesÛkHÛ] *[teskHÛ]   
 
Unlike (24), where [Û] does not occur in ‘coda’-onset clusters in English, the 
examples in (26) show that it is not the case.  The vowel [Û] mediates between /s/ and 
a following aspirated stop, despite the fact that these consonant sequences are a 
well-formed ‘coda’-onset ones in English.  Once again, this strongly suggests that 
the quality of surrounding consonants affects the occurrence of [Û] in loanwords as 
well as native words, as discussed in section 1.3.3, e.g. [usÛk’wa @� ‘funny’ and 
[mesÛk’�p] ‘to feel sick’, as in (14).  The relevant generalisation is that the vowel [Û] 
                                                           
16 For a general description of the difference between the British and the American accent, see Wells 
(1982).  Another instance of non-rhoticity in English loanword adaptation is found in Cantonese which 
has been influenced by British English historically and socially (Silverman 1992, Yip 1993).  However, 
S.J. Rhee (2000) argues that non-rhoticity of both languages in English loanword adaptation is mainly 
due to phonotactic constraints on /r/ rather than social and historical factors. 
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must occur after the fricative /s/ followed by aspirated or tensed obstruents in both 
native and loan words.   
 Consider (25d) where the English examples end in fricatives or affricates.  Like 
the stop-final words in (25c), final voiceless and voiced labial fricatives in English 
are realised as [pHÛ] and [pÛ] respectively.  Regarding coronal fricative-final words, 
we observe that [Û] occurs finally after a fricative and an affricate, as in [p�sÛ] and 
[cEcÛ].  Recall from (21) that /z/ in English is realised as a lenis affricate [c] in 
Korean.  Thus, the example jazz provides another context in which [Û] occurs after 
an affricate.   
 Thus far, we have seen that [Û] occurs between consonant clusters, and, in final 
position in English loanword adaptation.  However, we note that there are other 
cases where the vowel [i] occurs in final position instead of [Û], as shown in (27). 
 
(27) sash [sEsi] beige [peici] 
 coach [kHoucHi] college [kHallici] 
 
All these examples end in a palatal fricative or a palatal affricate in the source 
language.  These consonants are converted into [si] for /S/ as in sash, [ci] for /Z/ and 
/dZ/ as in beige and college, respectively, and [cHi] for /tS/ as in coach.  It is plausible 
to assume that the realisation of [i] in this position is influenced by the preceding 
palatal consonant.  In particular, the distinction between /Z/ and /dZ/ in English is 
merged into [ci] in Korean.  Recall that the segment [c] is also used to represent 
English /z/, as in (25d).  In this case, the vowel [Û] rather than [i] occurs in final 
position.  Hence, the segmental distinction between /Z/ and /dZ/, and /z/ in English is 
made on the basis of which vowel occurs in final position.   

Until now, I have considered English loanwords ending in a single consonant.  
We observe that the occurrence of [Û] depends on the quality of preceding 
consonants, i.e. if they are a nasal or [l], then it does not occur; if they are fricatives 
or affricates, it does occur, while the vowel [i] occurs after English palatal 
consonants.  Comparing (25) with (24), an important difference is noted in that the 
occurrence of [Û] is obligatory when it follows complex coda sequences in (24), but 
its occurrence depends on the quality of preceding consonants in (25).  Thus, in 
loanwords, we do not have forms such as *[p�lpH], *[peltH], *[p�lkH], among others. 
 To sum up, the contexts in which [Û] occurs among loanwords are as follows. 
 
(28) (a) Words ending in a single consonant 
  (i) The vowel [Û] does not occur after nasals and liquids. 
  (ii) The vowel [i] occurs after palatal affricates and fricatives. 
  (iii) The vowel [Û] occurs after non-palatal fricatives. 
  (iv) The vowel [Û] occurs after stops; but it alternates with zero after 

words ending in voiceless stops; if zero alternants occur, the preceding 
stops must be lenis. 
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 (b) Words ending in complex clusters 
  (i) The vowel [Û] occurs finally when complex clusters precede it. 
  (ii) The vowel [Û] does not occur between these two consonants if the 

first member is a sonorant (e.g. nasal or liquid); it does occur between 
the two if the first member is a fricative 

 (c) Words containing branching onsets 
  The vowel [Û] breaks up onset clusters. 
 (d) Words containing two contiguous aspirated segments 
  The vowel [Û] intervenes between these two segments. 
 
 
1.6 An alternative view of the vowel [Û] in Korean 
 
Up to now, I have investigated the occurrence of [Û] in native Korean and loanwords.  
I have tried to show that the distribution of the vowel [Û] is not arbitrary in native 
Korean, i.e. it is highly regular in mono-morphemic as well as in suffixation 
contexts.  The quality of neighbouring consonant(s) affects the presence or absence 
of [Û].  Similarly, the occurrence of [Û] in loanwords is also systematically 
constrained, i.e. its distribution depends on the quality of adjacent consonants.  This 
section reviews an Û-insertion approach to loanwords.  Then, I put forward an 
alternative view on the vowel [Û] by rejecting the previous approaches to it.   
 As I pointed out in section 1.2, both Û-deletion and Û-insertion analyses face 
empirical problems.  The deletion analysis is not able to handle the asymmetrical 
distribution of NN sequences in mono-morphemic and in suffixation contexts.  The 
result of Û-insertion is to treat productive suffixation in the interrogative and the 
indicative as exceptional.  With respect to loanwords, the main motivation of Û-
epenthesis is to conform to Korean syllable structure which bars branching onsets 
and final complex codas.  For instance, S.-C. Ahn (1998: 211-212), proposes the 
following four rules to account for Û-epenthesis. 
 
(29) Vowel epentheses in loanwords 

(a) Epenthesis in onset 
     N17 
     | 
      Ø ���>��@����� [C ___ C]σ    

�1��DQ�HPSW\�VORW�IRU�D�YRZHO�� ��V\OODEOH��&��FRQVRQDQW� 
  | 

 [ ] 
  

                                                           
17 The N with an empty slot refers to an unspecified nucleus that will get phonetic content.  According to 
Ahn’s proposal, the phonetic content is provided by redundancy rules of vowel specification.  I do not 
discuss this matter in this chapter; see Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion on this issue. 
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(b) Epenthesis in coda (I) 
     N 
     | 
      Ø ���>��@����� __

voice

plosive
]cont[





















+

+
+

 ]  
 

(c) Epenthesis in coda (II) 
     N 
     | 
      Ø ���>��@���  C C  ____ ]

�  

            | 
         [-son] 

 
(d) Epenthesis in coda (III): default case 

   Ø �Û /  C ___ C]
�
 

 
Putting aside rule (29b) for the time being, let us consider the empirical effects of 
these three rules.  Rule (29a) is designed to break up a consonant cluster by Û-
insertion since Korean allows only a single consonant in onsets.  The rules in (29c) 
and (29d) treat complex coda sequences in final position.  The former deals with lC 
and NC (N: nasal, C: obstruent) clusters such as lp, lt, mp, nt etc.  The latter 
concerns sC clusters such as sp, st and sk.  Interestingly, the insertion sites of these 
three rules are exactly the same as those for the vowel [Û] in native mono-morphemic 
words as discussed in 1.3.  Some relevant native examples are repeated in 
comparison with loanword ones.  (The sequences under comparison are underlined.) 
 
(30) (a) Rule (29a)    
 loanword  Korean  
 [pipÛrapHon]  vibraphone [sinapÛro] ‘gradually’ 
 [�tÛresi @ addressing [kotÛrÛm] ‘icicle’ 
 [piakÛra] viagra [ci kÛr�p] ‘creepy’ 
 (b) Rule (29c)    
 [silkHÛ] silk [t�lkHÛt�k] ‘click 
 [pE kHÛ] bank [s� NHÛm] ‘with big strides’ 
 (c) Rule (29d)    
 [tHesÛtHÛ] test [usÛk’wa @� ‘funny’ 
 [tesÛkHÛ] desk [mesÛk’�p] ‘to feel sick’ 
 
(30) indicates that the contexts in which [Û] occurs in the formulations of Û-insertion 
rules of (29) are exactly the same as the distribution of [Û] in native words.  This 
illustrates that a rule-based approach to loanwords runs into the duplication problem 
(Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1977: 136), i.e. rules are added to the grammar which 
duplicates the morpheme structure constraints. 

Finally consider rule (29b).  This rule is designed to account for the occurrence 
of [Û] in final position, when loanwords in the source language end in a voiced stop, 
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as in cube [kHjupÛ], bed [petÛ] and tag [tHEkÛ].18  In fact, these examples constitute a 
set of words which is totally unique to loanwords, precisely because almost no 
native words end in the vowel [Û].  This rule, however, does not take into account 
alternations between aspirated and lenis stops, as illustrated in (25c), e.g. soup [sup] 
or [supHÛ], cut [kH�t] or [k�tHÛ] and cake [kHeik] or [kHeikHÛ].  What these examples 
show is that there is an intrinsic relation between the laryngeal nature of the stops 
and the occurrence of [Û]: the presence of aspirated stops requires a following [Û], but 
the presence of lenis stops does not.  Within Ahn’s rule-based formulation, several 
additional rules are required in order to capture such alternations between aspirated 
and lenis stops and between [Û] and zero.  For instance, since English voiceless stops 
are converted into aspirated stops in Korean, a process in which aspirated stops 
become lenis in final position is needed, e.g. [sup], or another process, in which the 
vowel [Û] is inserted when it follows aspirated stops, is required, e.g. [supHÛ].  Such 
rules, however, do not seem to establish a non-arbitrary relation between the 
phonological processes in question and the contexts in which they take place.  
Concretely, these rules do not reveal the reason why lenis stops without [Û] occur in 
final position, and why aspirated stops require a following [Û] when they occur in 
final position. 
 Thus far, I have examined the Û-insertion approach to loanwords.  Apart from 
final [Û] in loanwords, the vowel [Û] in internal position shows that there is no 
phonotactic difference between native and loanwords.  This implies that we can treat 
the internal [Û] in loanwords in the same grammar as native words.  The previous Û-
deletion and the Û-insertion analysis, however, appear not to capture the same 
distribution of [Û] in a unified way, precisely because these approaches assume that 
the native morpheme-internal [Û] is lexically specified.   
 However, there is an alternative way to achieve a unified treatment of the vowel 
[Û].  This is to recognise an empty nucleus in the lexical representation with the 
assumption that the phonetic interpretation of an empty nucleus is the vowel [Û] 
when certain conditions are satisfied, and that it is not audible otherwise.  For 
instance, consider the words [pipÛrapHon] ‘vibraphone’ and [sinapÛro] ‘gradually’.  
Under this approach, the lexical representations are as follows. 
 
(31) (a) [pipÛrapHon] vibraphone19     
  O  N1  O  N2  O  N3  O  N4   
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |        |  |  |  | 
  p  i  p    r  a  pH  o  n 

                                                           
18 According to Ahn’s transcription, the phonetic forms are cube [kHjubÛ], bed [pedÛ] and tag [tHEgÛ] where 
intervocalic voicing takes place.  As we will see in Chapter 3, I argue that intervocalic voicing is not 
present in the phonology of Korean.  Thus, throughout the thesis, all intervocalic obstruents are 
represented by lenis ones.  In addition, close inspection of rule (29b) reveals that this rule comprises two 
processes: Û-epenthesis and intervocalic voicing.  That is, after Û-epenthesis, intervocalic voicing occurs. 
19 In particular, note that the final /n/ in (31a) is not syllabified.  Full syllabification of given segmental 
strings will be discussed in Chapter 2 and onwards.   
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 (b) [sinapÛro] ‘gradually’ 
  O  N1  O  N2  O  N3  O  N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |  |  |    |  | 
  s  i  n  a  p    r  o 
 
(31) gives partial lexical representations in which N2 and N3, in (31a) and (31b), 
respectively, are empty.  The task is, then, to develop an algorithm of how to 
interpret these empty nuclei.  If an adequate algorithm is available, the obvious 
advantage of this approach is that the grammar becomes simpler, because no Û-
insertion and Û-deletion rules of the type in (29) are necessary in Korean phonology.   

Regarding the algorithm for the interpretation of empty nuclei, I adopt 
Government Phonology (GP), which provides a principles-and-parameters-based 
account, i.e. the Empty Category Principle.  In the remaining chapters, I will 
investigate how this principle together with language-specific conditions determines 
the phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei in Korean. 

 
 
 
 
  



 

 

 
 

Chapter 2 
 

The syllable structure of Korean 
 
 
In this chapter, I present a government-based analysis of the syllable structure of 
Korean.  Most phonologists agree that Korean allows branching rhymes and nuclei 
(Kim & Shibatani 1976, B.-G. Lee 1982, S.-C. Ahn 1985, J.-M. Kim 1986 and H.-S. 
Sohn 1986, among others).  However, there is disagreement with regard to onsets.  
Lee argues that Korean has branching onsets, while Kim and Sohn claim that it does 
not.  I will propose a very different view of Korean syllables structure, arguing that 
Korean has no branching constituents of any type on the basis of Y. Heo (1995) and 
Rhee & Heo (1998), i.e. no branching onsets, no branching nuclei and no branching 
rhymes.  In other words, Korean can be informally classified as a CV language, as 
opposed to a CVC language as most Korean phonologists have assumed.  
 This chapter is organised as follows.  In the first two sections, I show how 
syllabification and segmental structure are treated in Government Phonology (GP).  
In the remaining sections, I present a government-based analysis of the syllable 
structure of Korean.  In 2.1, I present basic notions of GP which are relevant to 
syllabification.  In 2.2, I briefly introduce element theory, which specifies 
subsegmental structures in GP, and present the representations of Korean vowels 
and consonants.  In 2.3, I consider the syllabification of consonant + glide + vowel 
(henceforth CGV) sequences in order to determine whether or not Korean has 
branching onsets.  In 2.4, I argue that the vowel-length distinction is not present 
lexically in Korean and present supporting evidence for my argument.  In 2.5, I 
examine morpheme-internal consonant sequences in order to determine whether or 
not they constitute coda-onset sequences.  In 2.6, I conclude that Korean has no 
branching constituents. 
 
 
2.1. Basic notions for syllabification in GP1 
 
2.1.1 Phonological government 
 
The core notion in GP is government.  One of the key roles of government is to 
determine a non-ambiguous syllabification for a given phonological string 
consisting of a sequence of skeletal points with which segments are associated.  
Syllabification is based on governing relations, established at the level of lexical 

                                                           
1 The framework was developed by Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud (henceforth KLV) (1985, 1990).  
For further developments in GP, see Kaye (1990, 1992, 1995), Charette (1988, 1991, 1992), Charette & 
Göksel (1994), Harris (1990, 1992, 1994), Brockhaus (1995a,b), Harris & Lindsey (1995), Lindsey & 
Harris (1990), Cyran (1998) and Ploch (1999), among others. 
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representation.2  Needless to say, we cannot adequately account for phonological 
phenomena in without considering syllabification; it is therefore clear that 
government plays a major role in phonological processes.   
 Both constituent and inter-constituent government are defined as binary, 
asymmetric relations holding between two skeletal points.  In order for a governing 
relation to be established between two skeletal points, the following conditions must 
be satisfied: 
 
(1) The Strict3 Adjacency Condition: 
Two positions in a governing relation must be strictly adjacent. 
 
(2) The Strict Directionality Condition: 
In a given governing domain at the skeletal level, the direction of government is 
universally invariable. 
(i) Constituent government: head-initial 
(ii) Inter-constituent government: head-final 
 
 Given the Strict Adjacency Condition and the Strict Directionality Condition, it 
follows that each constituent is maximally binary.4  N-ary (n > 2) constituent are 
ruled out in GP.  Consider a ternary constituent like the following: 
 
(3)     *A 
  / | \ 
     /  |   \ 
 α  β     γ 
 
 If α is taken to be the head (governor) of the constituent A, then a governing 
relation can be established between α and β, because the complement (governee) β 
is adjacent to its governor α.  A governing relation cannot hold between α and γ, 
however, because the governor α is not immediately adjacent to its governee γ, 
violating the Strict Adjacency Condition.  The same applies in the case that γ is the 
head of the constituent A.  Finally, let us consider the case in which β is the head of 
A.  Notice that β can govern α and γ without violating the Strict Adjacency 
Condition, since α and γ are both adjacent to β.  However, if a governing relation is 
to hold between β and α, and between β and γ, government must apply in two 

                                                           
2 The level of lexical representation is defined as “the level at which the stem is attached to accompanying 
affixes, if any” (KLV 1990: endnote 34).  Informally, in GP literature, the lexical representation is 
referred to as an input to phonological processes after syllabification is done through government and 
licensing. 
3 The term strict means that the governor must be adjacent to the governee at the P0 projection, i.e. the 
projection containing every skeletal point. 
4 This is characterised by the Binarity Theorem in KLV (1990: 199).  Exceptions to the Binarity Theorem 
would be so-called super-heavy syllables.  However, V:C sequences in final position can be syllabified as 
branching nucleus (or two contiguous nuclei)-onset-empty nucleus (cf. the Coda Licensing Principle, see 
(8) below).  Genuine exceptions are found in English: words like bind, child, paste etc.  For a treatment of 
these exceptions, see Harris (1994). 
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directions simultaneously: right-to-left and left-to-right, in violation of the Strict 
Directionality Condition.  Thus, the conditions of Strict Adjacency and Strict 
Directionality ensure that constituents are maximally binary. 
 GP recognises three syllabic constituents: O (onset), N (nucleus) and R (rhyme).5  
Constituents and segments are linked to one another via skeletal points, as illustrated 
in (4). 
 
(4)  O  R6  (constituent level) 
  |  | 
  |  N 
  |  | 
  x  x  (skeletal level) 
  |  | 
  σ  σ  (segmental level)   (σ: segment) 
 
 Given the Strict Adjacency and the Strict Directionality requirements, only the 
following structures are predicted to be available. 
 
(5)  (a)  O   (b)  O   (c)  O 
         |     | \ 
         x     x → x 
 
  (d)  R   (e)  R   (f)  R 
    |     |     | \ 
    N     N     N   \ 
    |     | \    |     \ 
    x     x → x    x  →  x 
( The head of each constituent is underlined, and the arrows indicate the direction of 
government.) 
 

Let us consider in more detail the three branching constituents: (5c), (5e) and 
(5f) showing a branching onset, a branching nucleus and a branching rhyme 
respectively.  Within each of these constituents, a governing relation is established 
between the skeletal points, i.e. one skeletal point governs the other.  This type of 
government is called constituent government: its government direction is universally 
head-initial. 

                                                           
5 Notice that there are no constituents ‘coda’ and ‘syllable’.  See KLV (1990) and Brockhaus (1999) for 
discussions regarding the lack of evidence for these constituents.  A syllable, as we will see in (5) below, 
can be interpreted as a sequence of onset-rhyme (OR).  Similar proposals are put forward in Strict CV 
Phonology and Head-Driven Phonology; see Lowenstamm (1996) and Rowicka (1999) for Strict CV 
Phonology, and see Hulst van der & Ritter (1998, 1999b) for Head-Driven Phonology.  Despite the 
absence of the constituent ‘syllable’ in GP, however, terms such as syllabic structure, syllabification and 
so on will be used throughout the thesis for ease of reference.   
6 KLV (1990) stipulates that the left branch of every rhyme is the nuclear constituent.  In other words, the 
rhyme is a projection of the nucleus. 
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 The second type of governing relation is established between two skeletal points 
dominated by different constituents.  This is known as inter-constituent government.  
Like constituent government, inter-constituent government is subject to the Strict 
Adjacency and the Strict Directionality Conditions.  However, the direction of 
government is head-final.  Inter-constituent governing domains are illustrated in (6). 
 
(6) (a) Government between contiguous nuclei 
 
  R  O  R 
  |    | 
  N    N 
  |    | 
  x    x 
  
 (b) Government between an onset and the preceding rhymal complement 
 
  R    O 
  | \   | 
  N   \   | 
  |     \   | 
  x      x   x 
 
(6a) and (6b) illustrate an inter-constituent governing relation between two 
contiguous nuclei, and between a rhymal complement (‘coda’7) and a following 
onset, respectively.  In (6a), since the intervening onset is empty and does not 
dominate a skeletal point, the nuclei are adjacent at both skeletal and segmental 
levels. 
 Governing relations are, in fact, an instance of a more general principle, the 
Licensing Principle, stated below.8 
 
(7) The Licensing Principle 
 All phonological positions save one must be licensed within a domain.  The 

unlicensed position is the head of this domain. 
 
The Licensing Principle regulates the projection of positions, ranging from the 
skeletal level through successively higher levels such as the constituent level, the 
nuclear projection etc.  In more concrete terms, the onset constituent must be 
licensed by a following nucleus, or, an onset must be followed by a nucleus.9  Each 

                                                           
7 Since there is no constituent coda in GP, the term rhymal complement or post-nuclear rhymal position is 
used to refer to coda in the ‘standard’ syllabification framework.  Throughout the thesis, I will use these 
two terms and ‘coda’ interchangeably. 
8 For a more detailed discussion of the Licensing Principle, see Brockhaus (1995b). 
9 This is formally stated as a separate principle by Harris (1992, 1994). 
 The Onset Licensing Principle 
 An onset head position must be licensed by a nuclear position. 
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nucleus apart from the head of a domain is, in turn, licensed through government by 
another nucleus at a higher level of projection.10 
 Another important principle is the Coda Licensing Principle.  Consider (6b), in 
which there is a rhymal complement position governed by a following onset.  
Whenever a rhyme branches, its complement requires a following onset.  Kaye 
(1990) calls this requirement the Coda Licensing Principle. 
 
(8) The Coda Licensing Principle 
 A post-nuclear rhymal position must be licensed by a following onset. 
 
One significant effect of the Coda Licensing Principle is that a word-final consonant 
cannot be syllabified in a rhymal complement position.  Rather, it occupies an onset 
position which is licensed by an empty nucleus due to the effect of the Onset 
Licensing Principle.  The Licensing Principle and the Coda Licensing Principle 
effectively guarantee that all syllabic structures end in a nucleus. 
 
2.1.2 Governing properties 
 
For any governing domain, the governing position must possess the appropriate 
governing properties.  These governing properties are determined by the internal 
structures of the segments associated with the skeletal points.  In GP, a segment is 
assumed to consist of one or more elements.  A segment can either contain a single 
element (simplex segment) or a combination of elements (complex segment11).  The 
notion of charm is used to relate to the combinatorial possibilities of elements (KLV 
1985, 1990).  Recently, however, the notions of headedness and headlessness (or 
empty-headedness) have replaced charm in the revised theory of elements (Charette 
& Göksel 1994, Ploch 1999, among others).  Informally speaking, positively or 
negatively charmed segments refer to headed segments and neutral or charmless 
segments to headless ones.  In terms of governing roles, both headed and headless 
segments may be governors, while only headless segments may be governees.  The 
distributional relationships between headed and headless segments are illustrated in 
(9). 
 
(9)  (a)  O   (b)  O    (c)  N   (d)  N 
    |     | \     | \    | \ 
    x     x → x     x → x    x → x 
    |     |    |     |    |    | / 
    σ-/°    σ-   σ°    σ-/°  σ°   σ-/° 

                                                           
10 Instances of such domains are those of stress, vowel harmony and vowel/zero alternation. 
11 The term complex segment also refers to affricates or pre-nasalised segments in the literature (e.g. 
Clements 1985, Sagey 1986 and van de Weijer 1996, among others).  In order to avoid terminological 
confusion, I will use the term contour segment to refer to  these segments in the thesis. 
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  (e)  N   (f)  R   O 
    |     |   \   | 
    x     N \  | 
    |     |   \  | 
    σ-/°     x    x ← x 
                  |  | 
                  σ° σ-/°  
         (σ-: headed segment, σ°: headless segment) 
 
 (9b) illustrates a branching onset.  The governing position is linked to a headed 
segment, while the governed position is occupied by a headless segment.  Roughly 
speaking, headed segments include plosives and non-sibilant fricatives while the set 
of headless segments comprises nasals, glides, liquids and certain types of 
obstruents.  For instance, in terms of this rough classification, the sequences /br/, /dr/, 
/gr/, /pl/, /kl/ etc., found in Indo-European languages, are syllabified as branching 
onsets in which an obstruent and a liquid are associated with the governing and the 
governed positions, respectively. 
 (9c) and (9d) represent branching nuclei: a heavy diphthong and a long vowel 
respectively.  They differ from (9a) in that either a headed or a headless segment 
may occupy the governing position.  Examples of headed vowels might be the low 
vowel /a/ and tense (ATR) vowels, while headless vowels might be lax (non-ATR) 
vowels.  When a headless segment occupies a governing position, its segmental 
structure will be more complex than that of its governee due to the Complexity 
Condition.12  Heavy diphthongs as in (9c) are manifested by, for instance, English 
/aI/, /eI/ and /aU/, in which the headed segment /a/ governs the headless segments /I/ 
and /U/, and the segment /e/, which has greater complexity than the segment /I/, 
occupies the governing position.13 
 Finally, (9f) illustrates a rhymal complement position governed by a following 
onset.  The governing position associates with a headed or a headless segment, and a 
headless segment occupies the governed position.  In sequences such as /lp/, /lt/ and 
/lk/, for instance, a headed segment occurs in governing position, while in a 
sequence /lm/, a headless segment /m/ occupies a governing position onset position 
to govern /l/ in a rhymal complement position, since the segmental structure of /m/ 
is more complex than that of /l/.14 
 

                                                           
12 The Complexity Condition is formalised in KLV (1990) and Harris (1990).  The complexity of a given 
segment is calculated in terms of the number of elements it is composed of.  For a detailed discussion of 
the Complexity Condition with respect to segments in Korean, see Chapter 3. 
13 See section 2.2 for an account of how the segmental representations of vowels are composed of an 
element or elements. 
14 See section 2.2 for segmental representations of consonants of Korean. 
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2.1.3 Empty constituents and the ECP 
 
GP recognises empty onsets and empty nuclei.  There are two types of empty onsets.  
One type has no skeletal point, and therefore no segmental point, as in (10a), and 
another type does have a point but still lacks content, as in (10b). 
 
(10) (a)  O  N    (b)  O  N 
      |      |  | 
      x      x  x 
      |        | 
      σ        σ 
 
It seems reasonable to assume that the phonological behaviour of these two empty 
onsets is quite different.  Such cases arise when an empty onset intervenes between 
two contiguous nuclei.  If the empty onset has no skeletal point, then these two 
nuclei can form a governing domain (see (6a)), i.e. various types of vowel-hiatus 
occur such as glide formation, vowel deletion and vowel coalescence.  However, if it 
has a skeletal point between two nuclei, vowel-hiatus could not occur, since the 
presence of a skeletal point of the empty nucleus blocks the establishing of a 
governing domain.  A typical case that motivates the distinction between these two 
onsets is the h-aspiré phenomenon in French (Charette 1988). 
 We came across the notion empty nucleus when discussing the Onset Licensing 
and the Coda Licensing Principles, which require that all phonological domains end 
with a nucleus.  When words end in a single consonant, we have what is called a 
domain-final empty nucleus.  Empty nuclei can also be found in domain-internal 
positions.  Evidence for this comes from vowel/zero alterations in languages such as 
Polish (Gussmann & Kaye 1993 and Rowicka 1999, among others), Moroccan 
Arabic (Kaye 1987), and Korean (Y. Heo 1995). 
 The interpretation of (both internal and final) empty nuclei is determined by the 
Empty Category Principle (ECP), which is understood to be a part of Universal 
Grammar (UG): 
 
(11) The Empty Category Principle15 
I. A licensed (empty) category receives no phonetic interpretation licensing under 
the following circumstances:  
(a) Domain-final (empty) categories are licensed (parameterised) 
(b) Properly governed (empty) nuclei are licensed 
(c) A nucleus within an inter-onset domain 

                                                           
15 The ECP in (11) differs in its formulation from that of Kaye (1995).  One missing licensing condition in 
the ECP is magic-licensing which is designed to account for sC clusters in Indo-European languages 
(Kaye 1992).  Apart from this, the difference has no bearing on matters discussed in this thesis. 
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II. Proper government 
α properly governs β if: 
(a) α and β are adjacent on the relevant projection 
(b) α is not itself licensed, and 
(c) No governing domain separates α from β 
 
The ECP basically dictates that an empty nucleus is not phonetically interpreted if it 
is licensed.  The licensing conditions for empty nuclei vary, depending on the 
position of the nucleus.  The condition (I.a) is a parameter, i.e. some, but not all, 
languages license domain-final empty nuclei.  Informally speaking, a language 
which has consonant-final words (such as English, Dutch, German, Arabic and 
Korean), licences a domain-final empty nucleus that is not phonetically realised.  
However, in languages without consonant-final words (such as Japanese and Italian), 
final empty nuclei are not licensed and so must be interpreted, i.e. words in these 
languages must end in a vowel.   

The interpretation of domain-internal empty nuclei is determined by the relation 
of proper government.  A domain-internal empty nucleus is licensed, and therefore 
has no phonetic interpretation, if it is properly governed by another nucleus, but it is 
interpreted if proper government does not hold.  However, some languages such as 
Polish and Mongolian (Gussmann & Kaye 1993 and Cyran & Gussmann 1999 for 
Polish, and Charette 1992 for Mongolian) show that the notions of domain-final 
licensing and proper government are insufficient to license empty nuclei; an 
additional mechanism is required: inter-onset government.  In Chapter 3, I consider 
how these three conditions, i.e., the domain-final licensing parameter, proper 
government and inter-onset government provide an adequate account of the 
distribution of the vowel [Û] in Korean. 
 
2.1.4 The morphology-phonology interface in GP 
 
Regarding the interplay between morphology and phonology, GP recognises two 
types of structures: analytic and non-analytic. 16   In an analytic construction, 
morphology is visible to phonology, while in a non-analytic structure the phonology 
is insensitive to morphology.  More concretely, in suffixation or compounding, an 
analytic structure involves internal domains being either of the type [[A] [B]] or [[A] 
B], whereas a non-analytic structure does not contain such internal domains, being 
simply [AB].  For the structure [[A] [B]], phonological processes apply to A and B 
separately.  The results are concatenated to form a single domain (i.e. [AB]), and 
then phonological processes apply to that domain.  With respect to [[A] B], relevant 
phonological processes apply to A and concatenate the result with B, with 
phonological processes then applying to the result of the concatenation (i.e. [AB]).  
In the non-analytic structure [AB], phonological processes simply apply to the result 
of concatenation.  The implication is that non-analytic structures are treated in the 
same way as mono-morphemic words. 
                                                           
16 For a detailed discussion of this matter, see Kaye (1995). 
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 In stress-assignment in English, for instance, a suffix like adjectival /�l/ -al is 
treated as non-analytic, since it triggers a primary stress shift away from the initial 
syllable in a denominal adjective such as [paréntal].  By contrast, analytic suffixes 
such as nominal /nIs/ -ness and /hUd/ -hood are usually stress-neutral, hence 
[[ábstract]ness] and [[párent]hood].  Another type of analytic structure [[A] [B]] is 
instantiated by compounds, e.g. [[bláck][bòard]], in which a full vowel and some 
degree of stress are expected for each domain.  Based upon the notions of analytic 
and non-analytic structures, I will classify suffixes of Korean into these two types in 
Chapter 4 and discuss whether or not these notions can properly capture 
phonological phenomena under suffixation in Korean. 
 
 
2.2 The representations of Korean segments 
 
Unlike some other generative phonology frameworks such as Underspecification 
and Feature Geometry, GP takes the ultimate unit of the segment to be the 
monovalent element.17   In KLV (1985) and Harris (1990), the following ten 
elements are used: A, I, U, R, L, H, N, h, /, and v.  The revised version of element 
theory, however, recognises the following five or six elements: A, I, U, L, H, /18 
(Ploch 1999).  As mentioned in 2.1.2, a segment contains a single element or a 
combination of elements through fusion in which case two elements are involved, 
namely, a head and an operator.  The result of fusion is a complex segment which 
contains all the properties of the head together with the salient property of the 
operator.19  By convention in GP, segments are represented by parentheses in which 
heads are underlined.20  For example, (U) and (U) are simplex segments containing 
the element U.  (U) is headless (or empty-headed) and its typical phonetic realisation 
is [U], while (U) is U-headed and its typical phonetic realisation is [u].  Furthermore, 
(A.I) and (A.I) are complex segments containing A and I; the phonetic realisations 
of the two are [e] and [E] or [æ], respectively. 

                                                           
17 GP is not the only framework that regards elements as the ultimate unit of the segment.  Other versions 
of element theory are couched in frameworks such as Particle Phonology and Dependency Phonology.  
See Harris & Lindsey (1995) for a discussion of how these frameworks deal with segmental structure, and 
the relevant references therein. 
18 According to Ploch’s proposal, R and A merge into A, H and h into H, and L and N into L, and there is 
no ‘cold vowel’ element v (KLV 1985) or @ (Harris 1994). 
19 The salient properties of each element are as follows: 

A non-high I palatal U labial R coronal 
N nasal h narrowed / occluded v none 
L slack vocal folds  H stiff vocal folds  

The head-operator relations among elements in the revised theory are regulated by licensing constraints: 
the head of a segment can license elements in question or not.  The licensing constraint is designed for 
implementing language-specific sets of segments.  For the licensing constraints for individual languages, 
see Charette & Göksel (1994) on Turkish, Cobb (1995) on Zulu and Basque, and S.-J. Kim (1996) on 
Korean, among others. 
20 In the revised theory of elements, the term phonological expression is used to refer to segments of 
which elements are composed.  However, I use the term segment throughout the thesis, noting that it is a 
cover term and has no bearing on theoretical differences. 
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 In this thesis, the segmental representations of Korean are based on the revised 
theory of elements with retention of the element R.  The reason why I retain the 
element R is that there is an asymmetry between the (new) element A and the 
elements I and U.  In loanword adaptation (see Chapter 5), the phonetic content of 
unlicensed empty nuclei is occasionally identified by the spreading of the element U 
or I which a preceding consonant contains, e.g., [hipHÛ] or [hipHu] hip and *[kHoucHÛ] 
but [kHoucHi] coach.  In these examples, the plosive /pH/ contains the element U and 
the affricates /cH/ the element I.  If the element A represents coronality, then we 
expect the word tzar to be realised as [c’ara] rather than [c’arÛ], or both forms are 
possible.  The correct form is [tarÛ], which indicates that A does not spread to 
identify a following unlicensed empty nucleus. 

I assume that the vowel inventory of Korean comprises eight vowels: /i, e, E, a, u, 
o, �, Û/.  The vowel [Û] is the interpretation of an unlicensed empty nucleus.  Korean 
has 19 consonants.  In terms of headedness, tensed and aspirated obstruents are 
headed, and the remainder are headless.  The segmental representations of vowels 
and consonants are given below (The head is underlined). 
 
(12) (a) Vowels    
 /i/ (I) /e/ (A.I) 
 /E/ (I.A) /a/ (A) 
 /u/ (U) /o/ (U.A) 
 /�/ (A) /Û/  
 (b) Consonants    
 (i) Liquids21    
 /r/ (R) [l] (R./) 
 (ii) Nasals    
 /n/ (R./.L) /m/ (U./.L) 
 / � (/.L)22   
 (iii) Lenis stops    
 /p/ (U./.H) /t/ (R./.H) 
 /k/ (/.H)   
 (iv) Tensed stops    
 /p’/ (U./.H) /t’/ (R./.H) 
 /k’/ (/.H)   
     
     
     

                                                           
21 These two segments are in complementary distribution.  [r] occurs only before a vowel, and [l] before a 
consonant or in final position.  A discussion of the underlying representation of liquids is found in section 
2.5. 
22 Note that velar segments do not contain place elements.  In KLV (1985) and Harris (1990), velar 
consonants are v-headed which contributes to velarity.  In the revised theory, the element v is dropped, 
therefore, place is not specified. 
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 (v) Aspirated stops23   
 /pH/ (U./.H) (H) /tH/ (R./.H) (H) 
 /kH/ (/.H) (H)   
 (vi) Affricates    
 /c/ (R./.I) (H) /c’/ (R./.I) (H) 
 /cH/ (R./.I.H) (H)   
 (vii) Fricatives    
 /s’/ (R.H) /s/ (R.H) 
 /h/ (H)   
 
 
2.3 The structure of onsets: the syllabification of CGV 
sequences 
 
2.3.1 Introduction 
 
The syllabification of consonant + glide + vowel (CGV) sequences in Korean has 
been a controversial issue which phonologists have approached in a number of ways.  
For example, B.-G. Lee (1982) claims that glides are a part of the onset; specifically, 
that a glide following a consonant forms a branching onset (the branching onset 
analysis), as illustrated in (13a).  S.-C. Ahn (1985) agrees with Lee’s proposal in that 
a glide belongs to the onset, but argues that a consonant and a following glide 
associate with a single C-slot to form a contour segment, i.e. a glide contributes to 
the secondary articulation effect such as labialisation or palatalisation (the contour 
segment analysis), as illustrated in (13b).24  Others, such as H.-S. Sohn (1986), J.-M. 
Kim (1986) and Kim & Kim (1991), claim that a glide and a following vowel form a 
branching nucleus (the heavy diphthong analysis), as in (13c). 
 

                                                           
23  Motivation for assuming that aspirated segments consonants are contour segments, in which the 
element H is doubly-linked, is found in the following aspiration process.  This process occurs when a 
lenis-stop final verbal stem is followed by the passive suffix /hi/, as shown below. 
e.g. /m�k/ + /hi/ [m�kHi] ‘to eat’ /tat/ + /hi/ [tacHi] ‘to close’ 
 /�p/ + /hi/ [�pHÛ] ‘to carry somebody or something on the back’  
In this process, we note that stem-final lenis stops contain the element H and also the glottal fricative /h/ 
contain this element.  Thus, the aspiration process involves two H elements and so aspirated segments are 
represented by a contour segment in which a doubly-linked H is present.  In this way, we can make a 
distinction between aspirated and tensed obstruents, in terms of elements, i.e. the latter contains a single 
H element.  As we will see in Chapter 4, the context of tensification is different from that of aspiration, in 
that the element H is not involved in the former. 
24 O. Kang (1999a, b), based on the OT framework, claims that glides belong to an onset rather than a 
nucleus.  But it is not clear whether CG clusters form a branching onset or a contour segment, since 
detailed syllabification of CG clusters is not specified in an optimal form.   
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(13)  (a) Branching onset analysis    (b) Contour segment analysis 
    O   N       O   N 
     /      \  |       |   | 
   x  x  x       x   x 
   |  |  |        /      \  | 
   C  G  V      C  G  V 
  (c) Heavy diphthong analysis   (d) Light diphthong analysis 
   O   N        O   N 
   |    /      \       |   | 
   x  x  x       x   x 
   |  |  |       |    /      \  
   C  G  V       C  G  V 
 
 However, I will argue that these analyses are incorrect, and propose an 
alternative, more adequate account of the syllabification of CGV sequences, i.e. the 
light diphthong analysis on the basis of the cooccurrence restrictions on GV rather 
than on CG, as illustrated in (13d).   
 
2.3.2 The analysis 
 
On examining the distribution of consonants in morpheme-initial position, we find 
that consonant sequences are not permitted.  Only a single consonant may occur, as 
shown in (14).25 
 
(14) [paci] ‘trousers’ [p’i] ‘to sprain’ 
 [pHato] ‘wave’   
 [totuk] ‘thief’ [t’i] ‘belt’ 
 [tHa] ‘to get on’   
 [kim] ‘steam’ [k’ini] ‘meal’ 
 [kHo] ‘nose’   
 [sal] ‘flesh’ [s’i] ‘seed’ 
 [cikÛm] ‘now’ [c’a] ‘salty’ 
 [cHim] ‘needle’   
 [na] ‘I’ [met’uki] ‘locust’ 
 [him] ‘strength’   
 
A single consonant may occur in the onset position.  But what about CGV 
sequences?  The relevant data is given in (15). 
 
(15) [pjapi] ‘rub’ [p�pw�n] ‘court’ 
 [titj �] ‘to step on’ [twEci] ‘pig’ 
 [kj�nti] ‘to subsist’ [kwail]  ‘fruits’ 

                                                           
25 Generally, the liquids, [l, r], and the velar nasal [ @�GR�QRW�RFFXU�LQ�LQLWLDO�SRVLWLRQ�LQ�.RUHDQ�  However, 
in loanwords, [l] may occur in this position (e.g. [latio] ‘radio’, [lamj�n], ‘instant noodle’ etc.). 
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 [cj�] ‘to set’ [cwi] ‘to grab’ 
 [sj�] ‘sour’ [swalswal] ‘with a great flow’ 
 [mj�nÛri] ‘daughter-in-law’ [mw�] ‘what’ 
 [nja] ‘interrogative suf.’ [nw�] ‘to lie’ 
 [hja @ ‘perfume’ [hwal] ‘bow’ 
 [orju] ‘mistake’ [irw�] ‘to fulfill’ 
 [t’wi] ‘to run’ [t Hjun�] ‘tuner’ 
 [kHj�lle] ‘a pair of shoes’ [k’w� @ ‘peasant’ 
 [p’j �] ‘bone’ [pHw�] ‘to dig out’ 
 [c’j �] ‘to steam’ [cHwal] ‘to film’ 
 

There are no restrictions on what consonant can precede the glide.  This indicates 
that CG sequences do not form a branching onset precisely because we might expect 
some cooccurrence restrictions on possible CG clusters if they were to form a 
branching onset.  Theory-internally, due to the presence of words like [hja@��>KZDO@��
[orju] and [irw�], the branching onset analysis would allow headless segments to 
occupy the governing position, i.e. the occurrence of /h/ and /r/ in governing position 
would violate the requirement that only headed segments occur in a governing 
position in the branching onset, as in (9b).  In other words, only tensed or aspirated 
obstruents can occupy a governing position within a branching onset, if at all.  Thus, 
we exclude the branching onset analysis.   

In a similar fashion, the heavy diphthong analysis is ruled out, because it violates 
the governing requirements of a branching nucleus.  Concretely, in a well-formed 
heavy diphthong, either a headed segment or a complex segment is required for a 
governing position and only a simplex segment occurs in a governed position, as in 
(9c).  Thus, [ju] or [wa], where a simplex headless segment occupies the governing 
position, cannot be well-formed heavy diphthongs. 

The remaining candidates for CGV syllabification are the contour segment 
analysis, as in (13b), and the light diphthong analysis, as in (13d).  In order to 
determine whether CG sequences are contour segments and GV sequences are light 
diphthongs, I adopt the following criterion proposed by Da Silva (1992). 
 
(16) Complex [contour: SJR] segments present restrictions with respect to the 

segmental material which may occupy their skeletal position. 
 

Consider whether or not there are cooccurrence restrictions on (C)GV sequences.   
 
(17) (a) [w] cannot be followed by [o] or [u]   
 /wa/ [kwail] ‘fruit’ [cwa] ‘left’ [hwal] ‘bow’ 
 /w�/ [mw�l] ‘what’ [hw�ls’in] ‘very’ [p �pw�n] ‘court’ 
 /wi/ [twi] ‘back’ [cwi] ‘mouse’ [nwi] ‘sister’ 
 /wE/ [twEci] ‘pig’ [s’w Eki] ‘wedge’   
 /we/ [k’wemE] ‘to sew’ [kwe] ‘box’   
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 (b) [j] cannot be followed by [i], or [e], or [E] 
 /ja/ [p’jam] ‘cheek’ [kjarÛm] ‘oval’   
 /j�/ [hj�] ‘tongue’ [pj�] ‘rice plant’  
 /ju/ [kurju] ‘detention’ [kjul] ‘orange’ [hjuka] ‘leisure’ 
 /jo/ [mjo] ‘grave’ [pHjo] ‘ticket’   
 

In (17), there are systematic constraints between the glide and the following 
vowel.  In terms of elements, (17a) is characterised by the restriction on the presence 
of two contiguous U elements, since the labial glide and the following vowel both 
contain the element U.  Likewise, (17b) is characterised as the restriction on the 
presence of two contiguous I elements, because the palatal glide and the following 
vowel both contain the element I (see (12a) for the vowel representations).  As 
pointed out above, as in (15), however, both glides follow any consonant.  These 
constraints suggest that a glide is part of a nuclear position rather than part of an 
onset. 
 Independent evidence that glides are part of the nucleus comes from the 
alternation between [r] and [l] (Kim & Kim 1991).  In Korean, [r] occurs between 
two filled nuclei and [l] occurs elsewhere, as shown in (18). 
 
(18) [kul]   ‘cave [kuri] ‘nominative’ 
 [kulto]  ‘emphatic’ [kure] ‘locative’ 
 

Consider compounds, where the first member ends in a liquid and the second 
begins with a glide. 
 
(19) [ir-joil]  *[iljoil] ‘Sunday’ 
 [ser-ja]   *[selja] ‘snow-night’ 
 [pHar-w�l] *[p Harwel] ‘August’ 
 [cHir-wi] *[c Hilwi] ‘7 th grade’ 
 
The fact that [r] occurs when the second member begining with a glide follows a 
liquid indicates that glides belong to the nucleus rather than to the onset. 
 In summary, we have examined four possible structures for the syllabification of 
CGV sequences in Korean.  It was noted that the branching onset and nucleus 
analyses are ruled out because they violate distributional constraints on branching 
constituents.  Furthermore, glide formation facts enable us to rule out the contour 
segment analysis in that it does not have any distributional constraints on the 
contour segment, which strongly suggests that the light diphthong analysis is correct.  
We will therefore adopt this in our analysis. 
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2.4. The structure of nuclei: the vowel length distinction 
 
Traditionally, in ‘standard’ pronunciation of Korean, vowel length has been 
regarded as contrastive on the basis of minimal pairs such as the following: 
 
(20) Short vowel  Long vowel  
 [mal] ‘horse’ [ma:l] ‘speech’ 
 [nun] ‘eye’ [nu:n] ‘snow’ 
 [son] ‘hand’ [so:n] ‘offspring’ 
 [il] ‘one’ [i:l] ‘work’ 
 
 At present, however, the vowel-length distinction is not perceived, among under 
50s generation, including myself.  For this generation, these minimal pairs are 
homophonous, i.e. all vowels are realised as short.  Interestingly, the inconsistency 
is observed in vowel-length specifications, among Korean dictionaries (J.-W. Park 
1994).  This would imply that the vowel-length distinction is gradually disappearing 
in Modern Korean.  In this thesis, I assume that the vowel-length distinction is not 
relevant and so only short vowels are lexically recognised.   
 Regarding the absence of the vowel-length distinction, I briefly discuss the 
treatment of irregular verbal conjugation.  In the literature on irregular verbal 
conjugation (S.-C. Ahn 1985, K.-H. Kim 1987, H.-S. Sohn 1986, among others), it 
is assumed that the underlying length of stem-final vowels provides a criterion for 
distinguishing the regular from the irregular verbs, as shown below. 
(21) 
(a) p-regular verbs    
indicative /ta/ conjunctive /ko/ stative /a or �/ connective /mj�/  
[ipt’a] [ipk’o] [ip �] [ip Ûmj�] ‘to wear’ 
[copt’a] [copk’o] [copa] [copÛmj�] ‘narrow’ 
(b) p-irregular verbs    
[to:pt’a] [to:pk’o] [towa] [toumj�] ‘to help’ 
[t�:pt’a] [t�:pk’o] [t�w�] [t�umj�] ‘hot’ 
(c) t-regular verbs    
[tatt’a] [tatk’o] [tata] [tatÛmj�] ‘to close’ 
[mutt’a] [mutk’o] [mut�] [mutÛmj�] ‘to bury’ 
(d) t-irregular verbs    
[k�:tt’a] [k�:tk’o] [k�r�] [k�rÛmj�] ‘to walk' 
[mu:tt’a] [mu:tk’o] [mur�] [murÛmj�] ‘to ask’ 
 
Looking at the examples in (21), it is clear that the stem-final consonant of p- and t-
regular verbs remain constant throughout the derivation.  In contrast, p- and t-
irregular verbs show consonant alternations between [p] and [w], and [t] and [r], 
respectively and the stem-final vowels are shortened.   
 However, as pointed by S.-G. Kim (1977), the occurrence of these consonant 
alternations is also observed when the stem-final vowel is short, e.g. [mus�pta] and 
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[mus�w�] ‘fearful’; [puk’ Ûr�pt’a] and [puk’Ûr�w�] ‘shy’; [t Ûtt’a] and [tÛr�] ‘to hear’.  
The presence of these exceptions undermines the distinction between regular and 
irregular verbs on the basis of vowel-length.   

Without the lexical vowel-length distinction, I argue that the stative and the 
connective forms of the irregular verbs are treated as lexicalised, in the sense that 
these forms are independently listed in the lexicon.  The absence of the vowel-length 
distinction indicates that there are no branching nuclei in the syllable inventory of 
Korean. 
 
 
2.5 Consonant Sequences in Korean 
 
In this section, I consider morpheme-internal consonant sequences in Korean.  My 
main purpose is to address the question of whether or not these sequences form 
genuine inter-constituent clusters.  To put it another way, the discussion focuses on 
whether or not Korean has branching rhymes.  Section 2.5.1 is devoted to an 
examination of sequences which are alleged as ‘coda’-onset sequences and conclude 
that they are not genuine inter-constituent sequences, but rather ‘fake’ ones in which 
an empty nucleus intervenes between the two consonants in question.  In 2.5.2, I 
discuss the distribution of liquids in Korean as additional evidence for this claim. 
 
2.5.1 Does Korean have branching Rhymes? 
 
The majority of phonologists (S.-C. Ahn 1985, H.-S. Sohn 1986, K.-H. Kim 1987, 
among others) would syllabify the word /pak’/ ‘outside’ as in (22). 
 
(22) O  R 
  |  |   \ 
  |  N Co 
  |  |   \ 
  x  x    x 
  |  |    | 
  p  a   k’    (Co: coda) 
 
Analysed in this way, /pak’/ forms a ‘closed syllable’ with the final consonant /k’/ 
syllabified in the coda.  The assumption that Korean is a so-called CVC-type 
language has been made on the basis not only of syllabic structure such as (22), but 
also because of the presence of morpheme-internal consonant clusters.  The 
implication is that Korean has branching rhymes both morpheme-internally and 
morpheme-finally.  In GP, however, the syllabification in (22) is untenable owing to 
the Coda Licensing Principle which dictates that a single domain-final consonant 
cannot occur in the ‘coda’.  Given the Coda Licensing and the Onset Licensing 
Principles, (23) is the only permissible syllabification of /pak’Ø/ (Ø: empty nucleus). 
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(23) O  N  O  N 
  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  | 

p  a  k’ 
 
 The Coda Licensing Principle predicts that a morpheme-internal rhymal 
complement and a morpheme-final consonant will behave differently, precisely 
because they do not belong to the same constituent.26  Kaye (1990) points out that 
the parameter regulating the presence of branching rhyme is unrelated to the 
occurrence of final consonants.  In syllable typological terms, whether or not a 
language has internal branching rhymes is entirely independent of whether a 
language licenses final consonants (cf. the ECP in (11)).  The two autonomous 
parameters give rise to the following possible combinations: 
 
(24)27 Licensing a final consonant Licensing a final consonant 

 NO YES 

Internal branching rhymes *CVCCV     *CVC# *CVCCV     CVC# 

NO Vata, Desano, Zulu Krenak, Luo 

Internal branching rhymes CVCCV     *CVC# CVCCV     CVC# 

YES Italian English, French, Dutch 

 
 Which type does Korean belong to?  Since it allows domain-final consonants, 
Korean must belong to the set of languages which licenses final empty nuclei.  What 
about domain-internal branching rhymes?  At first glance, it would appear that these 
exist in Korean.  (25) sets out some relevant examples. 
 
(25) Liquid + C-  (C-: headed segment) 
 [olp’Emi] ‘owl’ [k’alt’ Eki] ‘funnel’ 
 [palk’Ûn] ‘with a burst’ [nals’in] ‘slender’ 
 [kolc’aki] ‘valley’ [polt Ho @ ‘bumpy’ 
 [talpHE L@ ‘snail’ [kolcHi] ‘headache’ 
 [nalkHarop] ‘sharp’   
 
These sequences do indeed satisfy the government requirements of an inter-
constituent sequence and may therefore be like ‘coda’-onset sequences, i.e. the 

                                                           
26 The status of final consonants as codas has attracted the attention of many phonologists.  According to 
Itô (1986), among others, a final consonant has ‘extraprosodic’ status, i.e. the syllabification of final 
consonants is postponed temporarily during the early stages of the derivation.  At the post-lexical level, it 
receives syllabic interpretation.  Furthermore, Harris (1992) notes three respects in which the behaviour 
of a final consonant differs from that of an internal rhymal complement: 
(a) extrametrical status in stress assignment 
(b) failure to trigger ‘closed-syllable’ shortening 
(c) contravention of general sonority sequencing constraints in the final consonant cluster 
27The examples in (24) are provided by Kaye (p.c.) and Harris (1992 and p.c.). 
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headless [l] occupies the governed position followed’ by the onset which contains 
the headed segment.  The presence of liquid + C- sequences seems sufficient proof 
that Korean allows branching rhymes. 
 On the other hand, nasal + lenis obstruent (NC) sequences provide evidence that 
Korean does not have branching rhymes.  Generally speaking, languages which 
allow branching rhymes have constraints on nasals with following lenis obstruents: 
nasals in the ‘coda’ do not contain a place specification (Goldsmith 1990, among 
others).  In English, for instance, it is usually the case that such sequences are 
homorganic if the two consonants form a genuine cluster: e.g. ca[mp], fi[JHU@��
te[nt].28  In the light of this, let us examine the distribution of NC sequences in 
Korean.  Here we find morpheme-internal heterorganic sequences, illustrated in (26). 
 
(26) Heterorganic sequences 
 [tangol]29 ‘customer’ [p�nge] ‘lightening’ 
 [nanbo @ ‘dissipation’ [anban] ‘dough board’ 
 [simdÛr� @ ‘slowly moving’ [�mdu] ‘daring’ 
 [k�mdZ� @ ‘black’ [k’ ÛmdZik] ‘awful’ 
 [�msal] ‘exaggeration of pain’ [k�msil] ‘moving indistinctly’ 
 [s�mgi] ‘to serve’ [imgÛm] ‘king’ 
 [� d� L@ ‘hip’ [t � dal] ‘following suit’ 
 [� V� @ ‘loose’ [ca VÛ @ ‘totem pole’ 
 [to dZa] ‘cooking the rice’ [padZa] ‘cursing’ 
 [ca bu] ‘shovel’ [to bE] ‘dividing duties on 

hunt’ 
 
 The presence of these heterorganic sequences undermines the claim that Korean 
has branching rhymes.  They would need to be analysed as ‘fake’ sequences. For 
instance, the lexical representation of the word [p�ngE] is depicted in (27). 
 
(27) O  N  O  N  O  N30 
  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |    |  | 
  p  �  n    k  E 
 

                                                           
28  The homorganic constraint may or may not hold for affixation.  On the one hand, we have 
‘i[m]possible’, where the prefix-nasal assimilates to place of the following consonant, on the other, we 
have ‘u[n]pack’, where the preceding nasal does not assimilate to place of the following segment.  This 
reflects the difference between analytic and non-analytic affixation: the prefix /iN/ is non-analytic while 
/¨n/ is analytic. 
29 Note that a post-nasal obstruent undergoes voicing.  I will discuss this matter in Chapter 3. 
30 As we will see later in Chapter 3, however, the syllabification of NC sequences in (27) is modified due 
to the effect of the Condition on NC Clusters.  It would suffice to claim in this chapter that NC clusters 
are not genuine inter-constituent sequences in Korean. 
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In the next section, I will examine the distribution of liquids and provide another 
piece of evidence that Korean has no branching rhymes. 
 
2.5.2 The distribution of liquids in Korean 
 
The distribution of liquids is entirely predictable in that [r] occurs between two filled 
nuclei and [l] occurs elsewhere.  The complementary distribution of [l] and [r] 
indicates that we should take one of them to be the underlying segment.  The 
relevant data are in (28).  We can observe that the distribution of liquids is the same 
within a morpheme and under suffixation, as shown in (28a) and (28b) respectively. 
 
(28) (a) Within a morpheme 
 (i) Between two filled nuclei 
 [saram] ‘human’ [siru] ‘steamer’  
 [sori] ‘sound’ [suri] ‘eagle’  
 (ii) Before a consonant or final position  
 [mals’� @ ‘trouble’ [nals’in] ‘slender’  
 [silkÛm�ni] ‘furtively’ [kolmu] ‘thimble’  
 [sal] ‘flesh’ [mal] ‘speech’  
 [mil] ‘wheat’ [tol] ‘stone’  
 (b) Under suffixation 
  conjunctive stative rational  
 [pilta] [pilko] [pir�] [pir�s�] ‘to ask’ 
 [multa] [mulko] [mur�] [mur�s�] ‘to bite’ 
 

Let us firstly suppose that /l/ is the underlying segment.  If so, we will need some 
process which changes /l/ to [r] in intervocalic position morpheme-internally and 
under suffixation.  This would be a type of lenition where the element / is delinked 
or uninterpreted. 31   However, whether or not this process is well-motivated is 
questionable.  In terms of headship of elements, the question arises as to why this 
particular headless segment undergoes lenition in intervocalic position while other 
headless segments such as lenis obstruents and nasals do not.  Alternatively, like the 
treatment of irregular verbal conjugation, all occurrences of the intervocalic [r] are 

                                                           
31 There is a technical difference between delinking and non-interpretation.  Delinking means that the 
element in question is completely deleted in lexical representations.  The term non-interpretation, 
however, indicates that elements do not receive phonetic interpretation but they are present in lexical 
representations.  In GP (Brockhaus 1995a), parentheses are used to represent uninterpreted elements, as 
shown below.  
 N  O  N   
 |  |  |   
 x  x  x   
 |  |  | 
 α  β  γ 
   | 
   (δ)         (α, β, γ, δ: element) 
See Chapter 3 for an analysis of neutralisation on this matter. 
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listed in the lexicon.  But, this alternative seems implausible, since the occurrence of 
[r] in this position is predictable. 
 Let us consider taking /r/ to be the underlying segment.  In this case, some 
process transforming /r/ to [l] is required.  Under the assumption that Korean has 
branching rhymes morpheme-internally, the process of /r/ to [l] before a consonant 
occurs in the rhymal complement position: e.g. /nars’inØ/ ‘slender’ [nals’in].  In this 
case, /r/ has to acquire the element / in order to become [l] in the rhymal 
complement position.  However, the context in which this process would occur does 
not seem to warrant such a process, because the acquisition of the element / would 
indicate that it is a process of fortition; yet the rhymal complement is traditionally 
assumed to be a position where lenition takes place.32  Thus, any attempt to analyse 
the process /r/-to-[l] as fortition in the rhymal complement position must be regarded 
with some scepticism.  All in all, the claim that Korean has branching rhymes seems 
undesirable.  An alternative view would be to treat internal consonant sequences as 
onset-onset, meditated by an empty nucleus, as in (29). 
 
(29) O  N  O  N  O  N  O  N 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |    |  |  | 
  n  a  r    s’  i  n 
           
          [l] 
 This non-branching rhyme analysis results in an internal empty nucleus.  In (29), 
/r/ to [l] takes place before an empty nucleus, more specifically, a licensed empty 
nucleus.  As we will see Chapter 3, the constraint imposed on licensed empty nuclei 
can provide an adequate account of why /r/ becomes [l], i.e. licensed empty nuclei 
license only non-contour headless segments which contain the element /.33  In other 
words, this process is subsumed under a more general licensing constraint on 
licensed empty nuclei in Korean.  The empirical consequence of this analysis is that 
the /l/-to-[r] process in intervocalic position is no longer present in Korean 
phonology.  Therefore, in terms of economy, this analysis is less costly than the 
proposal that /l/ is the underlying segment, because the latter analysis requires an 
independent process /l/-to-[r] in the grammar.   
 
 

                                                           
32 Arbore and Spanish illustrate this point (cf. Harris, 1990, 1992).  In Arbore, the palatal stop becomes a 
palatal glide in the rhymal complement position, and in Spanish, the alveolar fricative becomes a glottal 
fricative in the same position.  In terms of elements, the former is characterised by the loss of H and /, 
and the latter by the loss of R. 
33 Specifically, a licensed empty nucleus can license the following seven segments: [p, t, k, m, n, �� O@���

Segments other than these seven segments undergo ‘neutralisation’ to become one of these seven 
segments. 
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2.6. Summary and conclusion 
 
In this chapter, I introduced some basic notions of GP, i.e. the notions of 
government and licensing and the segmental representations in terms of elements, 
and discussed the syllable structure of Korean.  Due to the assumption that the 
vowel-length distinction is no longer lexical, there are no branching nuclei for long 
vowels.  In 2.3 and 2.5, I argued that Korean has neither branching onsets nor 
branching rhymes.  The existence of heterorganic nasal + obstruent sequences 
undermines the claim that Korean has branching rhymes.  Furthermore, the 
distribution of liquids also indicates that the branching rhyme analysis is not 
plausible.  I propose instead that such sequences should be analysed as two onsets 
with an intervening empty nucleus.  In conclusion, I claim that Korean has only non-
branching constituents, as in (30). 
 
(30) ---- O  R  O  R  O  R   --- 
   |  |  |  |  |  | 
   |  N  |  N  |  N 
   |  |  |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x  x  x  x 
 
In the remaining chapters, I will explore how empty nuclei are licensed in various 
circumstances, i.e. morpheme-internally, in suffixation and loanwords, in terms of 
the ECP and language-specific constraints.  This government-based approach 
provides new perspectives in Korean phonology. 
 



 
 

Chapter 3  
 

Licensing empty nuclei: 
native mono-morphemic words1 

 
 
In Chapter 2, I claimed that Korean syllable structure does not allow branching 
onsets, nuclei and rhymes.  The consequence is that all surface internal consonant 
sequences are meditated by an empty nucleus.  Also, it was noted that a single final 
consonant is syllabified as an onset followed by an empty nucleus, due to the effects 
of the Coda Licensing Principle and the Onset Licensing Principle.  In this chapter, I 
explore how these empty nuclei are licensed in terms of the ECP.  As briefly 
discussed in Chapter 2, the major mechanisms for licensing empty nuclei are 
domain-final licensing, proper government and inter-onset government.  Domain-
final licensing concerns domain-final empty nuclei (henceforth final empty nuclei).  
Proper and inter-onset government are involved in the licensing of domain-internal 
empty nuclei (henceforth internal empty nuclei).  In this chapter, I will show that 
these three notions can interact to account for the phonetic realisation of the empty 
nuclei in question.  In 3.1, I present an analysis of neutralisation which allows 
certain types of segments to occur before a final empty nucleus.  Neutralisation is 
viewed as a licensing constraint imposed on a final empty nucleus.  Section 3.2 
concerns the licensing of internal empty nuclei with respect to proper and inter-onset 
government.  Section 3.3 presents a discussion of licensing conditions on final and 
internal empty nuclei and attempts to unify these two into a single condition.   
 
 
3.1. Licensing final empty nuclei: neutralisation 
 
3.1.1. Data 
 
There are three types of obstruents in Korean: lenis, tensed and aspirated.  A look at 
the distribution of these obstruents reveals that all three types can occur in 
morpheme-initial and morpheme-internal, more precisely, inter-nuclear positions. 
 
(1) (a) Initial position     
 [pal] ‘foot’ [p’all E] ‘laundry’ [pHal] ‘arm’ 
 [tal] ‘moon’ [t’al] ‘daughter’ [tHal] ‘mask’ 
 [kÛn] ‘root’ [k’ Ûn] ‘string’ [kHÛn] ‘big’ 

                                                           
1 Some aspects of the analysis in this chapter will be refined in the next chapter 4, by the postulation of 
stem domains.  The scope of a stem-domain comprises a final consonant, excluding a final empty nucleus.  
As we will see later, the notion of stem domains does not invoke any inconsistency, in comparison with 
the analysis of the present chapter. 
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 [ca] ‘ruler’ [c’a] ‘salty’ [c Ha] ‘cold’ 
 [sal] ‘flesh’ [s’al] [rice]   
 (b) Internal position     
 [t�pur�] ‘together’ [ap’a] ‘daddy’ [k�pHum] ‘bubble’ 
 [mati] ‘node’ [kat’Ûk] ‘full’ [p �tHi] ‘to resist’ 
 [maku] ‘carelessly’ [kak’ap]  ‘near’ [sikHÛm] ‘sour’ 
 [paci] ‘trousers’ [kac’a] ‘fake’ [k’acHi] ‘magpie’ 
 [isÛl] ‘dew’ [akas’i] ‘lady’   
 
In (1), all three types of obstruents may occur initially and intervocalically.  
However, only lenis stops can occur in final position or before another consonant, as 
shown in (2).  (The symbol | indicates an unreleased stop.) 
 
(2) (a) Stem  (b) Stem + suffix (nominative) 
  cip [cip|]  cip + i [cipi] ‘house’ 
  mat [mat|]  mat + i [maci] ‘eldest’ 
  cuc�k [cuc�k|]  cuc�k + i [cuc�ki] ‘ladle’ 
  cipH [cip|]  cipH + i [cipHi] ‘straw’ 
  mitH [mit|]  mitH + i [micHi] ‘bottom side’ 
  pu�kH [pu�k|]  pu�kH + i [pu�kHi] ‘kitchen’ 
  picH [pit|]  picH + i [picHi] ‘light’ 
  nac [nat|]  nac + i  [naci] ‘daytime’ 
  p�s [p�t|]  p�c + i [p�si] ‘friend’ 
 (c) Stem + suffix (emphatic)   
  cip + to [cip|t’o]   
  cuc�k + to [cuc�k|t’o]   
  cipH + to [cip|t’o]   
  mitH + to [mit|t’o]   
  pu�kH + to [pu�k|t’o]   
  picH + to [pit|t’o]   
  nac + to [nat|t’o]   
  p�s + to [p�t|t’o]   
 
 The data in (2b) demonstrate that the phonological distinction between the three 
types of obstruents is maintained when they are followed by the vowel-initial 
nominative suffix /i/.  However, the distinction is not maintained in final position, as 
in (2a), nor in the context of the following consonant-initial suffix /to/, as in (2c).  
That is to say, the phonological opposition among obstruents is neutralised in final 
position or before another consonant, i.e. only a certain type of obstruent can occur, 
namely the lenis unreleased stop segments [p|, t|, k|].  The segmental changes can be 
summarised as follows. 
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(3) (a) /p, p’, pH/   [p|] 
 (b) /t, t’, tH, s, s’, c, cH/      [t|] 
 (c) /k, k’, kH/      [k|] 
 
The tensed and aspirated stops change into their lenis unreleased counterparts, while 
all of the non-stop obstruents are realised as the coronal stop [t|].  Traditionally, this 
phenomenon is called obstruent neutralisation or simply, neutralisation (Kim-
Renaud 1974).  I will use the term neutralisation throughout this thesis. 
 
3.1.2 The analysis 
 
In this section, I present a government-based analysis of neutralisation.  Consider the 
following examples with tensed or aspirated obstruents. 
 
(4) Stem  Nominative /i/  
 cipH [cip|] [cipHi] ‘straw’ 
 mitH [mit|] [micHi] ‘bottom’ 
 pu�kH [pu�k] [pu�kHi] ‘kitchen’ 
 picH [pit] [picHi] ‘light’ 
 pak’ [pak] [pak’i] ‘outside’ 
 
In GP terms, neutralisation takes place before a final empty nucleus, as in (5). 
 
(5) /cipHØ/   [cip|] 
 
 O  N1  O  N2 
 |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x 
 |  |  | 
 c  i  pH 
      
     [p|] 
 

Note that the stem final consonant /pH/ is syllabified as an onset followed by an 
empty nucleus N2.  In ‘standard’ syllabification, this segment would be syllabified 
as a coda.  However, this syllabification is not possible in GP due to the Coda 
Licensing Principle and the Onset Licensing Principle, as discussed in Chapter 2.  
These two principles are repeated in (6). 
 
(6) (a) Coda Licensing Principle 
  A post-nuclear rhymal position must be licensed by a following onset. 
 (b) Onset Licensing Principle 
  An onset head position must be licensed by a nuclear position. 
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These two principles determine the syllabification of a final consonant in an onset 
followed by a final empty nucleus.  Regarding the interpretation of empty nuclei, the 
Empty Category Principle (ECP) is relevant (repeated in (7) from Chapter 2).   
 
(7)  Empty Category Principle 
 (a) A licensed (empty) category receives no phonetic interpretation under 

the following circumstances: 
 (i) Domain-final (empty) categories are licensed (parameterised). 
 (ii) Properly governed (empty) nuclei are licensed. 
 (iii) A nucleus within an inter-onset domain 
 (b) Proper government 
  α properly governs β if: 
 (i) α and β are adjacent on the relevant projection, 
 (ii) α is not itself licensed, and 
 (iii) No governing domain separates α from β. 
 
 As discussed in Chapter 2, with regard to (7ai), Korean chooses the parameter in 
which final empty nuclei are licensed: they are not phonetically realised.  From the 
data in (4) and (5), we conclude that the context in which neutralisation occurs is 
before a final empty nucleus: tensed or aspirated obstruents do not occur in this 
position.  In contrast, these segments can occur before an internal empty nucleus 
with phonetic content (i.e. unlicensed), as shown below. 
 
(8) [k’ak’ Ûraki] ‘bits of rice’ [t�lkHÛt�k] ‘click’ 
 [swet’Ûki] ‘horse tail’ [kjac’Ûmak] ‘slender’ 
 

In terms of licensing, neutralisation is analysed as a constraint imposed on a final 
empty nucleus which cannot license segments of a certain type.  From the examples 
in (4), we observe that any tensed or aspirated obstruent undergoes neutralisation 
when they are followed by a final empty nucleus.  Recall from Chapter 2 that all 
these segments are headed segments in terms of their element structure.  This 
suggests that the following constraint governs neutralisation: 
 
(9) Constraint on final empty nuclei (CFE) 
 A final empty nucleus cannot license headed segments. 
 

(9) amounts to a constraint barring segments before a final empty nucleus in 
Korean.  If a final empty nucleus cannot license segments, one option is that the 
segments in question must become ones that it can license.2  The question arises as 
to why there should be such a constraint on final empty nuclei at all.  Incidently, 
Korean is not the only language to exhibit this phenomenon.  For example, Turkish 
(Kaisse 1986), Mongolian (Hangin 1968), Dutch (Booij 1995), Polish (Rubach & 

                                                           
2 The other option would be that final empty nuclei receive phonetic interpretation in order to license 
preceding onsets.  This option is adopted in loanwords, as will see in 3.1.3 and Chapter 5. 
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Booij 1990), Georgian (Butskhrikidze 2002) and German (Brockhaus 1995a) are 
languages in which similar phenomena are observed before a final empty nucleus: 
voiced obstruents cannot occur in this position.  In addition, non-coronals in Lardil 
(Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979) and non-nasals in Japanese (Yoshida 1991) are 
barred from occurring in the same position.  The existence of CFEs in various 
languages indicates that there is a difference between unlicensed and licensed empty 
nuclei with respect to their ability to license the preceding onset.  While any 
segment may occur before an unlicensed (empty) nucleus, only a limited set of 
segments may occur before a licensed one.  As Harris (1992) and Brockhaus (1995a) 
put it, unlicensed nuclei have a much greater licensing ability.  The weaker licensing 
ability of licensed empty nuclei affects the degree of segmental complexity of 
preceding onsets and may trigger segmental changes of the segments in question.  
That is to say, the presence of the CFEs is a reflection of their weakened or depleted 
licensing power. 

With respect to segmental changes, neutralisation is the process by which headed 
segments become headless before a final empty nucleus.  ( 10 ) represents the 
relevant segmental changes in terms of elements. 
 
(10) (a) aspirated obstruent 

pH   [p|]   tH   [t|]    kH   [k|] 
x   x    x   x    x   x 

   | \  |    | \  |    | \  |  
   U |  U    R |  R    / |  /  
   | |  |    | |  |    | |  |  
   / |  /    / |  /       H  /     (H)   
   | |  |    | |  |     
      H  /    (H)         H  /    (H)   
   cH   [t|] 
   x   x 
   | \  |  
   R I  R  
   | |  |  
   / |  /  
   | |  |  
   H  /     (I) 
      | 

(H)   
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  (b) tensed obstruent 
   k’  [k|] 
   x  x 
   |  | 
   /  / 
   |  | 
    H  (H) 
 
 Thus, neutralisation is generally characterised as the loss of headship for headed 
segments, i.e. they become headless.  In particular, contour segments such as 
aspirated consonants and affricates are realised as non-contour lenis stops.  This 
indicates that final empty nuclei also cannot license contour segments.3  Note that 
the outcomes contain the parenthesised element H.  This notation is intended for 
representing an element which does not receive phonetic interpretation, but is still 
present in the segmental structure.  In other words, the parenthesised elements are 
not totally delinked from the segmental structures. 

The motivation of non-interpretation of the elements in question derives from the 
fact that the delinking analysis of the element H faces a serious technical problem.  
S.-J. Kim (1996) proposes that neutralisation is analysed as the delinking of the 
element H.  The resulting segments contain place elements such as U and A,4 and 
the element /: the element H is absent from the segmental structures.  As we will see 
below, however, the /r/ � >O@�SURFHVV� LV� UHTXLUHG�EHIRUH�D�ILQDO�HPSW\�QXFOHXV�� � ,Q�
terms of elements within my proposal of segmental representations, this process is 
the addition of the element /, i.e. /r/ contains the element R, and [l] contains the 
elements R and /.  As depicted in (10), after the application of neutralisation, the 
delinking analysis produces the same segmental structures of [l] and [t|]: R and /.  
However, in my analysis, this problem can be avoided because the representations of 
[t|] and [l] are different: the former has three elements (R./.(H)) and the latter has 
two (R./).   

The phonetic properties of the element H are determined by whether or not it 
contributes headship to a given segment.  When it does, the phonetic interpretation 
is [stiff vocal cords] for tensed obstruents.  If it is doubly-linked, the phonetic 
interpretation is [spread glottis] for aspirated obstruents.  If not, i.e. for headless 
segments, it represents [noise burst] (John Harris p.c.).  The non-interpretation of the 
element H after the application of neutralisation suggests that the resulting headless 
segments are realised without [noise burst], i.e. they become unreleased lenis stops: 
[p|], [t|] and [k|].5  The empirical consequence of the CFE in (9) is that a final 
licensed empty nucleus cannot license the element H together with headedness, with 
respect to stops. 

                                                           
3 Also, note that one of the place elements, i.e. the element I, of the aspirated affricate is not interpreted.  I 
will discuss the matter of the non-interpretation of the element I in the next section. 
4 Her segmental representations are based on Revised Theory of Element (RTE) in which the coronal 
element R is not present.  For the motivation for retaining the element R, see Chapter 2. 
5 This phenomenon is analysed in terms of the feature [release] within rule-based frameworks, see C.-W. 
Kim (1970), Kim-Renaud (1974), K. Chung (1980), among others. 
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3.1.3 The headless segments 
 
In the following examples, the stem-final consonant is a headless affricate /c/. 
 
(11) stem nominative accusative emphatic  
 /nacØ/  [nat|] [naci] [nacÛl] [nat|t’o] ‘daytime’ 
 /picØ/  [pit|] [paci] [picÛl] [pit |t’o] ‘debt’ 
 /c�cØ/  [c�t|] [c�ci] [c�cÛl] [c�t|t’o] ‘breast’ 
 
 Notice that /c/ becomes [t|] in isolation and in the emphatic forms6, while stem-
final /c/ is realised as it is in the nominative and accusative forms.  Unlike the other 
headless segments listed in (4), stem-final /c/ is not licensed by the final empty 
nucleus: it is realised as [t|].  One piece of evidence for this is found in loanwords.  
Consider, for example, loanwords ending in a nasal: 
 
(12) [tEm] dam [pHen] pen 
 [kHi @ king   
 
e.g.  [kHi @  king 
 O  N  O  N 
 |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x 
 |  |  | 
 kH  i   
 

The final empty nucleus in these examples remains uninterpreted, because nasals 
can be licensed by final empty nuclei, as happens in native Korean words, such as 
/pamØ/ [pam] ‘night’, /sinØ/ [sin] ‘shoes’, /kum� Ø/ [kum� @ ‘hole’. 
 What about loanwords which end in a plosive?  Some of them have two possible 
phonetic forms, as shown in (13). 
 
(13) [hip|] or [hipHÛ] hip [tHeip|] or [tHeipHÛ] tape 
 [pEt|] or [pEtHÛ] bat [net|] or [netHÛ] net 
 [paik|] or [paikHÛ] bike [kHeik|] or [kHeikHÛ] cake 
 

                                                           
6 The emphatic suffix /to/ is an analytic suffix.  Thus, when this suffix is added to a stem, as we will see 
in Chapter 4, the lexical representation is [[<stem> Ø] to].  Since the stem itself forms an internal domain, 
the stem-final consonant occurs before a final empty nucleus; the context in which neutralisation occurs.  
See Chapter 4 for a further analysis of the licensing of empty nuclei in suffixation. 
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e.g. [hip] or [hipHÛ]  
 O1  N1  O2  N2    O1  N1  O2  N2 
 |  |  |  |    |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x    x  x  x  x 
 |  |  |      |  |  |   
 h  i  p  [ø]    h  i  pH  [Û] 
 
Notice that the final empty nucleus N2 is licensed when a plosive is realised as a 
lenis stop, but it is unlicensed when the plosive is manifested as an aspirated stop.  
In the latter case, the vowel [Û] emerges in final position.  The interpretation of the 
final empty nucleus here is partially conditioned by constraint (9)7: final empty 
nuclei receive phonetic interpretation when they cannot license preceding onsets 
such as aspirated stops. 
 With this in mind, let us now consider English loanwords ending in a voiced 
coronal fricative /z/. 
 
(14) [cHicÛ] *[c Hic] cheese [pHÛricÛ] *[p HÛric] freeze 
 [pHjucÛ] *[p Hjuc] fuse [pHoucÛ] *[p Houc] pose 
 [kHwicÛ] * [k Hwic] quiz [saicÛ] *[saic] size 
 
Recall from Chapter 1 that the voiced coronal fricative is transformed to [c] in 
Korean: e.g. [cum] zoom, [cero] zero.  We see here that all final empty nuclei are 
interpreted when preceded by a lenis affricate [c], behaving in the same way as the 
final empty nuclei in (13) when preceded by a headed (i.e. aspirated) segment.  The 
fact that the final empty nuclei in (14) are unlicensed indicates that the segment /c/ 
cannot be licensed by a final empty nucleus.  What happens when this segment 
occurs before a final empty nucleus in native words?  Precisely because Korean 
turns ‘on’ the domain-final licensing parameter, what is required is a change in the 
segmental structure of the preceding onset in order to be licensed by a final empty 
nucleus.  Thus, /c/ becomes [t], as in (15). 
 
(15)  /c/    [t] 
  x    x 
 /  \   | 
 /  R   / 
   |   | 
   I   R  
   |   | 
   H   (H) 
      | 
      (I) 

                                                           
7 What (13) reveals is the difference between loanwords and native Korean words: there are alternations 
between lenis and aspirated stops accompanied by the alternation between zero and [Û]; but such 
alternations are not allowed in native words.  See Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion. 
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This process can be characterised by non-interpretation of the elements H and I.  
The non-interpretation of H contributes unreleasedness in final position, and the 
non-interpretation of I contributes the loss of contour.  The non-interpretation of the 
element I implies that final empty nuclei may not license two place elements 
simultaneously.  The reason why the element I rather than R is not interpreted would 
be that the former is a secondary place element whereas the latter is not.  The 
motivation for assuming that affricates contain the element I involves palatalisation 
under suffixation, as shown below. 
 
(16) /kut/ ‘to solidify’ + /i/ ‘adverbial suffix’ [kuci]  
 /katH/ ‘to be the same’ + /i/ [kacHi]  
 
The palatalisation from /t/ to /c/ involves the spreading of I from the suffixal vowel 
/i/ to the preceding coronal plosive.  It indicates that the element I is not a primary 
place element.  The analysis of affricates with regard to neutralisation illustrates that 
the CFE in (9) requires revision to the extent that final empty nuclei can license 
neither headed nor contour segments.   

However, there is another headless segment which final empty nuclei cannot 
license: the segment /s/.  This segment becomes [t] before a final empty nucleus and 
occurs as it is in the nominative forms, as shown in (17). 
 
(17) /p�sØ/ [p�t|]  /p�s/ + /i/ [p�si] ‘friend’  
 /osØ/ [ot|]  /os/ + /i/ [osi] ‘clothes’  
 
 As with the segment /c/, loanwords provide evidence that the final empty nucleus 
cannot license /s/. 
 
(18) [p�sÛ]  *[p�s] bus [kasÛ]  *[kas] gas 
 [cjusÛ]  *[cjus] juice [masÛ]  *[mas] mass 
 
In these examples, the final empty nuclei are interpreted.  Now recall (12) and (13), 
which showed that final empty nuclei are licensed when preceded by headless 
segments like /m, n, , p, t, k/.  Since the final empty nuclei in (18) receive 
interpretation, it is clear that /s/ cannot be licensed by final empty nuclei in native 
Korean words.   
 In terms of elements, this process can be expressed as the acquisition of the 
element /, as in (19). 
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(19) /s/   [t|] 
  x   x 
  |   | 
  R   R 
  |   | 
  H   (H) 
     | 
     / 
 
Unlike other segments which undergo neutralisation, the question arises as to why 
/s/ should acquire the element / before a final empty nucleus.  Let us consider the 
structures of the six segments - /p, t, k, m, n, ��- that can be licensed by final empty 
nuclei. 
 
(20) p   t   k   m   n    
  x   x   x   x   x   x 
  |   |   |   |   |   | 
  U   R   /   U   R   / 
  |   |   |   |   |   | 
  /   /   (H)   /   /   L 
  |   |      |   | 
  (H)   (H)      L   L 
 
 Notice that all of these segments contain the element /, suggesting that final 
empty nuclei in Korean can only license headless segments which contain this 
element.  To meet this constraint, /s/ will have to undergo a change in its segmental 
make-up, which consists of just R and H: in particular, /s/ acquires the element / in 
order to become [t|], which can be licensed by a final empty nucleus. 
 Finally, let us consider liquid-final words.  As discussed in Chapter 2, the 
underlying segment of liquids is /r/.  Since the segment /r/ contains the element R 
only, the final empty nucleus cannot license it, as in the case of /s/.  In order for 
licensing to be possible, /r/ must acquire the element /, and so is consequently 
realised as [l], as exemplified in (21). 
 
(21) /kirØ/ [kil]  /kir/ + /i/ [kiri] ‘road’ 
 /torØ/ [tol]  /tor/ + /i/ [tori] ‘stone’ 
 

/r/   [l] 
x   x 
|   | 
R   R 
   | 
   / 
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 In summary, I have considered the headless segments which are not licensed by 
a final empty nucleus.  Firstly, I claimed that in loanwords the segment /c/ cannot be 
licensed by a final empty nucleus since it is interpreted.  In native words a segmental 
change to [t] is required so that the final empty nucleus can license it.  Of the four 
elements which constitute /c/, the elements I and H do not receive phonetic 
interpretation due to the fact that the place element I is secondary and because 
unreleased segments are allowed before the final empty nucleus.  Furthermore, I 
have considered two processes in which the element / is acquired for the segments 
/r/ and /s/ to become [l] and [t], respectively.  Motivation for these processes comes 
from the fact that final empty nuclei can only license headless segments containing 
the element /. 
 
3.1.4 The CFE in Korean and its implications 
 
According to the analysis proposed in 3.1.3, final empty nuclei in Korean license 
neither the headless segments /c/ nor /s/ or /r/.  This necessitates a revision of the 
constraint proposed in (9) in which final empty nuclei cannot license headed 
segments.  This replaces (9) with (22). 
 
(22) Constraint on final empty nuclei in Korean (CFE) 
 A final empty nucleus in Korean can only license non-contour headless 

unreleased segments which contain the element /. 
 
 The term non-contour segment, effectively excludes /c/ from the list of the 
segments that a final empty nucleus can license and the term unreleased indicates 
the non-interpretation of the element H.  Likewise, the phrase segment which 
contain the element / excludes /s/ and /r/.  This constraint induces a process of 
lenition for headed and contour segments where certain elements are not interpreted, 
and a process of fortition for the segments /s/ and /r/ to become [t|] and [l], 
respectively, by the acquisition of the element /.  As discussed in 3.1.2, the 
motivation for neutralisation is the weaker licensing capacity of final empty nuclei 
in comparison with unlicensed (empty) nuclei.  The limited licensing ability of 
empty nuclei affects the degree of segmental complexity or headship of preceding 
onsets.   
 Regarding (22), neutralisation in Korean differs, in many respects, from Final 
Obstruent Devoicing (FOD) in languages such as German, Dutch, Mongolian etc.  
In terms of elements, FOD is characterised purely as lenition in which the voicing 
element L is either delinked or not interpreted phonetically.  In contrast to FOD, 
however, neutralisation in Korean is viewed not as a single process, but as two: 
decomposition (loss of elements or lenition) and composition (addition of elements 
or fortition).8  Decomposition occurs when a headed or contour segment precedes a 

                                                           
8  Recall from Chapter 2 that in GP phonological distinctions are characterised by the notion of 
privativeness, i.e. the presence versus the absence of a given element.  Given the notion of privativeness, 
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final empty nucleus, i.e. the change of headship for headed segments together with 
non-interpretation of certain elements of contour segments and the release element 
H.  Composition takes place when a segment lacking / precedes a final empty 
nucleus, i.e. /s/ and /r/ become [t] and [l], respectively.  In other words, the CFE in 
(22) requires that any segment before final empty nuclei must contain at least a 
manner element such as /.  The fact that neutralisation is characterised by two 
opposite processes undermines an analysis in which neutralisation is related to the 
weaker licensing ability of final empty nuclei. 

Other languages exhibit similar licensing constraints to the CFE in (22), e.g. 
some types of fricatives and/or affricates are disallowed before final empty nuclei.  
Certain South-East Asian languages, such as Cantonese (Silverman 1992), Thai 
(Moore & Rodchue 1994) and Sedang (Smith 1975), among others, 9 show that 
fricatives and/or affricates do not occur in final position.  In Thai and Cantonese, 
only /p, t, k, n, m, ��Z��j/ can occur in this position.  Fricatives (/s, f, h/), affricates 
(/c, cH/) and aspirated (/pH, tH, kH/) segments are not allowed to occur in Cantonese, 
and, the same types of segments are disallowed in Thai.  In terms of elements, the 
CFEs in these languages also show that not only those segments lacking the element 
/ but also contour segments are not licensed by a final empty nucleus. 

The fact that various segmental types may not occur in final position cross-
linguistically suggests that there is no absolute measure of how complex onsets must 
be licensed by a final empty nucleus.  Final empty nuclei in languages having FOD 
cannot license voiced obstruents; non-coronals in Lardil; non-velar nasals in 
Japanese.  Thus, the degree of licensing ability of final empty nuclei has a language-
specific basis.   
 Finally, I consider some previous approaches to neutralisation in Korean.  Most 
analyses focus on the segmental changes of obstruents.  In the SPE-type rule-based 
framework, Kim-Renaud (1974) proposes the feature [release] to capture 
neutralisation in terms of unreleasedness in final position.  In the Feature Geometry 
framework (K.-H. Kim 1987 and H.-S. Sohn 1986, among others), the laryngeal 
features of aspirated and tensed stops, i.e. [constricted glottis] and [spread glottis] 
(Halle & Stevens 1971), are delinked to become a lenis stop.  For non-stop 
obstruents, the feature [+continuant] in the manner node is delinked to become a 
coronal stop.  S.-C. Rhee (1995) introduces the aperture feature (Steriade 1993) to 
account for the non-occurrence of aspirated and tensed stops, fricatives and 
affricates in the coda position.  One advantage of his analysis is that unreleased 
stops and nasals are treated in the same way, i.e. both types contain Ao (Aperture 
Zero).  However, what these analyses did not take into consideration is a liquid in 
this position.  Generally, the liquid [l] has the feature [+continuant].10  The delinking 

                                                                                                                                        
we can achieve a coherent definition of lenition (weakening) and fortition (strengthening).  For a detailed 
discussion, see Harris (1990). 
9 Also, some languages in India such as Thadou and Garo have a similar constraint on final consonants.  
See S.-C. Rhee (1995) for relevant data and references. 
10 van der Hulst & Ewen (2001: 12) point out that the lateral liquid can be treated as [-continuant] in some 
languages, due to the fact that this segment displays complete central closure, although there is a stricture 
of open approximation at the sides of the tongue.  On this view, the lateral liquid can contain Ao in 
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analyses in Feature Geometry and the analysis in Aperture Geometry do not seem to 
express neutralisation, in terms of feature specifications, in a unified way.  The 
outcomes of neutralisation require two types of segments: one for [-continuant] for 
obstruents and the other for [+continuant] for liquids.   
 
 
3.2. Licensing internal empty nuclei 
 
As discussed in Chapter 1, a government-based analysis differs from mainstream 
analyses (S.-C. Ahn 1985, H.-S. Sohn 1986, among others) in that the occurrence of 
the vowel [Û] is treated as the phonetic interpretation of an empty nucleus when 
certain conditions are met.  In this section, I deal with the licensing conditions on 
internal empty nuclei in mono-morphemic words.  According to the ECP, there are 
three mechanisms for licensing empty nuclei: domain-final licensing, proper 
government and inter-onset government.  Korean uses all of these, if we are to 
account for the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in internal position.  In 3.2.1, drawing 
largely on Y. Heo’s (1995) analysis, I briefly outline how proper and inter-onset 
government apply to the licensing of internal empty nuclei.  In 3.2.2, I discuss some 
problems of his analysis, in particular regarding empty nuclei intervening between 
two nasals (NN) and between a nasal and a lenis obstruent (NC).  I propose an 
alternative analysis invoking the Nasal Condition which applies to NN and NC 
clusters to account for the licensed status of empty nuclei.   
 
3.2.1 Proper government and inter-onset government 
 
In this section, I introduce Y. Heo’s (1995) analysis of the licensing of internal 
empty nuclei.  Let us begin by considering how domain-final licensing and proper 
government account for the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in the following examples. 
 
(23) [katÛk] ‘full’ [m EtÛp] ‘knot’ 
 [turÛp] ‘aralia shoots’ [mosÛp] ‘figure’ 
 [kjarÛm] ‘oval’ [j �rÛm] ‘summer’ 
 [c’ac’Û ] ‘anger’ [kasÛm] ‘breast’ 
 [onÛl] ‘today’ [mantÛl] ‘to make’ 
 [isÛl] ‘dew’ [sik’ Ûl] ‘noisy’ 
 
Notice that the penultimate empty nuclei in (23) are interpreted as [Û] in every case.  
This is due to the fact that final empty nuclei are licensed: they cannot act as proper 
governors for preceding empty nuclei.  Since the penultimate empty nuclei are not 

                                                                                                                                        
Aperture Geometry, which can provide an adequate account to form a natural class with the nasals and 
unreleased stops in Korean.  However, with respect to tensification as we will see later, the nasals and the 
lenis obstruents forms a natural class in that they triggers tensification of a following suffix-initial 
obstruent, but the lateral liquid does not.  Hence the feature Ao itself does not appears to be appropriate to 
account for these two processes in a unified way. 
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properly governed, they must receive phonetic interpretation.  This is illustrated by 
the word /katØkØ/ in (24). 
 
(24) /katØkØ/  [katÛk] 
          | |   

        ↓  | |  ↑ proper government 
  O  N  O  N  O  N 
  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |    | 
  k  a  t  [Û]  k 
 
 The notion of proper government also explains why internal empty nuclei do not 
receive phonetic interpretation in other contexts.  Consider the following examples 
in which the potential proper governor is unlicensed. 
 
(25) (a) [mj�lcHi] ‘anchovy’ [�mpHo] ‘threat’ 
  [nakc’i] ‘octopus’ [t�lmi] ‘nape’ 
 (b) [pEkc’� @ ‘butcher’ [kompHa @ ‘must’ 
  [kult’uk] ‘chimney’ [mals’� @ ‘trouble’ 
 
The examples in (25) show that internal empty nuclei are not interpreted when they 
are properly governed by a following nucleus.  In (25a), domain-final unlicensed 
nuclei act as proper governors, while in (25b) antepenultimate empty nuclei are 
licensed by the following unlicensed nucleus.  These two cases are illustrated in (26). 
 
(26) (a) /nakØc’i/  [nakc’i] 
        ↓    ↑ proper government 
  O  N  O  N  O  N 
  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |    |  | 
  n  a  k  [ø]  c’  i 
 
 (b) /pEkØc’� Ø/  [pEkc’� @ 
        ↓    ↑      proper government 
  O  N  O  N  O  N  O  N 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |    |  |  | 
  p  E  k  [ø]  c’  �   
 
 Let us consider some examples in which internal empty nuclei are properly 
governed but also interpreted. 
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(27) (a) Headed segment + Ø + liquid + V  
  /k’ak’Øraki/ [k’ak’Ûraki] ‘bits of rice’ 
  /puk’Ør�pØ/  [puk’Ûr�p] ‘shy’ 
  /mik’Ør�pØ/ [mik’Ûr�p] ‘slick’ 
  /k’ØtHØr�ki/ [k’ ÛtHÛr�ki] ‘piece’ 
 (b) Nasal + Ø + liquid + V  
  /omØri/ [omÛri] ‘to shut’ 
  /kØr�mØro/ [kÛr�mÛro] ‘therefore’ 
  /k�nØri/ [k�nÛri] ‘to lead’ 
  /cinØr�mi/ [cinÛr�mi] ‘fin’ 
 (c) Lenis obstruent + Ø + liquid + V  
  /kotØrØmØ/ [kotÛrÛm] ‘icicle’ 
  /sikØr�ci/ [sikÛr�ci] ‘to vanish’ 
  /tutØr�ki/ [tutÛr�ki] ‘rash’ 
  /sinapØro/ [sinapÛro] ‘gradually’ 
 
 Notice that the underlined empty nuclei in these examples have a potential 
proper governor to their right.  Even though they may be properly governable, they 
are phonetically manifested.  Consider the word /kotørømø/. 
 
(28)               | | 
       ↓      ↑ ↓ | |  ↑ : proper government 
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  
 x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
 |  |  |  ↓   |  ↓  | 
 k  o  t  [Û]  r  [Û]  m 
 

Here, we have three empty nuclei in succession.  Let us see how proper 
government applies in this structure.  The final empty nucleus N4 is licensed due to 
the effect of domain-final licensing.  It cannot be a proper governor for the 
penultimate empty nucleus N3, which therefore gets interpreted as the vowel [Û].  
Since N3 is unlicensed, it can be a proper governor for the antepenultimate empty 
nucleus N2.  Because it is properly governed, we expect N2 to be licensed.  
However, the phonetic form [kotÛrÛm] (*[kotr Ûm]) shows that it is interpreted.   

If we examine the distribution of the consonants which surround an N2-type 
nucleus in (28), we find that they involve sequences of obstruent/nasal + empty 
nucleus + liquid.  When the order of these sequences is reversed, i.e. liquid + empty 
nucleus + obstruent/nasal, the intervening empty nucleus is not interpreted.  This is 
shown by the following examples.   
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(29) (a) Liquid + Ø + headed segment + V  
  /kurØt’ukØ/ [kult’uk]11 ‘chimney’ 
  /ka’rØtE’k’i/ [k’alt’ Eki] ‘funnel’ 
  /marØs’� Ø/ [mals’� @ ‘trouble’ 
  /s�rØcHi/ [s�lcHi] ‘to run wild’ 
  /karØkHwi/ [kalkHwi] ‘rake’ 
 (b) Liquid + Ø + nasal + V  
  /s’�rØmE/ [s’�lmE] ‘sledge’ 
  /korØmokØ/ [kolmok] ‘alleyway’ 
  /tØrØm�ki/ [tÛlm�ki] ‘to shake’ 
  /karØmi/ [kalmi] ‘sea cucumber’ 
 (c) Liquid + Ø + lenis obstruent + V  
  /sarØkØnØ/ [salkÛn] ‘with a rustle’ 
  /t’�rØsE/ [t’�lsE] ‘ornament’ 
  /karØpi/ [kalpi] ‘rib’ 
  /t’arØki/ [t’alki] ‘strawberry’ 
 
 In each of the cases in (29), an internal empty nucleus is properly governed by a 
following unlicensed nucleus, and is not interpreted.  Aside from proper government, 
the main difference between (27) and (29) concerns the distribution of the 
consonants surrounding the internal empty nucleus.  If an empty nucleus intervenes 
between a liquid and an obstruent or nasal, it is licensed by proper government.  But 
if the order is reversed, an intervening empty nucleus is interpreted in spite of being 
properly governed, as shown below.   
 
(30) (a) Obstruent or nasal  + Ø + liquid + V 
            proper government 
   O1  N1  O2  N2 
   |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x  x 
   |    |  | 
   C  [Û]  L  V 
  (b) Liquid + Ø + obstruent or nasal + V 
            proper government 
   O1  N1  O2  N2 
   |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x  x 
   |    |  | 
   L  [ø]  C  V  (C: obstruent or nasal, L: liquid) 
 
This suggests that not only proper government but also the distribution of the 
surrounding consonants affect licensing conditions and hence the interpretation of 
internal empty nuclei in Korean. 
                                                           
11 I will deal with the process of /r/ changing to [l] in section 3.3. 
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 On the basis of (30), Y. Heo (1995) proposed an additional notion for the 
licensing of internal empty nuclei, i.e. inter-onset government.  Inter-onset 
government requires a governing relation between two onsets in order to determine 
the phonetic interpretation of an intervening empty nuclei.  Recall from Chapter 2 
that governing properties of consonants are determined by the internal structure of 
segments associated to the skeletal points.  It is assumed that headed segments are 
superior to headless segments in a governing relation.  Among headless segments, 
the governor must be at least equally complex in comparison with its governee.  
This is expressed by the Complexity Condition (Harris 1990). 
 
(31) Complexity Condition 

Let α and β be segments occupying the positions A and B respectively.  Then, if 
A governs B, β must be no more complex than α. 

 
The complexity of a segment is calculated in terms of the number of elements of 
which a segment is composed.  Therefore, the liquid /r/, containing a single element 
R, is likely to be a governee, whereas nasals and obstruents are likely to be 
governors since they contain more than one element. 
 Bearing this in mind, consider (30) again.  If we establish a governing relation 
between two onsets, i.e. O1 and O2, and its direction is head-final, then we can 
account for the phonetic interpretation of the intervening empty nucleus N1.  That is, 
when O2 governs O1 and the intervening empty nucleus N1 is properly governed, 
then N1 is licensed.  If not, it receives phonetic interpretation.  Y. Heo (1995: 125) 
formulated the following licensing conditions and the segmental governing 
hierarchy. 
 
(32) (a) Licensing Condition for Internal Empty Nuclei 
 
     ↓    ↑   proper government 
 X  O1  N1  O2  N2  Y 
   |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x  x 
   |    |  | 
   α    β  V 
   ↑    ↓    inter-onset government 
 
 N1 is licensed iff 

(i) it is properly governed 
 (ii) O2 governs O1 
 

(b) Governing Hierarchy 
liquid < lenis obstruent < nasal < aspirated or tensed obstruent12 

                                                           
12 This governing hierarchy is based upon Charm Theory (KLV 1985).  According to Y. Heo (1995), 
nasals are composed of 4 elements and lenis obstruents are composed of 2 to 4 elements.  His formulation 
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(32) states that an internal empty nuclei is licensed iff it is properly governed by 
a following nucleus, and inter-onset government is established between two 
consonants which surround it.  If either of the two requirements is not satisfied, the 
internal empty nuclei are interpreted.  Regarding the relation of proper and inter-
onset government, inter-onset government applies only to a properly governable 
empty nucleus.  That is, inter-onset government need not apply to an empty nucleus 
which fails to be properly governed.  However, a properly governable empty nucleus 
receives phonetic interpretation when inter-onset government is not established, i.e. 
“the failure of inter-onset government blocks proper government” (Y. Heo 1995: 
125).  This indicates that proper government is no more than a necessary condition.  
Inter-onset government is required to license an empty nucleus in a given context. 
 Let us now consider how a combination of proper government and inter-onset 
government accounts for intervening empty nuclei in other sequences.  Consider 
empty nuclei before a headed segment. 
 
(33) (a) Lenis stop + Ø + headed segment + V  
  /sEkØs’i/ [sEks’i] ‘lady’ 
  /akØcHakØ/ [akcHak] ‘toughness’ 
  /kapØc’aki/ [kapc’aki] ‘suddenly’ 
  /nØkt’E/ [nikt’E] ‘wolf’ 
  /kakØt’ki/ [kakt’uki] ‘pickled radish’ 
 (b) Nasal + Ø + headed segment + V  
  /to ØcHimi/ [to FHimi] ‘pickled cabbage’ 
  /ma Øk’o L� [mE N’o i] ‘fool’ 
  /p�nØcH�kØ/ [p�ncH�k] ‘sparkling’ 
  /onØtHo Ø/ [ontHo @ ‘whole’ 
  /�mØpHo/ [�mpHo] ‘threatening’ 
  /k�mØcHi/ [kEmcHi] ‘to attach’ 
 
These examples confirm that a properly governable empty nucleus does not receive 
phonetic interpretation if the consonants surrounding it form an inter-onset 
governing domain: a headed segment governs a headless segment.   
 

Next, consider an internal empty nucleus before a nasal. 
 
(34) (a) Nasal + Ø + nasal + V  
  /k�nØn�/ [k�nn�] ‘to cross’ 
  /�nØni/ [�nni] ‘sister’ 
  /simØmani/ [simmani] ‘ginseng-digger’ 
  /amØmanØ/ [amman] ‘a certain amount’ 
  /kumØnirØ/ [kumnil] ‘to stretch up’ 
  /k’amØna Ø/ [k’amna @ ‘ability’ 

                                                                                                                                        
is due to a literal interpretation of the Complexity Condition, and hence nasals are higher ranked than 
lenis obstruents. 
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  /pa Øma L� [pa PD L@ ‘club’ 
  /� Øma Ø/ [� PD @ ‘mess’ 
  /ma Ønani/ [maQDQL@ ‘wretch’ 
  /s� Ønja Ø/ [s� nja @ ‘match’ 
 (b) Lenis stop + Ø + nasal + V  
  /nakØne/ [nakÛne] ‘stranger’ 
  /sikØmØcHi/ [sikÛmcHi] ‘spinach’ 
  /sØrØkØm�ni/ [sÛlkÛm�ni] ‘secretly’ 
  /totØmi/ [totÛmi] ‘sieve’ 
 
An intervening empty nucleus is licensed between two nasals in (34a), but it is 
unlicensed between a lenis stop and a nasal in (34b).  By adopting the Complexity 
Condition in (31) and proposing the governing hierarchy in (32b), Heo claimed that 
the empty nucleus intervening between two nasals is licensed due to the fact that the 
Complexity Condition allows a segment to govern another one when both contain 
the same number of elements.  However, the examples in (34b) are problematic in 
Heo’s account, because nasals can govern lenis obstruents and so the intervening 
empty nuclei are expected to be licensed, as shown below. 
 
(35) /nakØne/  [nakÛne]  *[nakne] 
       ↓    ↑proper government 
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
 |  |  |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x  x  x 
 |  |  |    |  | 
 n  a  k  [Û]  n  e 
     ↑    ↓ inter-onset government 
 
 For this problem, Y. Heo (1995: 140-141) proposes the following distributional 
constraint on lenis obstruents. 
 

Note that Korean cannot have C°C° clusters [C°: headless segment, SJR], where C° is 
a neutral [headless, SJR] segment.  It appears that neutral stops cannot have just any 
neutral governor but require a governor to be negatively charmed [headed, SJR].   

                  
This distributional constraint may account for the phonetic interpretation of the 
empty nucleus N2 in (35), i.e. no inter-onset governing relation can be established 
between O2 and O3.  However, the governing hierarchy and the adoption of the 
Complexity Condition are unable to avoid further problems in cases where empty 
nuclei occur before a lenis obstruent, as shown below. 
 
(36) (a) Nasal + Ø + lenis obstruent + V  
  /so ØkosØ/ [soJRW@ ‘gimlet’ 
  /to ØpE/ [to bE] ‘dividing’ 
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  /ca Øtori/ [ca GRUL@ ‘hammer’ 
  /simØpurØmØ/ [simburÛm] ‘errand’ 
  /namØcisØ/ [namdZit] ‘a bit over’ 
  /k�mØtE Ø/ [k�mdE @ ‘soot’ 
  /muntØkØ/ [mundÛk] ‘suddenly’ 
  /tanØkorØ/ [tangol] ‘customer’ 
  /manØpo/ [manbo] ‘job chit’ 
 (b) Lenis stop + Ø + lenis obstruent + V  
  /cikØsi/ [cikÛsi] ‘patiently’ 
  /potØki/ [potÛki] ‘dwarfed tree’ 
  /panØtØsi/ [pandÛsi] ‘certainly’ 
  /mu ØkØc�kØ/ [mu JÛc�k] ‘linger’ 
 
The intervening empty nucleus is licensed between a nasal and a lenis obstruent in 
(36a), but not between two lenis obstruents in (36b).  The distributional constraint 
on lenis obstruents is responsible for phonetic interpretation of the intervening 
empty nuclei in (36b), because lenis obstruents require headed segments for a 
governor.   

However, the examples in (36a) are problematic in Heo’s analysis.  According to 
the governing hierarchy in (32b), lenis obstruents cannot govern nasals.  Therefore, 
the intervening empty nucleus should receive phonetic interpretation, as shown 
below. 
 
(37) /munØtØkØ/  [mundÛk]  *[munÛtÛk] 
             | | 

       ↓    ↑ ↓ | |  ↑  proper government 
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
 |  |  |  ↓  |    |   
 m  u  n     *[Û]  t  [Û]  k 
     ↑  | |  ↓ 
       | |   inter-onset government 
 
To account for fact that the empty nucleus N2 in (37) is not phonetically interpreted, 
Heo proposes that the lenis obstruent /t/ undergoes post-nasal voicing to fulfil the 
requirements of inter-onset government, instead of phonetic interpretation of N2.  
The result of post-nasal voicing is [d], which acquires the voicing element L from 
the neighbouring nasal in O2.13  Since voiced obstruents are headed, they can govern 

                                                           
13 In Heo’s analysis, the segmental representations of nasals are as follows. 
 /n/ (R.L./.N); /m/ (U.L./.N); / ���Y¶.L./.N) 
(N: nasal, v°: cold element (KLV 1985, Harris 1990)). 
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headless nasals. 14   Accordingly, the requirements of proper and inter-onset 
government are satisfied and so the empty nucleus N2 is licensed, as shown below.   
 
(38) /munØtØkØ/  [mundÛk]  *[munÛtÛk] 
             | | 

       ↓    ↑ ↓ | |  ↑ proper government 
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
 |  |  |  ↓  |  ↓  |   
 m  u  n     [ø]  [d]  [Û]  k 
     ↑    ↓ inter-onset government 
 
Thus far, I have outlined Heo’s analysis of the licensing conditions on internal 
empty nuclei based upon the ECP, i.e. domain-final licensing, proper government 
and inter-onset government.  As we have seen above, however, there are 
problematic cases in which the governing hierarchy may not provide an appropriate 
account of the phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei with respect to nasals and 
lenis obstruents.  Consider the following table listing the distribution of the vowel [Û] 
between two consonants, repeated from Chapter 1. 
 
(39) The occurrence of morpheme-internal [Û] between two consonants (in the 
context of C1ØC2V) 
 

          C2 
C1 

liquid nasal lenis 
obstruent 

tensed or 
aspirated 

liquid Ø Ø Ø Ø 
nasal Û Ø *Ø Ø 
lenis stop15 Û * Û * Û Ø 
tensed or aspirated Û Û Û Û 
                (Ø: absence; Û: presence) 
 
The sequences marked by * are problematic in Heo’s analysis.  These sequences 
involve nasals and lenis obstruents.  The following questions arise from Heo’s 
analysis. 
 
(40) (a) Why is an intervening empty nucleus licensed between two nasals, but not 

between two lenis obstruents? 
  (b) Why is an intervening empty nucleus not licensed between a lenis stop 

and a nasal despite the fact that nasals are higher in the governing hierarchy 
than lenis stops? 

                                                           
14 Within Charm Theory (KLV 1985), voiced obstruents containing the element L are negatively charmed.  
Hence voiced segments can govern neutral segments such as nasals, liquids and neutral obstruents. 
15 The occurrence of lenis stops in a C1 position will be dealt with in section 3.3. 
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  (c) Why is an intervening empty nucleus licensed between a nasal and a lenis 
stop by virtue of post-nasal voicing rather than phonetic interpretation taking 
place? 

 
 In fact, these problematic sequences may be due to the governing hierarchy and 
the adoption of a weaker version of the Complexity Condition, as Y. Heo (1995: 
141) points out: 
 

The property of a neutral [headless: SJR] stop (or neutral obstruents in the general 
sense) is different from that of other segments such as liquids and nasals, which 
tolerate equal complexity for governor and governee.  The Complexity Condition 
proposed by Harris (1990) can account for the latter case, but not for the former.  The 
first version of the Complexity Condition, proposed by KLV (1990: 218), which 
states that a neutral segment may govern if it has a complexity greater than its 
governee, may account for the property of neutral stops, but it cannot solve the cases 
of liquids and nasals.  We cannot help but admit at present that neutral obstruents 
cannot have a neutral governor. 
 
In the following three sections, I seek answers to the questions raised by Heo’s 

analysis and reconsider how proper government interacts with inter-onset 
government, regarding the licensing of internal empty nuclei.  On the basis of an 
alternative proposal, I present a revised analysis of these problematic sequences by 
proposing the Nasal Condition and its extensive application to sequences of NC in 
which an empty nucleus intervenes. 
 
3.2.2. An alternative analysis: interactions between inter-
onset and proper government 
 
Consider again Heo’s proposal of the Licensing Conditions for Internal Empty 
Nuclei in (32), as shown below. 
 
(41) Licensing Condition for Internal Empty Nuclei 
     ↓    ↑   proper government 
 X  O1  N1  O2  N2  Y 
   |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x  x 
   |    |  | 
   α    β  V 
   ↑    ↓    inter-onset government 
 
N1 is licensed iff 

(i) it is properly governed 
 (ii) O2 governs O1 
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The main point of his licensing condition is that the failure of inter-onset 
government blocks proper government, i.e. proper government is a necessary 
condition and inter-onset government is a sufficient one.  Only properly governable 
empty nuclei are subject to inter-onset government.  Whenever the requirements of 
inter-onset government are not met, a properly governable empty nucleus always 
receives phonetic interpretation, i.e. inter-onset government overrides proper 
government.  In this sense, the application of proper government is redundant once 
inter-onset government fails to be established.  This redundancy is also found in 
cases in which both types of government hold. 
 
(42)    ↓    ↑ proper government 
 X  O1  N1  O2  N2  Y 
   |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x �x 
   |  ↓  |  | 
   α  [ø]  β  V 
   ↑    ↓ inter-onset government 
            ( � government-licensing) 
 

The unlicensed nucleus N2 in (42) has two functions: it is a government-licenser 
of O2 and a proper governor of N1.  The definition of government-licensing is as 
follows.   
 
(43) Government-licensing 

For a governing relation to hold between a non-nuclear head α and its 
complement β, α must be government-licensed by its nucleus 

                  (Charette 1991: 101) 
 
 Government-licensing states that an onset head (either coda-onset or branching 
onset clusters) should be licensed by a following nucleus in order to govern its 
complement.  This nucleus is called a government-licenser.  The notion of 
government-licensing is designed for empty nuclei which are properly governable 
but they are interpreted phonetically when they follow a well-formed consonant 
cluster.  For instance, consider the French words souvenir ‘to remember’ and 
parvenir ‘to reach’.  The lexical representations of these words are shown below. 
 
(44) (a) /suvØnirØ/  [suvnir] 
        ↓    ↑     proper government 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |  ↓  |  |  | 
  s  u  v  [ø]  n  i  r 
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 (b) /parvØnirØ/  [parv�nir] 
         ↓    ↑     proper government 
  O1  R1   O2  R  O3  R  O4  R 
  |  |   |  |  |  |  |  | 
  |  N   |  N2  |  N3  |  N4 
  |  |   |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x    x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |    |  |  ↓  |  |  | 
  p  a    r  v  [�]  n  i  r 
       ↑  ↓ 
        inter-constituent government     
 
In (44b), the empty nucleus N2 is preceded by an obstruent which governs the 
preceding liquid.  The situation is different in souvenir in that the empty nucleus is 
preceded by a consonant which is not a governor, as in (44a).  The phonetic 
interpretation of N2 in (44b) is due to governing-licensing, i.e. the government-
licenser of an onset is a nucleus which should not be  properly governed (Charette 
1991: 102).16  In other words, in French, a non-nuclear head requires an unlicensed 
(empty) nucleus in order to govern its complement.  Then, the requirements of 
government-licensing are the governing property of an onset head and a following 
unlicensed (empty) nucleus.   
 Given the notion of government-licensing, the configuration in (42) is parallel to 
French, as in (44), precisely because the consonant sequence holding inter-onset 
government requires a government-licenser which is unlicensed.  Accordingly, the 
presence of the government-licenser N2 in (42) would be both necessary and 
sufficient to account for licensing the empty nucleus N1, since proper government 
alone is not enough to determine the licensed status of N1.  This implies that the role 
of the proper governor is redundant.  Independently, H.-J. Lee (1999) reaches the 
same conclusion that an N2-type government-licenser in (42) does not function as a 
proper governor.  Her argument is based upon the revised definition of proper 
government in the ECP. 
 
(45) Proper government 
 A nucleus α properly governs an empty nucleus β iff: 

(a) α and β are adjacent on the nuclear projection 
(b) α is not itself licensed 

 (c) α is not a government-licenser (for its onset) 
                           (Charette 1998) 

                                                           
16 There is another possibility available theoretically.  That is, the nucleus remains licensed resulting in 
the impossibility for the non-nuclear head to govern its complement, yielding deletion of a consonant.  
This is observed in internal empty nuclei of the Billiri dialect of Tangale (Charette 1990, 1991).  Also, 
regarding government-licensing, it is noted that there is a difference between internal and final empty 
nuclei.  In French, Polish and English, among others, licensed final empty nuclei can act as a government-
licenser.  However, in Wolof (Charette 1991) and Korean (Y. Heo 1995), this is not the case.  See 
Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion of this issue. 
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Note that (45c) effectively eliminates redundancies.  A remaining question 
concerns the role of an N2-type nucleus in (42) which is not a government-licenser: 
does it act as a proper governor?  The answer would be negative, since a preceding 
empty nucleus is properly governable.  Nonetheless it receives phonetic 
interpretation due to the failure of inter-onset government, i.e. a governing onset 
does not contain appropriate governing properties.  Does this imply that proper 
government does not play any role at all in Korean?  In fact, proper government is 
required for cases in which no inter-onset governing relations are established.  There 
are many onset-less ‘mono-syllabic’ Sino-Korean morphemes, e.g. /ØpØ/ [Ûp] 
‘town’, /ØmØ/ [Ûm] ‘to drink’ and /ØnØ/ [Ûn] ‘silver’, among others.17  The phonetic 
interpretation of initial empty nuclei in these examples is due to the failure of proper 
government, as shown below. 
 
(46) /ØnØ/ [Ûn] ‘silver’ 
     | | 
   ↓  | |  ↑  proper government 
 O  N  O  N 
   |  |  | 
   x  x  x 
   ↓  |   
   [Û]  n 
 
 These examples provide positive evidence that proper government is needed to 
account for the licensing of empty nuclei.  In fact, the contexts in which these two 
governments apply are complementarily distributed.  Inter-onset government applies 
in contexts in which potential inter-onset governing relations are taken into account, 
i.e. the presence/absence of government-licensers, the qualities of governing onsets 
determined by a revised governing hierarchy in the next section and the Complexity 
Condition.  Elsewhere, proper government is active in the licensing of empty nuclei.  
These two mechanisms work independently.  This independent effect follows from 
the fact that proper governing relations are established at the level of nuclear 
projection and inter-onset governing relations at the level of onset projection.  The 
revised condition of licensing internal empty nuclei is as follows. 
 

                                                           
17  In Heo’s analysis, these examples are dealt with as initial empty nuclei which require a special 
treatment: properly governable initial empty nuclei are immune to proper government.  This analysis, 
however, misses the generalisation that these examples can be accounted for by either the failure of 
proper government or the failure of inter-onset government.  I will discuss this issue in more detail in 
section 3.3. 
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(47) Licensing condition of internal empty nuclei 
 An internal empty nucleus is licensed iff: 
 (a) The following inter-onset requirements are satisfied 
  (i) An unlicensed government-licenser must be present 
  (ii) A governing onset (head-final) must have relevant governing properties 
 Elsewhere, 
 (b) An unlicensed proper governor must be present 
  

In the next section, I will deal with problematic cases for Heo’s analysis and 
propose a revised analysis. 
 
3.2.3 The treatment of NN sequences 
 
The most crucial problem of Heo’s analysis involves sequences of two nasals 
separated by an empty nucleus.  His governing hierarchy and the Complexity 
Condition account for the licensed status of the intervening empty nucleus of these 
sequences morpheme-internally as in (34a), but, as pointed out in Chapter 1, the 
vowel [Û] emerges between two nasals under suffixation, as shown below. 
 
(48) Stem Connective /mj�/ Effective /ni/  
 /t�tØmØ/ [t�tÛmÛmj�] [t�tÛmÛni] ‘to grope’ 
 /anØ/ [anÛmj�] [anÛni] ‘to hug’ 
 
 According to Heo’s analysis, connective and effective suffixation are both non-
analytic.  In other words, these examples are treated as morphologically simplex 
forms (see section 2.1.4 for analytic and non-analytic suffixation and Chapter 4).  
Thus, the lexical representations of these examples contain a single domain.  
Consider the connective and the effective forms of /t�tØmØ/ ‘to grope’. 
 
(49) (a) Connective form 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x  x⇐⇐ x 
  |  |  |  ↓  |  ↓  |  |  \ 
  t  �  t  [Û]  m  [Û]  m  j  � 
          ↑    ↓   inter-onset government 
  (b) Effective form 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x  x⇐⇐ x 
  |  |  |  ↓  |  ↓  |  |   
  t  �  t  [Û]  m  [Û]  n  i   
          ↑    ↓   inter-onset government 
              (⇐⇐: government-licensing) 
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Since the lexical representations are the same as those of mono-morphemic words, 
we expect N3 in (49a, b) to be licensed due to the fact that segments of the same 
complexity can govern each other within Heo’s analysis.  However, the phonetic 
forms [t�tÛmÛmj�] and [t�tÛmini] show that it is not licensed.  This asymmetrical 
distribution of the vowel [Û] occurring between two nasals is not captured in his 
analysis.  In fact, Y. Heo (1995: 225) notes this problem, leaving “this issue as an 
open question”. 
 I argue that the problematic cases discussed in the previous section and (49) are 
due to an inadequacy of the governing hierarchy.  Based upon the Revised Theory of 
Elements, I propose an alternative governing hierarchy. 
 
(50) Revised Governing Hierarchy18  
(a) liquid < nasal, lenis obstruent < tensed or aspirated obstruent 
          headless                                            headed  
(b) mutual government is not allowed for segments in the same rank. 
 
 This governing hierarchy is the same as that of Heo in that liquids are lowest and 
tensed or aspirated obstruents are highest in the hierarchy, but differs in that nasals 
and lenis obstruents are equally ranked and mutual government is not allowed for 
segments in the same rank.  In other words, a lenis obstruent cannot govern another 
lenis obstruent or a nasal, and a nasal cannot govern another nasal or a lenis 
obstruent.  Accordingly, nasals also require a headed segment as a governor in inter-
onset governing relations.  Evidence for this comes from tensification in verbal 
conjugation.  Consider the following declarative forms.  The declarative suffix is /ta/. 
 
(51) (a) Liquid-final or vowel-final stem  
  /narØ/ [nalta] ‘to fly’ 
  /ka/ [kata] ‘to go’ 
 (b) Lenis obstruent-final stem  
  /capØ/ [capt’a] ‘to hold’ 
  /tatØ/ [tatt’a] ‘to close’ 
  /m�kØ/ [m�kt’a] ‘to eat’ 
 (c) Nasal-final stem   
  /anØ/ [ant’a] ‘to hug’ 
  /namØ/ [namt’a] ‘to remain’ 
 

In the indicative form of a liquid-final stem, there is no tensification.  However, 
in a lenis obstruent-final stem, the suffix-initial /t/ undergoes tensification.  As we 
will see Chapter 4, the motivation of tensification in the declarative forms can be 
found in the requirements of inter-onset government: the suffix-initial /t/ is tensified 
                                                           
18 This hierarchy is different from that of S.J. Kim (1996) in which lenis obstruents are higher than nasals 
in the hierarchy.  Given her hierarchy, a problem arises in the cases where an empty nucleus between two 
lenis obstruents receives phonetic interpretation, because the Complexity Condition allows segments to 
govern each other in the same rank.  Like Heo’s analysis, she relies on the distributional constraint on 
lenis obstruents, which requires a headed governor for lenis obstruents.   
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in order to govern a stem-final lenis obstruent.  Note that tensification occurs in 
nasal-final stems.  It indicates that nasals are also governed by only a headed 
segment.   
 On the basis of this hierarchy and the revised licensing conditions in (47), let us 
reconsider sequences of two lenis obstruents intervened by an empty nucleus and 
those of lenis stop + empty nucleus + nasal.  The relevant examples are repeated 
from (36b) and (34b), respectively. 
 
(52) (a) Lenis stop + Ø lenis obstruent + V  
  /cikØsi/ [cikÛsi] ‘patiently’ 
  /potØki/ [potÛki] ‘dwarfed tree’ 
  /panØtØsi/ [pandÛsi] ‘certainly’ 
  /mu ØkØc�kØ/ [mu JÛc�k] ‘linger’ 
 (b) Lenis stop + Ø + nasal + V  
  /nakØne/ [nakÛne] ‘stranger’ 
  /sikØmØcHi/ [sikÛmcHi] ‘spinach’ 
  /sØrØkØm�ni/ [sÛlkÛm�ni] ‘secretly’ 
  /totØmi/ [totÛmi] ‘sieve’ 
 
 Putting aside the two last examples in (52a) for the time being, the revised 
governing hierarchy accounts for the fact that the underlined intervening empty 
nuclei of all examples receive phonetic interpretation, due to the prohibition of 
mutual government for segments in the same rank.  Likewise, the same explanation 
applies to the examples in (52b): nasals cannot govern lenis obstruents.  The 
following configurations illustrate this point. 
 
(53) (a) /cikØsi/  [cikÛsi] 
   O  N  O  N  O  N 
   |  |  |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x  x  x  x 
   |  |  |  ↓  |  | 
   c  i  k  [Û]  s  i 
       ↑  | |  ↓   inter-onset government 
         | |  
  (b) /nakØne/  [nakÛne] 
   O  N  O  N  O  N 
   |  |  |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x  x  x  x 
   |  |  |  ↓  |  | 
   n  a  k  [Û]  n  e 
       ↑  | |  ↓   inter-onset government 
         | |  
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 The revised governing hierarchy can provide an appropriate account of the 
majority of cases in which the vowel [Û] occurs in mono-morphemic words.  
However, there are two cases which may not be accounted for by the revised 
governing hierarchy, as shown below. 
 
(54) The occurrence of morpheme-internal [Û] between two consonants (in the 
context of C1ØC2V) 
 

          C2 
C1 

liquid nasal lenis 
obstruent 

tensed or 
aspirated 

liquid Ø Ø Ø Ø 
nasal Û Ø Ø Ø 
lenis stop Û Û Û Ø 
tensed or aspirated Û Û Û Û 

(Ø: absence; Û: presence) 
 

In (54), there are two shaded cases in which the revised governing hierarchy 
predicts that an empty nucleus is not licensed between two nasals, and between a 
nasal and a lenis obstruent, i.e. nasals and lenis obstruents cannot govern each other.  
However, it is licensed.  While I will deal with sequences of nasal + empty nucleus 
+ lenis obstruent in the next section, reconsider examples which contain two nasals 
intervened by an empty nucleus.   
 
(55) (a) Two nasals before a licensed empty nucleus  
  /kØ3mØ2mØ1/ [kÛmÛm] ‘the last day of the month’ 
  /kanØ2mØ1/ [kanÛm] ‘aim’ 
  /nØ2nØ1/ [nÛn] ‘topicaliser’ 
 (b) Two nasals before an unlicensed nucleus 
  /�nØni/ [�nni] ‘sister’ 
  /simØmani/ [simmani] ‘ginseng-digger’ 
  /k’amØna Ø/ [k’amna @ ‘ability’ 
  /pa Øma L� [pa PD L@ ‘club’ 
  /kumØnirØ/ [kumnil] ‘to stretch up’ 
  /ma Ønani/ [maQDQL@ ‘wretch’ 
 
 In the examples in (55a), the vowel [Û] occurs between two nasals, whereas in the 
examples in (55b) an empty nucleus does not receive phonetic interpretation in the 
same context.  According to the revised governing hierarchy, intervening empty 
nuclei between two nasals are expected to receive phonetic interpretation, since a 
nasal cannot govern a preceding nasal.  Thus, the penultimate empty nucleus Ø2 
receives phonetic interpretation.  The examples in (55b), however, differ from (55a) 
in that an inter-onset governing relation between two nasals does not hold by the 
effect of the revised governing hierarchy, and so the intervening empty nucleus is 
expected to receive phonetic interpretation.  The phonetic forms, however, *[�nÛni], 
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*[simÛmani], *[k’amÛna @�etc, are incorrect.  The intervening empty nucleus remains 
uninterpreted.   
 At first glance, the examples in (55) seem to constitute exceptions to the revised 
governing hierarchy.  Any attempt to change a governing hierarchy between nasals 
and lenis obstruents together with the Complexity Condition, is not fruitful at all, 
simply because the correct results in terms of one governing hierarchy turn out 
problematic cases in terms of the other, and vice versa.  Note that there are structural 
differences between (55a) and (55b), i.e. a potential government-licenser is available 
in the latter for preceding two nasals but it is not in the former.  The presence of a 
potential government-licenser in (55b) may provide a clue for the licensing of the 
intervening empty nucleus between two nasals, as shown below. 
 
(56) The Nasal Condition in Korean 

(a)  O  N  O     
  |  |  | 
  x  x  x 
  |    | 
   ([place])     [place] 
      | 
      / 
      | 
        L 
(b) An unlicensed government-licenser must be present. 
 

 The Nasal Condition in (56a) states that morpheme-internal NN sequences form 
a (partial) geminate in which the first member may contain its own place element, 
but lacks the nasal element L (occurring in headless position) which is provided by 
the second member.  Furthermore, this doubly-linked structure requires a following 
unlicensed government-licenser, as in (56b).  For instance, /simØmani/ ‘ginseng 
digger’ and /k�nØmanØ/ ‘even though’ have the representations shown in (57).  
(57a,b) show a full geminate and a partial geminate, respectively.  In the latter, the 
governed onset O2 only contains a place element and the rest is provided by the 
governing onset O3.   
 
(57) (a) /simØmani/        
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x⇐⇐ x  x  x 
  |  |      |  |  |  | 
  s  i      U  a  n  i 
          | 
          / 
          | 
          L 
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 (b) /k�nØmanØ/ 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x⇐⇐ x  x 
  |  |  |    |  |  | 
  k  �  R    U  a  n 
          |  
          / 
          | 
          L 
 

Let us consider how the intervening empty nucleus N2 in (57) is licensed.  
Cross-linguistically, doubly-linked structures resist epenthesis, i.e. the effect of 
integrity (Hayes 1986a, Schein & Steriade 1986, and Itô 1986, among others).  
Translating the notion of integrity into my analysis means that an intervening empty 
nucleus in NN sequences is always licensed.  The governing property of an onset 
head is determined by the governing hierarchy and the Complexity Condition.  That 
is, the onset head is a headed segment or more complex than its governee.  In 
(57a,b), the nasal in governing position is more complex than the nasal in governed 
position, since the latter acquires some or all relevant elements from the governing 
nasals. Concretely, in (57a), the presence of the unlicensed government-licenser N3 
licenses the onset-head O3 to govern O2.  Since O2 is empty, the Complexity 
Condition enables O3 to govern O2.  The same account applies to cases of non-
identical NN sequences, as in (57b), a governed onset contains a single place 
element but a governing one has three elements, i.e. the nasal element L, the element 
/ and its place element.  Accordingly, I claim that the inter-onset governing 
requirements are met and so the intervening empty nucleus is licensed. 
 Given the notion of government-licensing, the examples in (55) are parallel to 
French, precisely because consonant sequences that display inter-onset government 
require a government licenser which is unlicensed, as in (55b).  In (55a), on the 
other hand, the licensed empty nucleus follows two nasals, and so it cannot act as a 
government-licenser.  Consider the word /kØmØmØ/ ‘the last day of the month’. 
 
(58) /kØmØmØ/  [kÛmÛm] 
 (a) *O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
   |  |  |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x  x  x  x 
   |        |  
   k        m    ( : non-licensing) 
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 (b)  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
   |  |  |  |  |  | 
   x  x  x  x  x� �x 
   |  ↓  |  ↓  |  
   k  [Û]  m  [Û]  m     
   ↑  | |      ↓     
     | |  inter-onset government 
 

In (58a), the absence of an unlicensed empty nucleus cannot license O3 to 
govern O2.  In other words, the NN sequence cannot be represented by a doubly 
linked structure.  Thus, (58a) is ill-formed.  This implies that a doubly-linked 
structure must be supported by a following unlicensed government-licenser.  This 
requirement gives rise to the representation in (58b) in which two nasals are 
associated with their own onsets.  The phonetic interpretation of N2 is due to the 
absence of the government-licenser and the prohibition of mutual government in the 
same rank.   
 Until now, I have proposed the Nasal Condition to account for the non-phonetic 
interpretation of an empty nucleus between two nasals, which is seemingly an 
exception to the revised governing hierarchy.  Due to the nature of doubly-linked 
configurations, the inter-onset governing requirement alone seems to satisfy the 
licensing conditions on internal empty nuclei.  Thus, the Nasal Condition provides 
supporting evidence that inter-onset government and proper government 
independently apply to the licensing of empty nuclei, as in the revised analysis 
proposed in 3.2.2. 
 
3.2.4 NC clusters: post-nasal voicing 
 
As noted in 3.2.1, there is an asymmetry between CN and NC clusters regarding the 
phonetic interpretation of an intervening empty nucleus.  Relevant examples are 
repeated from (34b) and (36a), respectively. 
 
(59) (a) Lenis stop + Ø + nasal + V  
  /nakØne/ [nakÛne] ‘stranger’ 
  /sikØmØcHi/ [sikÛmcHi] ‘spinach’ 
  /sØrØkØm�ni/ [sÛlkÛm�ni] ‘secretly’ 
  /totØmi/ [totÛmi] ‘sieve’ 
 (b) Nasal + Ø + lenis obstruent + V  
  /so: ØkosØ/ [so:JRW@ ‘gimlet’ 
  /to ØpE/ [to bE] ‘dividing’ 
  /ca Øtori/ [ca GRUL@ ‘hammer’ 
  /si:mØpurØmØ/ [si:mburÛm] ‘errand’ 
  /namØcisØ/ [namdZit] ‘a bit over’ 
  /k�mØtE Ø/ [k�mdE @ ‘soot’ 
  /muntØkØ/ [mundÛk] ‘suddenly’ 
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  /tanØkorØ/ [tangol] ‘customer’ 
  /manØpo/ [manbo] ‘job chit’ 
 

The intervening empty nucleus in the examples in (59a) receives phonetic 
interpretation due to the failure of inter-onset government between a lenis obstruent 
and a nasal.  The examples in (59b) are problematic to the revised governing 
hierarchy, precisely because the intervening empty nucleus is expected to be 
unlicensed: a lenis obstruent cannot govern a nasal, but instead post-nasal voicing 
occurs.  Having dealt with Heo’s analysis in 3.2.1, I now turn to the question as to 
why an intervening empty nucleus is licensed between NC clusters by virtue of 
dynamic post-nasal voicing rather than phonetic interpretation taking place.   
 With respect to the motivation for post-nasal voicing in this context, Y. Heo 
(1995: 139) states that the lenis obstruents in the potential governing position 
motivate the spreading of the element L to avoid the phonetic realisation of an 
intervening empty nucleus.  However, his argument seems a descriptive statement.  
In particular, he does not give any plausible account of why the phonetic 
interpretation of the intervening empty nucleus is suspended in this context.  On the 
basis of the Nasal Condition in the previous section, I propose that the licensing of 
the intervening empty nucleus between NC clusters is due to its position within the 
doubly-linked structure, as shown below. 
 
(60) The Condition on NC clusters 

 
(a)  O  N  O      
  |  |  | 
  x  x  x 
  |    | 
 ([place])   H 
       
       
   [place] 
    | 
    / 
    | 
    L 
 
(b) An unlicensed government-licenser must be present. 
 
Like the Nasal Condition (56), NC clusters have a doubly-linked structure, i.e. a 

governed position contains its own place element for heterorganic NC clusters or 
does not for homorganic ones.  The differences from (56) are that the elements / and 
L are shared by the two onsets in question.  Presumably, the element / is provided 
by a lenis obstruent and the element L by a preceding nasal.  Notice that the latter is 
headed, which contributes to voicing.  As discussed in Chapter 2, Revised Element 
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Theory merges the elements L and N into a single element L.19  As noted above, 
nasals contain the element L in operator rather than in head position due to the 
inability of nasals to govern a complement in branching onsets: only headed 
segments occur in this governing position.  The phonetic interpretation of (60) is a 
nasal + voiced obstruent sequence, since a governed segment must be headless, i.e. 
the element L in a governed position is construed as the operator and as the head in a 
governing position.  One advantage would be that we achieve a unified account of 
the licensing of the intervening empty nucleus in (60) in the same way as that of NN 
clusters without further stipulations, i.e. inter-onset government and the Complexity 
Condition.  The condition on NC clusters confirms that nasals are governed only by 
a headed segment, as the revised governing hierarchy indicates. 

Also, as (60b) indicates, the absence of a government-licenser cannot support a 
doubly-linked structure and so this results in the phonetic interpretation of an 
intervening empty nucleus, as shown below. 
 
(61) /anØ1kØ2/ [anÛk] ‘cozy’ 
 /nØ1kØ2t’E/ [nÛktE’] ‘wolf’ 
 
In (61), both empty nuclei Ø2 are not government-licensers; the first one is licensed 
by domain-final licensing and the second one by inter-onset government in which 
the government-licenser is a final unlicensed nucleus.  Thus, the intervening empty 
nucleus Ø1 receives phonetic interpretation in both cases. 

The condition in (60) would imply the presence of voiced obstruents at the 
lexical level.  Furthermore, there are voicing processes of lenis obstruents in the 
mainstream approaches.  These approaches (S.-C. Ahn 1998 and relevant references 
therein) have proposed an inter-sonorant voicing rule in which a lenis obstruent 
becomes voiced between two sonorants including vowels.  Thus, post-nasal voicing 
is treated as part of this process.  In GP, however, not all inter-sonorant voicing 
processes are regarded as voicing.  Theory-internally,20  so-called intervocalic 
voicing is not regarded as a genuine voicing process, since, as we have seen in 
Chapter 2, vowels do not contain the element L.  In other words, if inter-vocalic 
voicing were to contribute to the voicing of lenis obstruents, then all vowels would 
have contained the element L.  The result of this would be that all vowels were low-
toned.  Interestingly, independent evidence against inter-vocalic voicing as a 
phonological rule is suggested by S.-A. Jun (1994).  She examined voicing of an 
intervocalic lenis obstruent in different segmental and prosodic contexts as well as 
for different speech rates.  The experimental data show that the voicing of an 
intervocalic lenis stop does not always occur, i.e. it is sensitive to speech rate and the 

                                                           
19 Ploch (1996: 194 and relevant references therein) presents convincing arguments in favour of merging 
N and L element.  The arguments involve (i) postnasal voicing of voiceless obstruents; (ii) alternations 
between nasal and voiced stops dependent on the nasality/orality of the following vowel; (iii) a unified 
account of voiced stops blocking high tone spreading and voiceless obstruents nasal spreading; (iv) an 
integrated approach to two dissimilation laws, i.e. Dahl’s and Meinhof’s Law. 
20 KLV (1990: 216) claim that the laryngeal elements L and H “involve the state of vocal cords and 
control (non-spontaneous) voicing properties in consonants and represent tone on vowels”. 
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qualities of neighbouring segments.  This result casts doubt on the intervocalic 
voicing rule as phonologically significant.  Consequently, she claims that inter-
vocalic voicing must be treated in the phonetics. 

With respect to the post-nasal voicing effect, the condition in (60) is understood 
as a static constraint on NC clusters morpheme-internally.  The nasal element is 
provided by a preceding nasal and this element contributes the voicing of a 
governing lenis obstruent to fulfil the requirements of inter-onset government, i.e. an 
empty nucleus is licensed within a doubly-linked structure.21  In fact, this condition 
is probably derived from a more general constraint of *N C

o
 effects in which 

sequences of nasal + voiceless obstruent are disfavoured cross-linguistically; among 
these effects are post-nasal voicing, nasal deletion, denasalisation, fusion of a nasal 
and voiceless obstruent (Herbert 1986, Pater 1999, and Kula 2000, among others).  
Thus, the condition in (60) is understood as a morpheme-internal phonotactic 
constraint due the effect of *NC

o
. 

Nevertheless, Korean shows some interesting processes which seem beyond the 
scope of *NC

o
 effects.  Post-nasal tensification and the phonetic interpretation of an 

intervening empty nucleus in NC cluster are observed in verbal conjugation, 22 e.g. 
/sinØ + ta/ [sint’a] ‘to put on shoes + declarative suffix’, /sin + Øsi/ [sinÛsi] ‘to put 
on shoes + honorific suffix’.23  As we will see in Chapter 4, these two processes are 
viewed as the result of the failure of inter-onset government.  Nasals are not 
governed by a lenis obstruent.   
 A notable exception to (60) is a lenis coronal fricative /s/, which does not 
undergo post-nasal voicing, as in /nEmØsE/ [nEmsE] ‘smell’, /kanØsirØ/ [kansil] 
‘ingratiatingly’, among others.24   As we have seen in Chapter 1, obstruents are 
classified into three types: lenis, tensed and aspirated.  Unlike stops and affricates, 
however, coronal fricatives have only two types lacking an aspirated counterpart.  
Among experimental analyses on Korean obstruents, Kagaya (1974) argues in his 
fiberscopic analysis that /s/ is treated phonologically as an aspirated rather than a 
lenis obstruent due to its same glottal activity as aspirated ones.25  By adopting the 
                                                           
21 This interpretation is derivable from the Uniformity Condition (Kaye 1995: 292): 
 Phonological representations are directly interpretable at every level. 
One of the implications of this condition is that elements present in lexical representations contribute to 
phonetic realisation of final forms.  The presence of the element L in the condition in (60) to produce 
voiced obstruents does not violate this condition. 
22  Indeed, these two processes argue against Pater (1999: 334 and endnote 4).  He points out that 
“apparent lack of *NC

o
 epenthesis raises an intriguing question for future research” and “these two 

processes [nasal devoicing and obstruent aspiration: SJR] cannot be captured by the simple statement of 
*NC

o
” and finally concedes that “I leave *NC

o
 in its perhaps overly simple form”. 

23 The positions of Ø are slightly different in these examples: the former contain Ø within the stem and 
the latter within the suffix.  See Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion on this matter. 
24 In Y. Heo’s (1995 and p.c.) transcriptions, a post-nasal /s/ also undergoes voicing on the basis of an 
informal acoustic analysis in which this segment shows a greater or smaller voicing effect. Even though I 
agree with Heo’s argument that post-nasal voicing is phonologically significant, perceptually or 
cognitively in a broad sense, this segment is not realised [z] in this context, according to my intuition and 
others. 
25 He measures degrees of glottal width at the moment of articulatory release on an arbitrary scale of  0 
(minimum) to 30 (maximum).  In initial position, the aspirated type consistently scores above 20, the 
lenis type around 10 and the tensed type 0.  Regarding the lenis fricative, it reaches 28.   
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laryngeal features in Halle & Steven’s (1971), Kagaya classifies the aspirated 
obstruents and the lenis /s/ as [+spread glottis], which contributes to the absence of 
voicing in inter-vocalic position.26  However, as Inverson (1983) points out, even 
though the lenis /s/ is can be classified into the aspirated type phonetically, its 
phonological behaviour is the same as that of other lenis obstruents.  This segment 
undergoes post-obstruent tensing like other lenis obstruents, but aspirated segments 
do not, e.g. in Sino-Korean compounds, /pak ko�� >SDNN’o @� ‘gable’, /pak pi ��
[pakp’i @� ‘thin ice’, /pak ca/ [pakc’a] ‘rhythm’, /pak sa/ [paks’a] ‘doctor’, but, /pak 
cHa/ [pakcHa] *[pakc’a] ‘acceleration’ (see Chapter 4).  Furthermore, in sound 
symbolism among reduplications (Kim-Renaud 1974: 16), aspirated or tensed 
obstruents give an intensive connotation, but the lenis /s/ retains the non-intensive 
interpretation like lenis obstruents, as shown below. 
 
(62) (a) [pi SL @ ‘round and round (slowly)’ 
  [pHi SHi @ ‘round and round (fast and roughly)’ 
  [p’i S’i @ ‘round and round (fast and tightly)’ 
 (b) [sukÛnsukÛn] ‘in a whisper (quiet)’ 
  [s’ukÛns’ukÛn] ‘in a whisper (with a commotion)’ 
 

To sum up, the lenis coronal fricative /s/ can be described as a segment which 
shares laryngeal features with the aspirated type, though its phonological 
classification is into the lenis category.  This idiosyncratic dual aspects of the lenis 
/s/ may provide a reason why this segment does not undergo post-nasal voicing.   
 Finally, consider some implications of the Nasal Condition and the Condition on 
NC Clusters.  Recall from (56) that a governed nasal may contain the place element 
for non-identical NN sequences.  The nasal element is supplied from the governing 
onset.  The same structural properties are also found in NC clusters, precisely 
because Korean has heterorganic NC clusters.  This may imply that the place 
elements are inert in phonological processes.  The empirical consequence is that 
there are no place assimilation processes in Korean.  Indeed, as we will see in 
Chapter 4, phonological processes involved in suffixation are manner-related: 
tensification, aspiration, nasalisation and so on.  In the next chapter, I will present 
analyses of these processes as the result of the satisfaction of the requirements of the 
ECP. 
 
 

                                                           
26 Kagaya observes that the glottal width of the inter-vocalic /s/ is reduced by about 10 to 15 on the glottal 
scales (i.e. glottis is partly open) and this invokes weakening to moderate aspiration rather than voicing, 
while other lenis obstruents show more or less the same effect, but with total adduction of the vocal cords 
which makes the vocal folds relatively slack to cause spontaneous voicing. 
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3.3 Licensing conditions on empty nuclei in Korean 
 
In 3.1 and 3.2, I presented analyses of the licensing conditions on final and internal 
empty nuclei.  In this section, I will deal with initial empty nuclei in 3.3.1, and I will 
propose general conditions on licensed empty nuclei in Korean in 3.3.2. 
 
3.3.1 Licensing initial empty nuclei 
 
Y. Heo (1995) observes that the behaviour of initial empty nuclei is somewhat 
different from that of internal empty nuclei in that the former receive phonetic 
interpretation despite the fact that the requirements of inter-onset and proper 
government are met, as shown below. 
 
(63) (a) /kØmanØ/ [kÛman] ‘no more’ 
  /t’ØnEki/ [t’ ÛnEki] ‘tramp’ 
  /tØmurØ/ [tÛmul] ‘rare’ 
 (b) /nØk’i/ [nÛk’i] ‘to feel’ 
  /nØtHari/ [nÛtHari] ‘agaric’ 
  /kØcHi/ [kÛcHi] ‘to stop’ 
 

In (63a), the phonetic interpretation of the initial empty nucleus is due to the 
failure of inter-onset government, according to the revised governing hierarchy in 
(50).  In the examples in (63b), however, the inter-onset governing relationships are 
established between the first and the second onset and the presence of a government-
licenser indicate that the initial empty nucleus must be licensed.  Heo notes that this 
phenomenon is not an idiosyncratic proper of Korean, but is common to a number of 
languages, such as Parisian French (Charette 1991) and Tonkawa (Yoshida 1990).  
The relevant examples are shown in (64). 
 
(64 (a)  Quebec French Parisian French  
  petit [ptí] [p�tí] ‘small’ 
  petitesse [p�titE@s] [p�titE@s] ‘smallness’ 
  cheval [Sfál] [S�vál] ‘horse’ 
  chevalier [S�valjé] [S�valjé] ‘knight’ 
 (b) Tonkawa    
 (i) picno/ ‘he cuts it’ notxo/ ‘he hoes it’ 
  netlo/ ‘he licks it’ naxco/ ‘he makes it a fire’ 
 (ii) picen ‘castrated one’ notox ‘hoe’ 
 
 In (64a), the words petit and cheval have the stress on the second nucleus.  The 
domain-initial empty nucleus is properly governed by the following stressed vowel 
in Quebec French, whereas this position resists proper government in Parisian 
French.  Thus, schwa does not emerge in the former, but is present in the latter.  The 
same phenomenon is observed in Tonkawa.  In (64bi), any vowel undergoes 
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syncope if the following vowel is present, but the initial nucleus is inaccessible to 
this process, as in (64bii).  The examples in (63) are parallel to (64).  Since Korean 
also does not allow initial consonant clusters, Heo concludes that the initial empty 
nucleus must receive phonetic interpretation, irrespective of the satisfaction of inter-
onset and proper government.  In other words, the initial empty nucleus in Korean is 
immune to the ECP. 
 Apart from [Û]-initial words ((5a) in Chapter 1), Heo’s conclusion neglects the 
fact that almost all cases in which the initial empty nucleus receives phonetic 
interpretation is due to the failure of inter-onset government.  The only exceptions to 
this are the examples in (63b) and the following fricative-initial words. 
 
(65) /sØcHi/ [sÛcHi] ‘to graze’ 
 /hØnØc�kØ/ [hÛnÛc�k] ‘get loose’ 
 /hØcipuci/ [hÛcipuci] ‘hushing up’ 
 /hØnØrØ/ [hÛnÛl] ‘dawdles’ 
 /hØmØsØ/ [hÛmÛt] ‘pleasing’ 
 

In these examples, the inter-onset governing relations are established between an 
initial and a following onset, and so the initial empty nucleus must be licensed.  As 
we will see in the following section, the phonetic interpretation of the initial empty 
nucleus in this context is due to the special nature of fricatives interacting with the 
Preservation Principle and the Constraint on Licensed Empty Nucleus (see below 
(69) and (67), respectively).  Accordingly, the only three genuine counter-examples 
to inter-onset government are in (63b).  Thus, it is undesirable to claim that all initial 
empty nuclei must receive phonetic interpretation irrespective of the effect of the 
ECP.  It would be sufficient to recognise exceptions in terms of the ECP rather than 
by treating all cases of initial empty nuclei as beyond the scope of the ECP. 
 
3.3.2 The constraint on licensed empty nuclei and its 
consequences 
 
In this section, I summarise the discussions and analyses made so far and investigate 
the phonotactic constraints on licensed empty nuclei.  In 3.1, I dealt with 
neutralisation which regulates the shapes of segments before a licensed final empty 
nucleus: only seven segments are allowed to occur in this position: [p|, t|, k|, m, n, , 
l].  That is, a licensed final empty nucleus can only license non-contour headless 
segments which contain the element /.  In 3.2, exploring the licensing of internal 
empty nuclei, I have considered various types of segments involving inter-onset 
government and conclude that an intervening empty nucleus is licensed if and only 
if an onset in governing position must govern a preceding onset, and with the 
presence of a government-licenser.  Elsewhere, proper government provides an 
appropriate account of the phonetic interpretation of a given empty nucleus.  
Furthermore, I propose the Nasal Condition and the Condition on NC clusters to 
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account for the licensed status of intervening empty nuclei, i.e. these empty nuclei 
are within a doubly-linked structure.   

Interestingly, the distribution of an onset before a licensed internal empty 
nucleus is more or less parallel to that of a licensed final empty nucleus, as shown 
below. 
 
(66) (a) Liquids   
  /s�rØcHi/ [s�lcHi] ‘to run wild’ 
  /s’�rØmE/ [s’�lmE] ‘sledge’ 
  /karØpi/ [kalpi] ‘rib’ 
 (b) Lenis stops   
  /kapØc’aki/ [kapc’aki] ‘suddenly’ 
  /akØcHakØ/ [akcHak] ‘toughness’ 
 (c) Nasals   
  /to ØcHimi/ [to FHimi] ‘pickled raddish’ 
  /p�nØc’�kØ/ [p�nc’�k] ‘sparkling’ 
  /�:mØpHo/ [�:mpHo] ‘threatening’ 
 

Note that the distribution of the segmental content before a licensed internal 
empty nucleus is almost identical to that of a licensed final empty nucleus, save for 
the coronal lenis stop [t].27  The absence of a morpheme-internal [t] may be ascribed 
to either an accidental gap in native Korean or some phonotactic constraints on the 
lenis coronal stop morpheme-internally, i.e. this segment cannot occur in governed 
position. 28  Or, such a different distribution may be due to the different licensing 
mechanisms.  That is, it is plausible to assume that the licensed status of a final 
empty nucleus derives from the domain-final licensing parameter, while the 
licensing of an internal empty nucleus is achieved by inter-onset government.29  To 
deal with this topic, however, is beyond the scope of the thesis, and I will leave this 
for future research.   
 Although there is an asymmetrical distribution of segments occurring before 
internal and final licensed empty nuclei, the general segmental pattern is expressed 
as follows. 

                                                           
27 This phonotactic constraint is not active in suffixation, e.g. /tat/ ‘close’ + /ko/ ‘emphatic suffix’ [tatk’o].  
Also, note that there is a diachronic process /t/�V��LQ�WKH���

th century (K.-M. Ko 1989 and the relevant 
references therein).  The context in which this process occurs is nominal stem-final, not stem-internal 
position.  This process may influence the segmental shape of t-final English loanwords, which will be 
dealt with in Chapter 5. 
28 Among Indo-European languages (English, German, Greek and Dutch, among others), the voiceless 
coronal stop does not occur in morpheme-internal ‘coda’ position (Kaye 1995 and Harris 1994), e.g. actor 
and chapter, but *atkor and *chatper.  Within a strict CV framework (Lowenstamm 1996 and Rowicka 
1999, among others), this segment cannot occupy a governed onset position, like in Korean. 
29 In English, a similar asymmetrical distribution between an internal ‘coda’ and an onset before a final 
empty nucleus is observed.  As mentioned in the above note, the coronal voiceless stop /t/ does not occur 
in internal ‘coda’ position, but it occurs before a final empty nucleus.  In other words, the positions which 
this segment occupies may reflect the different phonotactic constraints imposed on each constituent.  
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(67) The Constraint on a Licensed Empty Nucleus (CLE) 
A licensed empty nucleus can only license non-contour headless segments which 
contain the element /, except the coronal headless stop before a licensed internal 
empty nucleus. 

 
 Y. Heo (1995: 114) points out that final and internal empty nuclei show different 
behaviour, when a preceding onset does not meet the CLE (67): the former is 
labelled as nucleus-dominance and the latter as onset-dominance.  Nucleus-
dominance indicates that the licensed status of a final empty nucleus is maintained 
due to the parameter setting and causes the preceding onset segment to alternate 
with one which can be licensed by a final licensed empty nucleus.  Onset-dominance 
indicates that the internal empty nucleus resists licensing in order to preserve the 
segmental content of the preceding onset.  Neutralisation characterises the former 
aspects of a final licensed empty nucleus.  The phonetic interpretation of an internal 
empty nucleus characterises the latter cases.  For instance, Heo claims that internal 
empty nucleus receives phonetic interpretation when it follows fricatives, affricates 
and headed segments.  Some relevant examples are shown in (68). 
 
(68) (a) after a fricative   
 /pusØrumØ/ [pusÛrum] ‘ulcer’ 
 /kak’asØro/ [kak’asÛro] ‘narrowly’ 
 (b) after an affricate   
 /kocØn�kØ/ [kocÛn�k] ‘silent’ 
 /kacØr�nØ/ [kacÛr�n] ‘in order’ 
 (c) after a headed segment  
 /k’ak’Øraki/ [k’ak’ Ûraki] ‘bits of rice’ 
 /kjac’ØmakØ/ [kjac’Ûmak] ‘slender’ 
 /swet’Øki/ [swet’Ûki] ‘horsetail’ 
 
 Note that not all segments before an internal empty nucleus satisfy the CLE.  
According to Heo’s claim, the phonetic interpretation of the internal empty nuclei in 
(68) is due to onset-dominance in that all preceding segments do not satisfy (67), 
and so these empty nuclei receive phonetic interpretation while the segmental 
content of the preceding onsets are preserved.  However, the phonetic interpretation 
of these empty nuclei can also be accounted for purely by inter-onset government, as 
an alternative analysis discussed in this chapter.  That is, the two onsets surrounding 
the internal empty nucleus fail to meet the requirements of inter-onset government: 
governing onsets do not contain appropriate governing properties.   
 To determine which analysis is favoured over the other is both an empirical and 
a conceptual matter.  Firstly, even though the onset-dominance forces the internal 
empty nuclei in question to receive phonetic interpretation, as in the cases in (68), 
onset-dominance alone cannot adequately explain the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in 
morpheme-internal position.  There are cases in which a segment before an internal 
empty nucleus satisfies the CLE, but, nonetheless, the internal empty nucleus 
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receives phonetic interpretation due to the failure of inter-onset government, e.g. 
/kakØne/ [nakÛne] ‘stranger’, /totØmi/ [totÛmi] ‘sieve’.  In order to account for these 
examples, additional notions such as inter-onset and proper government, are 
required in Heo’s analysis.   
 Secondly, onset-dominance requires that the segmental content of a preceding 
onset in question be preserved when it does not meet the CLE.  It seems that this 
requirement is treated independently as a language-specific condition in Heo’s 
analysis.  However, I claim that this can be derived from the interaction among more 
general principles together with the CLE, e.g. the ECP and the Preservation 
Principle, as shown in (69). 
 
(69) The Preservation Principle (PP) 

Segmental content is maximally preserved. 
 

The PP requires that segmental content in a given lexical representation is not 
altered.  I assume that the effect of the PP is calculated on the basis of the licensing 
relation between an onset and a following nucleus.  With respect to Korean, the 
effect of the PP predicts that an onset followed by an unlicensed (empty) nucleus is 
not subject to segmental change, since this nucleus can license the preceding onset, 
irrespective of segmental content.  On the other hand, when the onset is followed by 
an empty nucleus, we can see a segmental change, e.g. in neutralisation, tensed or 
aspirated segments become lenis stops before a final empty nucleus due to the effect 
of the CLE.  Furthermore, when the requirements of inter-onset government are not 
met, an internal empty nucleus receives phonetic interpretation and the segmental 
make-up of the preceding onset is left intact. 30  Thus, the interaction between the PP 
and the CLE together with the ECP formally expresses onset-dominance and 
nucleus-dominance, as shown below (> signifies precedence). 
 
(70) (a) Nucleus-dominance (final empty nuclei) 

the ECP (domain-final licensing), the CLE > the PP 
  (b) Onset-dominance (internal empty nuclei) 

the ECP (inter-onset government), the PP > the CLE 
 

(70) shows that the different behaviour of final from internal empty nuclei is the 
result of how principles and parameters (the ECP and the PP), and a language 
specific constraint (the CLE) interact with each other.  To account for the phonetic 
interpretation of empty nuclei in question, two notions, the PP and the CLE, are in 
conflict.31  Note that the ECP takes precedence over either the PP or the CLE in (70), 

                                                           
30 One could argue that the PP would be a notational variant of MAX-IO in OT.  I argue that the PP is 
conceptually different from MAX-IO in that the evaluation of the PP is based on local licensing relations 
between an onset and a following empty nucleus, as I point out above.  As noted in the OT literature, the 
evaluation of MAX-IO, on the other hand, is not based on locality, but rather on the whole string of a given 
input. 
31 In GP, it is noted that principles are sometimes in conflict and that it is not always possible to meet all 
their requirements simultaneously.  As illustrated in 3.2.2, Charette (1990, 1991) discusses the conflict 
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probably due to the licensing of empty nuclei involved.  There are two possibilities 
concerning two notions, i.e. either of the two takes precedence over the other.  The 
effect of nucleus-dominance is achieved by opting for the ECP and the CLE over the 
PP.  This consequence pays a price: neutralisation occurs to conserve the domain-
final licensing and the CLE, in favour over the PP which preserves the segmental 
identity of a preceding onset before a final empty nucleus.  The effect of onset-
dominance is the result of the preference of the PP and the ECP over the CLE.  In 
this case, an empty nucleus in question receives phonetic interpretation to preserve 
the segmental content of a preceding onset.   

Note that there are two examples which constitute exceptions to inter-onset 
government, as shown below. 
 
(71) /usØk’wa Ø/ [usÛk’wa @ ‘funny’ 
 /mesØk’opØ/ [mesÛk’op] ‘to feel sick’ 
 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |  ↓  |  |  | 
  m  e  s  [Û]  k’  o  p 
      ↑    ↓  inter-onset government 
  
 The examples in (71) show that the requirements of inter-onset government are 
satisfied due to the presence of a government-licenser N3 and the appropriate 
governing property of O3 (i.e. headed segment).  Therefore, the empty nucleus N2 is 
expected to be licensed.  The phonetic interpretation of N2, however, indicates that 
onset dominance fails to explain these examples.  In fact, we can see that there is a 
conflict between the ECP (inter-onset government) and the PP, i.e. the PP requires 
that the segment /s/ be preserved, but this segment is licensed by an unlicensed 
(empty) nucleus.  Hence, the phonetic interpretation of internal empty nuclei in (71) 
opts for the PP over the ECP, i.e. the empty nucleus N2 receives phonetic 
interpretation to conserve the segmental identity of O2.  Parallel cases arise in 
English loanwords, e.g. wasp [wasÛpHÛ], test [tHesÛtHÛ] and desk [tesÛkHÛ].32  Note that 
the empty nucleus after /s/ is phonetically realised even though a potential inter-
onset governor (i.e. pH, tH and kH) follows this segment.  In native phonology, the 
examples in (71) can be treated as mere exceptions to (70), since there are only two 
exceptions.  However, when loanwords are taken into consideration, the phonetic 
interpretation of internal empty nuclei after /s/ seems to demand special treatment, 
since there are many examples which require a generalisation of these cases in 

                                                                                                                                        
between government-licensing and proper government, with respect to French and Polish (also see 
footnote 15 in this chapter).  Her conclusion is that languages make the different choices of dominance, 
i.e. which principle takes precedence over which.  In other words, this choice is set parametrically in the 
grammar, as in OT.  See also Cyran (1996) for a discussion of this matter.   
32 Note that the final empty nucleus receives phonetic interpretation in these examples, unlike native 
Korean.  I will discuss this in Chapter 5. 
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which the PP takes precedence over the ECP.  Hence I formulate this generalisation 
below. 
 
(72) The phonetic interpretation of internal empty nuclei between /s/ and a headed 
segment: the PP > the ECP (inter-onset government) 
 
 Now, consider the segment /r/ in internal position.  In this position, the behaviour 
of /r/ is rather different from other segments in that this segment undergoes 
neutralisation in the same context as in (71) rather than the phonetic interpretation of 
a following empty nucleus.  Some relevant examples are repeated from (29). 
 
(73) /k’arØt’Ek’i/ [k’alt’ Eki] ‘funnel’ 
 /marØs’� Ø/ [mals’� @ ‘trouble’ 
 /tØrØm�ki/ [tÛlm�ki] ‘to shake’ 
 /karØmi/ [kalmi] ‘sea cucumber’ 
 /karØpi/ [kalpi] ‘rib’ 
 /t’arØki/ [t’alki] ‘strawberry’ 
 

The treatment of /r/ in this position constitutes a possible exception to (70), i.e. 
the requirements of inter-onset government together with the presence of a 
government-licenser are satisfied, but the CLE takes precedence over the PP.  Note 
that the phonetic realisation of an internal empty nucleus after /r/ is limited to the 
cases in which a government-licenser is absent, e.g. /j�rØmØ/ [j�rÛm] ‘summer’, 
/kjarØkØ/ [kjarÛk] ‘admirable’, among others.  Apart from the absence of a 
government-licenser, there are no forms like *[k’arÛt’Eki], *[marÛs’� @�� *[t ÛrÛm�ki] 
and so on, in mono-morphemic words.33  In this context, the change from /r/ to [l] 
seems obligatory.  A plausible account of this segmental change would be that, 
unlike the segment /s/ discussed above, an internal empty nucleus after the segment 
/r/ can sustain its licensed status once the licensing conditions are satisfied, because 
liquids in Korean are the weakest in the governing hierarchy.  Once the internal 
empty nucleus in question is licensed, the CLE comes into effect to cause the 
segmental change to [l].  In fact, the same process occurs in morpheme-internal 
liquid geminates, as shown below. 
 
(74) /k�rØre/ [k�lle] ‘dust clothes’ 
 /p�rØre/ [p�lle] ‘insect’ 
 /cintarØrE/ [cintallE] ‘azalea’ 

                                                           
33 This constraint may not be active in suffixation of /r/-final verbs, in particular, in children’s speech.  
The connective form of /narØ/ ‘to fly’ is [nalmj�] in adults speech, but occasionally this is realised as 
[narÛmj�] in children speech. 
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  /k�rØre/  [k�lle] 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |      |  | 
  k  �      r  E 
          ↓ 
          [l] 
 
 Regarding liquid geminates, the intervening empty nucleus N2 is licensed, like 
NN sequences as discussed in 3.2.2.  The governed onset O2 is empty and its 
segmental content is provided by the following governing onset O3, which satisfies 
inter-onset government.  Despite the satisfaction of the licensing conditions, the 
segment /r/ undergoes a strengthening process to become [l].  The motivation for 
this process is that /r/ in the governing position is too weak to be a governor, since 
/r/ has only a single element.  Like NN and NC sequences, I propose that a 
governing onset contains at least two elements in Korean.  Such requirements force 
the change of /r/ to [l] in this context.  The weaker properties of the segment /r/ 
contribute to the change of /r/ to [l] before a licensed empty nucleus and in a 
governing onset position.   
 To summarise, in this chapter I considered how empty nuclei are licensed in 
mono-morphemic words.  Neutralisation and the occurrence of the vowel [Û] have 
been discussed in terms of the ECP, the PP and the CLE.  Neutralisation is 
characterised as the CFE that regulates only a certain set of segments occurs before a 
final empty nucleus.  This is due to the domain-final licensing parameter being set to 
‘on’ in Korean.  Thus a segment in question violating the CFE undergoes a 
segmental change to the extent that the final empty nucleus can license it.  I claimed 
that the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in internal position is determined by the ECP: 
inter-onset government and proper government which are independently active.  
With respect to the distribution of consonants surrounding an internal empty nucleus, 
I proposed a governing hierarchy in which nasals and lenis obstruents are equally 
ranked, with the proviso that mutual government is prohibited among equally ranked 
segments.  This revised ranking can largely accounts for the occurrence of internal 
[Û], and I proposed the Nasal Condition and the Condition on NC clusters for the 
absence of internal [Û] between NN sequences, and between NC sequences, 
respectively.  Finally, I noted that the phonotactic constraint on licensed empty 
nuclei is almost identical in internal and final position.  Hence, I formulated a more 
general condition, the CLE.  In the next chapter, I will consider how empty nuclei 
are licensed under suffixation. 
 
 



 
 

Chapter 4 
 

Licensing empty nuclei in suffixation 
 
 
This chapter deals with the licensing of empty nuclei in suffixation.  Phonological 
processes that are relevant to suffixation, e.g. Û/zero alternation, tensification, and 
nasalisation, have been discussed within various theoretical frameworks (see, for 
instance, Kim-Renaud 1976 based on SPE-type rule-formulations, S.-C. Ahn 1985 
within Lexical Phonology, H.-S. Sohn 1986 within Underspecification Theory and 
K.-H. Kim 1987 based on Feature Geometry Theory).  These approaches analysed 
these processes by setting up independent rules, that is, as unrelated phenomena 
lacking a systematic relation.  In this chapter, however, I argue that the main 
motivation behind these processes is uniformly to satisfy the ECP, in particular, 
inter-onset government.  To achieve this, I consider how the ECP applies to various 
types of suffixation in Korean and examine to what extent Kaye’s (1995) proposals 
about the interface between morphology and phonology can provide an adequate 
account of the relevant phonological processes.   

This chapter is organised as follows.  In the first section, I briefly describe how 
stems and suffixes are combined in verbs and nouns and I review the previous 
approaches to the interplay of phonology and morphology in Korean.  In the next 
section, I examine previous GP approaches to Korean and point out that Kaye’s 
proposal is not sufficient to explain the Korean phonological facts by exemplifying 
the application of Û/zero alternation and neutralisation in nominal suffixation.  In 4.3, 
I make a revised proposal with respect to the interface between morphology and 
phonology by claiming that an independent stem domain is required to properly 
account for the phonological processes.  Then, I analyse Û/zero alternation, 
tensification and nasalisation in suffixation in terms of the ECP based on the revised 
proposal of the interface between morphology and phonology within GP.  The final 
section summarises and concludes this chapter. 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 

Korean is a typical SOV language, i.e. object normally follows subject, while the 
verb always comes at the end of a sentence, as shown below.   
 
(1) [ nE ka ]subject [ pap Ûl] object [m�k �t t’a ]verb 
    I NM rice ACC eat PAST DEC 

 ‘I ate rice’      

(NM: nominative, ACC: accusative, PAST: past tense, DEC: declarative) 
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Due to the fact that Korean is an agglutinative language, notice that the pronoun 
/nE/ and the noun /pap/ require a case marker, and that the verb /m�k/ needs the 
tense marker /�s’/ and the sentence final ending /ta/.  Accordingly, we observe an 
abundance of affixes in grammatical categories, in particular, verbs and nouns.  In 
this section, I present a brief descriptive overview of how verbal and nominal 
affixation (section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectively) proceed in Korean, paying 
particular attention to suffixation, the focus of this chapter.  In section 4.1.3, I 
review previous approaches to phonological phenomena in suffixation dealt with 
within various theoretical frameworks. 
 
4.1.1 Verbal suffixation1 
 
The agglutinative nature of Korean is most distinctively reflected in the 
morphological structure of verbs.  The general consensus on verbal suffixation in 
Korean is that there are a number of slots following the verbal stem which are filled 
obligatorily by suffixes that represent various categories, the selection of which 
depends on the grammatical or functional meaning conveyed in a given sentence, i.e. 
not all suffixes are used in every verbal construction.  Regarding verbal suffix 
categories, the number of slots varies from 4 (H.-M. Sohn 1999, for inflectional 
suffixes only), and 6 (Y.-S. Kim 1985, for inflectional suffixes only), up to 7 (S.-C. 
Ahn 1985 and H.-M. Sohn 1994).2  Despite various proposals on the number of 
categories, this strongly suggests that verbal structures are regulated by an ordering 
hierarchy, with respect to the distribution of suffixes.  On the basis of Ahn’s 
proposal, I illustrate the order of the suffixial distribution after verbal stems.3 
 

                                                           
1  In the literature on descriptive Korean grammar (e.g. Choi 1937), verbs and adjectives form an 
independent lexical category.  In this thesis, however, these two are treated as a single category, because 
there are no significant differences morphologically as well as phonologically, i.e. they more or less 
follow the same conjugation.  I use the term verb to cover both categories. 
2 The slots of H.-M. Sohn (1999) contain honorific, tense/aspect, modal and enders, and, in Y.-S. Kim 
honorific, tense1, tense2, style, aspect and mood.  H.-M. Sohn (1994) postulates voice, subject honorific, 
tense and aspect, modal, addressee honorific, mood and clause type. 
3 The presentation of Ahn’s proposal has no theoretical bearing on the discussion in this chapter, and it 
serves purely an illustrative purpose. 
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(2) group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 usage transitive voice honorific tense style aspect endings 
 type derivational inflectional 
 item /t’Øri/ /i/ /si/ /A4s’Ø/ /pØ/ /ni/ /ta/ 
  /tHØri/ /hi/  /kes’Ø/ /sØpØ/ /mj�nØ/ /ni/ 
  /cHi/ /ri/    /ci/ /ka/ 
   /ki/    /si/ /k’a/ 
   /u/    /ni/ /o/ 
   /cHu/ 

/kHi/ 
   /nØnØ/ 

/Ato/ 
/A/, 
/se/ 

        /nja/ 
        /Ajo/ 
        /ca/ 
 
 Ahn classifies the first two groups of suffixes as derivational and the rest as 
inflectional on the basis of Bauer’s (1983) proposal.  In the literature, this binary 
classification, i.e. inflection and derivation, is widely-accepted.  Concerning the 
suffixes in group 1, they change intransitive verbs into transitive ones and also 
intensify the meaning of stems, as in /k’E/ ‘to break’, /k’E-t’Øri/ [k’ Et’r Û] ‘to smash’; 
/mirØ/ ‘to push’, /miØrØ-cHi/ [milcHi] ‘to push away’.  Group 2 consists of causative 
and passive suffixes, which contribute to the change of voice in stems.  Note that not 
all verbs participate in causativisation and passivisation, so that only a limited 
number of intransitive and transitive verbs can be causativised and passivised.  
Some relevant examples are shown below. 
 
(3) Stem  Causative form  
 /m�kØ/ ‘eat’ /m�k-i/ [m�ki] ‘feed’ 
 /capØ/ ‘hold’ /cap-hi/ [cappHi] ‘give as security’ 
 /urØ/ ‘to cry’ /ur-ri/ [ulli] ‘cause sb. to cry’ 
 /usØ/  ‘to laugh’ /us-ki/ [utk’i] ‘make sb. laugh’ 
 /mirØ/ ‘to push’ /mir-u/ [miru] ‘postpone’ 
 /totØ/ ‘rise’ /tot-ku/ [totk’u] ‘raise’ 
 /nØcØ/ ‘late’ /nØc-cHu/ [nÛtcHu] ‘delay’ 
 Stem  Passive form  
 /muk’Ø/ ‘bind’ /muk’-i/ [muk’i] ‘be bound’ 
 /k�tØ/ ‘lift’ /k �t-hi/ [k�tcHi] ‘be lifted’ 
 /c’ocHØ/ ‘chase’ /c’ocH-ki/ [c’otk’i] ‘be chased’ 
 /tØtØ/ ‘hear’ /tØr-ri/ [tÛlli] ‘be heard’ 
                   (sb.: somebody) 
 

                                                           
4 The notation /A/ indicates that this vowel is subject to vowel harmony, i.e. if a preceding vowel is either 
/a/ or /o/, then /A/ is realised as /a/; elsewhere it is /�/.   
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Four of these suffixes, i.e. /i/ , /hi/, /ri/ and /ki/, are used for both causative and 
passive constructions.  This overlap of causative and passive suffix forms produces 
many ambiguous words, as in /po-i/ ‘show, be seen’ and /an-ki/ ‘cause somebody to 
hug, throw oneself in someone’s arms’.   
 Group 3 contains only the honorific suffix /si/.  The occurrence of this suffix is 
generally conditioned by the presence of the subject whose referent is one who 
deserves the speaker’s deference, such as a social or familial superior.  The 
following examples illustrate this point. 
 
(4) (a) �m�ni-ka   ilk-Ûsi-n  simmun 
  mother-NM read-H-T  newspaper   

‘the newspaper that mother is reading’ 
 (b) ai-ka  ilk-Ûn, * ilk-Ûsi-n simmun 
  child-NM read-T    newspaper  

‘the newspaper that a child is reading’ 
           (NM: nominative, H: honorific, T: tense) 
 
Phonologically, this suffix shows Û/zero alternation, i.e. when a stem ends in a vowel 
or a liquid, the vowel [Û] does not occur, e.g. /ka/ ‘to go’ [kasi], /narØ/ ‘to fly’ 
[nasi]5; elsewhere, this vowel does occur, e.g. /kapH/ ‘to pay back’ [kapHÛsi], /tatØ/ 
‘to close’ [tatÛsi] (see section 4.3 for the analysis of Û/zero alternation in suffixation). 
 Group 4 contains the tense suffixes, /As’Ø/ (past or perfect tense) and /kes’Ø/ 
(future or presumptive tense), e.g. /m�kØ/ ‘to eat’ [m�k�t] ‘ate’ [m�kk’et] ‘will eat’.  
For the present tense, nothing is marked, e.g. [m�k] ‘eat(s)’.  The suffix-initial /A/ of 
the past tense is deleted or diphthongised after a vowel-final stem in order to avoid 
vowel-hiatus, e.g. /ka/ ‘to go’ [kas’], /o/ ‘to come’ [was’].  Group 5 concerns speech 
style, where the suffix /pØ/ or a variant /sØpØ/ are used only in formal speech: the 
latter usually occurs after a consonant-final stem, and the former occurs without this 
constraint and also shows Û/zero alternation, e.g. /ka/ ‘to go’ [kap], *[kasÛp], /m�kØ/ 
‘to eat’ [m�kÛp] or [m�ks’Ûp]. 
 Group 6 uses aspect or mood to express whether the action or state is conceived 
as fact or in some other manner such as command, possibility, condition, obligation, 
potentiality, and warning or wish.  The suffixes /ni/6 and /nØnØ/ imply progress, e.g. 
/ka/ ‘to go’ [kanÛn], /m�kØ/ ‘to eat’ [m� QÛn].  The retrospective suffixes /ti/ and /t�/ 
denote an act or state such as the speaker’s past observation or experience.  The 
requestive suffix /si/ occurs after the suffix /pØ/, e.g. /ka/ ‘to go’ [kaps’i], /m�kØ/ 
‘to eat’ [m�kÛps’i].  Note that the suffix-initial /s/ undergoes tensification, but the 
honorific suffix /si/ shows Û/zero alternation, as shown above.  The effective and the 
conditional suffixes /ni/ and /mj�nØ/ show Û/zero alternation, e.g. /ka/ ‘to go’ [kani], 
[kamj�n], /m�kØ/ ‘to eat’ [m�kÛni], [m�kÛmj�n].  The concessive suffix /Ato/ 

                                                           
5 As noted in Chapter 1, I will deal with liquid-deletion before a coronal consonant in section 4.3. 
6  The suffix /ni/ usually goes together with the formal style suffix /sØpØ/, e.g. /m�kØ/ ‘to eat’ 
[m�ks’Ûpni], /tatØ/ ‘to close’ [tats’Ûpni]. 
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undergoes vowel-deletion or diphthongisation after a vowel-final stem, e.g. /ka/ ‘to 
go’ [kato], /o/ ‘to come’ /wato/, /m�kØ/ ‘to eat’ [m�k�to]. 
 Group 7 suffixes contain not only the four sentence endings, viz. declarative, 
interrogative, propositive and imperative, but also the six speech levels, viz. plain, 
intimate, familiar, blunt, polite and deferential, as shown below (H.-M. Sohn 1999: 
236-238). 
 
(5)  Declarative Interrogative Propositive Imperative 
 Plain /ta/ /nja/ or /ni/ /ca/ /Ara/ 
 Intimate /�/ /�/ /�/ /�/ 
 Familiar /ne/ /n-ka/ /se/ /ke/ 
 Blunt /so/ or /o/ /so/ or /o/ /se/ /ke/ 
 Polite7 /Ajo/ /Ajo/ /Ajo/ /Ajo/ 
 Deferential /ni-ta/ /ni-k’a/ /si-ta/ /si-o/ 
 

As has been already shown in (2), all types of suffixes can be used maximally, as 
shown below (S.-C. Ahn 1985: 26). 
 
(6) /t’�r� t’Øri u si �s’Ø ØpØ ni ta/ 
 [t’�r�tÛriusi�s’Ûmnita] 
 stem transitive voice honorific tense style aspect endings 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 ‘somebody (honorific) made (it) fall down’ 
 
Although the example in (6) is theoretically possible, it is more common to use only 
a few suffixes and the grammatical function of each suffix contributes to the 
accumulated meaning for a given verbal construction.  That is, suffixes in each slot 
are usually used optionally.  Nonetheless, a construction violating this ordering 
hierarchy is treated as ungrammatical, as shown below. 
 
(7) * cap -si -hi cap -hi -si   
 ‘to catch’   3   2    2   3  ‘to be caught’ (honorific)’ 
 * m�k -ta -�s’ m�k -�s’ -ta   
 ‘to eat’   7   4    4   7 ‘ate’  
 
4.1.2 Nominal suffixation8 
 
Nominal suffixes carry major syntactic and semantic functions.  Unlike Indo-
European languages, no suffix agrees for any grammatical category with the noun it 

                                                           
7 Notice that the same form is used in the four types of sentence ending.  Each sentence meaning is 
realised by intonation pitch contours and contextual factors.   
8 In the literature, nominal suffixes are often called postpositional particle or simply particle (H.-M. Sohn 
1994, 1999).  The term suffix in this thesis is used to refer to involving nominal as well as verbal 
inflection and does not contain any theoretical bias. 
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governs.  There is another set of suffixes which are often labelled delimiters.  Their 
functions are to delimit the meaning of the element to which they are attached, or to 
perform some other function such as plurality, conjunction, or politeness.  Following 
H.-M. Sohn (1999: 213-215), some examples of these two types are illustrated in (8). 
 
(8) (a) Case marking  
 Nominative /ka/ (after consonant-final stems), /i/ (elsewhere) 

/k’es�/ (honorific) 
 Accusative /rØrØ/ (after consonant-final stems), /rØ/ (elsewhere) 
 Dative /e/, /eke/, /hantHe/, /k’e/ (honorific), ‘to’ 
 Goal /e/, /eke/, /hantHe/, /k’e/ (honorific), ‘to’ 
 Locative-static /e/, /eke/, /hantHe/, ‘on, at, in’ 
 Locative-dynamic /es�/, /ekes�/, /hantHes�/, ‘on, at, in’ 
 Source /es�/, /ekes�/, /hantHes�/, ‘from’ 
 Ablative /putH�/ ‘from’ 
 Connective /kwa/, /iraØ/ (after consonant-final stems),  

/wa/, /ra Ø/ (elsewhere) /hako/, ‘with, and’ 
 Comparative /pota/ ‘than’ 
 Instrument /ro/ ‘with’ 
 Equative /cH�r�m/ ‘as, like’; /katHi/ ‘like’; 

/mankHØmØ/ ‘as much as’ 
 Genitive [Ûj] 9 ‘of’ 
 (b) Delimiter  
 Topic-contrast /nØnØ/ (after consonant-final stems), /nØ/ (elsewhere) 

‘as for’ 
 Inclusion /to/ ‘also, too, indeed’ 
 Limitation /manØ/ ‘only, solely’ 
 Plurality /tØrØ/ 
 Exhaustion /mac�/ ‘so far as, even’ 
 Addition /cocHa/ ‘even, as well’ 
 Alternative /ina/ (after consonant-final stems), /na/ (elsewhere) 

‘rather, or something’ 
 Contrariness /kH�nj� Ø/ ‘far from, on the contrary’ 
 
 Sohn (1999) further divides case marking suffixes into two groups: those that 
mainly indicate syntactic function of nominals, such as nominative, accusative and 
genitive, and those that mainly express semantic functions, such as dative, locative, 
source, directional, and instrumental.  As in the case of verbal suffixation, the 
                                                           
9 I am aware that the phonetic form of the genitive [Ûj] poses a problem within GP, regarding its lexical 
representation, because there seems no way to represent this diphthong appropriately.  Since the vowel [Û] 
is represented by an empty nucleus, its underlying form would be /Øj/.  However, this diphthong is 
realised as [Ûj] in initial position and as either [e] or [i] elsewhere.  The occurrence of [i] would be 
accounted for by the element I which represents the glide [j].  It is very difficult to account for the 
phonetic forms [e] and [Ûj] from /Øj/.  In this thesis, I just point out that the diphthong [Ûj] is problematic 
within the current element theory in GP. 
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ordering of nominal suffixes is more or less fixed.  Generally speaking, the group of 
semantic case-marking suffixes is followed by the group of delimiters, and is in turn 
followed by the group of syntactic case-marking suffixes, as shown below. 
 
(9) plural locative, 

dative 

instrumental connective delimiters nominative, 

accusative 

topic 

contrast 

genitive 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
As is the case with verbal suffixation, nominal constructions which do not obey the 
order in (9) are ungrammatical.  Some examples are shown in (10). 
 
(10) cip -e -man *cip -man -e 
 ‘house’ 2 

‘locative’ 
5 
‘only’ 

 5 2 

 sakwa -tÛl -rÛl *sakwa -rÛl -tÛl 
 ‘apple’ 1 

‘plural’ 
6 
‘accusative’ 

 6 1 

 
 To summarise, I have outlined how verbal and nominal suffixes are constructed 
in Korean.  Verbal suffixes carry grammatical or functional meaning and nominal 
ones contain syntactic and semantic functions.  Both types of suffixation observe the 
ordering hierarchy for the distribution of suffixes.  In the next section, I review 
previous approaches to the interface between morphology and phonology, paying 
particular attention to suffixation. 
 
4.1.3 Overview of previous approaches 
 
Since the advent of Lexical Phonology, Korean phonologists have been interested in 
how the lexicon is organised, and how morphology and phonology interact.  Two 
main issues have dominated the discussion. 
 
(11) (a) Are multiple strata necessary in the lexicon? 
  (b) How do phonological rules apply in the lexicon? 
 
 Regarding (11a), S.-C. Ahn (1985) argues that four strata are required: sub-
compounding (stratum 1), co-compounding (stratum 2), derivation (stratum 3) and 
inflection (stratum 4).  The postulation of four strata is based upon the fact that C-
epenthesis (bindung-s or epenthetic /s/) is sensitive to the morphological structures 
of compounding10 and affixation, i.e. derivation and inflection,  and it usually occurs 

                                                           
10 Bindung-s refers to a process in which /s/ or /t/ or /n/ is inserted between the morphemes that compose a 
sub-compounding structure (a modifier followed by a head), which does not occur in a co-compounding 
structure (two heads).  Examples of sub-compounding are [[nE] [ka]] ‘stream’ ‘side’ [nEtk’a] ‘stream side’, 
[[s�ul] [j �k]] ‘Seoul’ ‘station’ [s�ulnj�k] ‘Seoul station’ and so on.  Note that /k/ in the second member is 
tensified in the former and /n/ is inserted in the latter.  In co-compounding, however, there is no 
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after compounding.  In affixation, derivation is followed by inflection.  To 
exemplify his proposal, consider some compounding and derivation processes.   
 
(12 (a) Compounding followed by inflection   
  (i) [   [o]          [ka] ]: compounding   
   ‘to come’  ‘to go’ ‘to come and go’ 
  (ii) [   [oka]   mj�n]: suffixation   
              ‘conditional’ ‘if come and go’ 
 (b) Derivation followed by inflection  
  (i) [   [m�k]      ki]: derivation  
   ‘to eat’   ‘nominaliser’ ‘eating’ 
  (ii) [   [m�kki]    ka]: suffixation  
                ‘nominative’ ‘eating’ 
 

(12a) and (12b) show that inflection follows compounding and derivational 
processes.  Ahn argues that inflection does not occur inside compounding structures 
and that it follows derivational processes.  Otherwise, the outputs are ungrammatical, 
i.e. *[[o + mj�n] [ka]] and *[[m�k + i11] ki].  This ordering may provide evidence for 
strata in the lexicon.  However, others such as Y.-S. Kim (1985), J.-M. Kim (1986) 
and H.-S. Sohn (1986) argue that no stratal distinction between compounding and 
affixation is required in Korean.  They point out that the following examples 
illustrate a reverse ordering compared to Ahn’s proposal.12 
 
(13) (a) Derivation precedes sub-compounding  
  (i) [ [pe]        kE]: derivation   
   ‘to pillow on’ ‘nominaliser’ ‘pillow’  
  (ii) [ [pekE]             is]: sub-compounding  
   ‘pillow’       ‘case’ ‘pillow cover’  
 (b) Co-compounding precedes sub-compounding.  
  (i) [ [arE]      [wi]]: co-compounding   
     ‘under’  ‘upper’ ‘lower and upper parts’ 
  (ii) [ [arEwi]                      [saram]]: sub-compounding  
      ‘under and upper’     ‘man’ ‘juniors and seniors’ 
 

Obviously, the examples in (13) cast serious doubts on Ahn’s stratum ordering, 
because (13a) is a case of stratum 3 feeding back to stratum 1 and (13b) is a case in 
which stratum 2 feeds back to stratum 1.  The presence of such level recursion or. 
looping (Mohanan 1982), undermines the stratum ordering hypothesis.  Therefore, 

                                                                                                                                        
consonant epenthesis, as in [[ma] [so]] ‘horse’ ‘cow’ [maso] ‘horse and cow’, [[pom] [kaÛl]] ‘spring’ 
‘autumn’ [pomkaÛl] ‘spring and autumn’ and so on.  In this thesis, I will not deal with these processes.  
See H.-M. Sohn (1999) for further data and see S.-C. Ahn (1998) for a review of previous proposals. 
11 Note that the nominative suffix /i/ occurs after a consonant-final stem, as shown in the previous section.  
If /i/ is a causative suffix, then this form would be grammatical.   
12 This reverse ordering is also found in English, e.g. –abil-ity, -ist-ic and –ment-al.  See Fabb (1988) for a 
detailed discussion and relevant references. 
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the question arises as to how to specify where phonological rules apply in the 
lexicon, which brings us to the issue (11b). 
 Regarding (11b), H.-S. Sohn (1986) develops two types of morphological 
structures: endocentric and exocentric ones. 13   Informally speaking, endocentric 
structures represent stem + suffix (inflectional or derivational) constructions and 
exocentric constructions represent compound constructions.  These two structures 
are notationally differentiated in terms of brackets: [[A] B] and [[A] [B]], 
respectively.  As we will see, the structures in Sohn’s proposal are technically 
different from analytic and non-analytic constructions in GP, as discussed in Chapter 
2.  However, unlike in GP, each bracket does not constitute an independent 
phonological domain to which phonological processes apply.14  Rather, phonological 
rules applying in the selective domain of the lexicon are represented in terms of the 
type of structure generated by the morphological operation, i.e. whether these rules 
are sensitive to endocentric or exocentric constructions.  Thus, the morphological 
information must be specified in rule-reformulations.  For instance, the context in 
which neutralisation occurs is at the right edge of an exocentric structure, i.e. a final 
coda, as shown below. 
 
(14) The context of neutralisation 
  σ 
 
 
  x x 
   | 
                __ ]  [     

(σ: syllable) 
 
Give the context in (14), neutralisation does not occur in an endocentric construction 
of which the structure is represented by [[A] B].  This implies that a stem-final 
consonant does not undergo neutralisation if a stem is followed by a suffix.  For 
instance, when a stem ending in a consonant is followed by a vowel-initial suffix, 
this construction blocks the application of neutralisation, i.e. [[kapH] a ] from /kapH/ 
‘to pay back’, /a/ ‘stative suffix’.  After inner bracket erasure, the stem-final 
consonant [pH] is resyllabified as an onset for the following vowel [a].   

In fact, this analysis can avoid the extrinsic rule ordering which may have been 
required to yield a correct form as in the analysis of S.-C. Ahn (1985).  The two 
rules, i.e. neutralisation and resyllabification, derive [kapHa] from /kapH + a/.  If we 
were to apply neutralisation to the stem /kapH/ first, then the phonetic form would be 
*[kapa].  Thus, in order to derive the correct form, it is crucial that resyllabification 
must be applied first.  That is, by resyllabification of the stem-final segment into a 

                                                           
13  Her proposal is based upon the notion of the Feature Percolation Convention (henceforth FPC) 
proposed by Lieber (1981). 
14 Implicitly, though, H.-S. Sohn assumes that the application of syllabification rules proceeds separately 
in stems and affixes. 
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following onset, this segment is immune to the application of neutralisation when 
the stem is followed by a vowel-initial suffix such as the stative suffix /a/.  By virtue 
of the specification that the context in which neutralisation occurs is sensitive to 
exocentric constructions as in (14), the structural description of /kapH + a/ is not met 
for neutralisation, because this form has the endocentric construction, i.e. [[kapH] a].   

Arguably, this analysis provides a less arbitrary account in that it does not resort 
to extrinsic rule ordering.  The rule-formulation in (14), however, suffers a crucial 
empirical difficulty.  By restricting neutralisation to exocentric constructions, all 
endocentric constructions are predicted to be beyond the scope of neutralisation.  
But this is not the case, as seen when consonant-initial suffixes are added to a stem.  
For instance, the phonetic form [kapt’a] from [[kapH] ta], /ta/ ‘declarative suffix’.  
The phonetic form of this is.15  Notice that the stem-final consonant /pH/ undergoes 
neutralisation.  Accordingly, (14) is insufficient to cover the contexts in which 
neutralisation occurs. 

Another problem involves resyllabification.  As Rice (1989) points out, the most 
undesirable consequence of a resyllabification analysis is the ensuing necessity for 
extrinsic rule ordering (e.g. Kim-Renaud 1982, O. Kang 1992, among others).  A 
further significant problem with resyllabification appears to be its arbitrariness.  In 
the literature, resyllabification from a coda to an onset would commonly occur when 
a vowel-initial suffix is added to a stem.  For instance, Myers (1987) proposes a rule 
whereby an onset is resyllabified to a coda to deal with vowel shortening in 
English,16 and H.-S. Sohn (1986) proposes that a coda glide is resyllabified to a 
following nucleus to yield a diphthong.17  Given these additional resyllabification 
rules, there seems to be no constraint on how resyllabification operates.   

Furthermore, as Harris (1994: 186) argues, by exemplifying optional syncope in 
English, one empirical result of adopting resyllabification is a significant increase in 
the set of possible grammars defined by phonological theory.  The syncope site is 
located in the second of three nuclei in a strong-weak-weak metrical configuration 
such as the word separate (adjective) in which the second nucleus is suppressed as 
in [sEÀp(�)r�t].  If we treat this syncope as the deletion of a nuclear position together 
with its melodic content, this approach requires resyllabification to repair the 
damage inflicted by the deletion of a nuclear position.  The reasonable 
resyllabification would be [sE.pr�t] on the basis of the sonority sequencing principle 
(Selkirk 1984a, among others) and onset maximisation (Clements & Keyser 1983, 
Selkirk 1982, among others) (‘.’ indicates a syllable boundary.).  Harris notes that 
this resyllabification is not possible when the result of syncope contains the 
sequences of sr from mis(e)ry, mr from cam(e)ra, pn from op(e)ner and so on.  
                                                           
15 Tensification of the stem-initial /t/ is discussed in section 4.3. 
16 His paper aims to provide a unified analysis of various vowel shortening phonological processes at 
level 1 in English (Kiparsky 1985), in terms of a closed syllable effect.  For instance, trisyllabic 
shortening is accounted for by resyllabifying a root-final consonant into a coda of the preceding syllable, 
e.g. sane/sanity where the root-final /n/ is resyllabified to the presuffixal syllable in order to produce 
closed syllable shortening. 
17 In her analysis of so-called p-irregular verbs in which the stem-final /p/ becomes [w], the stem-final [w] 
in the coda, resulting from the application of a consonant weakening rule and vowel shortening, is 
resyllabified to a following nucleus, e.g. /ko:p + a/ ‘pretty’ [kowa] via /ko:[w].a/.  
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These sequences form neither a branching onset nor a coda-onset cluster.  In other 
words, one type of cluster generated by syncope can be reanalysed as a branching 
onset.  However, there is another type of cluster which cannot be appropriately 
resyllabified.  Thus, there is a phonotactic mismatch between underlying and 
resyllabified representations.18   

In GP, in any analysis, resyllabification is prohibited by the Projection Principle, 
stated below. 
 
(15) Projection Principle 

Governing relations are defined at the level of lexical representation and 
remain constant throughout a phonological derivation.  

(KLV 1990: 221) 
 
The Projection Principle ensures that existing governing (and licensing) relations 
cannot be altered in the course of the derivation. 19   This indicates that 
resyllabification is impossible, because resyllabification from a coda to an onset 
causes a change of governing relations.  The absence of resyllabification is desirable 
in that it makes the theory more constrained than other frameworks, as discussed 
above.  As we will see, GP can provide appropriate explanations of the phonological 
processes involved in suffixation without recourse to resyllabification. 
 To summarise, most phonologists agree that word-formation in Korean occurs in 
the lexicon. 20   Regarding the organisation of the lexicon, there is no stratal 
distinction between compounding and affixation, because affixation can occur inside 
compound constructions and vice versa.  In fact, the absence of stratal distinction in 
the lexicon is compatible with Kaye’s (1995) proposal on the interplay of 
morphology and phonology.  In the next section, I will examine previous GP 
analyses of phonological processes occurring in suffixation and evaluate to what 
extent Kaye’s proposal can provide an adequate account of these processes. 
 
 
4.2. Previous GP approaches 
 
To recapitulate the introduction to the morphology-phonology interface in Chapter 2, 
GP recognises two types of morphological constructions regarding suffixation: 
analytic and non-analytic structures, represented by [[A] B] and [AB], respectively.  
In an analytic structure, morphology is visible to phonology by the recognition of an 
internal domain in which a root or stem resides in suffixation contexts, while in a 

                                                           
18 This implies that the underlying phonotactics must be shut off at some point in derivation.  According 
to Borowsky (1989), among others, this mismatch can be handled by a stipulation that underlying 
phonotactics is preserved only up to level 1. 
19 Brockhaus (1995b: 192) points out that the Projection Principle allows for governing relations to be 
added in the course of derivation, while changing or deleting existing governing relations is prohibited.  
This refinement is required for dealing with phonological processes in suffixation, as we will see below.  
20 There is an exception to this.  Following Anderson (1982), O. Kang (1993) adopts the position of Split 
Morphology in which inflectional affixation takes place in the syntax. 
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non-analytic structure, morphology is invisible to phonology by the non-distinction 
between a root or stem and a following suffix.  The brackets here represent 
instructions as to how phonological strings are processed.  Regarding the structure 
[[A] B], relevant phonological processes apply to A and concatenate the result with 
B, with phonological processes then applying to the result of the concatenation, i.e. 
[AB].  In the non-analytic structure [AB], phonological processes simply apply to 
the result of concatenation.  Given this brief view of the morphology-phonology 
interface in GP, let us consider how to classify the Korean suffixes into these two 
types. 
 
4.2.1. Analytic and non-analytic suffixes in Korean 
 
S.J. Rhee (1996) classified suffixes into analytic or non-analytic on the basis of 
whether or not a stem-final consonant undergoes neutralisation.  If it does, a 
following suffix is analytic; otherwise it is non-analytic.  Consider the following 
verbal conjugation. 
 
(16) stem declarative 

/ta/ 
conjunctive 

/ko/ 
stative 

/A/ 
connective 

/mj�/ 
 

 /t�pHØ/ [t�pt’a] [t�pk’o] [t�pH�] [t�pHÛmj�] ‘to cover’ 
 /katHØ/ [katt’a] [katk’o] [katHa] [katHÛmj�] ‘to be like’ 

 /is’Ø/ [itt’a] [itk’o] [is’ �] [is’ Ûmj�] ‘to exist’ 
 /muk’Ø/ [mukt’a] [mukk’o] [muk’�] [muk’Ûmj�] ‘to tie’ 
 
 In (16), we observe that there are consonant alternations between headless (lenis 
stop) and headed (aspirated or tensed) segments in stem-final position, in that a 
stem-final segment occurs as it is before an unlicensed nucleus, as in the stative and 
the connective forms, but undergoes neutralisation in the declarative and conjunctive 
forms.  Recall that Korean does not allow domain-internal ‘coda’-onset sequences, 
as discussed in Chapter 2.  This indicates that an empty nucleus intervenes between 
a stem-final and a suffix-initial segment.  Furthermore, neutralisation is sensitive to 
the presence of a domain-final empty nucleus, as discussed in Chapter 3.  In other 
words, the fact that a stem-final consonant undergoes neutralisation in the 
declarative and the conjunctive forms signifies that the stem-final consonant is 
followed by a domain-final empty nucleus.  This is the context for neutralisation, as 
shown below. 
 
(17) O  N  O  N 
  |  |  |  | 
  [ [ x  x  x  x ] + suffix] 
  |  |  |   
  α  β  C 
      ↓ 
      [C°]    (C: headed segment, C°: headless segment) 
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The declarative and the conjunctive suffix are classified as analytic, which triggers 
neutralisation of a stem-final consonant. 
 In the stative and the connective forms, however, a stem-final consonant does 
not undergo neutralisation.  To express this, we assume that there is no domain-final 
empty nucleus between a stem and a suffix.  The stative suffix /A/ is directly 
attached to a stem without the intervention of an internal domain, as shown below. 
 
(18) O  N  O  N 
  |  |  |  | 
   [ x  x  x  x ] 
  |  |  |  | 
  α  β  C  A 
 

The underlying representation of the connective suffix /mj�/, in particular, 
deserves attention.  As seen in (16), the connective suffix shows Û/zero alternation.  
The vowel [Û] occurs when a stem-final segment is not a vowel or a liquid, e.g. /ka/ 
‘to go’ [kamj�], /narØ/ ‘to fly’ [nalmj�], but /tatØ/ ‘to close’ [tatÛmj�], /m�kØ/ ‘to 
eat’ [m�kÛmj�].  One possible underlying representation of the connective suffix 
would contain an initial empty nucleus like /Ømj�/ to account for Û/zero alternation.  
This underlying form is more or less the same as that in the previous analyses 
discussed in Chapter 1, where the vowel /Û/ is specified in the underlying 
representation.  Given this underlying form, the deletion of an underlying empty 
nucleus is necessary when a vowel-final stem precedes the suffix, as shown below. 
 
(19)  /ka/ ‘to go’ + /Ømj�/  [kamj�] 
 O  N1  O  N2  O  N3 
 |  |    |  |  | 
 x  x    x  x  x 
 |  |      |  |   \ 
 k  a      m  j   � 
 
The deletion of the empty nucleus N2 may be ascribed to the effect of reduction, as 
we will see in 4.2.2.21   

However, this analysis is not simpler than an analysis which is based on an 
underlying form without an initial empty nucleus /mj�/.  Given this form, we do not 
need the deletion of N2 in (19), because the suffix /mj�/ can be directly attached to a 
stem.  With respect to a consonant-final stem, the syllabification of the connective 
form follows the syllabic structure of Korean, as presented in Chapter 2, because 
Korean does not allow either ‘coda’-onset clusters or branching onsets: an empty 
nucleus must intervene between two consonants.  Consider the connective form of 
/nopHØ/ ‘high’. 
 

                                                           
21 The retention of the empty nucleus N2 in this representation would yield a long vowel [a:] which is not 
a correct phonetic form. 
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(20) O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |  ↓  |  |   \ 
  n  o  pH  [Û]  m  j    � 
      ↑  | |  ↓ inter-onset government 
        | | 

 
Note that an inter-onset governing relation between O2 and O3 cannot be 

established.  The phonetic interpretation of N2 is due to the fact that the headless 
segment /m/ cannot govern the headed segment /pH/.  The phonetic form [nopHÛmj�] 
is derived.  In fact, (20) illustrates that non-analytic constructions are treated in the 
same way as morphologically simplex words, precisely because, like 
morphologically simplex words, non-analytic constructions themselves constitute a 
single domain.  One obvious merit of this analysis is that the interpretation of empty 
nuclei in mono-morphemic words and non-analytic constructions is analysed in a 
unified way.  This is predicted by Kaye’s (1995: 308) proposal that the phonology 
reacts as if there were no morphology at all.  The examples in (19) and (20) 
therefore suggest that a suffix involved in Û/zero alternation does not necessarily 
contain an initial empty nucleus at all.  The syllabification of non-analytic 
constructions proceeds in the same way as that of mono-morphemic words.   
 To summarise, the criterion for distinguishing between analytic and non-analytic 
structures is whether or not a stem-final consonant undergoes neutralisation.  If 
neutralisation occurs before a given suffix, then this suffix is regarded as analytic.  
Otherwise, the suffix is treated as non-analytic.  Before discussing nominal suffixes 
in the next section, the following table shows, though not exhaustively, a list of both 
types of verbal suffixes.   
 
(21) (a) Analytic verbal suffixes 
  /ta/ ‘declarative’ /ni/ ‘interrogative’ 
  /ca/ ‘propositive’ /kes’Ø/ ‘intentive’ 
  /t�/ ‘retrospective’ /ci/ ‘suppositive’ 
 (b) Non-analytic verbal suffixes   
  /A/ ‘stative’ /ni/ ‘effective’ 
  /Ato/ ‘concessive’ /mj�/ ‘connective’ 
  /mj�n/ ‘conditional’ /si/ ‘honorific’ 
 
4.2.2. Nominal suffixation: paradoxical cases 
 
As shown in (8a), in nominal suffixes there are allomorphs which are sensitive to 
whether a nominal stem ends in a vowel or a consonant, e.g. /ka/ or /i/ ‘nominative’, 
/rØrØ/ or /rØ/ ‘accusative’, /wa/ or /kwa/ ‘connective’, among others.  I assume that 
morphology chooses one of these allomorphs to constitute a lexical representation.  
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For instance, regarding nominative forms, the lexical representations of /napi/ 
‘butterfly’ and /cip/ ‘house’ are /napi + ka/ and /cip + i/, respectively.   

The classification of nominal suffixes into analytic and non-analytic categories is 
the same as that of verbal suffixes in that neutralisation provides a criterion.  Some 
examples of these two suffixes are shown below. 
 
(22) (a) Analytic nominal suffixes   
 /to/ ‘also, too’ /mac�/ ‘even, so far as’ 
 /pota/ ‘than’ /putH�/ ‘ablative, from’ 
 /k’es�/ ‘nominative, horific’  
 (b) Non-analytic nominal suffixes   
 /i/ ‘nominative’ /rØ/ ‘accusative’ 
 /e/ ‘dative’ /es�/ ‘locative’, ‘source’ 
 /nØ/ ‘topicaliser’ /ina/ ‘alternative’ 
 /ro/ ‘instrument’   
 
 After this preliminary note, consider nominal suffixation in which these suffixes 
behave non-analytically with respect to neutralisation, i.e. a stem-final consonant 
does not undergo neutralisation, as shown below.   
 
(23) Stem Nominative Dative or locative Source  
 /cipHØ/ [cipHi] [cipHe] [cipHes�] ‘straw’ 
 /pu�kHØ/ [pu�kHi] [pu�kHe] [pu�kHes�] ‘kitchen’ 
 /patH/ [pacHi] 22 [patHe] [patHes�] ‘field’ 
 /pak’Ø/ [pak’i] [pak’e] [pak’es�] ‘outside’ 
 /p�sØ/ [p�si] [p�se] [p�ses�] ‘friend’ 
 /marØ/ [mari] [mare] [mares�] ‘horse’ 
 /k’ocHØ/ [k’ocHi] [k’oc He] [k’ocHes�] ‘flower’ 
 /picØ/ [pici] [pice] [pices�] ‘debt’ 
 
 Regarding the phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei within a stem, a problem 
arises when a stem contains a penultimate empty nucleus followed by a segment 
which is potentially subject to neutralisation.  The relevant examples are shown 
below. 
 
(24) Stem Nominative Dative or locative Source  
 /murØpHØ/ [murÛpHi] [murÛpHe] [murÛpHese] ‘knee’ 
 /k’ØtHØ/ [k’ÛcHi] [k’ ÛtHe] [k’ÛtHes�] ‘end’ 
 /kØrØsØ/ [kÛrÛsi] [kÛrÛse] [kÛrÛes�] ‘dish’ 
 /itHØrØ/ [itHÛri] [it HÛre] [itHÛres�] ‘two days’ 
 

                                                           
22 As noted earlier, a coronal stop undergoes palatalisation before a suffix /i/. 
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The retention of the segmental content of stem-final consonants indicates that these 
three suffixes are non-analytic.  This would predict, however, contrary to fact, that 
the penultimate empty nuclei in (24) should not be phonetically interpreted. 
 
(25) /murØpHi/  [murÛpHi] *[mulp Hi] 
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
 |  |  |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x  x  x 
 |  |  |  ↓  |  | 
 m  u  r     *[ø]  pH  i 
     ↑    ↓ inter-onset government 
 
Here, the requirements of inter-onset government are satisfied in that the 
government-licenser N3 is unlicensed and O3 can govern O2.  Thus, we would 
expect N2 to be licensed, but the phonetic form [murÛpHi] indicates that this is not 
the case.   
 A possible solution to this problem is that these suffixes are treated as analytic.  
In this case, the penultimate empty nucleus N2 is followed by a domain-final empty 
nucleus, and so this empty nucleus is not licensed due to the absence of a 
government-licenser, as shown below. 
 
(26)   O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
   |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  [ [ x  x  x  x  x  x ]    x ] 
   |  |  |  ↓  |      | 
   m  u  r  [Û]  pH      i 
       ↑  | |  ↓ inter-onset government 
         | |  ↓ 
           [p] neutralisation 
 
Since N3 is licensed by virtue of domain-final licensing, it cannot act as a 
government-licenser of O3 to govern O2.  Accordingly, N2 receives phonetic 
interpretation.  Also, the stem-final segment /pH/ undergoes neutralisation to become 
[p].  After bracket erasure, the following representation emerges.   
 
 
(27)  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |    | 
    [ x  x  x  x  x  x     x ] 
  |  |  |  ↓  |      | 
  m  u  r  [Û]  p      i 
          ↓         
          [pH]       reduction 
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 Note that the empty nucleus N3 is followed by a pointless onset O4.  This 
sequence is not allowed due to the effect of reduction (see Chapter 2).  The 
consequence is that N4 is available as a new licenser of O3.23  As discussed in 
Chapter 3, segmental changes in neutralisation are construed, not as deletion of 
elements in question, but as non-interpretation.  That is, those elements which are 
not licensed by a domain-final empty nucleus are still present rather than deleted in a 
given representation.  The implication is that non-interpreted elements can be 
recovered in later stages, if appropriate conditions are met.  Since N4 is an 
unlicensed nucleus, this nucleus has sufficient licensing abilities to reinterpret 
suppressed elements from the previous cycle, i.e. the headed element H which is 
doubly linked to express aspiration (see Chapter 2 for relevant segmental structures).  
What about the licensing status of N2?  This empty nucleus is unlicensed in the 
internal domain, but can be licensed in the external domain, due to the fact that the 
potential government-licenser N4 is available and O3 can govern O2.  The phonetic 
form [murÛpHi], however, clearly indicates that N3 is not a government-licenser for 
O3 to govern O2 for the licensing of N2.  Thus, the retention of the phonetic 
interpretation of N2 shows that it resists licensing by a government-licenser from an 
outer domain, i.e. N4 is not part of the internal domain in which N2 resides, as in 
(26).  Thus, what the examples in (24) suggest is that an internal domain in an 
analytic construction displays an opacity effect, with respect to the application of the 
ECP. 24   I claim that this effect is derived from the Strict Cyclicity Condition 
(henceforth SCC) in the sense of Kean (1974) (See further discussions in the next 
section).   
 This analytic analysis can provide an appropriate account for the preservation of 
the phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei in a previous cycle for words ending in a 
headed stop.  However, when a stem-final segment such as /s/ or /r/ requires addition 
of element(s) in order to be licensed by a domain-final empty nucleus, the analytic 
analysis suffers a technical problem.  Consider the nominative form of /kØrØsØ/ 
‘dish’.  The lexical representation of this form is /[[kØ1rØ2sØ3] i]/.  In the internal 
domain, the stem-final /s/ undergoes neutralisation to become [t] and the first two 
empty nuclei receive phonetic interpretation due to the failure of inter-onset 
government.  After bracket erasure, /[kÛrÛtØ3i]/ is derived.  Ø3 is deleted due to the 

                                                           
23 I am aware that it would violate the Projection Principle in that the removal of a nuclear position seems 
to be an operation which affects the licensing relations established earlier.  In fact, this issue has been 
raised in the GP literature, e.g. by Harris (1994) and Brockhaus (1995b).  Though tentative conclusions 
have been drawn, according to Brockhaus (1995a: 103), the consensus seems that the Projection Principle 
is intended to prevent changes in constituent structure from taking place and eliminating an empty nuclear 
position is not in conflict with this as far as “onsets remain onsets and nuclei remain nuclei” (Kaye 1995).  
Also, Harris (1994: 204) points out that the identity of the nucleus which licenses the onset position O3 is 
immaterial, provided that the licensing requirements of this position are met, even after the application of 
reduction. 
24 The same treatment is needed in Polish (Gussmann & Kaye 1993).  For instance, the double diminutive 
form /[[[pØ1sØ2]Ø3kØ4]Ø5kØ6]/ ‘dog’ [pesekek] (palatalisation effect is ignored), the bolded empty 
nuclei are potentially licensed by the following unlicensed nucleus.  That is, Ø1 is unlicensed because Ø2 
is not a proper governor.  After bracket erasure, Ø3 is not licensed due to Ø4 being licensed and Ø2 is 
deleted owing to reduction.  In this case, unlicensed Ø3 immediately follows Ø1 to form a proper 
governing relation.  The phonetic form [pesekek] indicates that the unlicensed status of Ø1 is preserved. 
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application of reduction and these two empty nuclei retain phonetic interpretation 
owing to the SCC.  Thus, the final phonetic form *[kÛrÛti] is derived, although the 
correct form is [kÛrÛsi], as in (24).  The same problem is observed in a /r/-final 
nominal stem like /itHØrØ/ ‘two days’ in that the analytic approach yields an 
incorrect nominative form *[itHÛli] rather than the correct form [itHÛri], as in (24), 
because the stem-final /r/ becomes [l] before a domain-final empty nucleus in the 
internal domain.   

When we look at cases of other analytic suffixation, such as /to/ ‘also’ and 
/putH�/ ‘from’, the phonetic forms of these two nouns are [kÛrÛtt’o] and [kÛrÛtp’utH�], 
and [itHÛlto] and [itHÛlputH�].  The presence of [t] and [l] in these cases indicates a 
context in which neutralisation occurs in the internal domain, on the one hand.  The 
presence of [s] and [r] in the nominative forms, on the other, shows that there are no 
such internal domains.  In other words, the nominative suffix /i/ behaves as if it were 
analytic regarding the phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei, and as non-analytic 
regarding neutralisation.  The same phenomenon is observed in locative and source 
suffixation, e.g. [kÛrÛse] and [kÛrÛses�]; [it HÛre] and [itHÛres�].  Given the nominal 
suffixation discussed so far, we encounter paradoxical cases in which the behaviour 
of a certain suffix varies in different phonological processes.25   

In fact, Y. Heo (1995: 200) notes the same problem in discussing nominative 
suffixation and summed up as follows: 

 
We see that nominal suffixation in Korean cannot be fully accounted for by the 
morphological structure proposed by Kaye (1993) [(1995) SJR], thus, the theory requires 
extending to a certain degree. 
 

 To recapitulate, Kaye’s (1995) proposal for the morphology-phonology interface 
needs a modification to accommodate the Korean facts discussed so far.  As we will 
see below, I will not abandon his proposal completely, but will attempt to revise it 
by refining the degree of morphological analyticity to provide an adequate account 
of the licensing of empty nuclei in suffixation. 
 
 
4.3. A revised analysis 
 
The main purpose of this section is two-fold: (a) to refine the notion of 
morphological analyticity; (b) to account for the effect of opacity.  Regarding the 
first issue, the presence of an internal domain in analytic constructions is insufficient 
to adequately account for Û/zero alternation in nominal suffixation, as was discussed 
in 4.2.2.  I will argue that stems themselves constitute a domain of their own, i.e. 
without the final empty nucleus.  This blocks the application of the ECP to stem-

                                                           
25 Rebrus, Siptár, Szigetvári & Törkenczy (1996), as cited in Polgárdi (1998: 55) and Rowicka (1999: 22), 
point out that the analytic and non-analytic distinction is not refined enough to deal with some facts of 
Hungarian.  Hungarian suffixes do not seem to behave consistently as analytic or non-analytic regarding 
different phonological processes.   
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internal empty nuclei.  The fact that an internal domain in an analytic construction 
displays an opacity effect goes against the minimalist hypothesis proposed by Kaye 
(1995: 291). 
 
(28) Minimalist Hypothesis 
  Processes apply whenever the conditions that trigger them are satisfied. 
 

One consequence of (28) is that the application of phonological processes 
completely disregards the derivational history they are involved in.  The discussions 
in the previous section, however, show that the minimalist hypothesis is too strong 
to account for the licensing of empty nuclei in suffixation and so needs to be refined 
to account for the mode of the application of phonological processes, i.e. the effect 
of opacity must be taken into consideration.  In this section, I explore various 
versions of the Strict Cyclicity Condition (SCC) (cf. Kean (1974), Kiparsky (1982, 
1985) and Cole (1995), among others) to establish constraints on the way phonology 
works, paying particular attention to the application of the ECP to analytic 
constructions.   
 
4.3.1. Stems as their own domain 
 
As discussed in the previous section, the nominative suffix /i/ behaves non-
analytically regarding neutralisation, but analytically with respect to Û/zero 
alternations.  The fact that the segmental content of stem-final consonants is 
preserved, irrespective of whether this suffix is analytic or non-analytic, suggests 
that the stem-final consonant is visible to the following suffix /i/, i.e. the stem-final 
segment is licensed by the following suffix /i/ without an intervening domain-final 
empty nucleus.  Yet, the phonetic interpretation of the preceding empty nucleus is 
retained despite the presence of a potential government-licenser.  Given this 
situation, one plausible way of resolving the paradoxical behaviour of the nominal 
suffix /i/ is that stems constitute a domain of their own, as shown below. 
 
(29) [<stem>26 i] 
 
 Independent evidence that the stem domain is required comes from 
palatalisation.27  As noted in earlier examples, a stem-final coronal stop undergoes 
palatalisation when the suffix /i/ follows, whether this is a nominative suffix or 
adverbialiser, as shown below. 
 

                                                           
26 Henceforth, the stem-domain is represented by angled brackets.  For the interpretation of this bracket 
together with the square bracket, see below. 
27 The segment changes from /tH/ to [cH] and /t/ to [c] are involved in the shift to the contour structure.  
See Yoshida (2001) for a detailed discussion of this matter. 
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(30) (a) Nominative suffix /i/   
  /patH-i/ [pacHi] ‘field’ 
  /k’ØtH-i/ [k’ ÛcHi] ‘end’ 
  /hE-tot-i/ [hEtoci] ‘sunrise’ 
  /mi-tat-i/ [mitaci] ‘sliding door’ 
 (b) Adverbialiser /i/   
  /katH-i/ [kacHi] ‘together’ 
  /kut-i/ [kuci] ‘positively’ 
  /natH-natH-i/ [natnacHi] ‘one by one’ 
 
 However, palatalisation does not occur within a stem, even though the context in 
which this process occurs is exactly the same as that in (30).  In other words, the 
presence of palatalisation signals a boundary. 
 
(31) /mati/ [mati] *[maci] ‘knot’  
 /p�tHi/ [p�tHi] *[p �cHi] ‘to endure’  
 /tHi/ [tHÛ] *[c Hi] ‘dust’  
 /cipØ/ [cip] ‘house’  
 /cicØ/ [cit] ‘to bark’  
 

Note that coronal stops within stems occur before the vowel /i/ without 
palatalisation.  Furthermore, affricates also occur before the same vowel.  Thus, (30) 
and (31) show that the applicability of palatalisation is sensitive to the boundary 
between stem and suffix.  Given the palatalisation facts in Korean, the minimalist 
hypothesis in (28) is too strong and so the mode of application of phonological 
processes must be constrained.  In fact, the context in which palatalisation occurs 
requires the presence of a boundary marker, as in (29), i.e. /[<stem> i]/. 

What about the application of the ECP to stem-internal empty nuclei?  Recall 
that these empty nuclei are licensed either by inter-onset government if government-
licensers are present, or by proper government elsewhere, as discussed in Chapter 3, 
on the assumption that each morpheme constitutes its own domain ending in a 
nucleus.   By setting up the stem domain as in (29), however, the licensing will work 
slightly differently.   

Before discussing the application of the ECP to the stem domain, let me clarify 
some terminological matters.  As shown in (32), I propose that the onset-final stem 
domain is contained within square brackets and a domain-final empty nucleus is 
outside the stem domain.  Until now, the square bracket notation has been implicitly 
regarded as stem domain, when I discussed the licensing of empty nuclei within a 
morpheme in Chapter 3.  Since I now introduce the stem domain within angled 
brackets, a new term referring to phonological strings within square brackets is 
needed in order to avoid confusion.  Henceforth, I reserve the term stem domain for 
phonological material within angled brackets and extended stem domain for 
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phonological material ending in an empty nucleus within square brackets.28  Very 
often, when a stem ends with a vowel, the stem domain coincides with the extended 
stem domain, as shown in (32a), while (32b) represents a stem ending in a consonant. 
 
(32) (a) Vowel-final stem (b) Consonant-final stem 
       [<stem>]       [<stem> Ø] 
 

Furthermore, I retain the notions of analytic and non-analytic constructions to 
account for phonological processes involved in suffixation.  Given the introduction 
of the stem domain, analytic and non-analytic suffixation result in the following 
structures. 
 
(33) (a) Non-analytic suffixation  
 [<stem> suffix]  
 (b) Analytic suffixation  
 [[<stem> (Ø)] suffix]  
 
(33a) shows that a non-analytic suffix is attached to the stem domain without 
intervening square brackets.  This construction differs from that of the extended 
stem domain in that the latter may end in a final empty nucleus, but the former does 
not, e.g. /[<cipH> Ø]/ ‘straw’ and /[<cipH> i]/ ‘straw, nominative suffix’.  The 
structure resulting from analytic suffixation contains three domains: the stem 
domain, the extended stem domain, and the concatenation of the extended stem 
domain with a following suffix, e.g. /[[<cipH> Ø] to]/ ‘straw, also’.   
 Bearing this in mind, consider, for instance, /[<kotØrØm>Ø]/ [kotÛrÛm] ‘icicle’.  
The lexical representation is shown below.   
 
(34) /[<kotØrØm>Ø]/  [kotÛrÛm] 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4   N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |   | 
 [ < x  x  x  x  x  x   x >   x] 
  |  |  |  ↓  |  ↓  | 
  k  o  t  [Û]  r  [Û]  m 
      ↑  | |     ↓↑  | |  ↓ 
        | |    | |   inter-onset government 
 

In this structure, I propose that phonological processes apply first to the 
innermost domain, i.e. the stem domain.  Thus, the ECP inspects this domain first.  
Note that this domain is onset-final and so the empty nucleus N3 of the stem domain 
does not have a following government-licenser to license it.  In other words, the 
                                                           
28 One may argue that the extended stem domain corresponds to phonological word (Selkirk 1984b, 
Nespor & Vogel 1986, among others).  Nouns in the extended stem domain may constitute phonological 
words, since they can stand alone without affixation.  However, verbal stems require affixation to 
constitute a phonological word, and thus the extended stem domain does not coincide with the domain of 
phonological words.  This situation is more or less the same in Georgian (Butskhrikidze 2002). 
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extended stem domain-final empty nucleus N4 is invisible to the application of the 
ECP.  With respect to the penultimate empty nucleus N2, the unlicensed status of 
this empty nucleus is due to the failure of inter-onset government between O2 and 
O3.  Compared with the analysis in the previous chapter, the difference lies in the 
fact that the domain-final empty nucleus N4 in the extended stem is not available 
while the ECP directly applies to the stem domain.  The stem domain is only visible 
to the extended stem domain-final empty nucleus N4 after doing phonology to the 
stem domain.  The phonetic form is [kotÛrÛm].   

What about cases in which a stem-final consonant undergoes neutralisation?  
Since I assume that the stem domain can end in an onset for consonant-final stems, 
the application of neutralisation proceeds after bracket erasure of the stem domain.  
For instance, consider /[<cipH> Ø]/ [cip] ‘straw’.  In this example, after bracket 
erasure, the stem-final /pH/ occurs before an extended stem domain-final empty 
nucleus: the context for neutralisation.  This segment therefore undergoes 
neutralisation to become [p].   
 I am aware that the analysis of onset-final stems raises the question as to whether 
or not the postulation of the stem-domain violates the Coda Licensing Principle and 
the Onset Licensing Principle, both of which require that each domain ends in a 
nuclear position.29  With respect to this question, I assume that the stem domain is 
parasitic in the sense that this domain does not constitute an independent 
phonological domain.30  For instance, the extended stem domain is subject to these 
two principles but the stem domain is not.  In other words, the domain of 
syllabification is based on the extended stem domain and the effect of these 
principles is temporarily suspended within the stem domain.  Thus, domain-final 
licensing applies to an extended stem domain and so neutralisation takes place in 
this domain, not in the stem domain.  In fact, the parasitic nature of the stem domain 
is confirmed by the fact that the result of the application of the ECP to the stem 
domain is the same as the result after bracket erasure of the stem domain, as in (34).  
That is, the presence of a final empty nucleus in the extended stem domain does not 
override the licensing of empty nuclei within the stem domain.   

Thus far, I have demonstrated the way in which phonology applies to the stem 
and the extended stem domain.  The interpretation of the bracketing is more or less 
the same as in Kaye’s (1995) proposal.  Let us now turn to non-analytic 
constructions to see how phonology proceeds there.  First, consider the nominative 
forms of /[<cipH>Ø]/ ‘straw’ and /[<patH>Ø]/ ‘field’.  Their lexical representations 
are as follows. 
 

                                                           
29 Nancy Kula (p.c.) also assumes all morphological and phonological domains to be consonant final in 
her analysis of Bemba phonology, despite the strict CV syllable structure of the language.  This 
assumption follows from the fact that the obligatory final vowel of every verb form is phonologically 
inactive but merely plays the role of specifying the parameter setting on domain final empty nuclei (i.e. 
‘off’).  Support for this position is given by the processes of consonant mutation and imbrication (a form 
of infixation) within the verbal complex.  For details, see Kula (in prep.). 
30 This is also the reason why the introduction of the distinction between stem and extended stem domains 
does not replicate the lexical strata of Lexical Phonology: each stratum is independent phonologically. 
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(35) (a) /[<cipH>i]/  [cipHi]        
   O1  N1  O2   N2     
   |  |  |   |     
  [ < x  x  x >   x ]     
   |  |  |   |     
   c  i  pH   i     

(b) /[<patH>i]/  [pacHi] 
 O1  N1  O2   N2 
 |  |  |   | 
[ < x  x  x >   x ] 
 |  |  |   | 
 p  a  tH   i 
     ↓ 
     [cH] 

 
In (35a), after erasure of the stem domain, the stem-final /pH/ is followed by the 
nominative suffix /i/.  Since /i/ is an unlicensed nucleus, the stem-final segment is 
realised as it is.  The phonetic form is [cipHi].  In (35b), as noted in (30) above, the 
stem-final /tH/ becomes /cH/ before the vowel /i/, since palatalisation is regarded as a 
cross-boundary process. 
 Now consider the problematic cases in which licensable empty nuclei in the stem 
domain resist being licensed by a following potential government-licenser, for 
instance, the nominative form of /<murØpH> Ø/ ‘knee’. 
 
(36) /[<murØpH> i]/  [murÛpHi] 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3   N3 
  |  |  |  |  |   | 
 [ < x  x  x  x  x >   �x ] 
  |  |  |  ↓  |   | 
  m  u  r  [Û]  pH   i 

↑ ↓ inter-onset government     
( : non-government-licensing) 

 
Within the stem domain, the empty nucleus N2 is not licensed, as witnessed by its 
phonetic interpretation, due to the absence of a government-licenser in this domain, 
even though an inter-onset governing relation between O2 and O3 can be established.  
After bracket erasure of the stem domain, the stem-final /pH/ is licensed by the 
unlicensed nucleus N3 and so it is realised, as it is.  As noted in (25), however, the 
empty nucleus N2 is not licensed by the government-licenser N3 outside the stem-
domain, which produces an opacity effect regulated by the SCC, as will be discussed 
in the next section.   

Regarding the licensing of empty nuclei, the analysis based on the stem domain 
achieves the same opacity effect as the analysis based on Kaye’s proposal, as 
discussed in 4.2.2.  One merit of the postulation of the stem domain is that this 
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analysis provides a consistent account of the behaviour of the nominative suffix /i/ 
which was problematic within the analysis based on analytic and non-analytic 
constructions discussed earlier.  The absence of neutralisation before the nominative 
suffix /i/ is directly explained by the adjacency of the stem-final consonant and the 
suffix /i/, as in the case of palatalisation in which a stem-final coronal stop is visible 
to the following /i/.  Furthermore, this analysis avoids problems involving the stem-
final segments /s/ and /r/.  If the suffix /i/ is treated as analytic, the phonetic forms of 
the stem-final segments become [t] and [l], respectively, due to the application of 
neutralisation in the innermost domain.  However, such problems do not arise owing 
to the fact that the stem-final consonants are directly visible to the following suffix 
/i/. 
 
4.3.2. The opacity effect: Strict Cyclicity Condition 
 
In this section, I will show that the opacity effect is derivable from the Strict 
Cyclicity Condition (SCC) and the effect of the SCC plays an active role in various 
suffixes involved in non-analytic and analytic constructions.  In the literature, there 
have been various proposals based on the SCC (Kean 1974, Mascaró 1976, Kiparsky 
1982, 1985, among others).  According to Cole (1995: 72), the empirical effects of 
the SCC can be summarised as the Reaching Back Constraint (henceforth RBC) and 
the Derived Environment Constraint (henceforth DEC).  The former prevents a 
cyclic rule R applying on cycle j from reaching back inside an earlier cycle i to apply 
to a string contained wholly within cycle i.  The implication of this constraint is that 
the domain of an earlier cycle is opaque to phonological processes in a current 
cycle.31  The effect of the latter, originally responsible for limiting the abstractness 
of phonological analysis, prevents R from applying to a string contained within a 

                                                           
31 The formulations of the RBC of Kean and of Cole are slightly different.  The formulation of Kean 
(1976: 179) is as follows. 
 “on any cycle A no cyclic may apply to material within a previous cycle B without making crucial 

use of material uniquely in A.” 
For instance, there are two rules in a given language in which (a) is ordered before (b). 
 (a) X →Y / [ __ Z]  (b) P → Q / [ ___ Y] 
In the string (c), the domain of the cycle i is PX and any reflex of PX wholly contained within the i 
brackets. 

(c) [j [ i PX i] Z j] 
By the SCC, no rule may apply on cycle j unless it makes crucial reference to Z.  The SCC regulates that 
the form [PYZ] is possible but *[QYZ] is not on cycle j.  Thus, the SCC blocks the application of (b).  
The empirical consequence of the SCC of the Kean’s version is that phonological processes sensitive to a 
morpheme boundary are allowed to apply but processes which trigger the change of material inside are 
not allowed.  According to Cole, however, the effect of the RBC ignores the application of rules sensitive 
to a morpheme boundary.  In her presentation, there are two rules in which (d) is ordered before (e). 
 (d) A → B / ___ D  (e) C → D / ___ E 
Given [ACE] on cycle 1, only (e) applies to yield the form [ADE].  Given [X ADE  Y] on cycle 2, the 
application of (d) is blocked to yield  *[X BDE Y] due to the SCC.  The SCC of the Cole version only 
shows an opacity effect of material contained on an earlier cycle. 
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single morpheme. 32   Thus, the SCC regulates the ways in which cyclic rules 
typically apply across a morpheme boundary and are prohibited from applying 
within a morpheme.  The empirical consequence is that phonological rules fail to 
apply within a stem (or root) or other monomorphemic environments. 
 Implementing the insights of the SCC into my analysis, the preservation of 
phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei in stem domains and palatalisation facts 
involved in nominative forms may be derived by either constraint.  Because 
palatalisation is sensitive to cross-morpheme boundaries and does not apply 
morpheme internally, a result of the application of the ECP on an earlier cycle is 
preserved despite the fact that there is a potential government-licenser available on a 
current cycle.33   

So far we have considered cases in which a domain contains a stem and a single 
non-analytic suffix.  I will test whether or not these two effects can hold in multiple 
suffixation contexts.  Consider the following examples in which the nominaliser 
/mØ/34 and the nominative suffix /i/ are added to a stem. 
 
(37) (a) Vowel-final stem    
 /[<ka> m i ]/ [kami] ‘to go’  
 /[<o> m i ]/ [omi] ‘to come’  
 (b) Obstruent-final stem    
 /[<m�k> Øm i ]/ [m�kÛmi] ‘to eat’  
 /[<mit> Øm i ]/ [mitÛmi] ‘to close’  
 /[<us> Øm i]/ [usÛmi] ‘to laugh’  
 /[<kapH> Øm i]/ [kapHÛmi] ‘to pay back’  
 /[<katH> Øm i]/ [katHÛmi] ‘to be the same’ 
 (c) Nasal-final stem    
 /[<kam> Øm i]/ [kamÛmi] ‘to wind’  
 /[<an> Øm i]/ [anÛmi] ‘to hug’  
 

The nominaliser /mØ/ is classified as non-analytic in that the segmental content 
of the stem-final segment does not change at all, as in the examples /kapHØ/, /usØ/ 
and /katHØ/.  Also, I assume that the underlying representation of this suffix begins 
without an empty nucleus.  As in the examples (37b,c), the presence of a preceding 
empty nucleus follows from the syllable structure of Korean.  Thus, the non-

                                                           
32 There is an exception to this statement in that a cyclic rule R can apply to a monomorphemic string only 
if that string has been altered by the prior application of another phonological rule, e.g. the rule of 
spirantisation in Finnish and the Ruki rule in Sanskrit (Kiparsky 1973).   
33 The original version of the DEC (Kiparsky 1982) requires that no structure-changing rules should apply 
to monomorphemic domains.  The question arises as to whether or not the application of the ECP to the 
stem domain is regarded as a structure-changing process.  Since the application of the ECP is an 
interpretation process without invoking changes of syllabification and segments, it does not contain 
aspects of structure-change rules (Kooij p.c.).   
34  Since the nominative suffix /i/ is non-analytic, this suffix follows by the nominaliser without 
postulating an intervening empty nucleus.  When an analytic suffix, such as /to/ ‘also’, follows the 
nominaliser, the following construction emerges, /[[<stem> mØ] to].  Thus, the lexical representation of 
the nominaliser is /mØ/. 
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occurrence of the vowel [Û] after vowel-final stems as in (37a) is not the result of the 
deletion of an empty nucleus due to the OCP, as discussed in the case of conjunctive 
suffix /mj�/ in the previous section.  Rather, it is simply the result of syllabification.   

As discussed previously, the nominative suffix /i/ is also non-analytic.  The 
forms in (37) are involved in a stem followed by two non-analytic suffixes.  Thus, 
the lexical representations in (37) contain a single domain in which a stem domain 
resides.  Let us consider how the ECP and the SCC apply in these representations. 
 
(38) (a) /[<m�k> Øm i ]/  [m�kÛmi]  ‘to eat’ 
   O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
   |  |  |  |  |  | 
  [ < x  x  x >  x  x  x ] 
   |  |  |  ↓  |  | 
   m  �  k  [Û]  m  i 
       ↑  | |  ↓  inter-onset government 
         | | 
  (b) /[<kam> Øm i]/  [kamÛmi]  ‘to wind’ 
   O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3   
   |  |  |  |  |  |   
  [ < x  x  x >  x  x  x ] 
   |  |  |  ↓  |  | 
   k  a  m  [Û]  m  i 
       ↑  | |  ↓  inter-onset government 
         | | 
 
In (38a), we try to establish an inter-onset governing relation between the stem-final 
and the suffix-initial segments.  Even though the government-licenser N3 is present, 
O3 cannot govern O2 due to the prohibition of mutual government among segments 
of the same rank.  Thus, the intervening empty nucleus N2 receives phonetic 
interpretation.  (38b) illustrates an asymmetrical distribution of NN sequences, as 
discussed in section 3.2.2 in Chapter 3.  Recall that stem-internal NN sequences are 
syllabified as a doubly-linked structure which accounts for the absence of the 
phonetic interpretation of an intervening empty nucleus.  In suffixation, however, 
each nasal, i.e. O2 and O3 in (38b), has its own association line, due to the fact that 
these two nasals are separated by a stem domain.  This would provide another piece 
of evidence that a stem and a suffix are treated differently in non-analytic suffixation.  
The phonetic interpretation of the intervening empty nucleus N2 is the same as that 
of (38a), because. mutual government is disallowed for equally ranked segments.  
The intervening empty nucleus N2 is therefore phonetically realised between the 
two nasals.35   

In multiple suffixation, as analysed in (38), the phonetic interpretation of an 
empty nucleus between a stem-final and a suffix-initial segment follows the 

                                                           
35 The mode of the application of the ECP to the two nasals in (38) can be derivable from the Linking 
Constraint (Hayes 1986b) which requires that all association lines be exhaustively interpreted. 
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procedure, as proposed so far; failure of inter-onset government between stem-final 
and suffix-initial segments contributes to the phonetic interpretation of an 
intervening empty nucleus.  What happens in cases where the requirements of inter-
onset government are met between these segments?  These cases arise in liquid-final 
verb stems, as shown below. 
 
(39) Liquid-final stem    
 /[<cor> Øm i]/ [corÛmi] ‘to doze’  
 /[<kar> Øm i]/ [karÛmi] ‘to grind’  
 
Let us suppose that the examples in (39) have the same lexical representations as 
those in (38). 
 
(40) /[<cor> Øm i]/  [corÛmi]  *[colmi] 
   O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3   
   |  |  |  |  |  |   
  [ < x  x  x >  x  x  x ] 
   |  |  |  ↓  |  | 
   c  o  r     *[ø]  m  i 
       ↑     ↓  inter-onset government 
 
 In this configuration, the intervening empty nucleus N2 is licensed by virtue of 
the satisfaction of inter-onset government between O2 and O3 and the presence of a 
government-licenser N3.  In addition, the segment /r/ becomes [l] before a licensed 
empty nucleus, as discussed in Chapter 3.  The phonetic form [colmi] is, however, 
not correct.  The correct form [corÛmi] indicates that the intervening empty nucleus 
N2 is not licensed.  In fact, the context in which N2 receives phonetic interpretation 
is exactly the same as that of the nominative form /[<murØpH> i]/ [murÛpHi] ‘knee’, 
which was shown in (36).  Recall that the phonetic interpretation of the empty 
nucleus preceding the stem-final segment /pH/ provides evidence that the stem 
domain is required to produce the SCC effect.  In other words, the nominative suffix 
/i/ is unable to function as a government-licenser to license this empty nucleus.  This 
suggests that the treatment of the examples in (40) and in (36) is the same, as shown 
below. 
 
(41) /[<<cor> Øm> i]/  [corÛmi]  *[colmi] 
   O1  N1  O2  N2  O3   N3   
   |  |  |  |  |   |   
  [ < < x  x  x >  x  x >  x ] 
   |  |  |  ↓  |   | 
   c  o  r  [Û]  m   i 
       ↑    ↓      
             ( � non-government-licensing) 
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The fact that N3 cannot act as a government-licenser of O3 necessitates another 
domain for the nominaliser /mØ/.  That is, O3 must be separated by another internal 
stem-like domain which blocks government-licensing from N3, i.e. O3 is blind to 
the presence of N3.  The phonetic interpretation of N2 is due to the failure of inter-
onset government, since a potential government-licenser is outside the domain for 
the application of the ECP.  Thus, we come across another type of domain ending in 
an onset in this construction.   

Morphologically, the configuration (41) contains a nominalised form followed 
by an inflectional suffix, i.e. the stem and the nominaliser constitute a complex stem.  
Note that this complex stem is derived through nominalization and shows an opacity 
effect by blocking the application of inter-onset government.  This strongly indicates 
that the DEC may not provide an appropriate account of the opacity effect for 
complex stem cases, precisely because this constraint is only responsible for the 
non-derived environment blocking effect.  The RBC effect, however, does not have 
non-derived restrictions such that this constraint allows an opacity effect in derived 
environments like multiple suffixation as in (41), i.e. the RBC only prevents a given 
phonological processes on cycle j from reaching back inside an earlier cycle i to 
apply to a string contained wholly within cycle i.  This indicates that the RBC does 
not care about whether or not material contained in an earlier cycle constitutes a 
derived or a non-derived environment.  Thus, the opacity effect in (41) is ascribed to 
the SCC, in particular, the RBC.36 
 The discussion so far shows that the minimalist hypothesis in (28) does not hold 
in non-analytic constructions and that a constraint limiting the domain of application 
of phonological processes is required.  The SCC regulates the way in which 
phonological processes apply to a non-analytic construction involved in multiple 
suffixation.  In the next section, I will consider how the SCC interacts with analytic 
constructions. 
 
4.3.3 The SCC in analytic structures 
 
Consider the honorific and the declarative forms in nasal-final stems. 
 
(42) stem honorific /si/ declarative /ta/  
 /namØ/ [namÛsi] [namt’a] ‘to remain’ 
 /anØ/ [anÛsi] [ant’a] ‘to hug’ 
 

In (42), we observe that the vowel [Û] occurs in the honorific forms and the 
suffix-initial segment /t/ undergoes tensification in the declarative forms.  The 
presence of [Û] between stem-final nasals and suffix-initial /s/ indicates that honorific 
suffixation is non-analytic, as shown below. 
 

                                                           
36  From now on, I will use the more general term SCC to refer to an opacity effect in a given 
representation. 
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(43) /[<nam> Øsi]/  [namÛsi] 
  O1  N1  O2   N2  O3  N3 
  |  |  |   |  |  | 
 [ < x  x  x >   x  x  x ] 
  |  |  |   ↓  |  | 
  n  a  m   [Û]  s  i 

↑     | |   ↓ 
           | |   inter-onset government 
 
The phonetic interpretation of N2 is due to the failure of inter-onset government 
between O2 and O3, because the lenis obstruent /s/ cannot govern the nasal /m/.   
 In the declarative forms, however, an N2-type nucleus in (43) does not receive 
phonetic interpretation, and instead the suffix-initial /t/ becomes tensed.  Like (43), 
in the declarative forms, the inter-onset governing relation between the stem-final 
nasals and the suffix-initial /t/ cannot be established because segments in the same 
rank are prohibited from being mutually governed.  Apparently, the non-occurrence 
of the vowel [Û] in the declarative suffixation indicates that this suffix /ta/ cannot be 
non-analytic.  If this suffix is analytic, the lexical representation of /[<nam> Ø]/ ‘to 
remain’ is shown below. 
 
(44) /[[<nam> Ø ] ta]/  [namt’a] 

(a)  O1  N1  O2   N2   O3  N3 
  |  |  |   |   |  | 
    [[ < x  x  x >   x ]   x  x ] 

   |  |  |      |  | 
   n  a  m      t  a 

(b)  O1  N1  O2   N2   O3  N3 
   |  |  |   |   |  | 

    [  < x  x  x >   x    x  x ] 
   |  |  |      |  | 
   n  a  m      t  a 
       ↑   | |   ↓ 
          | |       ↓  inter-onset government 
             [t’] 
 
In (44a), N2 is an extended stem domain final empty nucleus.  This empty nucleus is 
licensed due to domain-final licensing.  After bracket erasure, the configuration in 
(44b) emerges.  In this configuration, we can set up the inter-onset governing 
relation between O2 and O3 across N2, as in non-analytic suffixation.  The crucial 
difference between (43) and (44) is that the failure of inter-onset government in the 
latter produces tensification: a lenis stop /t/ cannot govern a nasal /m/.  The 
motivation for tensification is to satisfy inter-onset government, because nasals 
require a headed segment to be governed.  This implies that the licensed status of N2 
is not altered after bracket erasure.  I also ascribe the preservation of the licensed 
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status of N2 to the SCC: the result of application of the ECP in an earlier cycle is 
preserved on the next cycle.  The licensed status of N2 enables the surrounding 
consonants to be visible, and so inter-onset government applies to these sequences.  
Furthermore, the SCC effect on N2 in (44) predicts that various consonant-related 
processes occur in order to meet the requirements of inter-onset government in 
analytic constructions.  These processes are discussed in section 4.3.5. 
 Thus far, I have discussed the effect of the SCC on various constructions.  In 
non-analytic suffixation, the SCC accounts for the preservation of the phonetic 
interpretation of an empty nucleus in a stem domain.  In multiple suffixation, the 
notion of complex stem is required in order to explain the preservation of the 
phonetic interpretation of an empty nucleus of a certain suffix in terms of the SCC, 
in particular, the RBC.  In analytic constructions, a final empty nucleus in an 
extended stem domain is licensed due to domain-final licensing, and its licensed 
status is kept in subsequent cycles.  In these constructions, various consonant-related 
processes are invoked to satisfy inter-onset government.  Regarding the satisfaction 
of the ECP, there is a crucial difference between analytic and non-analytic 
constructions in that the former involves consonant-related processes and the latter 
involve the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in a given context.  In the next section, I will 
deal with Û/zero alternations under non-analytic suffixation. 
 
4.3.4. Û/zero alternations in suffixation 
 
The list of following non-analytic suffixes showing Û/zero alternations emerges from 
the discussion in the previous sections. 
 
(45) (a) Verbal inflectional suffixes   
 /mj�n/ ‘conditional’ /ni/ ‘effective’ 
 /si/ ‘honorific’ /mj�/ ‘connective’ 
 (b) Nominal inflectional suffixes   
 /rØ/ ‘accusative’ /nØ/ ‘topicaliser’ 
 /ro/ ‘instrumental’   
 (c) Derivational suffixes   
 /mØ/ ‘nominaliser’   
 

Based on the governing hierarchy among segments and the notion of stem 
domains, the results of Û/zero alternations in constructions with these suffixes are 
more or less predictable.  First, consider cases in which suffixes do not contain a 
vowel, such as the accusative suffix /rØ/, the topicaliser /nØ/ and the nominaliser 
/mØ/.  Each consonant is followed by an empty nucleus.  When these suffixes attach 
to a stem, an intervening empty nucleus between a stem-final and a suffix-initial 
segment always receive phonetic interpretation, irrespective of the segmental 
content of surrounding consonants, because there are no government-licensers to 
satisfy the requirements of inter-onset government.  Examples are shown below. 
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(46) Stem Accusative Topicaliser Nominaliser  
 /torØ/ [torÛl] [torÛn]  ‘stone’ 
 /corØ/   [corÛm] ‘to doze’ 
 /t’amØ/ [t’amÛl] [t’amÛn]  ‘sweat’ 
 /tamØ/   [tamÛm] ‘to fill’ 
 /cipØ/ [cipÛl] [cip Ûn]  ‘house’ 
 /�tØ/   [�tÛm] ‘to get’ 
 /cipHØ/ [cipHÛl] [cipHÛn]  ‘straw’ 
 /nopHØ/   [nopHÛm] ‘high’ 
 /pisØ/ [pisÛl] [pisÛn]  ‘comb’ 
 /p�sØ/   [p�sÛm] ‘to take off’ 
 /nacØ/ [nacÛl] [nacÛl]  ‘daytime’ 
 /macØ/   [macÛm] ‘correct’ 
 
(47) /[<tor> ØrØ]/  [torÛl] ‘stone ACC’ 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
  |  |  |  |  |  | 
 [ < x  x  x >  x  x  x ] 
  |  |  |  ↓  |   
  t  o  r  [Û]  r 
          ↓ 
          [l] 
 
In (47), the inter-onset governing relation between O2 and O3 is not established, 
because N3 is licensed and thus cannot act as a government-licenser.  The 
intervening empty nucleus N2 therefore receives phonetic interpretation.  The 
segment /r/ in O3 occurs before a domain-final empty nucleus N3 and so undergoes 
neutralisation to become [l].  The phonetic form [torÛl] is derived.  An N2-type 
empty nucleus in the other examples in (46) receives phonetic interpretation in the 
same way, as in (47). 

Apart from liquid-final verbal stems, an intervening empty nucleus between a 
stem-final and a suffix-initial segment receives phonetic interpretation in non-
analytic suffixation, since a suffix-initial segment, a nasal /m/ or /n/, or a coronal 
headless fricative /s/, cannot govern a preceding stem-final consonant.37   Some 
examples of Û/zero alternations are shown below. 
 
(48) Stem Conditional Effective Honorific Connective  
 /�tØ/ [�tÛmj�n] [�tÛni] [�tÛsi] [�tÛmj�] ‘to get’ 
 /m�kØ/ [m�kÛmj�n] [m�kÛni] [m�kÛsi] [m�kÛm�] ‘to eat’ 
 /p�sØ/ [p�sÛmj�n] [p�sÛni] [p�sÛsi] [p�sÛmj�] ‘take off’ 
 /macØ/ [macÛmj�n] [macÛni] [macÛsi] [macÛmj�] ‘correct’ 

                                                           
37 Note that there are no non-analytic suffixes beginning with a headed segment.  If these suffixes existed, 
an intervening empty nucleus would be licensed.  It seems that the absence of these suffixes is due to 
accidental gaps regarding the shape of suffixes. 
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 /anØ/ [anÛmj�n] [anÛni] [anÛsi] [anÛmj�] ‘to hug’ 
 /kamØ/ [kamÛj�n] [kamÛni] [kamÛsi] [kamÛmj�] ‘to wind’ 
 /nopHØ/ [nopHÛmj�n] [nopHÛni] [nopHÛsi] [nopHÛmj�] ‘high’ 
 /katHØ/ [katHÛmj�n] [katHÛni] [katHÛsi] [katHÛmj�] ‘same’ 
 

As discussed in section 4.3.2, since nasals cannot govern each other, the vowel 
[Û] intervenes between a stem-final and a suffix-initial nasal.  In other examples, all 
stems end in either a headed or a headless obstruent and so a headless suffix-initial 
segment cannot govern the preceding stem-final segment.  Therefore, we can 
observe the occurrence of the vowel [Û] between a stem and a suffix. 

With respect to liquid-final stems, non-analytic suffixation is more complicated 
than those of other consonant-final stems.  Consider first conditional and connective 
suffixation. 

 
(49) Stem Conditional Connective  
 /narØ/ [nalmj�n] [nalmj�] ‘to fly’ 
 /torØ/ [tolmj�n] [tolmj�] ‘to turn 
 /tØrØ/ [tÛlmj�n] [tÛlmj�] ‘to carry’ 
 

As predicted from the segmental governing hierarchy, an intervening empty 
nucleus is licensed, i.e. a suffix-initial nasal can govern a stem-final liquid.  As 
discussed in Chapter 3, a governed liquid becomes [l] due to the effect of the CLE, 
i.e. a licensed empty nucleus can license a segment containing the element /.  
Regarding /n/-initial and /s/-initial suffixes after liquid-final stems, the intervening 
empty nucleus is expected to be licensed, as in (49).  However, when a suffix-initial 
segment containing the coronal element R is added to liquid-final stems, the stem-
final liquid is deleted instead. 
 
(50) Stem Honorific Effective  
 /narØ/ [nasi] *[nalsi] [nani] *[nalni] ‘to fly’ 
 /torØ/ [tosi] *[tolsi] [toni] *[tolni] ‘to turn 
 /tØrØ/ [tÛsi] *[t Ûlsi] [tÛni] *[t Ûlsi] ‘to carry’ 
 
(51) /[<nar> Øni]/  [nani]  *[nalni] 
 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
 [ < |  |  | >  |  |  | ] 
  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |  ↓  |  | 
  n  a  r  [ø]  n  i 
      ↓↑    ↓  inter-onset government 
      [l] 
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In (51), inter-onset government between O2 and O3 is established with the 
presence of the government-licenser N3 and so the empty nucleus N2 is licensed.  
The liquid /r/ in O2 becomes [l] due to the CLE.  Contrary to fact, the phonetic form 
[nalni] is derived.  One plausible motivation for the deletion of the stem-final liquid 
in this context is the absence of morpheme-internal [ls] and [ln] sequences.38  That is, 
once phonetic forms are produced by suffixation, these forms are checked as to 
whether there would be a violation against the phonotactic constraints governing 
mono-morphemes.  Put another way, this phonotactic constraint acts as a filter 
against phonetic outputs under suffixation.  The deletion of the liquid in favour of 
the suffix-initial /n/ or /s/ is that a segment in a governed position is more 
susceptible to deletion than one in a governing position. 
 To summarise, the suffixes showing Û/zero alternations are classified as non-
analytic.  The phonetic interpretation of an empty nucleus spanning a stem-final and 
a suffix-initial segment is determined by inter-onset government and the segmental 
governing hierarchy.  This implies that consonant sequences generated by 
suffixation are the same as those of mono-morphemic words, except nasal sequences 
which are subject to the Nasal Condition.  This implication is confirmed by the 
deletion of the stem-final liquid occurring after a coronal nasal or fricative, i.e. ill-
formed sequences *[ln] and *[ls] are filtered out through in suffixation. 
 
4.3.5. The phonological processes in analytic suffixation 
 
As discussed in section 4.3.3, the SCC effect regulates that a final empty nucleus in 
an extended stem domain maintains its licensed status after bracket erasure.  In 
analytic suffixation, therefore, various phonological processes are invoked to satisfy 
the requirements of inter-onset government.  In this respect, analytic suffixation 
crucially differs from non-analytic suffixation, i.e. the latter involves Û/zero 
alternations, while consonant-related processes occur in the former, if inter-onset 
governing relations fail to be established.  The types of these processes are more or 
less predictable from segmental content of surrounding consonants.  The list of 
analytic suffixes is repeated from (21) and (22). 
 
(52) (a) Analytic verbal suffixes   
 /ta/ ‘declarative’ /ni/ ‘interrogative’ 
 /ca/ ‘propositive’ /kes’Ø/ ‘intentive’ 
 /t�/ ‘retrospective’ /ci/ ‘suppositive’ 
 (b) Analytic nominal suffixes   
 /to/ ‘also, too’ /mac�/ ‘even, so far as’ 
 /pota/ ‘than’ /putH�/ ‘ablative, from’ 
                                                           
38  Interestingly, note that [ls’] sequences are possible, e.g. /<k�rØs’a !Ø/ [k�ls’a @� ‘persistent’, 
/<kØrØs’e>/ [kÛls’e] ‘well’, /<marØs’� !Ø/ [mals’� @� ‘trouble’, and so on.  In particular, regarding the 
absence of [ln] sequences, Korean is not the only language which displays this phonotactic constraint.  
Other languages such as English and Dutch behave in the same way (an exception is found in English, 
kiln, though).  Though I will not deal with this constraint further in the thesis, the constraint *[ln] seems 
to require cross-linguistic explanation. 
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 /k’es�/ ‘nominative, horific’  
 

First, consider tensification and post-nasal voicing occurring before a stop-initial 
analytic suffix.  Examples are shown in (53). 
 
(53) (a) Verbal suffixation    
 Stem Declarative Propositive Intentive  
 /ka/ [kata] [kaca] [kaket] ‘to go’ 
 /narØ/ [nalta] [nalca] [nalket] ‘to fly’ 
 /anØ/ [ant’a] [anc’a] [ank’et] ‘to hug’ 
 /m�kØ/ [m�kt’a] [m�kc’a] [m�kk’et] ‘to eat’ 
 /t�pHØ/ [t�pt’a] [t�pc’a] [t�pk’et] ‘to cover’ 
 /usØ/ [utt’a] [utc’a] [utk’et] ‘to laugh’ 
 /cHacHØ/ [cHatt’a] [cHatc’a] [cHatk’et] ‘to search’ 
 (b) Nominal suffixation    
 Stem ‘also’ ‘than’   
 /sori/ [sorito] [soripota] ‘sound’  
 /narØ/ [nalto] [nalpota] ‘day’  
 /patakØ/ [patakt’o] [patakp’ota] ‘floor’  
 /papØ/ [papt’o] [papp’ota’ ‘rice’  
 /nonØ/ [nondo] [nonbota] ‘rice field’  
 /s�mØ/ [s�mdo] [s�mbota] ‘island’  
 /osØ/ [ott’o] [otp’ota] ‘cloth’  
 /nacØ/ [natt’o] [natp’ota] ‘daytime’  
 /patHØ/ [patt’o] [patp’ota] ‘field’  
 /kHocHØ/ [k’ott’o] [k’otp’ota] ‘flower’  
 
 Tensification occurs when a consonant other than a liquid is stem-final.  
Exceptions are nasal-final stems in nominal suffixation, in which post-nasal voicing 
occurs instead.  The absence of tensification in liquid-final stems is 
straightforwardly accounted for by inter-onset government because a suffix-initial 
stop can govern a preceding liquid.  In other cases, tensification occurs simply 
because a suffix-initial stop cannot govern a stem-final consonant, as shown below.  
In the extended stem domain, the stem-final aspirated consonant undergoes 
neutralisation to become [p].   
 
(54) /[[<t�pH> Ø] ta]/  [t�pt’a] 
  O1  N1  O2   N2   O3  N3 
  |  |  |   |   |  | 

[[ < x  x  x >   x ]   x  x ] 
  |  |  |      |  | 
  t  �  pH      t  a 
      ↓       
      [p]       
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After internal square bracket erasure, the following configuration emerges. 
 
(55) O1  N1  O2   N2   O3  N3 
  |  |  |   |   |  | 

 [  x  x  x    x    x  x ] 
  |  |  |      |  | 
  t  �  pH      t  a 
      ↓       
      [p]       

       ↑       
         | |   ↓  inter-onset government 
         | | 

 
An inter-onset government relation is set up between O2 and O3 across a licensed 
empty nucleus N2.  As pointed out in the previous section, the licensed status of N2 
is protected by the effect of the SCC.  Since O3 cannot govern O2, in order to meet 
the requirements of inter-onset government, O3 in the governing position undergoes 
tensification, i.e. to become a headed segment to govern O2.39  The same applies to 
stems which contain a segment (other than a liquid) which is not licensed by a final 
empty nucleus.   
 In terms of elements, the tensification process is involved in the headship change.  
The element H in O3 acquires headship to become a tensed stop [t’].  In fact, this 
analysis, based on the revised theory of elements, captures tensification better than 
an analysis based on KLV (1985, 1990) which recognises two elements, i.e. the 
neutral element hÛ�DQG� WKH�QHJDWLYHO\�FKDUPHG�+-, representing obstruents.  In the 
KLV framework, the headless segment /t/ and the headed segment /t’/ are 
represented by (RÛ�/Û�KÛ�� DQG� �5Û�/Û�KÛ�+-), respectively.  Given these two 
representations, tensification requires an ambient element H- which is not available 
in the given context.  In the current framework, however, this problem is avoided in 
that the element H simply acquires headship.  The acquisition of headship is also 
well-motivated on the basis of the requirements of inter-onset government. 
 Concerning nasal-final stems, verbal and nominal suffixation show different 
strategies: tensification occurs in the former and post-nasal voicing in the latter.  In 
purely phonological terms, this difference relies on grammatical categories.  The 
motivation behind the two processes, however, is to achieve the same purpose, i.e. 
the satisfaction of the requirements of inter-onset government.  Consider nominal 
suffixation which involves post-nasal voicing. 
 

                                                           
39 Another possibility is that O2 in the governed position undergoes a weakening process.  Given the 
segmental representation of the labial stop, a possible outcome of lenition of O2 would be either [w] or 
[h] or [/].  But this option is ruled out, since [w], [h] and [/] cannot occur before a licensed empty nucleus 
which requires a preceding segment to contain the element / and a place element at least. 
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(56) /[[<s�m> Ø] to]/  [s�mdo]  ‘island, also’ 
  O1  N1  O2  N2   O3  N3 
  |  |  |  |   |  | 

[ [ < x  x  x >  x ]   x  x ] 
  |  |  |     |  | 
  s  �  m     t  o 
      ↑    | |   ↓  inter-onset government 
           | | 

 
After bracket erasure of the extended stem domain, we set up an inter-onset 

governing relation between O2 and O3 across the licensed empty nucleus N2: the 
headless obstruent /t/ cannot govern the nasal /m/.  To satisfy the requirements of 
inter-onset government, O3 must be a headed segment.  Unlike what happens in 
verbal suffixation, I propose that post-nasal voicing takes place in nominal 
suffixation.  This is achieved by the fusion of elements, as shown below. 
 
(57) (a)  O2  N2  O3    (b)  O2  N2  O340 
    |  |  |      |  |  | 
    x  x  x      x  x  x 
    |    |      |    | 
    U    R      U    R 
    |    |          | 
    /    /          H 
    |    |          | 
    L    H          / 
                  | 
                  L 
 
(57) shows that the elements / and L in O2 are fused with the elements in O3, 
resulting in a voiced coronal stop [d].  The voicing of O3 is achieved by a headship 
change, in order to govern the nasal in O2.   
 The same fusion process is required in interrogative suffixation with nasal-final 
and obstruent-final stems, as shown below.   
 
(58) (a) Nasal-final stem Interrogative  
  /anØ/ [anni] ‘to hug’ 
  /kamØ/ [kamni] ‘to wind’ 
 (b) Obstruent-final stem   
  /m�kØ/ [m� QL@ ‘to eat’ 
  /cupØ/ [cumni] ‘to pick up’ 
  /tatØ/ [tanni] ‘to close’ 
  /usØ/ [unni] ‘to smile’ 

                                                           
40 As pointed out in (60) in Chapter 3, the doubly-linked L is construed as voicing in the governing 
position and as nasality in the governed position. 
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  /cHacØ/ [cHanni] ‘to search’ 
  /nopHØ/ [nomni] ‘high’ 
 
(58a) shows that two nasals occur across a licensed empty nucleus and (58b) shows 
that a stem-final obstruent undergoes nasalisation.  Both cases yield a sequence of 
two nasals across a licensed empty nucleus, as shown below. 
 
(59) (a) /[[<kam> Ø] ni]/  [kamni] 
  O1  N1  O2  N2   O3  N3   
  |  |  |  |   |  |   

[[ < x  x  x >  x ]   x  x ]   
  |  |  |     |  |    
  k  a  m     n  i    
      ↑     | |   ↓      

           | |           
      inter-onset government     
  (b)  O2  N2  O3 
    |  |  | 
    x  x  x 
    |    | 
    U    R 
        | 
        / 
        | 
        L 
 
After bracket erasure of the extended stem domain in (59a), the coronal nasal in O3 
cannot govern the labial nasal in O2.  Recall that stem-internal sequences containing 
nasals with a licensed intervening empty nucleus form a doubly-linked structure.  To 
satisfy inter-onset government in this configuration, fusion of elements is necessary 
in order for O3 to govern O2, yielding a doubly-linked structure, as shown in (59b).  
O3 can govern O2 in terms of the Complexity Condition.   
 Regarding obstruent-final stems in interrogative suffixation, as in (58b), 
nasalisation is invoked to meet the requirements of inter-onset government. 
 
(60) [[/<cup> Ø/ ] ni] [cumni] ‘to eat’ 
(a)   O1  N1  O2  N2   O3  N3   
  |  |  |  |   |  |   
[[ < x  x  x >  x ]   x  x ]   
  |  |  |     |  |    
  c  u  p     n  i    
      ↑     | |   ↓      
           | |           
      inter-onset government     
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(b)  O2  N2  O3 
  |  |  | 
  x  x  x 
  |    | 
  U    R 
      | 
  H    | 
      / 
      | 
      L   ( ��GHOLQNLQJ� 
 
After bracket erasure in (60a), inter-onset government fails to be established 
between O2 and O3, because the nasal /n/ cannot govern the lenis stop /p/.  As in 
nasal fusion in (59), the resolution is for O2 to become a labial nasal [m] to form a 
doubly-linked nasal sequence.  The phonetic form is [cumin].  In terms of elements 
in this process, the element H is delinked from O2, as shown in (60b). 
 In this section, I have considered various phonological processes in analytic 
suffixation, viz. tensification, post-nasal voicing, nasal fusion and nasalisation.  The 
motivation for these processes is simply to satisfy the requirements of the ECP, in 
particular inter-onset government.  The effect of the SCC is to preserve the licensed 
status of a final empty nucleus in an extended stem domain, so that consonant-
related processes are invoked.  In the next section, I will discuss the implications of 
the analyses proposed in this chapter. 
 
 
4.4. Implications and conclusions 
 
To recapitulate, I have considered how to refine the notion of morphological 
analyticity and how to account for the effect of opacity involved in Û/zero 
alternations in certain suffixation contexts.  This implies that the notion of 
morphological analyticity proposed by Kaye (1995) is not compatible with the 
phonological phenomena in Korean.  Regarding morphological analyticity, I 
propose the notion of stem domains to account for the retention of occurrence of the 
vowel [Û] despite the presence of a government-licenser.  Independent evidence for 
stem domains comes from the process of palatalisation in which stem-internal 
vowels do not trigger this process but a stem-final coronal lenis stop undergoes it 
when it is followed by the vowel /i/.  With respect to opacity, this effect is derivable 
from the SCC, in particular the RBC.  Thus, the SCC dictates that the licensed status 
of a final empty nucleus is preserved throughout derivations.  The consequence is 
that various consonant-related processes are triggered across a licensed empty 
nucleus in analytic constructions.   
 Analysing the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in non-analytic suffixation and the 
consonant-related processes in analytic suffixation, the major motivation for all 
these phenomena is invariably to satisfy the requirements of the ECP, in particular 
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inter-onset government.  This motivation, however, creates a classical duplication 
problem.  As discussed in Chapter 3, the phonetic interpretation of morpheme-
internal (i.e. stem-internal) empty nuclei is determined by the ECP.  Thus, apart 
from morpheme-internal (or stem-internal) nasal sequences governed by the Nasal 
Condition, it is predictable that the distribution of the vowel [Û] in non-analytic 
suffixation is the same as that of morpheme-internal empty nuclei, precisely because 
these two have identical morphological constructions, i.e. a stem domain followed 
by a final empty nucleus in an extended stem domain.   
 Furthermore, outputs of phonological processes in analytic suffixation yield the 
same morpheme-internal consonant sequences, i.e. tensification, nasalisation, post-
nasal voicing and nasal fusion are motivated to create well-formed sequences of 
mono-morphemic words.  In other words, all consonant sequences produced in 
suffixation also observe the morpheme structure conditions, and so we state the 
same conditions twice in the grammar, i.e. the static constraints on morpheme 
structure conditions turn out to be dynamic processes in suffixation. 
 In order to solve this duplication problem, one might argue that all phonetic 
forms resulting from suffixation are individually listed in the lexicon.  This solution, 
however, seems inadequate, because the postulation of stem domains already 
requires a distinction between a stem and a suffix.  Furthermore, Û/zero alternation in 
non-analytic suffixation and pertinent processes in analytic suffixation are very 
productive in the sense that there are no exceptions.  Accordingly, listing each 
outcome of both suffixations in the lexicon misses linguistically significant 
generalisations and so holds unnecessary redundancies.   
 The fact that all outcomes from non-analytic and analytic suffixation conform to 
phonotactic constraints of underived lexical items suggests a reconsideration of 
Kaye (1995).  In his proposal, based on English, analytic constructions in suffixation 
concern regular morphology while non-analytic ones concern irregular morphology.  
For instance, the past form of the verb peep has an analytically complex form 
/[[peep] ed]/ of which the phonetic form contains a sequence of a long vowel 
followed by [pt].  This sequence violates phonotactic regularities governing non-
derived forms.  Thus, the presence of such a cluster provides us with a parsing cue 
that there is more than one domain involved.  The irregular past form keep, on the 
other hand, has a simplex form /[kept]/ in which morphology is invisible to 
phonology, i.e. forms “derived” non-analytically are not derived at all, but are listed 
as separate lexical items in the lexicon.41   In English, this implies that non-
analytically derived forms are indistinguishable from morphologically underived 
forms, i.e. both types of forms are consistent with phonotactic constraints for the 
latter. 
 In comparison with English, Korean shows a completely different picture.  The 
independently motivated stem domains rule out non-analytic constructions in 
English such as kept, in which the distinction between a stem and a suffix is 

                                                           
41 The consequence is that SPE-type rules such as velar softening and the Great Vowel Shift, among 
others, are not active in English phonology.  Rather, the forms resulting from either or both of the rules 
are no more than historical relics. 
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obliterated.  Unlike analytic constructions in English in which ill-formed sequences 
such peeped are permissible, phonetic outputs of analytic suffixation in Korean 
invariably yield well-formed sequences.  Given this perspective, the organisation of 
the lexicons of both languages are different, as shown below. 
 
(61) (a) English    
     
 Derived lexicon     
         
  Basic lexicon  analytic derivation  
  non-derived   [[A] B]   
  [A]   [[A] [B]]   
  non-analytic derivation      
  [AB]      
          
        
        
                   (Polgárdi 1998: 57) 
 (b) Korean    
     
 Lexicon     
         
  Basic lexicon     
  non-derived (extended stem)  analytic derivation  
  [<A>(Ø)]    [[<A> Ø] B]  
  non-analytic derivation      
  [<A>B]      
          
        
        
 
 In (61), the organization of the lexicon of each language is that non-derived 
forms and non-analytically derived forms constitute a basic form component 
(containing well-formed sequences) separated by an analytically derived form 
component (ill-formed sequences permitted), as in (61a) for English.  For Korean, as 
in (61b), however, these three forms constitute a single component in which 
analytically derived forms are separated by a dotted line from other forms.  The 
dotted line indicates that there is a distinction between non-derived and non-
analytical forms, and analytically derived forms, i.e. well-formed sequences are 
controlled by static constraints in the former and by dynamic processes in the latter.   
 With respect to (61), it is evident that there is a different interpretation of how to 
utilise non-analytic and analytic suffixation between English and Korean.  In (61a), 
non-analytic and analytic constructions provide a criterion for morphological 
complexity.  In (61b), however, these two constructions do not serve this criterion.  
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Rather, they provide a distinction of what type of phonological process occurs, i.e. 
Û/zero alternations in non-analytic construction and consonant-related processes in 
analytic constructions.42   
 Regarding the duplication problem, the dotted line in the basic lexicon 
component in (61b) marks the mode of the application of phonological processes, i.e. 
static constraints control extended stems and non-analytic suffixation while analytic 
suffixation controls dynamic processes.  Thus, the well-formedness of sequences is 
governed by the basic lexicon component.  In this way, the duplication problem is 
encoded in the lexicon.   
 Outside the basic lexicon in (61b), it is reasonable to assume that some lexical 
items such as loanwords do not conform to the phonotactic constraints set by the 
basic lexicon.  In the next chapter, I will consider the behaviour of loanwords and 
examine to what extent loanwords differ from native words and how the native 
phonotactics applies to loanwords, in particular, from English. 
 

                                                           
42 One could argue that processes in analytic constructions can also be accounted for by ‘coda’-onset 
relations.  As pointed out earlier, consonant-related processes must be listed independently in this 
approach.  Thus, this approach misses the generalisation that all processes involve satisfying the ECP. 



  

 
 

Chapter 5  
 

Licensing empty nuclei in loanwords 
 

 
This chapter is concerned with the question of how empty nuclei in loanwords, 
particularly English ones, are licensed.  The main focus of the chapter is to explore 
to what extent loanword phonology is different from native phonology in Korean.  
In the OT literature on loanwords in Korean (H.-K. Cho 1998, O. Kang 1996 H.-S. 
Kang 1996, among others), the general consensus is that loanword phonology 
constitutes a distinct component from native phonology and so it has a different 
constraint hierarchy.  As pointed out in Chapters 1 and 3, however, constraint-based 
approaches disregard the fact that the morpheme-internal (i.e. stem-internal) 
distribution of the vowel [Û] in loanwords is identical to that of native words.  In 
other words, loanword phonology is not completely different from native phonology.  
So the question is justified whether the occurrence of the internal [Û] of loanwords 
can be treated in the same way as the internal [Û] of native lexical items, i.e. whether 
the distribution of [Û] is determined by the ECP.   

Regarding loanwords ending in an obstruent which a final empty nucleus cannot 
license, we observe that final empty nuclei are realised as [Û], which is not the case 
among native lexical items in which neutralisation occurs in this position, as was 
discussed in Chapter 3.  I claim that this difference can be treated as a conflict of the 
ECP and the PP and a language-specific constraint, the CLE.  The PP and the CLE 
take precedence over the ECP in loanwords.  This is due to the fact that the 
preservation of segmental content of a final consonant is crucial in order to identify 
the distinction between voiced and voiced obstruents from the source language.  I 
will also consider some phenomena specific to loanwords, such as the nominative 
suffixation in which the change of the segment /t/ of English to /s/ in native Korean 
is involved, and r-deletion, the result of which makes phonetic forms of English 
loanwords non-rhotic. 
 This chapter is organised as follows.  In the first section, I will consider relevant 
loanword data and review previous approaches to loanword phonology.  In 5.2, the 
distribution of [Û] in internal position of loanwords is considered and I show that this 
distribution can be handled in the same way as that of native words.  In 5.3, I will 
analyse the occurrence of [Û] in final position, which distinguishes loanword 
phonology from native phonology.  In 5.4, I will consider the deletion of /r/ before a 
licensed empty nucleus, and the nominative suffixation of loanwords which exhibits 
interesting properties with respect to t-final English loanwords.  In the final section, 
I summarise the analysis and discuss the organisation of the lexicon regarding the 
issue of how the native and the loanword phonology interact. 
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5.1. Introduction 
 
5.1.1. Data 
 
The data presented in this chapter are largely based on ‘The Compilations of 
Orthography of Loanwords in Korean’ (1988) published by The National Academy 
of the Korean Language (henceforth Compilations) which presents 8,500 examples 
of loanwords, though not all examples are from English.  This book provides a 
single representation for each example.  As noted in (S.-C. Rhee & Y.-K. Choi 2001, 
among others), some examples, in particular those ending in a stop, may have an 
alternating form, e.g. strike [sÛtÛraik] or [sÛtÛraikHÛ], napkin [nEpHÛkHin] or [nEpkHin] 
etc.  As we will see in later sections, these examples are also taken into 
consideration and play a crucial role in my analysis. 
 The segmental adaptations from English to Korean are shown below (repeated 
from Chapter 1).1 
 
(1) English Korean 
 /p/, /t/, /k/  [pH], [tH], [kH] 
 /b/, /g/ [p], [k] 
 /d/ 

/D/ 
[t] 

 /f/, /v/ [pH], [p] 
 /m/, /n/, / � [m], [n], [ @ 
 /S/, /tS/ [sj], [cH] 
 /s/ 

/T/ 
[s] 

 /z/ 
/Z/ 
/dZ/ 

[c] 

 initial /l/ 
          /r/ 

[l] 

 internal /l/ [ll] 
 internal /r/  [r] 
 

                                                           
1 In this thesis, I do not deal with the segmental adaptation processes in (1), in terms of elements, mainly 
because elements in GP are conceived of as phonological entities rather than phonetic ones as other 
frameworks assume (see Ploch 1999 for a detailed discussion).  In a given language, segmental 
representations on the basis of elements are motivated by phonological behaviour such as headed vs. 
headless segments on the basis of language-specific phonotactic constraints.  For instance, the voiceless 
segmental representations of English (Harris 1994) are different from those of aspirated segment in 
Korean (see Chapter 2), despite the fact that these two types of stops phonetically are very similar.  
Regarding aspirated bilabial stops, they are represented by (U.H.h./) (within the revised element theory 
(U.H /)) and (U./.H) (H) in English and Korean, respectively.  Therefore, unlike the binary feature 
system based on articulatory phonetics, it is difficult to set up one-to-one correspondences of segmental 
comparison between the two languages in GP. 
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 Look at the occurrence of [Û] in non-final position in English loanwords 
containing branching onset clusters. 
 
(2) (a) Branching onset: Cr cluster  
  printer [pHÛrintH�] brazier [pÛreic�] 
  training [tHÛreini @ drama [tÛrama] 
  crew [kHÛru] gravy [kÛrEpi] 
  fry-pan [pHÛraipHEn]   
 (b) Branching onset: Cl cluster  
  plan [pHÛllEn] blender [pÛllend�] 
  clean [kHÛllin] glory [kÛllori] 
  fly [pHÛllai]   
 
In (2), we observe that [Û] occurs between an aspirated (i.e. headed) segment and a 
liquid, or between a lenis (i.e. headless) segment and a liquid.  This vowel also 
appears occur after the segment /s/, as shown below. 
 
(3) speaker [sÛpHikH�]2 spike [sÛpHaikHÛ] 
 wasp [wasÛpHÛ]   
 street [sÛtHÛrit] stew [sÛtHju] 
 test [tHesÛtHÛ] last [lasÛtHÛ] 
 skate [sÛkHeitHÛ] scope [sÛkHopHÛ] 
 mask [masÛkHÛ] desk [tesÛkHÛ] 
 smoke [sÛmokHÛ] smog [sÛmokÛ] 
 snow [sÛnou] snack [sÛnEk] 
 sleeve [sÛllipÛ] slide [sÛllaitÛ] 
 
On the basis of the data in (2) and (3), the following observation can be made. 
 
(4) (a) [Û] occurs between a headed segment and a liquid. 
 (b) [Û] occurs after the segment /s/, irrespective of the nature of the following 

consonant. 
 
 With respect to ‘coda’-onset (or complex ‘coda’ in final position, in terms of the 
‘standard’ syllabic analysis) sequences from English, except sC clusters3, we do not 
observe the occurrence of [Û] between these two consonants. 
 
(5) (a) Liquid-obstruent sequences   
  pulp [pH�lpHÛ] belt [peltHÛ] 
  bulk [p�lkHÛ]   
                                                           
2 Phonetically, /p, t, k/ after /s/ are realised as unaspirated in English.  In loanwords adaptation, these 
stops are realised as aspirated in Korean.  It is assumed that spelling, rather than the pronunciation of the 
source language, has affected phonetic forms (H. Kang 1996). 
3 Recall that sC clusters in Indo-European languages are syllabified as ‘coda’-onset sequences.  See Kaye 
(1992) for a detailed discussion. 
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  bulb [p�lpÛ] building [pilti @ 
 (b) Nasal-obstruent sequences   
  camp [kHEmpHÛ] tent [tHentHÛ] 
  bank [pE NHÛ]   
 (c) Obstruent-obstruent sequences   
  actor [EktH�] adaptor [�tEptH�] 
 

On the basis of (2), (3) and (5), the presence or absence of [Û] in non-final 
position is summarised as follows. 
 
(6) The occurrence of the vowel [Û] between two consonants in non-final position 
(C1 and C2) 
 
                  C2 
C1 

Liquid Nasal Lenis  
obstruent 

Headed 
obstruent 

Liquid 
 

Ø __4 Ø Ø 

Nasal 
 

__5 __ Ø Ø 

Lenis obstruent 
except /s/ 

Û __ __ Ø 

Headed 
obstruent 

Û __ __ __ 

/s/ 
 

Û Û __ Û 

             (__: absence of clusters in English) 
 
The shaded areas in (6) indicate that sequences in these areas are absent in the 
source language.  The vowel [Û] occurs after the segment /s/, irrespective of the 
following consonant.  Bearing in mind the governing hierarchy among segments in 
Korean, the occurrence of [Û] in (6) is more or less predictable, because an inter-
onset governing relation between C1 and C2 determines the occurrence of the vowel 
[Û].  This strongly implies that the occurrence of [Û] in (6) can be dealt with in the 
same way as that of native words (see 5.2 for a detailed discussion). 
 Let us turn our attention to the occurrence of [Û] in final position in loanwords.  
First, consider loanwords ending in either a nasal or a liquid. 
 
(7) (a) Nasal-final words   
 dam [tEm] gum [k�m] 
 pen [pHen] neon [neon] 

                                                           
4 The treatment of film and kiln will be discussed in section 5.3. 
5 I am aware that the word only is well-formed in English.  In this case, the underlying representation 
would be /onØli/, but the sequence –nlV- (V: vowel) is not allowed in Korean.  Its phonetic form would 
be either [onni] or [olli].   
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 king [kHi @ (pop) song [so @ 
 (b) l-final words    
 HIL [hil] hotel [hotHel] 
 (c) r-finals    
 bar [pa] cigar [sika] 
 
All examples in (7) show that there is no [Û] in final position.  It is of interest to note 
that a final /r/ does not surface phonetically, as shown in (7c). 6   The same 
phenomenon is observed in words containing /r/ before another consonant, e.g. cart 
[kHatHÛ], fork [pHokHÛ], party [pHati] and so on.  This indicates that English loanword 
adaptation is basically non-rhotic. 
 Next, consider fricative-final and affricate-final words. 
 
(8) (a) s-final and z-final words   
 bus [p�sÛ] gas [kasÛ] 
 cheese [cHicÛ] size [saicÛ] 
 (b) f-final and v-final words   
 beef [pipHÛ] scarf [sÛkHapHÛ] 
 valve [pElpÛ] rove [lopÛ] 
 (c) S-final and Z-final words   
 sash [sEsi] fish [pHisi] 
 beige [peici] garage [karaci] 
 (d) T-final words    
 mouth [mausÛ]   
 (e) tS-final and dZ-final words   
 coach [kHoucHi] torch [tHocHi] 
 college [kallici] gauge [keici] 
 
We observe that the vowel [Û] occurs in final position in (8a,b,d) and that [i] occurs 
in (8c,e), in which the place of consonants of the source language is palato-alveolar.  
However, note that [Û] also occurs after [c] and [s], as in (8a) when the place of 
articulation of the source language is coronal.  This implies that the consonantal 
identities of the source language may affect the quality of the vowel in final position.   

In fact, the occurrence of [Û] in final position indicates that the behaviour of 
loanwords is different from that of native words, precisely because native Korean 
chooses a parameter in which a final empty nucleus is licensed and therefore, as we 
have seen so far, there are no words ending in [Û].  Let us consider more examples in 
which we observe the occurrence of [Û] in final position. 
 
(9) (a) p-final words    
 (i) chip [cHip] *[cHipHÛ] cup [kH�p] *[kH�pHÛ] 
 (ii) rope *[lop] [lopHÛ]   

                                                           
6 There are some exceptions to this statement, e.g. tar [tHarÛ], czar [c’arÛ], ester [estHerÛ], among others.  
For the treatment of these words, see section 5.4. 
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 (iii) type [tHaip] [tHaipHÛ] tape [tHeip] [tHeipHÛ] 
 (b) t-final words    
 (i) asset [eset] *[esetHÛ] reset [liset] *[lisetHÛ] 
 (ii) beat *[pit] [pitHÛ] boat *[pot] [potHÛ] 
 (iii) diskette [tisÛkHet] [tisÛkHetHÛ] circuit [s�kHit] [s�kHitHÛ] 
 (c) k-final words    
 (i) trick [tHÛrik] *[tHÛrikHÛ] block [pÛllok] *[pÛllokHÛ] 
 (ii) knock *[nok] [nokHÛ] lake *[leik] [leikHÛ] 
 (iii) check [cHek] [cHekHÛ] cake  [kHeik] kHeikHÛ] 
 (d) b-final words    
 (i) tab [tHEp] *[tHEpÛ] club [kHÛll�p] *[kHÛll�pÛ] 
 (ii) hub *[h�p] [h�pÛ] tube *[tHjup] [tHjupÛ] 
 (e) d-final words    
 (ii) grid *[kÛrit] [kÛritÛ] side *[sait] *[saitÛ] 
 (f) g-final words    
 (i) big [pik] *[pikÛ]   
 (ii) league *[lik] [likÛ] jog *[cok] *[cokÛ] 
 

The data in (9) concern stop-final words.  I classify three types of phonetic forms 
in each example set: type (i) allows forms in which [Û] does not occur, and type (ii) 
allows forms in which this vowel occurs in the final position, and type (iii) allows 
either of the two forms.  Contrary to (7) and (8), it appears that the occurrence of [Û] 
in final position is arbitrary or optional in the sense that in the same environments 
this vowel occurs in some examples, but not in others.  One generalisation that could 
be drawn is that type (iii) is not present among voiced stop-final words’, in particular, 
only type (ii) is allowed in d-final words.   
 To summarise, the distribution of [Û] in loanwords is identical to that of native 
lexical items apart from the final position.  This suggests that the occurrence of this 
vowel can be treated in the same way as in the native phonology.  Regarding the 
occurrence of [Û] in final position, we observe non-occurrence of [Û] in sonorant-final 
words.  In affricate-final and fricative-final words, either [Û] or [i] occurs depending 
on the place of articulation of the consonants of the source language.  Regarding 
stop-final words, however, the occurrence of [Û] seems hard to generalize.  In the 
next section, I review previous analyses of loanwords in Korean, which have mainly 
been cast in the OT framework. 
 
5.1.2 Previous analyses 
 
Rule-based analyses of loanwords in Korean, (S.-C. Ahn 1991 and Nam & Southard 
1994, among others), treat the occurrence of [Û] in loanwords as epenthetic.  They 
propose a set of [Û]-insertion rules to describe the sites in which consonant clusters 
from the source language are broken up.  However, as pointed out in Chapter 1, 
putting aside the occurrence of the final-[Û] in loanwords, the [Û]-insertion rules copy 
the context in which [Û] occurs within native stems, causing a duplication problem. 
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Since the publication of Yip (1993), research on loanwords in Korean has 
flourished within the framework of OT (Hirano 1994, P. Lee 1995, H. Kang 1996, 
M. Oh 1996, O. Kang 1996, H. Yoo 1996, H. Cho 1998, P.-S. Ku 1999, B. Lee, S. 
Lee, C.-B. Park & S. Kang 1999, H.-S. Sohn 2001, B. Lee 2001, S.-C. Rhee & Y.-K. 
Choi 2001, and H. Lee 2001, among others).  Unlike Yip’s proposal, in which the 
loanword phonology is part of the native phonology in Cantonese, there is a 
consensus among constraint-based analyses that loanword phonology is different 
from native phonology and therefore the loanword phonology in Korean constitutes 
a separate constraint hierarchy, due to the fact that the epenthetic vowel [Û] occurs in 
final position in loanwords.   
 With respect to input forms to the loanword phonology of the host language from 
the source language, like Yip (1993), most analyses adopt the proposal of Silverman 
(1992: 289) in which a distinction is made between two levels: a perceptual level 
and an operative level.  At the perceptual level, the inputs, consisting of “a 
superficial acoustic signal, lacking all phonological representation” of the source 
language, are interpreted as strings of native segments, i.e. segmental adjustments 
take place at this level.  At the operative level, the native phonology applies to the 
outputs of the perceptual level, i.e. syllabic repairs such as epenthesis and deletion 
take place at this level.  On the basis of the two-level scansion model, the outputs of 
the perceptual level enter as inputs to be evaluated.  This implies that most OT-
analyses postulate an independent component which deals with segmental 
adaptation in the host language.7  Due to the occurrence of final-[Û] in loanwords, 
which is not allowed in native Korean, constraint-based analyses set up a separate 
constraint hierarchy for loanword phonology.  Therefore, the OT approaches focus 
on the occurrence of [Û] in final position. 
 Apart from the final-[Û], however, the OT analyses do not pay particular attention 
to the occurrence of [Û] in other positions.  The epenthesis of [Û] in these positions is 
captured by the constraint *COMPLEX which does not allow consonant clusters.  For 
instance, the word stream has the following input: /strim/.  The optimal output 
[sÛtHÛrim] is selected due to non-violation of *COMPLEX in comparison with other 
candidates such as *[stHÛrim], *[stHrim], *[sÛtHrim] and so on.  Thus, in most OT 
analyses, the general pattern of the constraint hierarchies of the native and the 
loanword phonology is as follows.  
 
(10) (a) Native phonology 
  *COMPLEX, CODA CONDITION » DEP-IO » MAX-IO 
 (b) Loanword phonology 
  *COMPLEX, CODA CONDITION » MAX-IO » DEP-IO 
 

                                                           
7  Regarding this assumption, H. Lee (2001) argues that the segmental adaptation component is 
incorporated into the constraint hierarchy of the loanword phonology by the interaction of the markedness 
constraints.  The same approach is found in Jacobs & Gussenhoven (2000) which treats the loanword 
phonology of Cantonese. 
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These ranking have several implications. 
 
(11) (a) The lower ranked DEP-IO allows the epenthetic vowel [Û] to occur in 

appropriate contexts. 
 (b) The highest ranked *COMPLEX indicates that consonant clusters are not 

allowed in optimal outputs except internal well-formed ‘coda’-onset 
sequences. 

 (c) MAX-IO in favour of DEP-IO ensures that segmental content in an input is 
preserved rather than deleted. 

 
 Consider (11a).  Like the rule-based approaches, constraint-based analyses 
assume that within native stems the vowel [Û] is lexically specified.  This vowel is 
not subject to deletion or insertion.  For instance, the stem-final segment /s/ in the 
native stem /p�s/ ‘friend’ undergoes neutralisation, emerging as [p�t].  If MAX-IO 
were to outrank DEP-IO as in the loanword phonology, an optimal form would be 
[p�sÛ].  This form corresponds to the loanword bus.  Thus, in the native phonology, 
DEP-IO must be higher ranked than MAX-IO in order to prevent the vowel [Û] from 
occurring in final position, interacting with the CODA CONDITION.  This example 
provides crucial evidence that the native phonology is distinct from the loanword 
phonology in Korean.   

Comparing (11a) to (11b), the interactions between *COMPLEX and DEP-IO 

produce multiple [Û]-epenthesis in loanwords containing complex onsets and ‘codas’ 
from the source language.  As noted in (6) above, the sites of [Û]-epenthesis coincide 
with those of native words apart from [Û] in final position in loanwords.  The 
distribution of the vowel [Û] in this position is shown below (repeated from Chapter 
1 for native words and (6) in this chapter for loanwords).  Relevant examples are 
shown in (13). 
 
(12) (a) Native words   

C2 
C1 

Liquid Nasal LO AO or TO 

Liquid Ø Ø Ø Ø 
Nasal Û Ø Ø Ø 
LO Û Û Û Ø 
AO or TO Û Û Û Û 
       (b) Loanwords   
                   C2 
C1 

Liquid Nasal LO AO or TO 

Liquid Ø __ Ø Ø 
Nasal __ __ Ø Ø 
LO  Û __ __ Ø 
AO or TO Û __ __ Û 
(LO: lenis obstruent, AO: aspirated obstruent, TO: tensed obstruent, __: absence of 
clusters in the source language) 
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(13) (a) Absence of the vowel [Û] between two consonants  
 loanword  Korean  
 [pHilølÛm] film [kH�løle] ‘a pair’ 
 [piløti @ building [kaløtE] ‘reed’ 
 [siløkHÛ] silk [t�løkHÛt�k] ‘click’ 
 [penødi @ vending  [cH�nødu @ ‘thunder’ 
 [pE økHÛ] bank [s� økHÛm] ‘with big strides’ 
 [EkøtH�] actor [akøcHak] ‘toughness’ 
 [sekøs’i] sexy [sEkøs’i] ‘young lady’ 
 (b) Presence of the vowel [Û] between two consonants  
 [pipÛrapHon] vibraphone [sinapÛro] ‘gradually’ 
 [�tÛresi @ addressing [kotÛrÛm] ‘icicle’ 
 [piakÛra] viagra [ci kÛr�p] ‘creepy’ 
 [pHÛrintH�] printer   
 [tHÛreini @ training [kHÛtHÛr�ki] ‘piece’ 
 [kHÛru] crew   

(ø: absence of the vowel [Û]; Underlined sequences are taken into consideration.) 
 
In (12), apart from the areas marked by __ in loanwords, the shaded areas show that 
the presence/absence of [Û] in non-final position is identical in native and loanwords 
contexts. 

Given this identical distribution, the question arises as to whether the constraint 
hierarchies for the native and loanword phonology can handle the parallel behaviour 
of [Û].  As noted above, since OT approaches assume that the stem-internal [Û] is 
lexically specified and DEP-IO outranks MAX-IO in the native phonology, this parallel 
distribution cannot be accounted for in a non-arbitrary way, precisely because the 
nature of the vowel [Û] is different in each case, i.e. the vowel [Û] in native words is 
lexically specified and the vowel [Û] in loanwords is epenthesised.  Rather, the 
identical distribution is an accidental result, which implies that OT approaches also 
have a duplication problem, as pointed out in Chapter 1.   

Consider (11c).  Apart from ‘coda’-/r/ of English which is not phonetically 
realised in loanwords, as discussed in the previous section, most segmental content 
from the source language is preserved.  In terms of constraint ranking, therefore, 
MAX-IO must be highly ranked to prevent segment deletion.  Highly ranked MAX-IO 

in the loanword phonology is not specific to Korean at all.  As pointed out by 
Paradis (1996) and Paradis & Lacharité (1997), in most languages, the same 
tendency is observed in loanword adaptation.  Thus, the ordering of MAX-IO over 
DEP-IO appears to be universal in this component of the grammar.  Within the OT 
framework, however, there is no internal mechanism to handle this generalisation, 
since constraint ranking is conceived of as being language-specific, even though 
each constraint is assumed to be universal.  Thus, the strong preference for segment 
preservation in loanwords is treated as accidental in the OT analyses. 
 Now, let us turn our attention to [Û] in final position.  I consider loanwords 
containing final complex ‘codas’ in comparison with loanwords ending in a single 
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stop from English.  The relevant data end in clusters such as mp, lp, nt, ld and so on, 
as shown below. 
 
(14) [pH�lpHÛ] pulp [kH�ltHÛ] cult [milkHÛ] milk 
   [kiltÛ] guild   
 [kHEmpHÛ] camp [tHentHÛ] tent [pE kHÛ] bank 
   [lEndÛ] land   
 

In contrast to the examples ending in a single stop, as shown in (9), the 
occurrence of [Û] in final position in (14) has a different property.  The occurrence of 
[Û] in (14) is obligatory, i.e. without the final [Û] forms, like *[kHempH], *[kHemÛp] 
etc., are ill-formed.  However, the occurrence of the final-[Û] in (9) is optional in the 
sense that some examples have this vowel finally and others do not.  In order to 
capture the optional occurrence of the vowel [Û] in (9), some analyses such as O. 
Kang (1996) and H. Kang (1996) introduce the feature [±release] and formalise the 
faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO(release).  For instance, regarding a contrasting pair 
such as [kH�p] cup and [lopHÛ] rope, the optional occurrence of the vowel [Û] in this 
pair is controlled by the encoding of the release feature in the inputs in question.  
Accordingly, the input for cup contains [-release] but the input for rope contains 
[+release].  The constraint IDENT-IO(release) ranks between MAX-IO and DEP-IO in 
the constraint hierarchy, as shown in (15).  The following tableau shows how the 
optimal output is selected. 
 
(15) (a) /lopH/8 *COMPLEX CODA CON. MAX-IO IDENT-IO(rel.) DEP-IO 

  1. lop   *! *  
 F 2. lopHÛ     * 
  3. lopH  *!    
 (b) /kH�p|/      
 F 1. kH�p|      
  2. kH�pHÛ   *! * * 
 (c) /kHEm|pH/      
  1. kHEmÛp|   *! * * 
 F 2. kHEm|pHÛ     * 
  3. kHEmÛpHÛ    *! ** 
 
Given the constraint hierarchy, the optimal outputs are the candidate 2, 1, and 2 in 
(15a), (15b) and (15c), respectively.  In this analysis, the specification of the feature 
[±release] in inputs and the constraint IDENT-IO(release) correctly produces optimal 
outputs.   

This analysis, however, overlooks a distinction between the obligatory and the 
optional occurrence of the vowel [Û] in final position, by ignoring the fact that the 
presence or absence of a ‘coda’-onset cluster determines the obligatory occurrence 
                                                           
8 The symbols /H/ and /|/ in this tableau represent [+release] and [-release], respectively. 
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of the following vowel [Û].  Accordingly, the analysis in (15) does not provide an 
account of the reason why /pH/ in camp must have the feature [+release] and /pH/ in 
rope and cup can contain either [-release] or [+release] (see section 5.4. for a 
detailed discussion), i.e. an unnecessary stipulation is required. 

To summarise, I have reviewed previous OT analyses of the loanword 
phonology in which I point out three problems involved, i.e. a duplication problem 
regarding the occurrence of the internal-[Û], the failure of expressing the apparently 
universal ranking in which MAX-IO outranks DEP-IO, and the unnecessary stipulation 
of input forms regarding the occurrence of the final-[Û].  In the next section, I present 
a principles-and-parameters based account of loanwords in Korean and argue that 
this approach provides a better explanation, paying particular attention to the 
problems I discussed. 
 
 
5.2. Licensing internal empty nuclei in loanwords 
 
5.2.1. Loanword adaptation in Korean 
 
Before I present an analysis of how internal empty nuclei are licensed in loanwords, 
I briefly consider how loanwords are adapted in Korean.  Following Paradis & 
LaCharité (1997), I assume that the phonological outputs of the source language are 
directly incorporated into the host language.9  Regarding inputs to the loanword 
phonology in Korean, the segmental content of L2 is transformed into that of L1 
through segmental conversion, as depicted in (1).  The results of the segmental 
adaptations into Korean (cf. footnote 1 in this chapter) are subject to phonological 
processing in the host language.  After segmental adaptation has occurred, a given 
segmental string is syllabified to conform to the syllable structure of Korean and this 
syllabic representation is phonologically interpreted in terms of the ECP, the PP and 
other language-specific constraints.  For instance, when the English word dam is 
adopted in Korean, the host language turns this into /tEmØ/ after syllabification of 
the segmental string and this lexical representation is subject to phonological 
interpretation.  The following configuration schematises the process from the 
foreign word to the adapted lexical representation and the final phonetic form. 
 

                                                           
9 This implies that I do not adopt the multi-level model of Silverman (1992) in which two levels, the 
perceptual and the operative, are postulated, as discussed above.  This is because most segmental 
information from the source languages are preserved in the phonological outputs in Korean, unlike 
Cantonese in which segmental identities of the source language are not preserved, as in Yip (1993).  See 
Paradis & Lacharité (1997) for a critical review of Silverman’s model. 
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(16) FOREIGN WORD 
 ↓ 
  SEGMENTAL CONVERSION  
 ↓ 
  SYLLABIFICATION  
 ↓ 
  UNDERLYING REPRESENTATION  
 ↓ 
  PHONOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION 

THE ECP, THE PP, THE CLE  
 

 ↓ 
 PHONETIC FORM 
 
 With respect to segmental conversion, the liquids of English, /r/ and /l/, deserve 
special attention.  As noted in (1), the segmental transformation of the liquids in 
English is rather more complicated than those of other segments.  In initial position, 
/r/ and /l/ of English are realised as [l].  In internal position, /r/ is realised as it is, but 
/l/ becomes a geminate [ll].  In fact, the realisation of an internal geminate [ll] 
suggests that Korean speakers can recognise the segmental distinction between these 
two liquids, despite the fact that they are allophones of /r/ in native Korean, i.e. [r] 
occurs intervocally and [l] elsewhere.10  This implies that the segmental identities of 
the source language may influence the perception of the host language (cf. O. Kang 
1996).  For instance, in the words HIL [hil] and car [kHa], we notice that the liquid 
[l] from /l/ survives in the former but /r/ is deleted in the latter.  In dealing with this 
pair, a technical problem arises, if these two liquids are treated as allophones, as in 
native Korean.  It is hard to provide a plausible account of the reason why one of the 
same underlying /r/s is deleted in one example and is retained and realised as [l] in 
the other (see section 5.4. for the analysis of /r/-deletion).  Indeed, this pair gives a 
piece of evidence that native speakers are phonologically aware of the difference 
between /r/ and /l/ of English.  
 Implementing this perceptual distinction between the two liquids of English into 
the loanword phonology in Korean, I argue that these two segments are represented 
differently in the lexical representations of loanwords, i.e. by /r/ and /l/.11  Thus, the 
underlying representations of the pairs of words colour and carrot are /<kHalla>/ and 
/<kHErot>Ø/, and HIL and car, /<hil>Ø/ and /<kHar>Ø/, respectively.  Bearing this in 

                                                           
10 For Korean speakers, one of the most frequent mistakes in the pronunciation of English words is the 
intervocalic-/l/, e.g. colour, balance, tele-marketing and so on, which is realised as [r], as in native 
Korean.  In order to avoid the mistake, the orthography of  the intervocalic-/l/ of loanwords is transcribed 
as a double-/l/ in the Compilations, like the native word /<kH�rØre>/ [kH�lle] ‘a pair’. 
11 This might be possible because of the fact that phonetically Korean has both [r] and [l].  This is 
different from the opposition between /T/ and /s/, which are both realised as [s], and represented 
underlyingly as such.  The postulation of /l/ and /r/ allows us to treat them in a different way, e.g. /r/-
deletion  occurs before a licensed empty nucleus, but /l/-deletion in the same context does not (see above 
and also section 5.4). 
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mind, I will deal with the issue of how internal empty nuclei of loanwords are 
licensed in the next section. 
 
5.2.2. The treatment of internal empty nuclei in loanwords 
 
 As we anticipate from the discussion in the previous section, I will show that the 
occurrence of the internal [Û] is treated in the same way as that of native Korean.  Let 
us consider examples containing branching onsets from the source language, 
including initial sC clusters.  The list of relevant data is shown below, repeated from 
(3). 
 
(17) (a) Cl clusters    
 plan [pHÛllEn] blender [pÛllend�] 
 clean [kHÛllin] glory [kÛllori] 
 fly [pHÛllai]   
 (b) Cr clusters    
 printer [pHÛrintH�] brazier [pÛreic�] 
 training [tHÛreini @ drama [tÛrama] 
 crew [kHÛru] gravy [kÛrEpi] 
 fry-pan [pHÛraipHEn]   
 (c) sC clusters    
 speaker [sÛpHikH�] spike [sÛpHaikHÛ] 
 street [sÛtHÛritHÛ] stew [sÛtHju] 
 skate [sÛkHeitHÛ] scope [sÛkHopHÛ] 
 smoke [sÛmokHÛ] smog [sÛmokÛ] 
 snow [sÛnou] snack [sÛnEk] 
 sleeve [sÛllipÛ] slide [sÛllaitÛ] 
 
 With respect to branching-onset clusters as in (17a) and (17b), the occurrence of 
[Û] between an obstruent and a liquid is straightforwardly accounted for by the inter-
onset governing relation. 
 
(18) (a) /<pHØlØlEn>Ø/  [pHÛllEn]  plan 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  [  < x  x  x  x  x  x  x >  x ] 
  |  ↓  ↓    |  |  | 
  pH  [Û]  ↓    l  E  n 
  ↑  | |  ↓    
    | |  inter-onset government 
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  (b) /<tØrama>/  [tÛrama]  drama 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
  |  |  |  |  |  | 
[ < x  x  x  x  x  x > ] 
  |  ↓  |  |  |  | 
  t  [Û]  r  a  m  a 
  ↑  | |  ↓ 
    | |  inter-onset government 
 
 The lexical representations in (18) are derived through segmental conversion and 

the resultant strings are syllabified, as schematised in (16).  In (18b), the phonetic 
interpretation of N1 is due to the failure of the inter-onset government between O1 
and O2, i.e. /r/ cannot govern /t/.  The phonetic form [tÛrama] is derived. 

In (18a), as discussed in the previous section, the intervocalic /l/ in this example 
is geminated.  Furthermore, this geminate has a doubly-linked structure, even though 
this representation differs from the analysis in Chapter 3 in that the double [ll] is 
derived from underlying /r/ through a strengthening process, as in /kH�rØre/ [kH�lle] 
‘a pair’.  This difference marks one of the differences between the loanword 
phonology and the native phonology.  Nonetheless, the occurrence of [Û] in (18a) is 
simply due to the failure of the inter-onset government between O1 and O2.  Since 
the segmental content of O2 is empty, O2 cannot govern /pH/ in O1 and therefore the 
intervening empty nucleus N1 receives phonetic interpretation.   

Now, consider initial sC clusters in (17c) in which an intervening empty nucleus 
is phonetically realised.  Regarding s+nasal and s+liquid sequences, the phonetic 
realisation of the intervening empty nucleus is due to the failure of inter-onset 
government, i.e. a nasal or a liquid cannot govern a preceding lenis obstruent.  This 
is illustrated below. 
 
(19) /<sØnEkH>Ø/  [sÛnEk]  snack   
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  
  |  |  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x  x  x 
  |  ↓  |  |  | 
  s  [Û]  n  E  kH 
  ↑  | |  ↓    ↓ 
    | |      [k]12 
    inter-onset government 
 
 With respect to s+aspirated obstruent clusters, the intervening empty nucleus is 
phonetically manifested despite the fact that a following aspirated segment has an 
appropriate governing property and a potential government-licenser is present, as 
shown below. 
 
                                                           
12 I will discuss cases in which aspirated stops are realised as lenis stops in final position in section 5.3. 
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(20)  /<sØpHikH�>/  [sÛpHikH�]  speaker 
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
 |  |  |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x  x  x 
 |  ↓  |  |  |  | 
 s  [Û]  pH  i  kH  � 
 ↑    ↓  inter-onset government 
 

In (20), the requirements of inter-onset government are fulfilled in that the 
aspirated segment /pH/ in O2 can govern the lenis obstruent /s/ in O1 and the 
government-licenser /i/ in N2 is present.  Even though (20) satisfies the 
requirements of inter-onset government, the phonetic interpretation of N1 is due to 
the nature of the fricative /s/.  Recall from Chapter 3 that there are parallel cases in 
native Korean, i.e. /<usØk’wa!Ø/ [usÛk’wa @� ‘funny’ and /<mEsØk’�p>Ø/ 
[mEsÛk’op] ‘nauseated’.  Also in these examples, /s/ is followed by a headed 
segment and an unlicensed nucleus, which satisfies the requirements of inter-onset 
government.  In Chapter 3, I claim that the phonetic interpretation of the empty 
nucleus after /s/ is due to the conflict between the PP and the ECP (inter-onset 
government) and the CLE.  Specifically, internal empty nuclei are onset-dominant in 
that a segment preceding this empty nucleus is preserved rather than undergoing 
neutralisation to become [t] with the following empty nucleus being licensed: the PP 
is stronger than the CLE and overrides the requirements of inter-onset government.  
Thus, the phonetic interpretation of N1 in (20) follows that of internal empty nuclei 
in native words. 

Now, consider the contexts in which empty nuclei are licensed in loanwords.  
Given the notion of inter-onset government, the non-occurrence of [Û] is predictable 
in that the intervening empty nucleus is licensed between two consonants forming a 
well-formed internal coda-onset cluster of English, except for sC clusters in which 
the vowel [Û] follows /s/, as discussed above.  The relevant examples are shown 
below (some examples repeated from (13a)). 
 
(21) (a) lC clusters    
 [elpou] elbow [pilti @ building 
 [alkoritÛm] algorithm   
 [tolpHin] dolphin [m�ltHi] multi(-screen) 
 [alkHol] alchol   
 (b) NC clusters    
 [Embjull�nsÛ] ambulance [pendi @ vending 
 [E JÛl] angle   
 [kHEmpHi @ camping [sentH�ri @ centering 
 [pE NHi @ banking   
 (c) Other clusters    
 [�tEptH�] adapter [taktH�] doctor 
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An intervening empty nucleus between a given cluster in (21) is always licensed.  
The licensing of the intervening empty nucleus is due to the satisfaction of the 
requirements of inter-onset government; a following government-licenser is present 
and the second member can govern the first, as shown below. 
 
(22)  /<pilØti !Ø/  [pilti @��building 
 
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
[ < x    x  x  x  x  x >  x ] 
 |  |  |  ↓  |  |  | 
 p  i  l  [ø]  t  i   
     ↑    ↓  inter-onset government 
 
 An interesting phenomenon is observed in stop-stop sequences.  In English, the 
coronal stop occupies an onset and the non-coronal stop occurs in a ‘coda’ in 
genuine sequences, as in (21c) (KLV 1990 and Harris 1994).  As noted, the vowel 
[Û] does not occur between these sequences.  The word napkin contains a bogus 
cluster, i.e. -pk-,13  and has alternating forms, [napkHin] or [napHÛkin].  The 
intervening empty nucleus between /pH/ and /kH/ is optionally realised, as shown 
below. 
 
 (23)  /<nEpHØkHin>Ø/  [nEpHÛkin]  or [nEpkHin]   
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
[ < x  x  x  x  x  x  x >  x ] 
 |  |  |    |  |  |   
 n  E  pH    kH  i  n 
 
I speculate that the choice of the alternating forms varies entirely from individual to 
individual.14  For [napHÛkHin], the occurrence of [Û] is straightforwardly accounted for 
by the failure of inter-onset government, i.e. a headed segment cannot govern 
another headed segment.  Note that the occurrence of [Û] in this context is not 
observed in native Korean.15  This may provide a plausible account of the other 
phonetic form [napkHin], because there are sequences of lenis stop + headed segment 
in mono-morphemic words as well as in suffixation contexts, e.g. [sEks’i] ‘young 
lady’, [nÛkt’E] ‘wolf’, [kakt’uki] ‘pickled radish’, and [nopt’a] /[[<mopH>Ø] ta] ‘high 
+ declarative suffix’ and [kipk’o] /[[<kipH>Ø] ko]/ ‘deep + emphatic suffix’.   

                                                           
13 According to the OED, the word napkin is analysed as a morphologically complex form, i.e. a stem nap 
followed by a diminutive suffix kin.  Note that etymologically there are no internal –kp- sequences in 
English. 
14 I am aware that the proper name Hopkins has only a single phonetic form, i.e. [hopkHins]. 
15 With this point, I agree with Yip (1993: 262), who asserts that “the apparent absence of comparable 
processes in the native phonology is an artifact of the lack of inputs for which such processes are 
needed.” 
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There are two possible ways of explaining the form [napkHin].  One way is that 
the sequence -pk- is treated in the same way as that of -pt- or -kt- in (21c).  Native 
speakers then regard the second member of the sequences as headed and the first as 
headless, as in mono-morphemic words.  The other way is that the word napkin is 
treated as morphologically complex in the same way as in suffixation or 
compounding in Korean, i.e. /<napH>Ø/ /<kHin>Ø/ or /[[<napH>Ø] kHinØ]/.  In these 
representations, /pH/ occurs before a final empty nucleus and so undergoes 
neutralisation, and is therefore realised as [p].  Nonetheless, it is important to note 
that the sequences -pHÛkH- and -pkH- of both outputs are well-formed in terms of the 
ECP. 

To summarise, I argue that the treatment of internal empty nuclei in loanwords is 
the same as that of native words when we assume the presence of empty nuclei.  I 
show that this approach provides a unified way of the occurrence of the vowel [Û] 
without causing any duplication problem.  It follows that the phonetic interpretation 
of empty nuclei in loanwords is also controlled by the ECP.  An empirical 
consequence is that the epenthesis of [Û] is no longer part of the grammar of Korean. 
 
 
5.3. Licensing of final empty nuclei in loanwords 
 
In this section, I deal with the licensing of final empty nuclei in loanwords.  The 
occurrence of [Û] in final position marks a significant diversion from the native 
phonology.  However, as we will see below, [Û] does not always occur in final 
position.  I will show that the distribution of the vowel [Û] in this position is mainly 
determined by the interactions of the ECP, the PP and the CLE.  There are some 
cases which are not accounted for by these interactions of the three mechanism.  I 
will claim that these cases are due to a suspension of the effect of the CLE. 
 
5.3.1. Sonorant-final loanwords 
 
Apart from /r/-final words in English discussed in section 5.4, we observe that final 
[Û] does not occur in sonorant-final loanwords, as shown below.  The relevant 
examples are repeated from (7). 
 
(24) (a) Nasal-final words     
 /<tEm>Ø/ [tEm] dam /<k�m>Ø/ [k�m] gum 
 /<pHen>Ø/ [pHen] pen /<neon>Ø/ [neon] neon 
 /<kHi !Ø/ [kHi @ king /<so !Ø/ [so @ song 
 (b) l-final words     
 /<hil>Ø/ [hil] HIL /<hotel>Ø/ [hotHel] hotel 
 

As in the native phonology, the non-occurrence of [Û] in this position is simply 
due to the CLE, i.e. the sonorants, [l, m, n, @�� FDQ� EH� OLFHQVHG� E\� D� ILQDO� HPSW\�
nucleus.  Thus, sonorant-final loanwords behave in the same way as in native words. 
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5.3.2. Fricative-final and affricate-final loanwords 
 
In this section, I deal with fricative-final and affricate-final English words.  As we 
have seen above, some examples end in [Û] and others in [i].  I claim that the 
different realisations of the vowel in this position are to preserve the identity of the 
segments from the source language.  The relevant examples are repeated from (8). 
 
(25) (a) s-final and z-final words    
 /<p�s>Ø/ [p�sÛ] bus /<kas>Ø/ [kasÛ] gas 
 /<cHic>Ø/ [cHicÛ] cheese /<saic>Ø/ [saicÛ] size 
 (b) f-final and v-final words    
 /<pipH>Ø/ [pipHÛ] beef /<sØkHapH>Ø/ [sÛkHapHÛ] scarf 
 /<laip>Ø/ [laipÛ] live /<top>Ø/ [topÛ] Dove 
 (c) S-final and Z-final words    
 /<sEsj>Ø/ [sEsi] sash /<pHisj>Ø/ [pHisi] fish 
 /<peic>Ø/ [peici] beige /<karac>Ø/ [karaci] garage 
 (d) T-final words     
 /<maus>Ø/ [mausÛ] mouth    
 (e) tS-final and dZ-final words    
 /<kHoucH>Ø/ [kHoucHi] coach /<pHicH>Ø/ [pHicHi] peach 
 /<kHalØlic>Ø/ [kallici] college /<keic>Ø/ [keici] gauge 
 
 In (25), all segments before a final empty nucleus are subject to the CLE, except 
v-final words ending in /p/, i.e. only [p, t, k, m, n, �� O@�RFFXU�EHIRUH�D�ILQDO�HPSW\�
nucleus.  As discussed in Chapter 3, these segments undergo neutralisation in the 
native phonology.  If neutralisation were to apply to these final segments, the 
outcome would be [t], except for f-final and v-final words.  In that case, the 
identities of loanwords would in all cases be indistinguishable.  In order to make a 
distinction among these segments, the loanword phonology preserves the segmental 
content of final consonants by the phonetic interpretation of the final empty nucleus, 
because the unlicensed nucleus can license a preceding consonant.  For instance, the 
underlying form /<p�s> Ø/ is represented by both ‘friend’ and bus.  When the final 
segment /s/ of the loanword bus undergoes neutralisation, the phonetic form [p�t] 
emerges, and so we are not able to distinguish between these two words phonetically.  
In order to do so, the final empty nucleus receives phonetic manifestation to license 
the preceding /s/, i.e. [p�sÛ].   

This phonetic realisation of the final empty nucleus in the loanword phonology 
marks a significant difference from the native phonology.  The difference is 
characterised by the different precedence order among the ECP, the PP and the CLE.  
Regarding the different behaviour of the final empty nuclei between the native and 
the loanword phonology, the orders of both phonological components are shown 
below. 
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(26) (a) Native phonology  
 the ECP (domain-final licensing), the CLE > the PP 
 (b) Loanword phonology  
 the PP, the CLE > the ECP (domain-final licensing)           (>: precedence) 
 
In the native phonology, as in (26a), domain-final licensing precedes the PP and so 
the application of neutralisation is favoured over the PP.  In the loanword phonology, 
as in (26b), the PP is favoured and so the final empty nucleus is phonetically realised 
in order for the content of the preceding consonant to be preserved. 
 With respect to the different phonetic interpretation of final empty nuclei above, 
e.g. /<saic>Ø/ [saicÛ] size and /<keic>Ø/ [keici] gauge, the segmental content of the 
source language influences the phonetic shapes of final empty nuclei.  Since the 
segment /c/ in Korean represents both the palato-alveolar affricate /dZ/ and the 
coronal fricative /z/ of English, these segments would be indistinguishable if the 
final empty nucleus was uniformly realised as [Û].  As noted in the segmental 
structures of the affricates in Korean, the spreading of the element I is used as a 
device to maintain a distinction between the two segments.  The presence of 
spreading indicates that the segmental identity of the final consonant is a palato-
alveolar affricate of English and its absence indicates that the segmental content of 
the final consonant is a coronal fricative, as shown below. 
 
(27) (a) /<saic>Ø/ [saicÛ] size 
   O  N  O  N  O  N16 
   |  |    |  |  | 
   x  x    x  x  x 
   |  |    |    /     \  ↓ 
   s  a    i   R  / [Û] 
            | 
            H 
            | 
            I 

                                                           
16 In the native phonology, if there are two contiguous nuclei without a skeletal point of the intervening 
onset, these two nuclei are subject to the avoidance of vowel-hiatus, e.g. by diphthongisation or vowel-
deletion, as discussed in Chapter 2.  However, loanwords including Sino-Korean words do not show the 
effect of vowel-hiatus in the same context, as shown in (27).  Two accounts are possible to explain this 
difference.  One would be due to the preservation of segmental identity, since either diphthongisation or 
vowel-deletion causes changes of the segmental shapes of loanwords.  The other would be that all heavy 
diphthongs of English loanwords are lexically assigned a skeletal point of a preceding onset of the second 
member of the diphthong to prevent diphthongisation from applying to the sequences in question.   
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  (b) /<keic>Ø/[keici] gauge 
   O  N  O  N  O  N 
   |  |    |  |  | 
   x  x    x  x  x 
   |  |    |    /     \  ↓ 
   k  e    i   R    /  [i] 
            | 
            H 
            | 
            I 
 

With respect to /z/-final words, as in (27a), the absence of spreading of the 
element I produces the vowel [Û] in final position.  Regarding /dZ/-final words, as in 
(27b), the element I spreads to the following unlicensed empty nucleus to yield [i].17  
The same account applies to /tS/-final words in which the element I spreads to the 
following unlicensed empty nucleus, yielding [i] in final position, e.g. /<kHoucH> Ø/ 
[kHoucHi] coach.  This illustrates the fact that the segmental content of the source 
language affects the phonetic interpretation of the final empty nucleus to preserve 
the distinction among segments.   
 Let us consider /S/-final and /Z/-final words in which the final empty nucleus is 
also realised as [i], e.g. /<sasj> Ø/ [sEsi] sash and /<peic>Ø/ [peici] beige.  
Regarding /Z/-final words, the realisation of in final position is the same as that of 
/dZ/-final words in that the element I of /c/ spreads to the following unlicensed 
empty nucleus.18  As for /S/-final words, the source of [i] in final position does not 
come from the segmental structure of /s/.  Rather, in the process of the segmental 
adaptation, /S/ is transformed into /sj/ in Korean, as was shown in (1).  In GP, as 
shown in Chapter 2, the glide /j/ is also represented by the element I.  Thus, the 
source of the vowel [i] in final position, comes from the element I of the glide /j/, as 
shown in (28). 
 
(28) /<sEsj> Ø/ [sEsi] sash 
  O  N  O  N 
  |  |  |  | 
  x  x  x  x 
  |  |  |  ↓ 
  s  E  s    I [i] 
 
In (28), I treat the element I as floating.19  This floating element is linked to the 
following unlicensed empty nucleus to become [i].  The same effect is observed 
                                                           
17 Since the content of an unlicensed empty nucleus is empty, the outcome of the spreading of the element 
I is [i]. 
18  This may provide a plausible account of why Korean speakers have articulatory and perceptual 
difficulties in distinguishing between /Z/ and /dZ/. 
19 If we treat this element as belonging to an onset, a technical problem arises in that the delinking of the 
element I from the onset and the spreading of this element to the following nucleus are required.  That is, 
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when an unlicensed nucleus follows this segment, e.g. /<sjo>/ [sjo] show.  In this 
case, the sequence [jo] constitutes a light diphthong. 
 Finally, consider f-final and v-final words in which the vowel [Û] emerges in final 
position.  /f/ and /v/ of English are adapted as [pH] and [p], respectively, e.g. 
/<pipH>Ø/ [pipHÛ] beef, /<laip>Ø/ [laipÛ] live.  The phonetic realisation of [Û] after 
/pH/ is dealt with in the same way as other fricative-final words, because the segment 
/pH/ is not licensed by a final empty nucleus and so this empty nucleus receives 
phonetic interpretation to license the segment /pH/, in order to preserve the segmental 
identity of the source language.   

The occurrence of [Û] after /p/ for v-final words, however, violates the CLE in 
that /p/ can be licensed by a final empty nucleus and so [Û] is not expected to occur 
in this position.  Recall that sonorant-final words, as discussed in 5.3.1, do not have 
the final [Û], due to the fact that all sonorants except /r/ can be licensed by a final 
empty nucleus.  Also, the distribution of the final [Û] is limited to cases in which 
final consonants are not licensed by the final empty nucleus.  The question arises as 
to why [Û] occurs after the segment that the final empty nucleus can license.  This 
question will be tackled in section 5.3.4. 

So far, I have discussed the presence/absence of [Û] in final position.  This is 
controlled by the interaction among the ECP, the PP and the CLE.  The precedence 
of domain-final licensing over the PP triggers neutralisation in the native phonology, 
but when the PP dominates domain-final licensing the occurrence of [Û] occurs in 
final position, which prominently characterises the loanword phonology.  Note that 
the presence/absence of [Û] in final position, as discussed in 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, is 
obligatory in the sense that there are no alternating forms for sonorant-final, 
affricate-final and fricative-final words.  In the next section, I will discuss stop-final 
loanwords in which the occurrence of the in final position is more complicated than 
in the data discussed so far. 
 
5.3.3. Stop-final loanwords ending in a consonant cluster 
 
Stop-final loanwords can be classified into two types.  First, there are loanwords 
ending in a consonant cluster and second, there are loanwords ending in a single 
stop.  In view of the occurrence of [Û] in final position, these two types clearly show 
a difference in that the former usually contain the final [Û] obligatorily and the latter 
contain it optionally, in the sense that the occurrence of [Û] varies between individual 
words and perhaps between speakers.  In this section, I will deal with the former 
type in a detailed way.  Some relevant data are repeated from (5). 
 
(29) (a) Liquid-obstruent sequences   
  pulp [pH�lpHÛ] belt [peltHÛ] 
  bulk [p�lkHÛ]   
  bulb [p�lpÛ] cold [kHoltÛ] 
                                                                                                                                        
resyllabification from the onset to the nucleus is involved in this process.  Theory-internally, however, 
this operation is prohibited due to the Projection Principle which does not allow resyllabification.   
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 (b) Nasal-obstruent sequences   
  camp [kHEmpHÛ] tent [tHentHÛ] 
  bank [pE NHÛ]   
  band [pEndÛ]   
 

The consonant sequences in (29) are well-formed coda-onset clusters of English.  
These sequences are syllabically mapped onto two onsets intervened by an empty 
nucleus and followed by a final empty nucleus, as shown below. 
 
(30) /[<tHentH>Ø]/ [tHentHÛ] tent 
  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
  |  |  |  |  |  | 
 [ < x  x  x  x  x> ⇐ x ] 
  |  |  |    |  ↓ 
  tH  e  n    tH  [Û] 
      ↑    ↓ inter-onset government 
              (⇐: government-licensing) 
 
 In (30), there are two possible sites for phonetic interpretation, i.e. N2 and N3.  
The onsets O2 and O3 constitute an inter-onset governing domain, since the coronal 
aspirated segment in O3 can govern the coronal nasal in O2.  Recall from Chapter 3 
that a government-licenser is required to sustain inter-onset government between 
two preceding consonants, since otherwise the intervening empty nucleus receives 
phonetic interpretation.  Some relevant examples of native words are shown below. 
 
(31) (a) The presence of a government-licenser  
 /<mj�rØcHi>/ [mj�lcHi] ‘anchovy’ 
 /<nakØc’i/ [nakc’i] ‘octopus’ 
 /<�mØpHo>/ [�mpHo] ‘threat’ 
 (b) The absence of a government licenser  
 /<turØp>Ø/ [turÛp] ‘aralia shoots’ 
 /<sirØm>Ø/ [sirÛm] ‘anxiety’ 
 /<murØpH>Ø/ [murÛp] ‘knee’ 
 

In (31), the consonant sequences surrounding the penultimate empty nucleus 
(underlined) may potentially enter into an inter-onset governing relation.  With 
respect to the data in (31a), the final vowel acting as a government-licenser provides 
licensing potential to a preceding consonant to govern its complement.  The 
outcome is that the penultimate empty nucleus is licensed.  The data in (31b), 
however, end in a final empty nucleus which cannot act as a government-licenser 
and so the final consonant does not receive the licensing ability to establish the inter-
onset governing relation.  Thus, the penultimate empty nucleus must be phonetically 
interpreted. 
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 Bearing in mind (31), the situation of (30) is the same as that of (31b) in that 
there are two empty nuclei and the penultimate one is surrounded by a consonant 
sequence holding a potential inter-onset governing relation.  If the penultimate 
empty nucleus N2 receives phonetic interpretation in the same way as in the native 
phonology, the outcome is [tHenÛt] in which the final consonant /tH/ undergoes 
neutralisation.  Obviously, this form is not phonetically similar to the form of the 
source language, which is [tent].  Thus, the strategy in the loanword phonology is 
different, in that the final empty nucleus N3 must receive phonetic interpretation in 
order to act as a government-licenser to preserve the preceding consonant sequences 
from the source language. 20   The phonetic interpretation of N3 prevents the 
occurrence of [Û] in N2 and so sustains the identity of the consonant sequences, 
which makes the phonetic form similar to that of the source language.. 21   The 
examples in (29) provide another instance of the difference between the loanword 
and the native phonology. 
 In this sense, the motivation of the phonetic interpretation of the final empty 
nucleus in (30) is different from that of the cases discussed in the previous section.  
Both cases have in common the obligatory realisation of the final empty nucleus and 
the predominance of the PP, but the role of the unlicensed final empty nucleus is 
different in that it acts as a government-licenser in the former but as a licenser of a 
preceding consonant in the latter case.   
 Finally, let us consider loanwords ending in a cluster but in which the 
penultimate empty nucleus receives phonetic interpretation, instead of the final 
empty nucleus.  The examples are shown below. 
 
(32) (a) Cl cluster final     
 /<EpHØl>Ø/ [EpHÛl] apple /<litHØl>Ø/ [litHÛl] little 
 /<tHEkHØl>Ø/ [tHEkHÛl] tackle    
 /<t�pØl>Ø/ [t�pÛl] double /<mitØl>Ø/ [mitÛl] middle 
 /<kokØl>Ø/ [kokÛl] goggle    
 (b) lN cluster final     
 /<pHilØlØm>Ø/ [pHill Ûm] film /<kHilØlØn>Ø/ [kHill Ûn] kiln 
 

                                                           
20  In fact, Korean also has words ending in a consonant cluster, e.g. /<tark>Ø/ [tak] ‘chicken’, 
/<moks’>Ø/ [mok] ‘share’ and so on.  In isolation, one of these two consonants is deleted but both 
consonants are realised when a vowel-initial nominative suffix follows, e.g. /<tark> i> [talki] and 
/<moks’> i/ [moks’i].  These facts show that the native phonology is also different from the loanword 
phonology regarding the treatment of final consonant clusters.  I am aware that the treatment of the native 
words ending in a cluster may be problematic within the current syllable inventory proposed in this thesis.  
I will discuss problems involving these words in Chapter 6. 
21 In the loanword phonology, this analysis implies that the domain of the application of the ECP is an 
extended stem rather than a stem domain.  For the preservation of the segmental content of the source 
language, the example in (30) shows that the algorithm of the ECP would consider the presence of a final 
empty nucleus outside the stem domain.  Since the penultimate empty nucleus N2 is in (30) not a proper 
site, the application of the ECP extends to the final empty nucleus N3.  The phonetic realisation of N3 
provides another difference from the native phonology. 
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(32a) contains Cl cluster-final loanwords in which the penultimate empty nucleus 
receives phonetic interpretation. 22   When we observe consonant sequences 
surrounding the penultimate empty nucleus, an inter-onset governing relation is not 
established, due to the inability of the liquid to govern the preceding stop.  Thus, the 
phonetic interpretation of the penultimate empty nucleus is due to the failure of 
inter-onset government.  The following configuration illustrates this point.   
 
(33) /<tHEkHØl>Ø/ [tHEkHÛl] tackle 
 O  N  O  N  O  N 
 |  |  |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x  x  x 
 |  |  |  ↓  |   
 tH  E  kH  [Û]  l 
     ↑  | |  ↓ inter-onset government 
       | | 
 
 The two examples in (32b) are of interest in comparison with those in (29) and 
(32a), in that the consonant clusters in (32b) are coda-onset sequences from the 
source language as in (29), and yet the penultimate empty nucleus receives phonetic 
interpretation, as in (32a).  This is mainly due to the consonant adaptation of the 
inter-vocalic liquid /l/ from English to Korean, i.e. /l/ in English is doubled in this 
position to preserve the segmental identity.  The lexical representation of film is 
shown below. 
 
(34) /<pHilØlØm>Ø/ [pHill Ûm] film 
(a)  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 

 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
[ < x  x  x  x  x  ⇐ x  x > ⇐ x ] 
 |  |      |  ↓  |  ↓ 
 pH  i      l  [Û]  m  [Û] 
         ↑    ↓ inter-onset government 

(b)  O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3  O4  N4 
 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 
[ < x  x  x  x  x  ⇐ x  x >  x ] 
 |  |  ↑    |  ↓  |   
 pH  i  ↑    l  [Û]  m   

↑ ↓ inter-onset government 
(⇐: government-licensing) 

 

                                                           
22 In the GP literature (KLV 1990 and Harris 1994), the final Cl clusters in English are not treated as 
genuine consonant sequences, since an empty nucleus intervenes between these clusters.  Thus, the 
syllabification of these sequences is /– CØlØ/.  The empirical evidence for this syllabification is that the 
penultimate empty nucleus is optionally realised as [�], as in [simp�l], [lit �l] and [tæk�l]. 
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If we treat (34) in the same way as (29) and (30), i.e. the phonetic interpretation 
of the final empty nucleus enables the preceding onset to govern its complement, 
then the problem arises as to how the intervening empty nucleus N2 is licensed, as in 
(34a), because there is another inter-onset governing relation which requires a 
government-licenser.  That is, there is no government-licenser to establish the inter-
onset government between O2 and O3.  In order to maintain inter-onset government 
between O2 and O3, N3 must receive phonetic interpretation, which would result in 
the incorrect phonetic form *[pHÛllÛmÛ].  In fact, this form is in conflict with the CLE 
in that the final /m/ can be licensed by a final empty nucleus N4 and yet N4 must be 
unlicensed to government-license the preceding /m/.  Furthermore, the form 
[pHÛllÛmÛ] shows that government-licensing takes place twice and so the phonetic 
realisation occurs in two nuclear positions.  To resolve the conflict between the CLE 
and domain-final licensing, the proper site of [Û] is the penultimate empty nucleus, as 
in (34b), i.e. [pHillÛm].  This form provides a simpler and yet more appropriate 
account of the presence of a doubly-linked /l/ which requires a government-licenser 
and the fact that the final /m/ can occur before a final empty nucleus. 
 
5.3.4 Loanwords with a single final stop 
 
In this section, I deal with loanwords ending in a single stop, paying particular 
attention to the occurrence of [Û] in final position.  As we have seen in 5.1, the 
distribution of [Û] in this position is hard to generalise, since this vowel seems to 
occur randomly, depending on individual loanwords.  In order to seek a proper 
account of this optional occurrence of the vowel [Û], I will consider the data in a 
more detailed way.   

(35) shows how the Orthography System of Foreign Words published by the 
National Academy of the Korean Language, regulates the occurrence of the final [Û] 
of English loanwords. 
 
(35) (a) Voiceless stops 
  (i) A final voiceless stop after a short (lax) vowel occurs without a 

following [Û]. 
  (ii) Otherwise, i.e. when a long (tense) vowel precedes a final voiceless 

stop, the vowel [Û] occurs in final position. 
 (b) Voiced stops 
  The vowel [Û] occurs after a final voiced stop. 
 

According to the regulation in (35a), the quality of a preceding vowel determines 
the occurrence of the final [Û].  For instance, cap and cape are realised as [kHEp] and 
[kHeipHÛ], since the former contains a short vowel and the latter a long one (or heavy 
diphthong), respectively.  Notice that the final stop /p/ of English is realised as [p], 
as in cap, when the vowel [Û] does not follow, i.e. this segment undergoes 
neutralisation, as in native words.  This implies that some loanwords behave in the 
same way as native words because they show neutralisation, instead the phonetic 
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realisation of [Û] in final position (see below for a detailed analysis of this type of 
loanwords). 

With respect to voiced stop-final words, as in (35b), hub, kid and egg are realised 
as [h�pÛ], [kHitÛ] and [ekÛ], respectively.  (35b) shows that the CLE does not apply to 
these forms, because the lenis stops occur before the vowel [Û].  Hence there are 
three ways of representing loanwords ending in a single stop, i.e. an aspirated stop 
followed by the vowel [Û] as in (35ai), a lenis stop followed by the vowel [Û], as in 
(35b), and a lenis stop without the vowel [Û], as in (35aii).  In this way, loanwords 
ending in a single stop show a significant difference from loanwords ending in 
consonants other than a stop, in that these loanwords obligatorily contain a final [Û] 
in a fricative- or an affricate-final word and do not for sonorant-final words. 

Let us consider how the regulations in (35) apply to 420 words containing a 
single final-stop, collected from the Compilations and various previous analyses on 
loanwords (see Appendix). 23   The following table shows the frequency of the 
occurrence of [Û] in final position, depending on place of articulation and the 
laryngeal state of the final stops.   
 
(36) Ø [Û] Ø or [Û] TOTAL 
p-final word 46 65. 7% 17 24.2% 7 10% 70 
t-final word 65 38.9% 88 52.6% 14 8.3% 167 
k-final word 60 50.8% 48 40.6% 10 8.4% 118 
SUBTOTAL  171 48.1% 153 43% 31 8.7% 355 
b-final 6 30% 14 70% 0 0  20 
d-final 0 0 30 100% 0 0 30 
g-final 1 6.6% 14 93.3% 0 0 15 
SUBTOTAL 7 10.7% 58 89.2% 0 0 65 

TOTAL 178 42.3% 211 50.2% 31 7.3% 420 
(Ø: absence of the final-[Û], [Û]: presence of the final-[Û], Ø or [Û]: alternating forms) 
 
 The table in (36) shows the rate of occurrence of the final [Û], irrespective of the 
quality of the preceding vowel.  First, the occurrence of the final [Û] in voiced stop-
final words is far more frequent than in voiceless stop-final words: the rate of the 
former and the latter is 89.2% and 43%, respectively.  This may be due to (35b).  
The distribution between the presence and the absence of the final [Û] among 
voiceless stop-final words is almost evenly balanced, i.e. 43% in the former and 
48.1% in the latter.  With respect to place of articulation, among voiceless stop-final 
words, more than half of labial-final and velar-final words do not have final  [Û], but 
more than half of coronal-final words do have final [Û].  The presence of alternating 
forms is not affected by place of articulation among the voiceless stop-final words, 
in that its percentage is more or less similar, i.e. 10% for the labial, 8.3% for the 

                                                           
23 Note that not all phonetic forms of the examples in (36) follow the regulations in (35).  On the basis of 
my intuition with the consultations from informants and the data in the previous analyses, some phonetic 
forms are modified in the course of the collection. 
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coronal and 8.4% for the velar.  Note that there is no variation among the voiced 
stop-final words.   

In order to examine the data in (36) in more detail, let us consider exceptions to 
(35).  I found that there are 65 cases out of 420, i.e. 15.4%.  Some examples are 
shown below. 
 
(37) (a) Non-occurrence of the vowel [Û] after a long vowel 
 group [kÛrup] *[kÛrupHÛ] leap [lip] *[lipHÛ] 
 (b) Occurrence of the vowel [Û] after a short vowel  
 bat [pEtHÛ] *[pet] edit [EtitHÛ] *[etit] 
 knot [notHÛ] *[not] knit [nitHÛ] *[nit] 
 unit [junitHÛ] *[unit] wit [witÛ] *[wit] 
 knock [nokHÛ] *[nok] shock [sjokHÛ] *[sjok] 
 (c) Non-occurrence of the vowel [Û] after a voiced stop  
 web [wep] *[wepÛ] tab [tHEp] *[tHEpÛ] 
 big [pik] *[pikÛ]    
 (d) Alternating forms  
 cut [kH�t] [kH�tHÛ] tape [tHeip] [tHeipHÛ] 
 cake [kHeik] [kHeikHÛ]    

 
The number of exceptions to (35) is as follows: 2 out of 130 (1.5%) in (37a), 25 

out of 204 (12.3%) in (37b), 7 out of 65 (10.8%) in (37c) and 31 for alternating 
forms.  Note that the rate of exceptional cases in (37a) is the lowest.  In other words, 
when a tense vowel precedes a stop, the vowel [Û] almost always occurs finally.  
Furthermore, exceptions in (37b) show the highest rate.  Interestingly, among these 
exceptions, there are no exceptions for labial voiceless stop-final words.  Overall, 
regarding place of articulation, the labial stop behaves consistently with the 
regulations in (35) (there are only two exceptions).  The coronal stop-final words 
show the worst behaviour, in that there are 20 exceptions.   
 On the basis of the observations made thus far, the exceptional cases in (37a) and 
(37b) may provide a plausible account of why the set of exceptional loanwords with 
a single stop-final lacks the final [Û].  First consider the word group [kÛrup] in (37a).  
This word is frequently used in compounding with Sino-Korean words, e.g. [kÛrup 
�hE @�group ‘tour’, ‘group tour’, [cEp�l kÛrup] ‘conglomerate’ group, ‘big company 
group’.  Also, it is used in loanword compounds such as [sÛtH�ti kÛrup] study group.  
An interesting exception is the word web [wep] in (37b).  The phonetic form of web 
is [wepÛ] in the Compilations (published in 1988).  However, at present, this form 
[wepÛ] is never used in daily conversations and the media since the advent of the 
Internet age, i.e. the mid-90’s.  For instance, in compounds, e.g. [wep s’aitHÛ] web-
site and [wem muns�] web-‘document’, the final [Û] never surfaces.  In particular, in 
the latter form, the final [p] undergoes nasalisation when the following consonant is 
a nasal.  In the former, the following /s/ undergoes tensification.  These two 
processes have the same contexts as those in suffixation, as discussed in Chapter 4.  
The change from [wepÛ] to [wep] is definitely influenced by social factors, one of 
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which is frequent usage.  Frequent usage implies that a loanword in question is more 
familiar with the native speakers and hence more entrenched in the native phonology. 

In fact, all exceptions in (37b), e.g. club [kHÛll�p], jab [cEp], job [jap], tab [tHEp], 
big [pik] and bag [pEk], are frequently used among native speakers and so they 
become familiar.  The notion of familiarity is hard to define in terms of quantitative 
measurement or frequency, but the fact that English is the first foreign language in 
Korea and English education starts from middle school indicates that Korean 
speakers more or less know some basic English vocabulary.  Also, in the media, in 
particular in advertisements, the use of foreign words has become commonplace.  
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that native speakers get used to loanwords 
which are frequently used and so feel familiar with them.  
 On the basis of the notion of familiarity, I argue that the loanwords in (37a,b) are 
familiar with the native speakers and that familiarity causes them to be assimilated 
into the native vocabulary.  In this way, the phonological behaviour of these 
loanwords is parallel to that of native lexical items, in particular in suffixation with 
the word web, as shown above.  Thus, phonologically, the notion of the familiarity is 
interpreted as a means for classifying some loanwords as part of the native lexical 
items.  Thereafter, I will call these loanwords pseudo-native words.  The term 
pseudo indicates that these loanwords are still recognised as foreign words by the 
native speaker, even though their phonological behaviour is the same as that of 
native words.   
 The criterion for the classification of pseudo-native words depends on whether or 
not those loanwords end in a stop without final [Û].  The category of pseudo-native 
words comprises exceptions to (35) and cases observing (35ai).  In other words, I 
treat all loanwords without final [Û] as pseudo-native words.  This criterion is 
phonologically plausible in that the phonological behaviour in suffixation between 
pseudo-native and loanwords shows a clear contrast.  As we will see in section 5.4, 
the pseudo-native category actively participates in phonological processes in 
suffixation, precisely because we can set up an inter-onset governing relation 
between a final segment, i.e. the extended stem domain, and a suffix-initial segment, 
across a licensed empty nucleus.  In contrast, those loanwords ending in final [Û] do 
not exhibit any active phonological operations in suffixation, due to the fact that the 
presence of final [Û] eliminates an inter-onset governing relation between the final 
and the suffix-initial segment. 
 Regarding the treatment of the identity of the final stop in pseudo-native words, I 
claim that the lenis stop is the underlying segment, irrespective of its laryngeal state 
in the source language.  For instance, the words cap [kHEp] and web [wep] have 
underlying representations /<kHEp>Ø/ and /<wep>Ø/, respectively.  One piece of 
evidence for these underlying representations comes from nominative suffixation.  
The nominative forms of these two words are [kHepi] and [wepi], respectively.  
Recall that the nominative suffix /i/ is non-analytic so that stem-final segments are 
realised without segmental changes.  If /<kHEpH>Ø/ is the lexical representation of 
cap, then the nominative form would be *[kHEpHi].  Given this lexical representation, 
a stipulation is required to derive the correct phonetic form in that the behaviour of 
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the nominative suffix /i/ must be analytic for voiceless stops of English, i.e. the final 
/pH/ undergoes neutralisation and becomes [p] before a final empty nucleus and the 
suffix /i/ is added.  Obviously, this approach is undesirable.  Thus, the change from 
the aspirated to the lenis stop in the word cap is treated as lexicalised in the sense 
that this process is not visible in the loanword phonology. 
 Loanwords with a final stop other than pseudo-native words receive a final [Û].  
The phonetic interpretation of the final empty nucleus is motivated by 
considerations of maximal preservation of the segmental content of the source 
language.  For instance, the words mat and mad are represented by [mEtHÛ] and 
[mEtÛ], respectively.  The phonetic interpretation of the final [Û] in both loanwords 
makes it possible to retain the distinction between a voiceless and a voiced stop of 
English.  The presence of the final [Û] in mad indicates that the effect of the CLE is 
suspended, i.e. the suspension of the CLE allows [Û] to occur in final position.  The 
same effect is observed in other English loanwords ending in a voiced stop, e.g. hub 
[h�pÛ] and bug [p�kÛ].  The suppressive effect of the CLE in these examples shows 
another instance of how the loanword phonology differs from the native phonology. 
 In comparison with the regulations in (35) in which there are three ways of 
representing the final [Û], the postulation of the category of the pseudo-native words 
provides a simpler account of how the phonetic interpretation of the vowel [Û] in 
final position proceeds.  By classifying loanwords without final [Û] as pseudo-native 
words, 24  the remaining loanwords contain the vowel [Û] in final position.  The 
occurrence of the vowel [Û] in this position is due to the maximal preservation of the 
segmental content of the source language, which leads to the partial suspension of 
the application of the CLE, i.e. the vowel [Û] occurs after a lenis stop.  The following 
configuration illustrates how loanwords are organised within the lexicon. 
 
(38) The organisation of loanwords      
          
  Loanwords 
          
          
 Pseudo-native words 

without final [Û] 
 Genuine loanwords  

with final [Û] 
 

          
          
          
 
 Loanwords are divided into two parts.  The division depends on the occurrence 
of the final [Û], i.e. its absence constitutes the component of the pseudo-native 

                                                           
24 Regarding sonorant-final loanwords which lack final [Û], the effect of the CLE prevents the vowel [Û] 
from occurring in final position.  In fact, not all sonorant-final loanwords are familiar to native speakers.  
Nonetheless, the phonological behaviour of these words is parallel to that of the pseudo-native words in 
suffixation, i.e. an inter-onset governing relation can be set up across a licensed final empty nucleus in 
analytic suffixation.  Therefore, I classify them as pseudo-native words. 
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category and its presence constitutes the component of the genuine loanwords.  Note 
that part of the pseudo-native component is outside the loanword component which 
indicates that these words undergo phonological processes in the native phonology.  
The component of the genuine loanwords with the final [Û] is inside the loanwords, 
which shows that these words are not subject to the native phonology, due to the 
effect of the presence of the final [Û]. 
 To recapitulate, consider how relevant principles and the CLE interact, regarding 
the presence/absence of [Û] in final position, among obstruent-final loanwords, as 
shown below. 
 
(39) (a) Fricative-final and affricate-final words 
 The PP, the CLE > the ECP (domain-final licensing) 

e.g. bus [p�sÛ], cheese [cHicÛ], coach [kHocHi], college [kHallici] 
 (b) Voiceless stop-final words 
 The PP, the CLE > the ECP (domain-final licensing) 

e.g. harp [hapHÛ], mat [mEtHÛ], lake [leikHÛ] 
 (c) Voiced stop-final words 
 The PP > the ECP (domain-final licensing) and the suspension of the CLE 

e.g. tube [tHjupÛ], kid [kHitÛ], egg [ekÛ] 
 
Note that the effect of the CLE holds in the cases in (39a,b), in that the phonetic 
realisation of the final [Û] is mainly due to the precedence of the PP over the ECP.  In 
(39c), however, the CLE does not prevent [Û] from occurring in final position in 
order to preserve the distinction between the voiceless and the voiced stop of the 
source language.  In this sense, the application of the CLE is suppressed and so a 
lenis stop can occur before the vowel [Û].  In this case, the scope of the application of 
the CLE is suppressed in the series of lenis stops, but not in sonorants.  The 
occurrence of the vowel [Û] in final position, as in (39), characterises the loanword 
phonology as a component that is distinct from the native phonology. 
 Finally, consider loanwords with alternating forms, e.g. tape [tHeip] or [tHeipHÛ], 
mascot [masÛkHot] or [masÛkHotHÛ], cake [kHeik] or [kHeikHÛ].  Given the organisation 
in (38), I argue that these alternating forms vacillate between pseudo-native words 
and loanwords with final [Û].  As pseudo-native words, they undergo relevant 
phonological processes in suffixation and as loanwords with final [Û], they are 
immune to these processes.  For instance, in nominative suffixation, a sharp 
distinction is drawn between them.  For the loanwords with the final [Û], the 
nominative forms are [tHeipHÛka], [masÛkHotHÛka] and [kHeikHÛka] in which the suffix 
/ka/ follows.  This indicates that the presence of [Û] in final position plays a crucial 
role in the selection of the nominative suffix /ka/.  For the pseudo-native part, the 
nominative forms are [tHeipi], [masÛkHosi] and [kHeiki] in which the suffix /i/ follows, 
like other pseudo-native words as discussed above.  Interestingly, note that the final 
segment in the nominative form of mascot is realised as [s].  This is one of the topics 
of the next section. 
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5.4. Loanwords in suffixation and the treatment of ‘coda’ /r/ 
in English 
 
5.4.1 Loanwords in suffixation 
 
This section is concerned with the question of how pseudo-native loanwords 
undergo relevant phonological processes in suffixation.  As is predicted by the 
discussion in the previous section, the phonological behaviour of this category is 
exactly the same as that of its native counterpart, because the context in which a 
given process occurs in suffixation is the same.  First, I briefly discuss phonological 
processes involved in suffixation.  Second, I deal with the pseudo-native loanwords 
which show an alternation between [s] and [t] in non-analytic suffixation. 
 In analytic suffixation, like the native phonology discussed in Chapter 4, we 
observe nasalisation, tensification and post-nasal voicing.  Examples of each process 
are shown below. 
 
(40) (a) Nasalisation: the suffix /manØ/ ‘only’  
  /[<wep>Ø] manØ]/ [wemman] web 
  /[<tHØr�k>Ø] manØ]/ [tHÛr� PDQ@ truck 
  /[<masØkHot>Ø] manØ] [masÛkHonman] mascot 
 (b) Tensification: the suffix /to/ ‘also’  
  /[<kØrup>Ø] to]/ [kÛrupt’o] group 
  /[<sEk>Ø] to]/ [sEkt’o] sack 
  /[<masØkHot>Ø] to] [masÛkHott’o] mascot 
 (c) Post-nasal voicing: the suffix /to/ ‘also’  
  /[<tEm>Ø] to]/ [tEmdo] dam 
  /[<pHen>Ø] to]/ [pHendo] pen 
  /[<kHi !Ø] to]/ [kHi GR@ king 
 
As expected, the outcomes in (40) are due to inter-onset governing relations between 
an extended stem-final and a suffix-initial segment after bracket erasure.  Because 
the suffix-initial segment in the head position cannot govern the preceding segment, 
various resolutions of inter-onset government are made through nasalisation, as in 
(40a), tensification, as in (40b) and post-nasal voicing, as in (40c). 
 Regarding non-analytic suffixation, consider the nominative and the instrumental 
forms, as shown below. 
 
(41) (a) Nominative /i/   
  /[<wep> i]/ [wepi] web 
  /[sEk> i]/ [sEki] sack 
  /[<masØkHot> i]/ *[masÛkHoci], [masÛkHosi] mascot 
 (b) Instrumental /ro/ ‘with’  
  /[<wep>Øro]/ [wepÛro] web 
  /[<sEk>Øro]/ [sEkÛro] sack 
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  /[<masØkHot>Øro]/ *[masÛkHotÛro] [masÛkHosÛro] mascot 
 
In (41), the p-final and k-final words show that their phonological behaviour is the 
same as that of the native words, in that the final consonants are realised as they are 
in the nominative and the instrumental forms and the intervening empty nucleus 
between the final and the suffix-initial consonant is phonetically interpreted due to 
the failure of inter-onset government in the latter type of suffixation.  With respect 
to the t-final words, however, the expected forms [masÛkHoci] and [masÛkHotÛro] are 
not correct.  Note that the occurrence of [c] in the nominative form is due to 
palatalisation, as discussed in Chapter 4, e.g. [<patHØ>i] [pacHi] ‘field’ and [<kut>i] 
[kuci] ‘firmly’.  Instead, [s] emerges in both forms.  Contrary to analytic suffixation, 
in which [t] occurs, as in (40a), the presence of [s] in (41) casts doubt on the identity 
of the t-final pseudo-native words.  If we assume that the coronal /t/ is a final 
consonant, then a phonological process from /t/ to [s] would be required.  Among 
pseudo-native words, this process is not plausible in that this particular segment 
undergoes a lenition process but other lenis segments /p/ and /k/ in the same context 
do not.   

In order to investigate the nature of this alternation, first consider how loanwords 
are adapted in Korean with respect to grammatical category.  As pointed out by H.-S. 
Sohn (2001), all loanwords from English appear to be borrowed as nouns.  For 
instance, when English verbs, like behave, save and demand, are adapted in Korean, 
they require the bound verbal root /ha/ ‘to do’, which gives rise to the verbal stems 
and constitutes the bases for verbal suffixation, as shown. 
 
(42) Source language Nominative form  Verbal derivation  
 behave [piheipÛka] [piheipÛha] 
 save [seipÛka] [seipÛha] 
 demand [timandÛka] [timandÛha] 
 
Furthermore, adjectives in the source language also behave like nouns and function 
as adjectives by the addition of the verbal root /ha/ followed by the adjectival suffix 
/n/, as shown below. 
 
(43) Source language Verbal derivation Adjectival derivation 
 nice [naisÛha] [naisÛhan] 
 kind [kHaindÛha] [kHaindÛhan] 
 ugly [�kÛlliha] [�kÛllihan] 
 
(42) and (43) demonstrate that loanwords are listed in the lexicon as nouns, 
regardless of their grammatical category in the source language.  The nominal 
lexical status of loanwords provides a plausible account of the alternation between 
[t] and [s], because pseudo-native words can be treated in the same way as native 
nominal stems, with respect to phonotactic restrictions. 
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 As pointed out in Chapter 3, the stem-internal /t/ cannot occur before an internal 
licensed empty nucleus, i.e. there are no internal sequences such as -tØC’- or -tØCH- 
(C’: tensed obstruent, CH: aspirated obstruent).  A similar phonotactic restriction is 
imposed on the final position in nominal stems.25,26  On the basis of the fact that 
loanwords are adapted as nouns and the absence of t-final stems in the nouns, the 
alternation between [t] and [s] would be due to an analogical change of the final 
coronal segment in the pseudo-native vocabulary: the phonetic realisation of [t] in 
final position invokes a reanalysis of this segment as a final-/s/ for native speakers.27 
 Given the fact that /s/ is an underlying segment in t-final words, the alternation 
between /s/ and [t] is accounted for in a non-arbitrary way.  The occurrence of [t] 
before a final empty nucleus is due to neutralisation.  The occurrence of [s] in (41) is 
simply due to the fact that the nominative suffix /i/ can license this segment.  In 
other words, the [t]-final pseudo-native words behave in the same way as /s/-final 
native words.   
 In fact, the [t]-final pseudo-native words provide justification for the distinction 
between the pseudo-native and genuine loanwords in the loanword component, as 
depicted in (38).  Both categories contain /s/-final words, e.g. /<masØkHos>Ø/ 
mascot and /<p�sØ>Ø/ bus.  However, the phonetic realisation of the stem-final 
segment /s/ differs in isolation, e.g. [masÛkHot] and [p�sÛ].  The former is subject to 
the native phonology and the latter to the loanword phonology.  The former form 
actively takes part in phonological processes in suffixation of the native phonology 
and so the final segment /s/ is subject to nasalisation and tensification, e.g. 
/[<masØkHos>Ø] manØ/ ‘only’ [masÛkHonman], /[<masØkHos>Ø] to/ ‘also’ 
[masÛkHott’o].  The latter form, however, does not play any active role in suffixation 
due to the presence of the final [Û] which eradicates relevant inter-onset governing 
relations in suffixation contexts. 
 To summarise, only pseudo-native words are subject to phonological processes 
in suffixation in the sense that the outcomes are the same as those of native words.  
Dealing with [t]-final pseudo-native words, I point out that all loanwords are 
adapted as nouns in Korean and so that the phonotactic constraints on native nouns 
also apply to them.  The absence of /t/-final nouns invokes an analogical change 
from /t/ to /s/ and so [s] appears in the nominative form.   
 

                                                           
25 Note that the same phenomenon is observed in Sino-Korean words. 
26 Diachronically, the same process occurs in Middle Korean (K.-M. Ko 1989 and the relevant references 
therein), in t-final nouns such as /<kat>Ø/ ‘hat worn by married gentlemen’, /<kot>Ø/ ‘spot’, /<nat>Ø/ 
‘sickle’, /<mot>Ø/ ‘nail’, among others, the final /t/ undergoes an analogical change to become /s/. 
27 Logically, an alternative candidate would be /tH/.  The postulation of underlying /tH/, however, may be 
ruled out due to a phonotactic restriction on the final segment of pseudo-native words which says that 
only lenis obstruents can occur in this position.  Recall that the final consonants of this category are 
lexicalised in which all voiceless stops of the source language become their lenis counterparts, as 
discussed earlier.   
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5.4.2. The treatment of the ‘coda’ /r/ of English 
 
One fundamental division in English accent types depends on the phonotactic 
distribution of the segment /r/.  In rhotic accents, /r/ can occur in preconsonantal and 
final positions as well as in initial and intervocalic positions.  In non-rhotic accents, 
on the other hand, /r/ may occur initially and intervocalically but not in 
preconsonantal and final positions.  The rhotic accents include those of Scotland, 
Ireland, Canada, Barbados, certain western parts of England, and most of the United 
States of America, including General American (GA).  The non-rhotic accents 
include those of Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Trinidad, certain eastern and 
southern parts of the United States, and most of England and Wales, including 
Received Pronunciation (RP).  In the standard rule-based literature (Wells 1982 and 
Giegerich 1992, among others), non-rhoticity is analysed as r-dropping or r-deletion.  
Those analyses imply that there is no difference between the rhotic and the non-
rhotic varieties on the underlying representation since /r/ is present.  The difference 
between them is that the rule of r-deletion is active in RP but not in GA.28 
 Bearing in mind the brief discussion of rhoticity, this section focuses on how the 
English segment /r/ is treated in the loanword adaptation in Korean.  Consider 
loanwords ending in /r/. 
 
(44) bar [pa] tear [tHi�] 
 tour [tHu�] mirror [mir�] 
 
In (44), we observe that there are no phonetic realisations of final /r/ in English.  
These examples suggest that the loanword adaptation in Korean is modelled on a 
non-rhotic accent, like RP.  The question arises as to whether or not the segment /r/ 
in English is present underlyingly in the host language.  Among the previous studies 
on this topic, H. Yoo (1996) argues that native speakers cannot recognise the final /r/ 
at the perceptual level (Silvermann 1992) so that the final /r/ is not part of the input 
to the loanword phonology, and O. Kang (1996) claims that this segment is treated 
as a ghost segment, i.e. its segmental content is not present underlyingly but leaves 
behind a skeletal point.  Both analyses agree that /r/ is not part of the input to the 
loanword phonology.   
 Unlike the previous approaches, I argue that the final /r/ is present underlyingly 
but this segment is not phonetically realised and so is deleted due to the notion of 
unlicensibility, as discussed below.  My argument is based on the obligatory 
realisation of the final [Û] in words ending in a consonant cluster of the source 
language, e.g. pulp [pH�lpHÛ], camp [kHEmpHÛ], tent [tHentHÛ] etc.  Recall that the 
                                                           
28 However, the application of this rule is suspended when the next word beginning with a vowel follows 
at phrase level.  For instance, the phrases ‘near me’ and ‘far gone’ are realised as [nI� mi:] and [fA: g�n], 
but ‘near us’ and ‘far away’ are realised as [nI�r ¨s] and [fA:r �weI].  This liaison effect is known as 
‘linking-/r/’ (cf. Gimson 1989).  Furthermore, there is an analogous process of linking-/r/: ‘intrusive-[r]’ 
(cf. Gimson 1989).  [r] is frequently inserted after a schwa: e.g. ‘Russia and China’ [r¨sI�r �n tSaIn�], 
‘idea of’ [aIdI�r �v] etc.  For a government-based approach to the treatment of /r/ in English, see Harris 
(1994). 
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obligatory realisation of final empty nuclei is due to government-licensing, i.e. the 
government-licenser must be unlicensed (see section 3.2).  Consider the following 
examples containing an rC cluster. 
 
(45) cart [kHatHÛ] *[kHat] heart [hatHÛ] *[hat] 
 sort [sotHÛ] *[sot] harp [hapHÛ] *[hap] 
 
The obligatory phonetic realisation of the final empty nuclei in (45) clearly indicates 
that there is an inter-onset governing relation between /r/ and a following obstruent, 
as shown below. 
 
(46) /<sorØtH>Ø/  [sotHÛ] sort 
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
 |  |  |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x  x  ⇐ x 
 |  |  |  ↓  |  ↓ 
 s  o  r  [ø]  tH  [Û] 
     ↑    ↓ inter-onset government   

(⇐: government-licensing) 
 

Hence, if /r/ were absent in the lexical representation, we could not account for 
the obligatory presence of the final [Û], i.e. the lack of government-licensing.  In 
other words, if /r/ is not present lexically, then it is predicted that the same treatment 
would be needed as in loanwords ending in a single final stop, as discussed in 5.3.4.  
That is, the phonetic interpretation of the final [Û] is parallel to be optional, 
depending on individual lexical items.   
 The remaining question is to find the reason why /r/ does not surface 
phonetically before a licensed empty nucleus in the loanword phonology.  Recall 
that the segment /r/ in the native Korean is realised as it is before an unlicensed 
nucleus but as [l] before a licensed empty nucleus (see sections 3.1 and 3.2).  Thus, 
when /r/ is followed by an unlicensed nucleus, it surfaces as it is, e.g. bearing 
[peari @��cherry [cHeri], etc.  If the native phonology were to apply to the structure in 
(46), the phonetic form [soltHÛ] would emerge, because /r/ occurs before a licensed 
empty nucleus.  The problem with [soltHÛ] is that this form is indistinguishable from 
salt of which the underlying form is /<solØtH>Ø/ and the phonetic form is also 
[soltHÛ].   

As pointed out in 5.2.1, the distinction between /l/ and /r/ in English is required 
for inputs to the loanword phonology, i.e. they are separate underlying segments in 
the loanword phonology.  Stem-internally, these segments are adapted as [ll] and [r], 
respectively, before an unlicensed nucleus and so the segmental difference of the 
source language is achieved, as in lorry [lori] and lily [lilli].  For the context in 
which these two segments occur before a licensed empty nucleus, a different 
strategy is employed to distinguish one from another, e.g. KAL (Korea Air Lines) 
/<kHal>Ø/ [kHal] and car /<kHar>Ø/ [kHa].  In the latter form, we note that /r/ does 
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not receive phonetic interpretation.  The deletion of /r/ in this position can be 
regulated by the following condition. 
 
(47) The licensing condition on /r/ 
 /r/ must be licensed by a following unlicensed nucleus. 
 
 The effects of the condition (47) provide two options when the occurrence of /r/ 
does not satisfy this condition.  As discussed in Chapter 3, /r/ becomes [l] in the 
native phonology, as the result of the application of neutralisation.  In the loanword 
phonology, on the other hand, this option would be ruled out, since the application 
of neutralisation to KAL and car would yield the identical form [kHal].  To avoid this 
result, the loanword phonology employs a different strategy to satisfy (47), i.e. the 
deletion of /r/ before a licensed empty nucleus.  The same account applies to /r/ in 
(46) in that this segment occurs before the licensed empty nucleus N2.  Thus, in the 
loanword phonology, the deletion of /r/ is due to the unlicensibility of /r/ for the 
licensed empty nucleus to satisfy (47).  The consequence of the deletion of /r/ 
produces the appearance of a non-rhotic accent in English loanword adaptation in 
Korean, as illustrated with the word bar.29 
 
(48) /<par>Ø/ [pa] bar  
 
(a) O1  N1  O2  N2    (b)  O1  N1  O2  N2 
 |  |  |  |      |  |  |  | 
 x  x  x  x      x  x  x  x 
 |  |  |        |  |   
 p  a  r        p  a   
        
      | |   licensing 
 
In (48), the deletion of /r/ in O2 due to (47) creates two contiguous empty 
constituents, i.e. O2 and N2, as shown in (48b).  There are two possible ways of the 
treatment of the sequence: one is that O2 with the deletion of /r/ and N2 remains in 
the representation and the other is that O2 and N2 are deleted, as indicated by the 
dotted square.30 

                                                           
29 The appearance of a non-rhotic accent as a model for English loanword adaptation is also found in 
Cantonese (Silvermanm 1992 and Yip 1993).  They argue that the non-rhoticity of this language can be 
attributed to historical and social factors, e.g. that Hong Kong was a British colony until 1997.  However, 
when we closely examine the phonotactics of consonants in ‘coda’ position of Cantonese, /r/ is prohibited 
from occurring in this position.  This suggests that the choice of the non-rhotic accent is determined by 
phonological rather than non-linguistic factors.  See S.J. Rhee (2000) for a detailed discussion of this 
matter. 
30 The two contiguous empty constituents are not subject to reduction (Gussmann & Kaye 1993 ) whereby 
a pointless empty onset and a following empty nucleus are deleted.  However, Nancy Kula (p.c.) points 
out that the former option would trigger compensatory vowel lengthening to avoid contiguous empty 
constituents.  In fact, in North Kyungsang Korean (Kenstowicz & Sohn 1998) which recognises vowel-
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Interestingly, there is another option to meet the requirement of (47), viz. a 
following empty nucleus would be phonetically interpreted.  This phonetic 
interpretation ensures that /r/ can surface.  This option is usually utilised in non-
English loanword adaptation and terminology related to natural science, as shown 
below. 
 
(49) /<c’ar>Ø/ [c’arÛ] czar or tzar 
 /<tHar>Ø/ [tHarÛ] tar 
 /<wikur>Ø/ [wikurÛ] Uighur 
 /<pomparØt>Ø/ [pombarÛtÛ] bombarde 
 /<kHatHarØsis>Ø/ [kHatHarÛsisÛ] catharsis 
 /<a ØkHor>Ø/ [a NHorÛ] encore 
 /<pHerØmjum>Ø/ [pHerÛmjum] fermium 
 /<pHorØtHe>/ [pHorÛtHe] forte 
 /<pHerillarØtHin>Ø/ [pHerillarÛtHin] perillartine 
 
The phonetic interpretation of the empty nuclei after /r/ in (49) requires the same 
precedence order of the ECP, the PP and CLE as that of the cases in which /s/ is 
followed by a headed segment in the loanwords with an sC cluster and the native 
words, e.g. /<sØpHikH�>/ [sÛpHikH�] speaker and /<usØk’wa!Ø/ [usÛk’wa @�‘funny’.  
The effect of the PP takes precedence over that of the ECP (inter-onset government), 
i.e. /r/ is preserved and a following empty nucleus is phonetically realised due to the 
effect of (47). 
 To recapitulate, the treatment of /r/ in the loanword phonology provides two 
strategies conditioned by (47).  The non-interpretation of /r/ before a licensed empty 
nucleus produces non-rhoticity in English loanword adaptation.31   Second, the 
phonetic interpretation of an empty nucleus makes it possible to license the 
preceding /r/ in the other loanword adaptation.  The different strategies imply that 
the deletion of /r/ can be perceptually tolerated for the native speaker in the former 
but not in the latter case.  In other words, the perception of /r/ in non-English 
loanwords adaptation is more salient than that of English.  I am not ready for an 
answer why there should be a difference in perceptual tolerance in the loanword 
phonology and leave this question for future research. 
 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
 
Let us consider the question raised in the beginning of this chapter, i.e. to what 
extent the loanword phonology is different from the native phonology.  Within the 

                                                                                                                                        
length distinction (N.-J. Kim 1997), compensatory lengthening is observed, as in [pa:ken] bargain, 
[kHa:tÛ] card, [ka:tÛn] garden, etc. 
31 Interestingly, in German loanword adaptation, the treatment of /r/ varies depending on the context in 
which it occurs.  Internally, /r/ is phonetic realised, as in [horÛmon] Hormon and [herÛmesÛ] Hermes.  
Finally, however, it is not, as in [he�] Herr, [pHatH�] Vater, and [tHwi�] 7 U. 
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epenthetic [Û] approaches in OT, the loanword phonology constitutes a separate 
component in the lexicon, because the loanword phonology requires a constraint 
ranking which is different from the ranking of the native phonology.  However, we 
have seen that the distribution of the internal [Û] of native words is the same as that 
of loanwords.  The recognition of empty nuclei enables us to provide an appropriate 
account of the same distribution without causing the duplication problem.  Thus, this 
principle-and-parameter approach shows that the loanword phonology is not 
completely different from the native phonology, i.e. only the distribution of the final 
[Û] differs from that of the native phonology.  The following interactions of 
principles and the language-specific constraint account for this. 
 
(50) (a) Internal [Û] in both native and loanwords except the cases in (b)  
 the ECP (inter-onset and proper government), the PP > the CLE 
 (b) /s/ followed by an internal empty nucleus 
 the PP > the ECP (inter-onset government), the CLE 
 (c) Final [Û] 
 (i) the native phonology 
 the ECP (domain-final licensing), the CLE > the PP 
 (ii) The loanword phonology 
 the PP, the CLE > the ECP (domain-final licensing)   (>: precedence) 
 
 The prime motivation for the occurrence of final [Û] in loanwords is to preserve 
the segmental oppositions that exist in the source language.  In particular, voiced-
stop final words of the source language contain the final [Û], which invokes the 
suspended effect of the CLE, i.e. the final [Û] occurs after a lenis stop.  Regarding the 
occurrence of the final [Û] among stop-final words, a distinction between obligatory 
and optional occurrence is required for words ending in a ‘coda’-onset cluster of the 
source language and those ending in a single stop.  The notion of government-
licensing provides a non-arbitrary criterion for this, since government-licensing 
triggers the obligatory final [Û]-realisation.  Furthermore, with respect to loanwords 
ending in a single stop of the source language, I postulate the category of pseudo-
native words without final [Û].  This category behaves in the same way as the native 
words, in particular, regarding phonological processes in suffixation.  Given this 
category, the organisation of the lexicon is illustrated, as shown below. 
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(51) The organisation of the lexicon in Korean 
 
          
 Native words       
 non-derived     
      analytic suffixation  
 non-analytic suffixation       
    pseudo-native     
    words without     
 Loanwords final [Û]     
          
          
          
   genuine loanwords ending in [Û]   
          
          
 

The consequence of the postulation of the category is that we can draw a sharp 
line between pseudo-native and genuine loanwords, i.e. the genuine loanwords are 
immune to phonological activity in suffixation.  This is due to the presence of final 
[Û] which potentially eradicates any inter-onset governing relation with a suffix-
initial consonant.  However, the pseudo-native words not only have the same 
distribution of the internal [Û] but also the non-occurrence of final [Û].  This results 
from the same phonotactic constraints as that of the native words, so it is plausible to 
assume that this category undergoes the same phonological processes in suffixation 
as in the native phonology.  Within the epenthetic approach, however, this 
distinction cannot be achieved, since this approach treats the occurrence of the 
vowel [Û] in internal position in the same way as that in final position.  Hence the 
pseudo-native words still are part of the loanword component together with other 
loanwords ending in final [Û]. 
 
 
 



 
 

Chapter 6 
 

Summary and conclusions 
 
 
6.1 Summary 
 
In this thesis, I have investigated a number of phonological phenomena in Korean, 
such as [Û]/zero alternation, neutralisation, nasalisation, post-nasal voicing, 
tensification and the distribution of [Û] in loanwords, within the framework of GP.  It 
was noted that the distribution of the vowel [Û], unlike other vowels, is highly 
constrained and predictable.  This leads to the idea that empty nuclei are postulated 
underlyingly when [Û] appears and between consonant clusters.  Final empty nuclei 
occur in consonant-final words, due to the effect of the Coda Licensing Principle 
and the Onset Licensing Principle.  Thus, multiple empty nuclei can be present in a 
given lexical representation.   

I have showed that the phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei in various 
contexts provides a adequate account of relevant phonological activities.  
Neutralisation is analysed as a licensing constraint on final empty nuclei.  Only [p, t, 
k, m, n, ��O@�FDQ�RFFXU�DQG�RWKHU�VHJPHQWV�XQGHUJR�HOHPHQWDO�DGMXVWPHQWV���7KLV�LV�
due to the weaker licensing ability of licensed empty nuclei, in comparison with that 
of unlicensed ones.  With respect to [Û] in morpheme-internal position and in non-
analytic suffixation, the distribution of [Û] is determined by the interaction of the 
ECP (inter-onset government, proper government and the domain-final licensing 
parameter), the PP and the CLE.  In particular, head-final inter-onset government 
together with the notion of government-licensing account for the majority of cases 
where [Û] appears.  In analytic suffixation, due to the fact that the effect of the SCC 
preserves the licensed status of a final empty nucleus in an extended domain, we can 
establish an inter-onset governing relationship between a stem-final and a suffix-
initial consonant.  Unless the requirements of inter-onset government are met, 
various phonological processes are triggered to adjust the segmental shape: post-
nasal voicing, tensification and nasalisation.  Accordingly, we can treat these 
phenomena in a unified way. 

Regarding the distribution of [Û] in loanwords, it is pointed out that the loanword 
phonology is not completely different from the native phonology.  Internal [Û] in 
loanwords is distributed in the same way as that of native words and accordingly 
analysed in the same way.  The presence of final [Û] in loanwords is analysed as a 
result of the precedence of the PP over the ECP, since the segmental identity of 
segments in the source language is maximally preserved.  The loanwords ending in 
final [Û] are classified as belonging to the genuine loanword category and those 
without as pseudo-native words.  The postulation of the two categories provides an 
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appropriate criterion for active phonological participation of the latter category in 
the native phonology.  

In comparison with previous approaches, the contributions that I have made are 
as follows: 
• The reformulation of how internal empty nuclei are licensed, i.e. proper and inter-
onset government are independently active. 
• The revision of the governing hierarchy to provide a more adequate account of 
problematic cases in previous GP approaches. 
• The proposals of the Nasal Condition and the Condition on NC Clusters for the 
asymmetrical distribution of the vowel [Û] between mono-morphemic words and in 
suffixation in the former, and that of CN and NC clusters in the latter. 
• The refinement of domainhood in GP and the postulation of stem domains and 
extended-stem domains to account for the effect of opacity in suffixation, regarding 
the preservation of the vowel [Û] in a given stem domain. 
• A more appropriate account of the fact that internal [Û] in native and loanwords are 
distributed in an identical way. 
• The classification of obligatory and optional realisation of final [Û] in loanwords, 
which leads to postulate the category of pseudo-native words and genuine loanwords. 
 
 
6.2. Theoretical implications: inter-onset government 
 
In this thesis, I have argued that the postulation of empty nuclei enables us to 
provide proper explanations of various phonological phenomena, by the interactions 
of the ECP, the PP and the CLE.  Particularly, head-final inter-onset government 
plays a crucial role to determine the phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei in 
numerous contexts.  However, one may argue that the notion of head-final inter-
onset government is simply no more than a notational variant of representing ‘coda’-
onset sequences, since the phonotactic constraint in the former approach is the same 
as that of the latter.  

In the mainstream phonological analyses within the framework of the non-linear 
phonology, internal consonant sequences are syllabified as a ‘coda’ followed by an 
onset and final consonants are also ‘codas’.  Given this syllabification, phonological 
processes occurring in suffixation are treated independently by setting up separate 
rules for each phonological process, as in S.-C. Ahn (1985) and H.-S. Sohn (1986) 
among others.  In constraint-based approaches, such as S. Hong (2001) and K.-R. 
Kim (2001) among others, these phonological processes are analysed in a sonority-
based way (Vennemann 1988, Clements 1990).  The tenet of the sonority-based 
account is that the sonority of an onset is not more than that of a preceding coda, 
with a sonority scale in which the sonority of obstruents is lower than that of nasals 
and liquids.  These analyses can provide a plausible account for why nasalisation 
occurs when a stem-final obstruent is followed by a suffix-initial nasal, e.g. /kuk/ + 
/man/ [ku PDQ@ ‘soup’, ‘only’.  Nasalisation is construed as a repair strategy of the 
ill-formed sonority contour between an obstruent and a following nasal.  Post-nasal 
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tensification, however, may not be explained within the sonority-based analysis, 
since its context already satisfies the sonority requirement, e.g. /kam/ + /ko/ 
[kamk’o] ‘to wind’, ‘connective suffix’.   

On the other hand, the notion of inter-onset government enables us to explain 
both in a unified way - not only the distribution of morpheme-internal [Û], but also 
[Û]/zero alternations and various consonant-related processes in suffixation.  Post-
nasal tensification is invariably motivated by the satisfaction of the requirements of 
inter-onset government, which is part of the ECP, on the basis of the governing 
hierarchy in which lenis obstruents do not govern nasals and vice versa.   

The notion of inter-onset government assumes the presence of empty nuclei.  In 
this respect, North Kyungsang Korean (henceforth NK) provides supporting 
evidence for the postulation of empty nuclei.  One of the interests of NK is that it 
has no lexical distinction between [Û] and [�], unlike Standard Korean (henceforth 
SK).  The vowel [�] is a lexical vowel but also emerges as an ‘epenthetic’ vowel in 
loanwords, e.g. SK [p�sÛ] and NK [p�s�] bus.  In native NK phonology, the two 
vowels behave differently with regard to umlaut in suffixation (Choi 1998), e.g. 
/[<k�p> i]/ [kEpi] ‘fear’, ‘nominative suffix’; /[<k�m> i]/ ‘line’ [kimi] (in SK, the 
underlying representations of these two words are /k�pØ/ and /kØmØ/, respectively).  
Note that /�/ is realised as [E] in the former but as [i] in the latter.  The umlaut facts 
suggest that the two /�/s should be treated differently in NK, e.g. by specifying one 
as a lexical vowel and the other as an empty nucleus, so that the nominative form 
[kimi] in the latter is accounted for by the spreading of the element I of the suffix to 
the preceding empty nucleus at the level of nuclear projection, as shown below.   
 
(1)  / [<kØm> i>] /  [kimi] 
    N    N 
    | <<<<  | 
  O  N  O  N 
  |  |  |  | 
 [ < x  x  x >  x ] 
  |  ↓  |  | 
  k  [i]  m  I 
 

Furthermore, in the literature on the NK phonology (N.-J. Kim 1997 and the 
relevant references therein), the behaviour of empty nuclei in NK is the same as that 
of SK: this vowel also shows [�]/zero alternations in suffixation, as shown below. 
 
(2) Stem Honorific /si/ Effective /ni/ Connective /mj�/  
 /ca/ [casi] [cani] [camj�] ‘to sleep’ 
 /u:rØ/ [u:si] [u:ni] [u:lmj�] ‘to cry’ 
 /sinØ/ [sin�si] [sin�ni] [sin�mj�] ‘to put on’ 
 /capØ/ [cap�si] [cap�ni] [cap�mj�] ‘to hold’ 
 /kapH/ [kapH�si] [kapH�ni] [kapH�mj�] ‘to pay back’ 
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Note that the distribution of [�] in NK is exactly the same as that of [Û] in SK, as 
discussed Chapter 4.  The facts of [�] in NK indicate that the postulation of empty 
equally applies to NK phonology without major theoretical modifications.  Hence 
the notion of inter-onset government can also provide an appropriate account of 
[�]/zero alternations in NK. 
 
 
6.3. A remaining problem and future research 
 
I present a remaining problem in the current analysis.  The problematic cases 
concern words ending in a consonant cluster in native Korean.  In Chapter 5, it 
observed that final [Û] occurs after a consonant-cluster in loanword adaptation, e.g. 
camp [kHEmpHÛ], tent [tHentHÛ] and bank [pE NHÛ].  In contrast, in native Korean, one 
of the consonants is deleted, as shown below.1 
 
(3) Stem Stative Declarative  
 irk [ilk�] [ikt’a] ‘to read’ 
 parp [palpa] [papt’a] ‘to tread’ 
 �ps’ [�ps’�] [�pt’a] ‘not to exist’ 
 

The process is referred to as Consonant Cluster Simplification.  Regarding the 
lexical representations of the examples in (3), there are two possibilities, viz. 
/<irØk> Ø/ and /<irk> Ø/.  The first option is ruled out, since the intervening empty 
nucleus in the stem domain receives phonetic interpretation and so the phonetic form 
would be *[irÛk].  Thus, let us consider the declarative form of /<irk> Ø/. 
 
(4) /[[<irØkØ>] ta]/  [ikt’a]   
 O1  N1  O2  N2  O3  N3 
   |  |  |  |  |   
 [ [<  x  x > x ]  x   x ] 
   |      |  | 
   i    r    k    t  a 
 
 In (4), these two consonants are floating and one of them is associated with O2, 
i.e. /k/ is selected.2  After the association, the procedure is the same as in the analysis 
in Chapter 4, i.e. after bracket erasure tensification occurs in the suffix-initial /t/ in 
order to meet the requirements of inter-onset government.   

Given this floating analysis, let us consider the stative form of /<irk> Ø/.  
 

                                                           
1 Other consonant clusters are -ks’-, -nc-, -rtH-, -rpH- and -rs-. 
2 The choice of the two depends on the dialect and age of speakers (S.-C. Ahn 1985, G.-R. Kim 1998, 
among others).  Here, I follow the standard pronunciation. 
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(5) /[<irk> �]/  [ilk�] 
 O1  N1  O2  N2   
   |  |  |   
  [<   x  x > x ]   
   |    |   
   i    r    k  � 
 
In (5), we note that there is a problem of how these two consonants are associated 
with skeletal points within the stem domain, as the phonetic form [ilk�] emerges.  
The floating analysis does not provide a plausible account of the stative form.   
 In fact, the number of consonant cluster-final words is only 28 and so it may be 
argued that these words are mere exceptions to the analysis in this thesis. 3  
Nonetheless, at present, in the current analysis, I admit that there is no solution for 
this problem and leave it for future research.   
 Finally, another topic of future research is the behaviour of nasals in Korean.  As 
noted in Chapter 4, the behaviour of nasals is different from other segments in that 
they are not a target but a trigger, as in nasalisation, post-nasal voicing, and post-
nasal tensification.  This is attributed to the language-specific condition on nasals, 
since nasals are a target in denasalisation and nasal deletion in other languages, such 
as Toba Batak and Kaingang in the former, and Kelanatan Malay and Swahili in the 
latter (Pater 2001 and the relevant references therein).   

However, as pointed out above, post-nasal tensification is not captured by the 
sonority-based account.  The proposal that nasals are governed by only a headed 
segment (a tensed or an aspirated obstruent) in Korean, suggests that we might 
reconsider the phonotactic constraint on NC clusters in a wider perspective.  In Indo-
European languages and in Japanese, morpheme-internal homorganic NC clusters 
can be syllabified as a doubly-linked structure in which the place element of a nasal 
is autosegmentally licensed by a following obstruent (Itô 1986 and Goldsmith 1990).  
In Korean, as discussed in Chapter 3, a heterorganic NC cluster is also syllabified as 
a doubly-linked structure in which the manner element of a nasal is supported by a 
following obstruent.   

In terms of Element Theory in GP, the implication would be that the well-
formedness of the doubly-linked structure of NC clusters can be accounted not by 
sonority, but by the Complexity Condition, i.e. the number of elements in obstruents 
is more than that of nasals.  Along these lines, we can predict that various 
phonological processes would take place when an NC cluster spans across the 
boundary between a stem and a suffix.  The stem-final nasal and the following 
obstruent have their own association line and so the governing relation between 
these two may not be satisfied.  Post-nasal voicing and post-nasal tensification in 
Korean, as discussed in Chapter 4, illustrated the changes in the segmental shapes to 

                                                           
3 Regarding nominal words ending in a consonant cluster, an interesting phenomenon is observed.  For 
instance, the nominative forms of /<tark>Ø/ ‘chicken’ and /<moks’>Ø/ ‘share’ are realised as [taki] and 
[moki], respectively, in which only one consonant emerges before a vowel-initial suffix.  This may imply 
that nouns ending in a consonant cluster are gradually disappearing. 
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satisfy the governing requirements.  Obviously, to evaluate the proposal that nasals 
are not governed by a headless obstruent requires more extensive data on NC 
clusters cross-linguistically.  A further refinement of Element Theory will be needed 
to account for various phonological phenomena invoked on NC clusters. 



Appendix 
 
 

List of loanwords ending in a single stop 
 
(1) Words without final [Û] 
 
(a) p-final words (46)   
backup [pEk�p] bishop [pisjop] 
cap [kHEp] championship [cHEmpHionswip] 
chip [cHip] clap [kHÛllEp] 
clip [kHÛllip] crap [kHÛrEp] 
cup [kH�p] dip [tip] 
drip [tÛrip] drop [tÛrap] 
flap [pHÛllEp] gallop [kEllop] 
Gallup [kEll�p] gossip [kasip] 
grip [kÛrip] group [kÛrup] 
handicap [hEndikHEp] hop [hop] 
jeep [cip] lap [lEp] 
laptop [lEptHap] leap [lip] 
lip [lip] nip [nip] 
pickup [pHik�p] rap [rEp] 
rebop [ripop] scrap [sÛkHÛrEp] 
scrip [sÛkHÛrip] skip [sÛkHip] 
slip [sÛllip] snap [sÛnEp] 
snip [sÛnip] step [sÛtHep] 
stop [sÛtHap] strap [sÛtHÛrEp] 
syrup [sir�p] sysop [sisop] 
tap [tHEp] tip [tHip] 
trap [tHÛrEp] trip [tHÛrip] 
tulip [tHjullip] wrap [lEp] 
    
(b) t-final words (65)   
air pocket [e�pHokHet] asset [eset] 
ballot [pEllot] basket [pasÛkHet] 
becket [pekHit] billet [pillit] 
blanket [pÛllE NHit] bucket [p�kHit] 
cabinet [kHEpinet] camlet [kHEmlit] 
capelet [kHeipHillit] carat [kHEr�t] 
carlet [kHallit] cermet [s�met] 
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chocolate [cHokHollet] clarinet [kHÛllarinet] 
clat [kHÛllEt] coelostat [kHollosÛtEt] 
collet [kHollit] cornet [kHonet] 
corset [kHorÛset] cricket [kHÛrikHet] 
cutlet [kH�tHÛllet] digit [ticit] 
doughnut [toun�t] dugout [t�kÛaut] 
fagot [pHakot] flat [pHÛllEt] 
fox trot [pHoksÛtHÛrot] fret [pHÛret] 
garnet [kanit] gasket [kasÛkHit] 
helmet [helmet] hotspot [hatsÛpHat] 
ingot [i JRW@ inkjet [i NHÛcet] 
jacket [cakHet] lancet [nEnsit] 
leaflet [lipHÛlit] locknut [lokHÛn�t] 
lockout [lokHÛaut] Magnet [makÛnet] 
mallet [mEllit] omelette [omÛllet] 
out [aut] outlet [aullet] 
output [autpHut] pellet [pHellit] 
pallet [pHEllit] pamphlet [pHampHÛllit] 
picket [pHikHet] pivot [pHipot] 
plot [pHÛllot] pocket [pHokHet] 
poppet [pHopHit] preset [pHÛriset] 
racket [lakHet] reset [liset] 
rivet [1ipet] roulette [lullet] 
shot [sjot] silhouette [silluet] 
slot [sÛllot] trumpet [tHÛr�mpHet] 
violet [paiolet]   
    
(c) k-final words (60)   
air lock [e�lok] atactic [�tHEktHik] 
attack [�tHEk] automatic [otHomEtHik] 
back [pEk] basic [peicik] 
black [pÛllEk] bloc [pÛllok] 
block [pÛllok] brick [pÛrik] 
brunak [pÛrunak] Cadillac [kHEtillak] 
Catholic [kHatHollik] ceramic [seramik] 
chock [cHok] chuck [cH�k] 
classic [kHÛllasik] click [kHÛllik] 
clinic [kHÛllinik] cock [kHok] 
comic [kHomik] Compaq [kH�mpHEk] 
cosmetic [kHosÛmEtik] crick [kHÛrik] 
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cronak [kHÛronak] elastic [illEsÛtHik] 
feedback [pHitÛpEk] Gothic [kotik] 
jack [cEk] kick [kHik] 
lac [lEk] lack [lEk] 
lilac [laillak] lock [lak] 
magic [mEcik] neck [nek] 
nick [nik] pack [pHEk] 
Paralymic [parallimik] philharmonic [pHilhamonik] 
pick [pHik] picnic [pHikHÛnik] 
plastic [pHÛllasÛtHik] puck [pH�k] 
quick [kHwik] rack [rEk] 
rock [lok] romantic [lomantHik] 
ruck [l�k] sack [sEk] 
smock [sÛmok] stack [sÛtHEk] 
stick [sÛtHÛk] stock [sÛtak] 
tack [tHEk] technique [tHekHÛnik] 
track [tHÛrEk] trick [tHÛrik] 
truck [tHÛr�k] tunic [tjunik] 
    
(d) b-final words (6)   
bag [pEk] club [kHÛll�p] 
jab [cEp] job [cap] 
tab [tHEp] web [wep] 
    
(e) g-final words (1)   
big [pik]   
 
 
(2) Words with final [Û] 
 
(a) p-final words (17)   
ape [eipHÛ] cape [kHeipHÛ] 
chronoscope [kHÛronosÛkHopHÛ] conoscope [kHonosÛkHopHÛ] 
creep [kHÛripHÛ] dope [topHÛ] 
drape [tÛreipHÛ] electrotype [illektHrotHaipHÛ] 
grape [kÛreipHÛ] hope [hopHÛ] 
Hula-Hoop [hullahupHÛ] loop [lupHÛ] 
pipe [pHaipHÛ] rope [lopHÛ] 
sloop [sÛllopHÛ] slope [sÛllopHÛ] 
spectroscope [spHektHÛrosÛkHopHÛ]   
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(b) t-final words (88)   
acetate [asetHeitHÛ] Aleut [alljutHÛ] 
alumite [allumaitHÛ] ammonite [amonaitHÛ] 
aplite [EpHÛllaitHÛ] bakelite [peikHÛllaitHÛ] 
bat [pEtHÛ] beat [pitHÛ] 
bit [pitHÛ] bite [paitHÛ] 
bitt [pitHÛ] boat [potHÛ] 
butt [p�tHÛ] butte [pjutHÛ] 
byte [paitHÛ] carnallite [kHarÛnallaitHÛ] 
carnegieite [kHanekiaitHÛ] celite [sellaitHÛ] 
cleat [kHÛllitHÛ] concrete [kHonkHÛritHÛ] 
coordinate [kHootineitHÛ] cot [kHotHÛ] 
date [teitHÛ] debate [tipeitHÛ] 
diet [tai�tHÛ] edit [etÛtHÛ] 
electrojet [illektHÛrocetHÛ] elite [ellitHÛ] 
estate [estHeitHÛ] firepot [pHai�pHotHÛ] 
float [pHÛllotHÛ] flout [pHÛllautHÛ] 
fruit [pHurutHÛ] gate [keitHÛ] 
GATT [katHÛ] Goth [kotHÛ] 
great [kÛreitHÛ] grout [kÛrautHÛ] 
gut [k�tHÛ] hat [hEtHÛ] 
hit [hitHÛ] Hite [haitHÛ] 
Hittite [hittHaitHÛ] illite [illaitHÛ] 
kit [kHitHÛ] knit [nitHÛ] 
knot [notHÛ] light [laitHÛ] 
mat [mEtHÛ] mate [meitHÛ] 
merit [meritHÛ] nacrite [nEkHÛraitHÛ] 
net [netHÛ] night [naitHÛ] 
note [notHÛ] nut [n�tHÛ] 
octet [oktHetHÛ] pat [pEtHÛ] 
peat [pHitHÛ] penninite [pHenninaitHÛ] 
pit [pHitHÛ] plate [pHÛlleitHÛ] 
pleat [pHÛllitHÛ] pot [pHotHÛ] 
rebate [lipeitHÛ] remote [limoutHÛ] 
right [laitHÛ] root [lutHÛ] 
route [lutHÛ] scout [sÛkHautHÛ] 
seat [sitHÛ] sheet [switHÛ] 
shout [sjaoutHÛ] site [saitHÛ] 
slate [sÛlleitHÛ] sonnet [sonetHÛ] 
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straight [sÛtHÛreitHÛ] street [sÛtHÛritHÛ] 
strut [sÛtHÛr�tHÛ] suit [sutHÛ] 
suite [sÛwitHÛ] sweet [sÛwitHÛ] 
template [tHempHÛllitHÛ] watt [watHÛ] 
weight [weitHÛ] white [hwaitHÛ] 
wit [witHÛ] yacht [jotHÛ] 
    
(c) k-final words (48)   
artichoke [aticHokHÛ] balk [pokHÛ] 
baroque [parokHÛ] bike [paikHÛ] 
blake [pÛlleikHÛ] brake [pÛreikHÛ] 
chalk [cHokHÛ] choke [cHokHÛ] 
cloak [kHÛllokHÛ] coak [kHokHÛ] 
coat [kHotHÛ] cornflake [kHonpHÛlleikHÛ] 
creek [kHÛrikHÛ] fake [pHeikHÛ] 
flake [pHÛlleikHÛ] gate [keitHÛ] 
knock [nokHÛ] lake [leikHÛ] 
mark [makHÛ] Mark [marÛkHÛ] 
motorbike [mot�paikHÛ] mook [mukHÛ] 
nuke [njukHÛ] Newsweek [njusÛwikHÛ] 
oak [okHÛ] opaque [opHeikHÛ] 
peak [pHikHÛ] pike [pHaikHÛ] 
rake [reikHÛ] shake [sjeikHÛ] 
shock [sjokHÛ] slake [sÛlleikHÛ] 
smoke [sÛmokHÛ] snake [sÛneikHÛ] 
spike [sÛpHaikHÛ] spoke [sÛpHokHÛ] 
stake [sÛtHeikHÛ] strake [sÛtHreikHÛ] 
stroke [sÛtÛrokHÛ] talk [tHokHÛ] 
take [intHeikHÛ] teak [tHikHÛ] 
torque [tHokHÛ] unique [junikHÛ] 
water-smoke [w�tH�sÛmokHÛ] week [wikHÛ] 
yak [jakHÛ] yoke [jokHÛ] 
    
(d) b-final words (14)   
babe [peipÛ] Carib [kHaripÛ] 
cube [kHjupÛ] globe [kÛllopÛ] 
hob [hopÛ] hub [h�pÛ] 
jibe [caipÛ] knob [nopÛ] 
probe [pHÛropÛ] rib [ripÛ] 
scab [sÛkHEpÛ] slab [sÛllEpÛ] 
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slub [sÛll�pÛ] tube [tHjupÛ] 
    
(e) d-final words (30)   
bad [bEtÛ] bed [petÛ] 
code [kHotÛ] chloride [kHÛlloraitÛ] 
fade [pHeitÛ] flood [pHÛll�tÛ] 
grid [kÛritÛ] guide [kaitÛ] 
head [hetÛ] kid [kHitÛ] 
lead [litÛ] mode [motÛ] 
node [notÛ] pad [pHEtÛ] 
parade [pH�reitÛ] pod [pHotÛ] 
pride [pHÛraitÛ] rad [rEtÛ] 
red [retÛ] reed [ritÛ] 
rod [rotÛ] salad [sEll�tÛ] 
seed [sitÛ] side [saitÛ] 
slide [sÛllaitÛ] speed [sÛpitÛ] 
stride [sÛtHÛraitÛ] stud [sÛtH�tÛ] 
tide [tHaitÛ] tread [tHÛretÛ] 
    
(f) g-final words (14)   
bug [p�kÛ] egg [ekÛ] 
gag [kEkÛ] gig [kikÛ] 
jig [cikÛ] jog [cokÛ] 
league [likÛ] log [lokÛ] 
lug [l�kÛ] pig [pHikÛ] 
shag [sjEkÛ] slag [sÛllEkÛ] 
slug [sÛll�kÛ] tag [tHEkÛ] 
 
 
(3) Words with alternating forms 
 
(a) p-final words (10)   
crape [kHÛreip] [kHÛreipHÛ]  
hip [hip] [hipHÛ]  
Nescape [nesÛkHeip] [nesÛkHeipHÛ]  
snipe [sÛnaip] [sÛnaipHÛ]  
soup [sup] [supHÛ]  
shape [sweip] [sweipHÛ]  
stripe [sÛtHÛraip] [sÛtHÛraipHÛ]  
swap [sÛw�p] [sÛw�pHÛ]  
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tape [tHeip] [tHeipHÛ]  
type [tHaip] [tHaipHÛ]  
    
(b) t-final words (14)   
biscuit [pisÛkHet] [pisÛkHetHÛ]  
cassette [kHaset] [kHasetHÛ]  
circuit [s�kit] [s�kitHÛ]  
delicate [tellikit] [tellikitHÛ]  
diskette [tisÛkHet] [tisÛkHetHÛ]  
dot [tat] [totHÛ]  
flute [pHÛllut] [pHÛllutHÛ]  
foot [pHut] [pHutHÛ]  
format [pHomEt] [pHomEtHÛ]  
jet [cet] [cetHÛ]  
mascot [masÛkHot] [masÛkHotHÛ]  
pilot [pHaill�t] [pHaillotHÛ]  
robot [lopot] [lopotHÛ]  
set [set] [setHÛ]  
    
(c) k-final words (10)   
cake [kHeik] [kHeikHÛ]  
check [cHek] [cHekHÛ]  
coke [kHok] [kHokHÛ]  
Czech [cHek] [cHekHÛ]  
dock [tok] [tokHÛ]  
pancake [pHEnkHeik] [pEnkHeikHÛ]  
speak [sÛpHik] [sÛpHikHÛ]  
steak [sÛtHeik] [sÛtHeikHÛ]  
strike [sÛtÛraik] [sÛtHraikHÛ]  
Uzbek [ucÛbek] [ucÛbekHÛ]  
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Summary 
 
 
In this thesis, I deal with various phonological phenomena in Korean, such as Û/zero 
alternation, neutralisation, tensification, nasalisation, post-nasal voicing and the 
distribution of the vowel [Û] in loanwords, within the framework of Government 
Phonology (GP).  I argue that the prime motivation for these processes is to satisfy 
the requirements of the Empty Category Principle (ECP), in particular, inter-onset 
government and domain-final licensing.  In order to achieve a unified account, I 
postulate empty nuclei of which the phonetic interpretation is the vowel [Û], if certain 
conditions are met.  In Chapter 1, I show that, unlike the distribution of other lexical 
vowels, the distribution of the vowel [Û] is not arbitrary, but that it is highly 
constrained in mono-morphemic words as well as in suffixation contexts and in 
loanwords.   

In Chapter 2, I introduce GP notions relevant to the thesis.  With respect to 
syllable structure in Korean, I argue that Korean has neither branching onsets nor 
branching rhymes, so that surface consonant sequences are syllabified as two onsets 
with an intervening empty nucleus.  In consonant-final words, final empty nuclei are 
postulated, due to the effect of the Coda Licensing Principle and the Onset Licensing 
Principle.  Hence, there may be multiple empty nuclei in a given lexical 
representation.  In the remaining chapters, I explore how these empty nuclei are 
licensed in various contexts, i.e. morpheme-internally, in suffixation contexts and in 
loanwords. 
 In Chapter 3, I examine how empty nuclei in mono-morphemic words are 
licensed.  The final empty nucleus is licensed by the fact that domain-final licensing 
is activated parametrically in Korean.  A certain set of segments cannot occur before 
a final empty nucleus.  This neutralisation phenomenon is captured by postulating 
that a licensed final empty nucleus cannot license the element H [noise burst].  In 
terms of elements, only non-contour headless segments containing the element / can 
occur in final position, as formulated in the Constraint on Final Empty Nuclei (CFE).   

With respect to the licensing of internal empty nuclei, I claim, against previous 
GP approaches (Y. Heo 1995 and S.-J. Kim 1996), that inter-onset government and 
proper government apply independently to empty nuclei, i.e. the contexts in which 
they apply are complementarily distributed.  With regard to the application of inter-
onset government, the notion of government-licensing (Charette 1991, 1992) is 
required to account for the phonetic interpretation of empty nuclei.  The merit of this 
analysis is to eliminate the redundancy involved in the previous analyses, which 
assumed that properly governable empty nuclei are also subject to inter-onset 
government.   

With respect to the distribution of consonants surrounding an internal empty 
nucleus, I propose a revised governing hierarchy in which nasals and lenis 
obstruents are equally ranked, with the proviso that mutual government is prohibited 
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among equivalently ranked segments in Korean.  This revised hierarchy enables us 
to adequately account for the occurrence of [Û] between a lenis obstruent and a nasal, 
which was problematic in earlier analyses.  Regarding the absence of [Û] between 
two nasals, and between a nasal and a lenis obstruent, I propose the Nasal Condition 
and the Condition on NC Clusters, in which pertinent sequences are doubly-linked.  
Two nasals constitute a geminate or a partial geminate and NC clusters share the 
element L.  An empty nucleus within a doubly-linked structure is licensed due to the 
Complexity Condition, accounting for the integrity effect.  Furthermore, I point out 
that this doubly-linked structure requires a following unlicensed government-
licenser, to account for the asymmetry in the occurrence of the vowel [Û] between 
two nasals, e.g. /kØmØmØ/ [kÛmÛm] ‘the last day of a month’ and /�mØma/ [�mma] 
‘mom’.   

On the basis of the discussion in this chapter, I note that the analysis of 
neutralisation in terms of the CFE and the phonotactic constraint on the occurrence 
of [Û] in internal position can be further refined as a general condition, since the 
distribution of consonants before a licensed empty nucleus is virtually identical in 
final and internal position.  Hence, I generalise this observation as the Constraint on 
Licensed Empty Nuclei (CLE) in which only headless and non-contour segments 
containing the element / may occur before a licensed empty nucleus.  The presence 
of [Û] in mono-morphemic words is regulated by the CLE in Korean. 
 In Chapter 4, I analyse various phonological processes in suffixation contexts.  
Regarding the interface of morphology and phonology, I refine the proposal for 
morphological domainhood of Kaye (1995) and postulate stem domains and 
extended-stem domains to explain the effect of opacity.  That is, the phonetic 
interpretation of empty nuclei within stem domains is preserved in subsequent 
cycles, despite the fact that there is a potential government-licenser available on a 
next cycle, e.g. /<murØpH> i/ [murÛpHi] ‘knee + nominative suffix’.  The empty 
nucleus in the stem domain receives phonetic interpretation on the basis of the 
assumption that the ECP applies to the stem domain first, in which no government-
licenser is available.  After bracket erasure, the vowel [Û] is maintained on a 
subsequent cycle (i.e. the stem domain), even though a potential government-
licenser, the vowel [i], becomes available.  I show that the opacity effect is derivable 
from the Strict Cyclicity Condition (SCC), in particular the Reaching Back 
Constraint (RBC), which stipulates that the domain of an earlier cycle is opaque to 
phonological processes on a current cycle.  I present palatalisation effects as 
independent evidence for the postulation of stem domains.  This process is a cross-
boundary phenomenon, which does not apply within a stem, e.g. /titi/ ‘to tread’ [titi] 
*[cici], but /<patH> i/ ‘field + nominative suffix’ [pacHi] *[patHi].   

Given this refinement of domainhood, I analyse Û/zero alternation and consonant-
related processes under suffixation.  Due to the nature of non-analytic suffixation, in 
which a given suffix is attached directly to a stem domain, Û/zero alternations occur.  
The occurrence of the vowel [Û] is predictable from the segmental content of a 
suffix-initial consonant, because it is subject to the requirements of inter-onset 
government.  In particular, I show that there is an adequate account of the 
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asymmetrical distribution of [Û] between NN and between NC sequences.  This 
vowel is absent in mono-morphemic words and present in suffixation.  In mono-
morphemic words, these sequences occur internally and the Nasal Condition and the 
Condition on NC Clusters regulate the absence of the vowel [Û].  In suffixation 
contexts, on the other hand, these sequences span a stem domain and a following 
suffix, so that each consonant has its own association line, which forces the phonetic 
interpretation of an intervening empty nucleus because of the failure of inter-onset 
government: segments in the same category cannot govern each other.   

In analytic suffixation, various consonant-related processes take place.  I argue 
that this is due to the preservation of the licensed status of final empty nuclei in 
extended stem domains, owing to the effect of the SCC.  The licensed status of this 
empty nucleus enables neighbouring consonants to form an inter-onset governing 
relation.  When the requirements of inter-onset government are not met, this triggers 
tensification, nasalisation and post-nasal voicing, depending on the segmental 
content of the consonants in question.  Thus, the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in 
mono-morphemic words and relevant phonological processes in suffixation can be 
dealt with in a unified way in terms of the ECP, which was not possible in previous 
approaches.   

The implications of the analysis presented in Chapter 4 force us to reconsider 
Kaye’s proposal for the morphology-phonology interface and the minimalist 
hypothesis that phonological processes apply whenever the conditions for their 
application are met.  The fact that all phonological outcomes in suffixation contexts 
follow the phonotactic constraints of non-derived words crucially undermines the 
original sense of analytic (i.e. regular morphology) and non-analytic (i.e. irregular 
morphology) constructions in Kaye’s proposal.  Non-permissible sequences are 
allowed in the former, as in the verb peeped, while in the latter the morphological 
complexity is invisible and all sequences are well-formed, as in the verb kept.  I 
point out that Korean is different from English regarding the morphology-phonology 
interface.  In Korean, the distinction between analytic and non-analytic suffixation is 
construed as a difference in mode of application of phonological processes.  
Furthermore, I argue that the postulation of stem domains goes against the 
minimalist hypothesis in that the mode of application in phonology must be 
constrained in order to appropriately account for the effect of opacity in non-analytic 
suffixation contexts. 

In Chapter 5, I deal with the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in loanwords, in 
particular loanwords from English.  I raise the question of to what extent loanword 
phonology differs from native phonology.  Contrary to previous approaches, which 
argue that loanword phonology constitutes a separate component, I show that the 
distribution of internal [Û] in loanwords is identical to that in native words.  The 
distribution can therefore be handled in the same way in the native phonology in that 
the ECP, in particular inter-onset government, provides a unified explanation for the 
occurrence of [Û] in internal position.  A difference with native phonology lies in the 
occurrence of [Û] in final position.  With respect to this difference, I propos that the 
occurrence of final [Û] can largely be ascribed to a conflict among principles, i.e. the 
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Preservation Principle (PP) and the ECP (domain-final licensing).  The PP dictates 
that segmental content is maximally preserved.  When a final consonant violates the 
CLE, the interaction of the PP and the ECP produces two possible outcomes: if the 
ECP dominates the PP, as in the native phonology, neutralisation is triggered, while 
the reverse order results in the occurrence of final [Û], as in the loanword phonology.  
The interaction of these two principles accounts for the majority of cases involving 
final [Û] in loanwords.   

Regarding the occurrence of final [Û] among stop-final loanwords, I distinguish 
two types of ‘insertion’: obligatory and optional.  Obligatory [Û] realisation is found 
in loanwords ending in a consonant cluster.  Government-licensing provides a 
straightforward account of the occurrence of the vowel [Û] in this position.  Optional 
[Û] realisation characterises loanwords ending in a single stop.  The occurrence of 
final [Û] in this category depends on individual words, since it is hardly possible to 
find a general pattern, i.e. some words end in the vowel [Û], some occur without final 
[Û] and others exhibit alternating forms.  I note that words without final [Û] constitute 
pseudo-native words in the sense that these words actively participate in native 
phonological processes in suffixation contexts.  This is expected, because the 
absence of final [Û] enables a final consonant to establish an inter-onset governing 
relation with a following suffix-initial consonant.  I treat words ending in final [Û] as 
genuine loanwords in that these words are not active in suffixation, precisely 
because the presence of the vowel [Û] makes any inter-onset governing relations with 
a following suffix-initial consonant impossible.  Words with alternating forms enter 
either category, i.e. one actively participates in phonological process and the other 
does not.   

I discuss the alternation between [s] and [t] in t-final pseudo-native words and 
/r/-deletion in English loanword adaptation.  As for the alternation between [s] and 
[t], I assumed that t-final loanwords have been reanalysed as /s/-final, since there are 
no nominal words ending in /t/ in native Korean.  The nominal status of loanwords 
in Korean, irrespective of their grammatical category in the source language, is 
supported by the fact that English verbs like behave, demand and save, require the 
bound verbal root /ha/ ‘to do’.  This give rises to verbal stems which are the bases 
for verbal suffixation.  Since they are treated as nouns and nominal words in Korean 
lack final /t/, the underlying segment of t-final words is /s/.  This provides a 
plausible account of the occurrence of [s] in nominative forms and that of [t] in final 
position, since the nominative suffix /i/ can license /s/ and /s/ undergoes 
neutralisation to [t].  /r/-deletion, which yields a non-rhotic type of loanword 
adaptation, is due to the fact that the occurrence of /r/ before a licensed empty 
nucleus violates the CLE, as formalised in the licensing condition on /r/: /r/ must be 
licensed by a following unlicensed nucleus.   
 Finally, I note that native words ending in a consonant cluster are problematic in 
the current analysis.  The problem is how a final consonant cluster is represented 
lexically, since the current analysis may be unable to account for the phonetic 
realisation of both consonants when a non-analytic vowel-initial suffix follows.  I 
admit that there is no solution for this and leave it for future research.   
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